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ABSTRACT

Armored Feelings. Romantic Love, Sexual Consent, and Gender-based Violence in
French First World War Narratives (1914 – 1956)
by
Angélique Ibáñez Aristondo

Advisor: Pr. Maxime Blanchard

Armored Feelings examines how the First World War reconfigured how the French thought
and wrote about romantic love, sexual consent, and gender-based violence. It posits this
devastating event as a critical juncture during which the misogynistic and racist notion of
amour à la Française took its modern shape as a rhetoric buttressing the nation’s brittle sense
of cultural superiority while obscuring diverse forms of gendered aggression – especially
those perpetrated by its citizens against women. This dissertation also establishes that the
notion of women’s sexual consent coalesced during the period under examination as a
troubled and troubling response to the violent and racializing context of total war. By
analyzing literary works, visual artefacts, and popular culture as records of shifting
attitudes towards diverse forms of gendered aggression, it uncovers how society and its
militarization shaped the narrativisation of gender-based violence in that period. This
dissertation ultimately offers an original framework to historicize the affective intricacies
and shifting cultural norms underpinning intertwined representations of desire, seduction,
sexual consent, as well as aggressiveness, victimhood, and diverse forms of inter-personal
violence.
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INTRODUCTION

Part I. When the French enrolled Sexual Consent to the War

The German army invaded Belgium and North-eastern France during the first months of
the First World War. This invasion was marked by war crimes against civilians. Those
war crimes, which included rapes of Belgian and French women, triggered a national
trauma that the propaganda of the Allied Nations only amplified. One of the most
immediate effects of these traumatic events was a clarification and fixation of the notion
of rape. In France, the rape of women as sexual violence under physical constraint had
long been received with skepticism before the war. Indeed, because they could not think
of women as a subject with free will, a significant number of intellectuals and writers had
serious reservations over whether a woman could truly be raped. As late as 1911, a doctor
could still hold and publish the opinion that “Quand il s’agit d’une femme qui sait ce que
sont les rapports sexuels, et qui est en possession de ses forces, il est impossible de croire
qu’un homme seul réussisse à accomplir sur elle un viol” (Vibert 384). Although denying
that women could be raped was commonplace in 19th-century France, the events marking
the beginning of the First World War overturned this denial almost overnight. By the end
of the year 1915, this very notion of rape as sexual violence under physical constraint had
become consensual and normalized in the French mainstream.
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This clarification and fixation of the notion of rape of women was intrinsically
intertwined with a process of nationalization and racialization. In order to make sense of
the unprecedented sexual violence unfolding on its soil, the France of the years 19141915 drew on diverse sources, not least its imperial and colonial imaginary, to reify the
Germans as rapists. The acts of sexual violence, both real occurrences and exaggerated
propaganda, became posited through a racializing binary pitting civilisation and barbarie.
Through this binary, France epitomized civilisation, Germany barbarie. In the media and
literature of the period, sexual violence became a distinctive and racialized feature of the
German-as-barbarian. Sexual violence — understood as the use of physical force against
women to have sex — perpetrated by Frenchmen became a cultural taboo so as to
separate themselves from their German enemies. Conversely, consensual sexual and
amorous encounters became a prominent and distinctive feature of the French-ascivilized. The notion of women’s sexual consent thus became one of the central
components through which the French nation established its cultural superiority and
moral justification to vanquish. The cultural habit of bestowing sexual violence upon a
racialized Other became moored to French identity through this cultural reconfiguration.
This dissertation establishes that the First World War and post-war notion of
sexual consent did not primarily emerge from a vaunted “galante” or “libertine” French
tradition. It did not primarily stem from a cultural recognition of women’s agency either.
Instead, it coalesced as a messy, troubled, and troubling response to an incommensurably
violent, traumatizing, and racializing episode of total war. Without this context in mind,
one cannot fully make sense of why ambiguity in consent, that is, the notion of consent
2

without women’s will, remained not only legible, but also celebrated as a defining
national feature in France for decades to come. Relatedly, without a thorough
appreciation of this notion’s concomitant nationalization and racialization, one cannot
fully comprehend the cultural taboo that continued to trivialize and invisibilize genderbased violence, especially those perpetrated by citizens, throughout the decades. By
retracing this genealogy, this dissertation hopes to contribute to current discussions
revolving around the specificity of the notion of sexual consent in France. Moreover, it
offers historical distance to the historical and cultural conditions in the suffering of victims
of gender-based violence reaches or reaches – or not – social awareness. As the following
of the introduction illustrates, it does so by departing from some of the historiographical
assumptions and theoretical framework through which the scholarship has, and has not,
examined the relation between an episode of massive violence such as the First World
War and the notions of sexual consent, romantic love, and gender-based violence.
The first chapter of this dissertation is entitled “Violence against Women, Trauma,
and National Pride.” It starts with retracing the major changes some of the most
traumatic events of the First World War brought to the discursive and visual
representation of diverse forms of gender-based violence, especially the rape of women,
lethal intimate partner violence (then known as crimes passionnels), and non-lethal forms of
intimate partner violence (sometimes called domestic violence). This foray into the
illustrated press, literature, and popular culture of the period casts into relief how the
conflict’s traumatic episodes of sexual violence fueled the trivialization, occultation, and
denial of gender-based violence perpetrated by French citizens. It proceeds to examine
3

women-authored fiction that distinctively responded to this historical and cultural
landscape in relation to George L. Mosse’s concept of brutalization. Women’s writing of
battlefield violence in relation with “national” forms of gender-based violence have rarely,
if ever, been examined in their own right. Focused on J. Delorme Jules-Simon and Jeanne
Landre’s epistolary novels, Âmes de guerre, Âmes d’Amour and…puis il mourut, this chapter
retrieves how both authors used singular literary devices to express anxieties about
martial violence and desensitization to violence despite the cultural taboo revolving
around gender-based violence perpetrated by French citizens. Their record of the ensuing
alteration of gender relations was intertwined with sprawling, sometimes parodic
idealizations of romantic love that aimed to provide comfort by assuaging anxieties
regarding soldierly brutalization while being offered as evidence of French cultural
superiority.
Romantic love was experienced as a means of emotional survival in France during
the First World War. The second chapter, which is entitled “Seduction, Aggression, And
Consent,” shows, however, that the obsessive constructed representation of romantic love
as nationally specific and superior continuously hampered the emergence of visual or
rhetorical means that would collectively acknowledge and empathize with women victims
of gender-based violence. Focused on the most popular illustrated magazine of the First
World War, it argues that La Vie Parisienne’s entanglement of romantic love, sex, and
Frenchness worked as a cultural tactic that, while helping the readership cope with a
devastating historical disruption, at the same time undermined efforts for social change.
This chapter retraces how nationalism and anxieties of sexual dispossession contributed to
4

integrate a fraught notion of women’s sexual consent to a broader claim of cultural
superiority. It provides a critical approach to popular and visual representations of
heterosexual and non-conjugal norms of seduction as well as sexual violence in France
during a time of war. It also offers an historical example of how the racialization and
nationalization of gender relations, discussed as “Gallic singularity” in recent scholarship,
trivializes masculine aggression and produces the ambiguity long associated with the
notion of women’s sexual consent in France.
The third chapter is entitled “Epistolary Culture and Schizophrenic Condition.”
This chapter retraces how the French were meant to embrace the paradox according to
which the French man was both radically incapable and capable of violence during the
First World War. Embracing this belief belonged to the “cultural tactics” by which, as
Holly Furneaux puts it, “supposedly civilized nations reconciled to their participation in
war” (2016 1). The French intellectuals’ idealization of letter-writing as a demonstration
of soldierly sensibilité materializes the normalization of the schizophrenic condition
underpinning “civilized” identity in wartime. Second, the analysis of Jean Norton Cru’s
intimate war letters excavates the intricacies of this affective economy as well as its
personal and political consequences. Cru’s letters offer a record of how individual
opinions and political views about gender relations and gender equality are intrinsically
intertwined with the traumatic experience of killing and dying. His rhetoric posits
gentleness and sensibilité as means of comfort as the soldier goes through his direst hours.
Through this language, Cru’s intimate war letters envision progressive changes and
supported gender equality. This progressive bend, however, was abandoned upon the
5

soldier’s return to the civilian space, where the future influential literary critic was now
eager to strengthen the soldierly testimony’s authority as well as see the traditional family
and gender order being restored.
The fourth and last chapter is entitled “Victimhood, Guilt, and Unresolved
Aggressiveness.” During the First World War, gentleness and sensibilité were portrayed as
defining features of masculinity that seamlessly coexisted with the ability and willingness
to harm. This chapter examines the legacies of this combination in the aftermath of the
First and Second World War. This chapter excavates how post-war trauma made
processes of trivialization of masculine agressiveness socially acceptable and stifled
attempts to fight against them. My focus on Roland Dorgelès’s offers insights into the
entanglement of masculine suffering with misogynistic impulses in the war veteran’s
writing of romantic love as it stemmed from its traumatic years in the trenches. Second, I
turn to women-authored narratives that went against the grain by centering masculinity
to assess the lasting changes warfare violence and brutalization upon gendered intimacy.
Le Grand Saigneur by Rachilde posits men’s trauma as the nexus through which the war
affects women’s safety in the post-war period. The novel recreates a society in which the
masculinization of suffering and the guilt bestowed upon (sometimes internalized by)
women trivialize diverse forms of gender-based violence. Mitsou as written by Colette
coaslesces the persistence of male desire as intertwining longing for romantic love with
fantasies of domination and resentment towards women. Through the centrality of the
question of women’s sexual consent, these narratives invite the readers to consider
whether and how women can claim sexual emancipation, autonomy, and agency in that
6

fraught cultural disposition. Lastly, the examination of the movie Mitsou by Jacqueline
Audry highlights the continuity and ruptures in the writing of masculine aggressiveness in
relation to the morphing memory of the First World War after the Second World War, in
the following of the Franco-Indochinese War, and amid the Algerian War.

Part II. Women’s Suffering in French Historiography

This research posits diverse forms of gendered aggression and violence as historically and
culturally legible phenomena that the study of contemporary narratives can help
document. This historicizing approach follows the lead of historians such as Alain Corbin
(1989) and Georges Vigarello (1998). With his seminal Histoire du Viol (XVIe-XXe siècle), the
latter brought to the fore rape of women as an object of historical inquiry: “L’histoire du
viol n’est pas écrite. Tout pourtant y conduit” (7). The historian and histoire des sensibilités,
the historiographic school which he belongs to, thus paves the way for assessing genderbased violence as a subject of historical and cultural inquiry. I, however, depart from
Vigarello’s perspective by focusing on a period his seminal book leaves out. Indeed,
according to Vigarello, after a momentous 19th century, “les premières décennies du
20ème siècle ne sont pas les plus importantes” in the history of sexual violence in France
(1998 243). Vigarello’s contention that those decades are not important to the history of
gender-based and sexual violence has remained by and large unchallenged, especially in
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France.1 Through this assumption, the influential historian justifies a narrative ellipsis
spanning the early 20th century until the 1970s.2 Histoire du Viol thus leaves out of its scope
the World Wars, the Algerian War, and the decades in between, thus problematically
assuming that the massive episodes of military, political, and colonial violence that
marked the period bore no influence.
Victoria Vanneau’s La Paix des ménages: histoire des violences conjugales, XIX-XXIe siècle
offers valuable insights to critically approach the gaps in Vigarello’s historicization of
gender-based and sexual violence. Vanneau’s study, which builds on juridical archives, as
Vigarello does, nearly entirely elides the First World War/1960s period, too. However, it
also provides illuminating elements of context and a rationale for such an elision.
Vanneau’s core contribution is to demonstrate that the members of the legal profession

Marie-Anne Sohn’s 1996 Chrysalides represents a rare exception that predates Vigarello’s book.
Her extensive study focuses on women’s intimate life throughout the 19th and 20th century, and
meticulously documents occurrences of intimate partner violence throughout the 3rd Republic
and across metropolitan France (692-719). Building on testimonies drawn from juridical archives,
Sohn’s study points out that intimate partner violence continued unabated throughout the 3rd
Republic and did so despite the repudiation that had emerged during the 19th century and
gained ground in the Belle Epoque. Hence, Sohn notes the inconsistency characterizing post-war
gender-based violence with regards to pre-war trends, just as Victoria Vanneau does in her own
study of intimate partner violence. However, Sohn’s juridical- and witness-based method does
not allow to make sense of the conundrum it nonetheless adumbrates. Instead of factoring in the
First World War, Sohn thus resorts to the theoretically and historically lacking “croyance
culturellement enracinée en la subordination des femmes” (719) to explain the historical
inconsistency between the pre-war and post-war period. The limits of such a de-historicizing
explanation seem to vex Sohn herself, as she adds in footnote “Avouons que l’historien s’avère
impuissant face aux dimensions psychologiques de la violence conjugales” (footnote 216 719).
2 Françoise Vergès underlines how 21st-century “féminisme civilisationnel” (discussed below)
problematically reduces the social changes for which activists and women struggled during the
1970s to sexual emancipation (2020 102-3). The 1970s represents a seminal moment of
“consciousness raising” regarding violence against women across the western world (McKinnon
1989; for a focus on France, Simonetti 2016) in contrast with the previous period.
1
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came up with strategies aimed at legally punishing intimate forms of gender-based
violence throughout the 19th century. The author makes the case that violence conjugale was
a social phenomenon that the courts increasingly disapproved of and fought against
throughout the 19th century. Her study thus characterizes 19th-century France as a time of
growing social awareness towards some forms of gender-based violence. Building from
there, Vanneau’s conclusion argues that the idea of “vide juridique” regarding violence
conjugale — the idea according to which nothing had been done to punish intimate partner
violence before the 1970s — is oblivious of the 19th-century context and of the struggles in
which many members of the law engaged to have intimate partner violence punished.
Nonetheless, Vanneau also underlines that the idea of “vide juridique” as it took
hold in the 1970s has its own history (2016 323). Indeed, according to Vanneau, the
members of the legal profession did gain skills and strategies to have intimate partner
violence punished in court throughout the 19th century. Many did fight against violence
conjugale despite a penal code that did not provide many tools to punish it. Those skills,
strategies, and retraceable efforts, however, suddenly disappeared in the aftermath of the
First World War. As Vanneau puts it:
Le savoir-faire [of the members of the legal profession] n’a, au XXe siècle, et tout
spécialement passé la Première Guerre Mondiale, pas trouvé à se perpétuer dans
l’institution judiciaire: ils savaient s’emparer des violences conjugales, ils ne savent
plus qu’en faire” (320).
As historians working with jurisdictional records, Vigarello and Vanneau do not have
much to write about post-First World War gender-based violence because the juridical
9

archives became silent and the members of the legal profession seemingly indifferent. Th
first half of the 20th century do not seem important because the First World War put a
stop to a century-long rising awareness. While Vanneau does not venture into
expounding this sudden and retraceable change of tune, she lists “brutalisation des
rapport conjugaux et reflux de l’intolérance à l’égard des violences domestiques” as
possible factors (322).
The jurisdiction of and social consciousness regarding gender-based violence
indeed became amorphous in the following of the First World War. Such a sudden
inertia, however, deserves to be critically assessed. Although we need to question what
generates social awakening and jurisdictional change regarding gender-based violence, we
cannot assume those changes to follow a linear path towards positive change. The French
context shows that the contrary can and did happen. Social awareness can recede, as it
did in the aftermath of the First World War. Through this lens, the central questions
raised by the context under consideration become: while the judicialization and
disapproval of gender-based violence grew throughout the 19th century, how to account
for the sudden decrease from 1914 until the 1960s? If the law records but cannot help us
make sense of the French society’s seeming indifference to gender-based violence, to what
sources can we turn?
Through my focus on First World war narratives, my research reintegrates to our
understanding of gender relations and discourses on gender-based violence the extreme
forms of violence and militarization that profoundly marked the First World War and the
decades thereafter. It connects the latter to the ways in which gender-based violence
10

became thought and written about as well as silenced, trivialized, and justified in France.
Despite the law’s sudden indifference, gender-based violence did not cease to be a
concern, which can be retraced in popular and literary narratives and in women’s writing
most especially. However, as the war became a sometimes vocal, sometimes subterranean
object of discourses and representations, the pre-war modes of social consciousness
collided with a broad set of new realities informed by the suffering, brutalization, and
trauma of millions.
Scholars have long posited the First World War as an experience of massive-scale
violence that anchored a “vast, multi-layered repository of images within collective
memory” (Sherman 1999 318). Footage, photographs, monuments aux morts, paintings by
George Grosz and Otto Dix, war movies such as Sam Mendes’ 1917… A nearly infinite
and canonical body of expressionist, modernist, realistic narratives continue to materialize
visions of horrific sacrifice and perpetuate the memory of men’s suffering across time.
The post-war trauma experienced by veterans has also been amply documented through
numerous analyses of gueules cassées and soldiers suffering from amputation and obusite
(shell shock). The point of my research is not to minimize the true horrors of the trenches
and the incommensurable suffering the soldiers experienced during the First World War.
I nonetheless follow insights from scholars who connects the pervasiveness of this
representation body to the scarcity of sources and historiographic discourses on women’s
suffering. Perhaps most persuasively, Nicoletta F. Gullace argues that the imperative to
acknowledge masculine suffering in the aftermath of the First World War, what she calls
the masculinization of suffering, “undercut emotional receptivity to narratives of female
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pain” in the aftermath of the conflict (2011 106). Gullace limits her analysis of the
phenomenon to the interwar period. I would suggest, however, that this too-often
overlooked undercutting of emotional receptivity to narratives of female pain continue to
haunt recent historical writing of the period. I propose to examine Stéphane AudoinRouzeau’s scholarship through this lens.
The historian Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau initiated the cultural school of the
conflict and has remained one of its most prominent champions in France. Although I
shall return to this framework a little later, I would like, for now, to single out a book
Audoin-Rouzeau published in 2013. Entitled Quelle histoire. Un récit de filiation (1914-2014),
this book contrasts with the rest of the historian’s scholarship through its personal focus.
Indeed, the book aims to retrace how First World War violence was passed on from one
generation to the other within his family. Quelle histoire’s first version tends only to the life
stories of the family’s men: the great-grandfather Eugène; the author’s grandfathers and
relatives who fought in the war (Max, Robert Audoin, and his wife’s grand-father Pierre
Bazin); his father, Philippe Audoin; and Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau himself. Through an
analysis of family documents and letters, the author’s book movingly traces his paternal
grandfather Robert’s and his father Philippe’s post-war deaths back to an emotional and
psychological “fracture” they suffered during and in the aftermath of the First World War
(2015 143).
Two years later, Audoin-Rouzeau published an edited version of the book that
aimed to respond to the criticisms the first editions’ androcentric scope received. The
second edition’s addendum thus tells the stories of the female spouses the first edition left
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unmentioned and/or unnamed: Denise (Max’s wife), Andrée (Pierre’s wife), Reine-Louise
(Paulette’s mother), Paulette (Robert’s wife; the author’s grandmother), and Michelle
(Philippe’s wife, the author’s mother). Regarding his grandmother Paulette, the author
considers in both editions that “[elle] ne comprit la faille qui s’était ouverte” in her
husband Robert during the war (122) and, in the second edition, “[elle] n’avait pu
comprendre la guerre que Robert avait faite” (184). Audoin-Rouzeau refers to the
veteran soldier’s wife twice, only to emphasize her inability to understand the soldier’s
war experience.
Written as an afterthought, the book’s gynocentric addition included in the second
edition is entitled “Du Côté des Femmes’’ and starts with the straightforward admission:
“J’avais oublié les femmes” (2015 151). Audoin-Rouzeau proceeds to explain that the
book’s first part, which is untouched from the first edition, was and remains “un récit de
la Grande Guerre” (151). As the historian’s argument goes, the men stories — including
those of male descendants who did not fight in the war — squarely fit the realm of “Great
War” narratives. They are worth telling for their ability to disclose truths on war and
filiation as truths transcending individual condition and gender identity. Conversely,
Audoin-Rouzeau justifies the choice of redeeming his “oubli des femmes” through a
separate addendum by framing their life stories as belonging to “l’histoire des femmes”
(152). When centering the impact of the war on men, as the book’s initial edition does,
what is talked about is history; when centering the impact of the war on women, what is
talked about is “women.” In such a framework, women’s stories can only be selfreferential to gender, while men’s stories tell a history, the war, in which gender relations
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are only peripheral to the narrative. The first edition’s elliptical treatment of women, and
the awkward gendered split of the second edition, are even more striking that Quelle
Histoire ostensibly focuses on 20th-century family and intimacy in relation to the war, a
realm in which one would expect gender relations to arise as a central subject of inquiry.
Moreover, it is in this “Du Côté des Femmes” addition that the historian briefly
mentions that his paternal grandmother Paulette — the one who “n’avait pu comprendre
la guerre que Robert avait faite” (184) — suffered intimate partner violence from her
husband Robert for an indefinite number of years after the latter returned from the
trenches. The reader learns this information through a single quote from the author’s
father Philippe, who witnessed the abuse as a child, and wrote towards the end of his life:
“Des années durant, j’ai vécu dans la hantise de perdre ma mère” (Mémoires, t.1, 1979,
quoted by Audoin-Rouzeau 2015 177). Quelle Histoire swiftly moves to another topic after
disclosing this information. The reader is thus left wondering: why is the voice of the
battered woman not heard at this critical juncture’? Is it that her words were left out, or is
it that there were no words to quote and write about at all? I read with great interest the
quotes drawn from letters written by Audoin-Rouzeau’s grandfather Robert — some of
them reproduced in their entirety, some of them spanning several pages. However, why
wasn’t there one word from this soldier’s battered wife left to quote and discuss? Against
the backdrop of the combatants’ “véritable logorrhée,” against the hermeneutical “orages
de papier” this logorrhea has generated3 and whose Audoin-Rouzeau’s book is part of,
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Borrowing the phrases from Beaupré 2014 52 and Didier 2008 respectively.
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why did her decades-long experience of fear and suffering remain so resoundingly silent
and unaccounted for? And what would a narrative taking this silence as a cultural and
historical phenomenon— as opposed to anecdotical aside — be like?
The aphasia affecting Audoin-Rouzeau’s writing of intimate partner violence, his
uneasiness about integrating a battered woman’s suffering into “un récit de la Grande
Guerre,” was likely encouraged by the nostalgia-inducing mood of the years leading up to
the celebration of Génération 14 in 2014-2018.4 The centenary years generated in France a
commemorative culture informed by devoir de mémoire from which one has certainly to
depart to hear the voices my dissertation intends to listen to. The following, however,
traces such an uneasiness not so much to that commemorative culture than to the
theoretical framework and historiographic school the French cultural school of First
World War historians has prominently contributed to establishing in France.
In France, many men did not come to terms with their individual and collective
“consent” (consentement) to inter-personal violence and mass-killing. Relatedly, many of
them continuously held French women accountable for not having done “enough” to
stop the bloodshed, for not having cared “enough” about men, for not having done

I borrowed the term Génération 14 from a digital project through which individuals were invited
to contribute by uploading personal archives from the First World War period. This project was
completed during the Centenary in the context of La Grande Collecte. This cornerstone, grandscale initiative of the publicly funded Mission Centenaire 14-18 invited the French to donate
personal documents and intimate archives bequeathed by family members who went through the
1914-18 years. The stated purpose was to “les sauver de l’oubli” (lagrandecollecte.fr 2018). Both the
term and initiative are telling of the nostalgia the centenary years and state-funded Mission
Centenaire fostered in France. Material traces of intimate partner violence fit poorly such a
patrimonial impulse.
4
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“enough” against the war despite their continuous disenfranchisement.5 The concept of
“consent” is a cornerstone of the historiographic framework that has dominated the
French First World War scholarship since the late 1990s. This framework has been
defined as the “cultural school” (Winter 2020). In contrast with the mainstream and
feminist use of the term, consentement is entirely unrelated to gender relations or genderbased violence in this historiographic framework and in the context of the First World
War. I propose to reintegrate the First World War sources and context into the feminist
concerns and discussions revolving around gender-based violence and sexual consent. To
do so, I need to first explicate why the notion of sexual consent has remained in an
historiographic blind spot while the notion of consent, detached from its gendered
implication, has been so central to the French dominant historiographic school.
Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau and Annette Becker brought the cultural interpretation
of the conflict forward in France. They did so first in a programmatic article that came
out in 1997 and most memorably in their seminal book 14-18. Retrouver la guerre (2000).
The latter denounced “occultation” “formes d’aseptisation” of violence that they found in
previous scholarship of the First World War (25). Their aim was to make “violence de
guerre” resurface in its entirety and to take full stock of the fact that “cette violence […]
fut non seulement acceptée par les sociétés belligérantes, mais encore mise en oeuvre par des
dizaines de millions d’hommes pendant quatre ans et demi” (46). Audoin-Rouzeau and

Women did not have the right to vote in France until 1944 and 1958 for Muslim women
(Seferdjeli 2004).
5
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Becker argued that resurfacing this violence implied acknowledging that the societies had
“consented” to it. Hence the central importance of the notion of “consent,” consentement, in
the cultural school’s framework. Through this lens, the pressing historiographical issue
revolved around deciphering the reasons why the French society “consented” to the
conflict and its brutal consequences.6
The answer these scholars proposed was as follows. During the First World War, a
“war culture” emerged that gripped whole societies and gave the conflict its meaning.7
Earlier on, the scholars had defined “war culture” as “le champ de toutes les
représentations de la guerre forgées par les contemporains: de toutes les représentations
qu’ils se sont données de l’immense épreuve, pendant celle-ci d’abord, après celle-ci
ensuite” (Audoin-Rouzeau, Becker 1997 252). The scholars argued that this “war
culture” was primarily triggered in the early days of the conflict by German war crimes,
then known as “atrocités allemandes” (both actual and inflated by propaganda) to which
this introduction has already referred to. Through these events, the enemy became almost
overnight conceived of as a “barbarian” that had to be eliminated.
Hence, at the center of the French “war culture” lay the antagonization and
demonization of the enemy, “haine de l’ennemi:” the war culture is, these scholars point
out, “indissociable d’une spectaculaire prégnance de la haine à l’égard de l’adversaire”
and “a ainsi nourri une véritable pulsion ‘exterminatrice’” (2000 122). Audoin-Rouzeau

“La vraie question [est de savoir] pourquoi, dans l’immense majorité des cas, on a voulu et
continué à faire [la guerre]”(49).
7 “La ‘culture de guerre’ de 14-18 [est] un corpus de représentations du conflit cristallisé en un
véritable système donnant à la guerre sa signification profonde” (122).
6
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and Becker buttressed their argument through George L. Mosse’s seminal “brutalization
thesis,” which described higher thresholds of tolerance to human suffering and death as a
major consequence of the conflict upon European societies (48).8 This hatred crystallized
around the dichotomy civilisation vs. barbarie, which became “ressentie comme
fondamentale par l’immense majorité des contemporains” (Audoin-Rouzeau, Becker
122). “Hatred” was thus deemed to have propelled the French massive “consent” to the
war — a consent that even the conflict’s unprecedented scale, duration, and violence
would not fundamentally alter until the war was won. Therefore, at the foundation of this
cultural interpretation lies the assumption that enemy dehumanization primarily made
the war possible for so long and to such a violent extent. In turn, the consented-to
“modern” warfare conditions and their ensuing “radical” and “new” forms of violence
(46) resulted in the dehumanization of all fighters: “Jusqu’aux ‘batailles’ de la Grande
Guerre, la déshumanisation n’avait jamais été aussi totale” (39).
Audoin-Rouzeau and Becker’s cultural interpretation of the First World War
entirely reconfigured the landscape of First World War Studies in France. It did so
through the strong following their framework found as much as through the fierce
criticisms it generated.9 Among the cultural interpretation’s most vocal opponents stood
out the members of the CRID 14-18 (Collectif de Recherche International et de Débat
14-18), a collective of social historians created in 2005 in large part in response to the rise

8
9

Chapter 1 expounds Mosse’s framework (esp. pp 44-45).
For an exhaustive account of the controversy, see Purseigle 2020.
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of the cultural school. One of the most contentious issues at the heart of the controversy
opposing those two schools was that, according to the cultural school, the “war culture”
and related “consent” had been left unaccounted for because of the historiography’s
overreliance on war veterans’ war and (even more so) post-war accounts — “witnesses,”
whose writing often deny, keep silent, or minor wartime enemy dehumanization and
consent to warfare. Audoin-Rouzeau and Becker infamously coined this overreliance
“dictature du témoignage” (52).
For some, their argument came across as a seeming dismissal of the war veterans’
voices and whoever listened to them. As such, it was feverishly fought off by the CRID,
most prominently by Rémi Cazals and Frédéric Rousseau. These historians essentially
argued that constraint was more proper than “consent” to understand the French
soldiers’ relationship to their participation to the conflict (2001, 2003). The social
historian Nicolas Mariot expounded the limits of the cultural interpretation in logical
(2003) and sociological terms (2013). One of his most cogent arguments was to point out
that the cultural school as it had been primarily articulated tended to overlook the
sociological gap between the higher-rank officers, many of whom vocally consented to the
war and to the sacrifice of their life, and the lower-rank military men, for whom consent is
much harder to retrace (2013, 2017). Noting that such a controversy emerged only
among French scholars, some scholars investigated why the discussion so durably
crystallized around the notion of “consentement,” and why it did so only in France.
Leonard V. Smith convincingly tied the specifics of consent to French Third Republic
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citizenship (The Embattled Self 2007 106-47 and ‘Culture de Guerre’ 2007; see also Winter
2005 and Purseigle 2008).
The scholarly discussion eventually settled, and a middle ground emerged during
the years leading to the Centenary. As Jay Winter recently summarizes, most French
historians now see “coercion and consent as essential elements in the story, not as
diametrically opposite, but as overlapping and porous categories” (2020 226). The title of
the collective book Dans la guerre 1914-1918. Accepter, Endurer, Refuser (Beaupré, Jones,
Rasmussen 2015) is indicative of the kind of nuances through which the cultural/consent
framework as initiated by Audoin-Rouzeau and Becker was refined during those years.
Retracing the emergence of these major nuances, John Horne wonders whether the
cultural school may have reached the end of its “life-cycle” as an intellectual paradigm
after dominating the study of the First World War for 25 years (2019). Despite Horne’s
sense of fin de règne, the cultural interpretation of the First World War and the notion of
“war culture” seems to have now established itself as a national historiographical standard
beyond the narrow circles of academia. Pierre Purseigle thus points out that “more than a
simple academic concept, ‘war culture’ therefore revealed […] a clear paradigmatic
ambition” and has been “absorbed by the curriculum prescribed to secondary schools by
the French Ministry of Education” (2020).
My foray into French discourses and representations of romantic love, sexual
consent, and gender-based violence only confirms the pervasiveness of the civilisation vs.
barbarie pattern which the cultural school so usefully excavated and put to the fore. I,
however, also build on a critique of some of the cultural school’s central premises through
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a feminist lens. The cultural school’s paradigmatic situation, I argue, impinges on the
development of historicizing approaches to gender-based violence perpetrated by French
men during and in the aftermath of the First World War. What follows frames the
cultural school’s overreliance on the concept of enemy dehumanization in its defining of
“war culture” as upholding a “humanist” view that is ineffective to historicize the
representations of and discourses on gender-based violence perpetrated by citizens. I posit
the philosopher Kate Manne’s socially situated model as a productive framework to
approach the history of the most endemic forms of violence against women: those
perpetrated by the “loved” ones; the “civilized” ones; the French.
In Down Girl: The Logic of Misogyny, Manne defines the “humanist view” as a
widespread view according to which the perpetration of diverse forms of interpersonal
cruelty (racist brutality, misogynistic behaviors, and mass violence occurring during
militarized conflicts) stems from the perpetrators’ “some sort of dehumanizing
psychological attitude” towards their victims (Manne 2017 134). In the humanist view,
the failure to treat or recognize others as fellow humans is the best explanation of why we
treat each other in cruel, humiliating, and degrading ways. The flip side of the humanist
view is that “if people could only appreciate their shared of common humanity, then they
would have a hard time mistreating other member of the species” (134). The humanist
view explicates misogyny and women’s mistreatment in terms of the failure to recognize
women as fully human, or the tendency to treat women as objects. Consequently, the
humanist view posits as the best remedy for misogyny the shaping up of strategies through
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which women would be portrayed as fully human, or in which common humanity would
stand out.
Manne’s primary argument against the humanist view relies on her compelling
redefining of misogyny. Indeed, she demonstrates that the “naïve conception” (18) of
misogyny as dehumanizing hatred of women fails to make sense of the multiple forms of
gender-based violence — such as intimate partner violence — in which the recourse to
violence comes to punish women’s failure to provide with distinctively human capabilities
such as “attention, care, sympathy, respect, admiration, and nurturing” (22). Building
from there, Manne demonstrates that misogynistic hostility and violence primarily stem
from the concern of maintaining subordination and is perpetrated by individuals (men,
but also, possibly, women) who see women as human, “all-too-human” (134) who fail to
accomplish the tasks expected from them.
While Manne’s point is evidently not to deny the existence or toxicity of
dehumanizing discourses, she does convincingly demonstrate that their “explanatory
power is often overstated” (2016 389). She highlights that the frameworks revolving
unilaterally around dehumanizing discourses fail to put under scrutiny several contexts in
which the assumption of humanity does not prevent cruel — inclusive of misogynistic —
behaviors upholding diverse forms of racial and sexist oppression. Those behaviors often
target women who are posited as human beings, that is, as sharing similar capacities with
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perpetrators. Precisely, because women share similar capacities, they can also be
threatening to them in ways only fellow humans can be.10
At this juncture, Manne offers to analyze cruel and misogynistic behaviors through
the lens of an alternative perspective that she defines as a “socially situated” model.
Manne’s redefining of misogynistic behaviors allows to reintegrate the numerous
circumstances in which women are targeted not because they are not deemed human, but
because they are “intelligible rival, enemy, usurper, insubordinate, betrayer” in a way
that only a human being can be: “In being capable of rationality, agency, autonomy, and
judgment, they are also someone who could coerce, manipulate, humiliate, or shame you.
[…] They may hence be a threat to all that you cherish” (2017 147). The sense of threat
combined with diverse forms of male entitlement (2020) are central to understand not
only marginal cruel and misogynistic behaviors (typically, a stranger man raping or killing
in the streets), but also the much more prevalent misogynist hostility and violence
pervading daily life, unfolding between individuals who entertain complex, close, or
intimate relationships, and described by personal, fictional, and popular narratives alike.
This detour to Manne’s critique of the humanist view is productive to highlight the
insufficiencies of the French cultural historiography of the First World War. This

“The motivations associated with hostile stances can result in some very ugly behavior […]
They often bring with them a temptation to lash out, put people down, or otherwise try to
(re)establish dominance. And these ways of envisaging people need not be blocked by a sense of
the humanity one shares with them; indeed, they plausibly depend on that very recognition. For
only another human being can sensibly be conceived as an enemy, a rival, a usurper, an
insubordinate, a traitor, and the like, at least in the fullest sense of these terms.” (Manne 2017
152-3).
10
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historiographic framework heavily relies on a humanist view in a textbook-like fashion,
since, as expounded above, its main assumption is that people consented to mass killing
and dying primarily under the influence of a “war culture” whose primary shaping force
is deemed to be dehumanizing conceptions of the enemy (the “barbaric” German).
Manne’s framework would certainly be useful to think over our understanding of
battlefield interpersonal violence. For instance, the cultural school tends to frame
“human” behaviors such as cases of fraternization with the German enemy as only
marginal phenomena that were too isolated to decisively challenge the idea of “war
culture” as major incentive to fight in the war. Conversely, the historians opposing the
cultural school take cases of fraternization as evidence that the hatred of the enemy, while
supposedly distinctive of “war culture,” was never as absolute as the cultural
interpretation would have it, and that there were indeed significant cases of bottom-up
forms of disapproval or resistance against top-down dehumanizing propaganda (as
summarized by Smith, The Embattled Self 2007). Manne’s theoretical framework highlights
how both opposing instances fail to take into consideration a central point. The
Christmas truce of 1914 did keep the guns silent; friendly interactions such as soccer
games and gift exchange did happen. From Manne’s perspective, however, the real
question would be to investigate how many soldiers fully embraced and enjoyed the truce
while expecting the fire to resume shortly; how many assumed all along, therefore, that
the temporary act of humane fraternity and underpinning recognition of the enemy as
human being was never to impinge on the concomitant and lasting goal of defeating the
socially situated enemy by way of wounding and killing. Through that lens, instances of
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fraternization highlight not so much definitive resistance to killing than a context in which
considering a person as human being is not incompatible with considering him as an
enemy to be killed. Under Manne’s perspective, cases of fraternization show that
dehumanization of the enemy is simply insufficient to understand the complexities of
French society’s relation to mass killing on its own.
Manne’s critique is useful to examine the scholarly discourse (and absence thereof)
about women’s suffering during and in the aftermath of the First World War. The “war
culture” framework, its overreliance on the dehumanizing hatred of the enemy, and the
underlying humanist view have nurtured the epistemological habit of considering objects
of historical analysis through their relationship to dehumanization. The pervasiveness of
dehumanization as a theoretical framework obscures the many contexts in which this
framework is unhelpful to address other manifestations of hostility, aggressiveness, and
brutalization — even more so when the latter are entangled with other feelings and
behaviors. Increased misogynistic hostility, along with the acts and trivialization,
normalization, and invisibilization of violence against women stand out amongst those
other manifestations as they emerged during and after the conflict within the scope of
what was then called civilisation. By having become the authoritative framework to address
this period, while being ineffective to address misogynistic hostility and violence against
women, the humanist view underpinning the French cultural school inadvertently
perpetuates a blind spot revolving around these forms of “civilized” violence. The cultural
school posits “hatred” and dehumanization as the war’s cardinal emotion. Manne’s
approach propels us to trace the shadows of hyper-violence and symptoms of society
25

brutalization not only to discourses of hatred, but also as seeping into human, “all-toohuman” discourses of love. This insight is buttressed by the feminists who have long
argued that the language of love masks and normalizes intimate violence (Jones 2000).
According to this view, as Jennifer C. Nash summarizes, “love disguises practices of
gendered control and domination, all the while making intimate violence […] seem
ordinary and even loving and tender” (2016 47).

Part III. Amour à la Française and the First World War

Literary, artistic, and popular representations of women’s suffering have not passed the
test of time as much as representations of masculine suffering — even more so in the
context of the First World War. Besides, the scholarship of the conflict tends to perpetuate
the habit of positing women’s suffering as an a-historical phenomenon, a fact of life
occurring here and there, regardless of historical and cultural circumstances. For
instance, in Permissionnaires de la Grande Guerre, a 2013 book about the French soldiers on
leave during the First World War, French historian Emmanuelle Cronier builds on scant
historical record to nonetheless establish wartime intimate partner violence as “une
violence conjugale classique,” by which she means a violence that is similar to the pre-war
context in terms of method, degree, and frequency (Cronier 132). Through this means,
Cronier justifies the near-complete absence of the topic in her study. Framing wartime
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Figure 1. Emmanuelle Cronier, Permissionnaires dans la Grande Guerre, 2013.

intimate partner violence11 as “classique” perpetuates on scarce grounds the framing of
women’s suffering as an a-historical phenomenon. Doing so implicitly contrasts with
militarized — that is, in the context in question, primarily masculine — suffering, a solid
object of historical and literary inquiry as much as a deeply rooted site of memory.

I use the term “intimate partner violence” in contrast with “domestic violence” throughout this
dissertation. The latter can encompass violence against intimate partners and children alike,
while the former focuses on violence against intimate partners (Dutton 2006 3).
11
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Cronier’s book is emblematic of the cultural habit, in the French historical writing of the
conflict, to posit national forms of gender-based violence as unrelated to the nation’s
militarized history; and, in the context of the First World War, to de-historicize these
forms of gender-based violence while emphasizing nostalgia-inducing narratives of
romantic and conjugal unity. This is a habit her book cover, a visual celebration of
romantic love between the French, is emblematic of (Figure 1).
I do not intend to deny that moving love stories happened in wartime, nor that
many soldiers and civilians drew on romantic ties and conjugal unity the strength to carry
on. Instead, I emphasize the need to include historical, cultural, and literary sources to
assess how the idealization of French romantic love often combined seamlessly with the
trivialization of violence against women; how this combination was a core component of
total war; and that overlooking this combination not only remains one of the conflict’s
enduring legacies as a genealogic shaping force of French discourses and thought on
gender-based violence and gender relations.
Although trivializing and silencing violence against women predated the First
World War, the conflict anchored these rhetorical postures in a traumatic dynamic of
survival at an unprecedented scale. As such, it reconfigured how violence against women
was conceived of for decades to come. This introduction has underscored two ways in
which this reconfiguration has manifested in French culture: the post-war vanishing of
pre-war social awareness towards intimate partner violence, and the continued reluctance
of recent historical writing to connect the conflict to gender-based violence perpetrated by
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citizens. I would like to turn to a third and last pattern, which I locate in the continued,
albeit now contested, idealization of French love.
My dissertation draws a line between the cultural taboo revolving around national
forms of gender-based violence as shaped by the First World War and more recent
iterations of the idea according to which the French, to put it briefly, “do” and always did
seduction better. By doing so, it contributes to historicizing the concept of amour à la
française. I here follow the lead of scholars such as Tracy Adams, Christine Adams,
Kathleen Antonioli, Jean Elizabeth Pedersen, and Whitney Whalton (2020). As Pedersen
summarizes, the concept of amour à la française or “French singularity” in gender relations
revolves around “the idea that French men and women enjoy more harmonious gender
relations and more pleasurable sexual relations than men and women of other countries”
(8). My research contributes to historicizing the notion by providing insights into the
processes of obscuration and trivialization of gender-based violence underpinning the
notion of French singularity as they unfolded in response to a historical and traumatic
watershed.
The idea of French singularity has been championed as a cultural legacy that
needs to be protected from outside influences by several French intellectuals since the
1990s. The most commented work was certainly the essay by French historian Mona
Ozouf’s “Essai sur la Singularité Française,” which was published in the aftermath of the
bicentenary of the French Revolution (1995). The essay contended that French gender
relations and feminism are distinctively different from Anglo-Saxon’s. This stance
generated extensive discussion as well as vocal criticisms, most notably from Joan Wallach
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Scott (1995) and Eric Fassin (1999).12 In the 2010s, the notion reemerged during the
debates generated by the “affaire Dominique Strauss Kahn” in 2011 and the #metoo
movement in 2017. Fassin renewed the criticism he already voiced in the 1990s and
urged to think of “amour à la Française” in terms of “sexisme à la Française” (2012 48).
He also underlined the racialized “frontières de la violence sexuelle” underpinning the
notion of gallic singularity (2009). Likewise, Joan W. Scott frames the defensive attitude
towards amour à la Française in terms of racialized cultural hierarchization (2012). In a
similar vein, Francoise Vergès’ Le Féminisme Décolonial discusses amour à la Française as
belonging to “féminisme civilisationnel” whose core binary pits “un intégrisme laïque
teinté d’orientalisme” against Islam, the “barbare” of our contemporary age (Vergès 2020
69-70).
Joan W. Scott characterized Ozouf’s 1995 essay as “pétri de contradictions”
(1995). The intimate tension underpinning Ozouf’s contradictory yet irretractable
idealization of gender relations eventually came to light twenty-five years after she first
wrote about it. In an interview with Alain Finkielkraut that came out in 2020, Mona
Ozouf thus confides her experience of gender relations in France as disadvantageous to
women; she nonetheless affirms in the same breath how lucky French women are to
belong to a society in which gender relations are “happier:”
Les femmes de ma génération13 ont vécu un ancien régime, où le rapport
amoureux était vécu dans une irresponsabilité complète des hommes et dans une

12
13

For a synthetic account of the debate as it unfolded in the 1990s, see Pedersen 5-8.
Ozouf was born in 1931.
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angoisse permanente du côté des femmes. On ne peut pas l’oublier. Et l’on ne peut
pas oublier non plus que la maîtrise du corps de la femme a été une immense
libération. Mais, cela étant dit, je pense que depuis fort longtemps s’était établi en
France un commerce entre les sexes plus aimable, plus heureux, plus civilisé que
dans beaucoup d’autres pays. (Ozouf 2020 43).
Mona Ozouf’s statement builds on a seemingly puzzling contradiction. Drawing on a
gendered experience primarily characterized by “angoisse permanente,” she seems to
state that gender relations in France are (or were in the past) disadvantageous for women;
yet this statement is immediately followed by her recurring point according to which
heterosexual relations in France are and always were superior, “plus aimable[s], plus
heureux, plus civilisé[s].”
After years spent researching women from the generation that raised Ozouf’s, I
find myself more moved than puzzled or angered by her stance. The intrinsic
contradiction which Ozouf seems incapable of letting go of is also a prominent feature of
numerous writings from women belonging to the generation that raised hers — that is,
those who lived through and wrote during the First World War and its aftermath. Some
historians shy away from considering that an event such as the First World War may be
passed on from one generation to another generation of women. I do not. I posit Ozouf’s
generation as daughters of women who faced untenable situations that profoundly altered
their discourses on gender and gender relations. The trauma of the First World War
bequeathed upon men and women alike cultural habits and contradictions of which
Ozouf’s stance is only emblematic of.
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The notion of amour à la Française and the processes of trivialization of genderbased violence it propels has multiple roots and a long genealogy. I acknowledge the First
World War to be only one layer of a complex palimpsest. A more holistic view of this
genealogy would require deep forays into the many militarized events that marked 20thcentury France: the Second World War, the Algerian War, and powerful colonial and
post-colonial dynamics a play. Nonetheless, examining the issue in relation to the First
World War’s massive nation-based and racializing antagonisms, trauma, survival, and
gendering of victimhood and suffering, is useful to make sense of this notion’s role,
function, and longevity in French culture. It hopes to provide historical distance to the
continued iterations of problematic notions of sexual consent and amour à la Française, the
national hierarchization of romantic conduct, and the concomitant masculine
victimization that has continued to obscure the possibility of French men as perpetrators
of gender-based violence.
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CHAPTER ONE
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN, TRAUMA, AND NATIONAL PRIDE
Part I. Representations, Discourses, Silences
This introductory section outlines some of the changes and continuities in the
representation of diverse forms of gendered violence against women — namely rape,
lethal intimate partner violence, and non-lethal intimate partner violence —between prewar and wartime France. I emphasize the ways in which the representation of foreign
gendered violence during the First World War affected the notion of women’s sexual
consent. I also examine how the longstanding issue of “brutalization” intersects with these
representations. Through my focus on rape and crimes passionnels, I underline how the First
World War context affected the discourses framing their representation and discuss how
retracing these shifts can help historicize the ever-central notion of women’s sexual
consent in relation to national identity. In this chapter section, my use of the terms
“national” and “foreign” aims to emphasize distinct stakes between the representation of
diverse forms of gendered violence involving persons of the same nationality, and forms of
gendered violence involving a foreign national. While scholars tend not to make such a
contrast in the analysis of 19th century representations of gender-based violence, the
differences become all too glaring to ignore during the First World War. This discussion
provides a framework to the latter chapter section, in which I examine fictional narratives
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that address women’s concerns regarding the impact of desensitization to violence upon
intimacy.
French historians Alain Corbin, Georges Vigarello, and Anne-Marie Sohn
initiated the study of gender-based and sexual violence in 19th-century France (Corbin
1989, Sohn 1996, Vigarello 1998). This scholarship, which often focused on the most
extreme forms of sexual violence, has established the 19th century as a period in which
these forms of violence perpetrated against women generated many discourses and
representations. Regarding sexual violence against women, Lucie Nizard captures the
“paradox” of the French 19th-century historical and jurisdictional context: “Bien que l’on
soit dans une période où le cadre juridique et psychologique du viol se construit, de
nombreux discours sociaux à vocation sérieuse vont dans le sens inverse d’une
culpabilisation de la victime et d’une négation des violences sexuelles” (2019). Literary
studies on sexual violence are fewer, but nonetheless establish the pervasiveness of its most
“extreme” forms in fiction. Philippe Hamon and Alexandrine Viboud list 12 French
romans de mœurs, many of them authored by prominent names such as Balzac, de
Goncourt, Rosny aîné, Maupassant, in which the rape of women is an intrinsic part of the
plot (379-80). Nizard frames many 19th-century literary representations of women raped
by men (the type of sexual violence this section focuses on) in terms of “comédie du viol,”
a recurring narrative primarily deployed by male authors and underpinned by the
assumption that women only ever “fake” resistance to sexual intercourse (2019). Olivier
Sabarot shows that during the same period, many French courthouses struggled with
drawing the line between seduction and aggression, since the only perceived difference
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between both was that women resistance was deemed “feinte” (3) in the former case.1
This similarity between literary representations and jurisdictional discourses suggests that
some literary representations of gender-based violence mirrored the assumptions upon
which the judicial courthouses handled actual cases.
Chantal Pierre, Lucie Nizard, and Ellen Constans all underline the recurring
tropes underpinning the rape literary narratives of the period: the reliance on the archaic
idea that “un viol consommé est un viol consenti” (Pierre 70) and the concomitant
assumption of women’s naturalized inability to “genuinely” consent because of the
entrenched idea that women are deprived of free will. This reliance can be found in
naturalism and popular literature alike. Chantal Pierre retraces the pervasiveness of raped
“femmes, jeunes filles, petites filles” in naturalist novels (66). The naturalist writing of rape
was a response to its writing in sentimental literature and in the media. Naturalism thus
produced “des récits de viols ordinaires, classés sans suite, oubliés de l’histoire, des bruits
qui courent noyés dans les bavardages, et un discours dominant physiologique qui sème le
trouble sur l’idée même de viol” (78). Conversely, Ellen Constans examines “littérature de
la victime,” one of the literary sub-genres to which naturalist rape narratives responded.
She defines “littérature de la victime” as a subgenre of popular literature authored by
now forgotten authors in which the heroines are recurrently victims of diverse forms of

“Lorsque la séduction est réciproque, la lutte feinte de la fille atteste une dialectique fondée sur
une connaissance préalable des rôles attendus de chacun et constatée sur l’ensemble du territoire
français, popularisée même par la production de cartes postales illustrant les pratiques de ce
type.” Conversely, “la brusquerie des garçons est considérée avec complaisance, à tel point que le
seuil de distinction entre la lutte simulée et l’agression est difficilement à déterminer” (Sabarot 3).
1
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gendered and sexual violence (2003). Constans persuasively frames this subgenre, which
was at its most successful between 1870 and 1914, as anti-feminist because, despite its
focus on women’s plight, it reproduces the assumption of women’s passivity and
powerlessness.2
There are occurrences of foreign perpetrators of rape in 19th-century literature.
Perhaps the most famous example, Guy de Maupassant’s Mademoiselle Fifi’s eponymous
character foreshadowed the wartime trope of the German as both effeminized and
brutalized aggressor of women.3 French writers also represented the country as having
been violated by the foreign in the aftermath of the Franco-Prussian war, a narrative that
became omnipresent during the First World War. However, even in the aftermath of the
Franco-Prussian war, representations of women raped by French men remained
abundant. Moreover, nationality did not necessarily alter the aforementioned tropes
underpinning the rape narratives of the period. Chantal Pierre thus describes Emile
Zola’s “confusion” over the status of the rape of Silvine by a Prussian soldier in 1892 La
Débâcle. Pierre quotes Zola pondering to himself that “je pourrais faire [Silvine] à demiconsentante, ce qui vaudrait mieux, car je ne crois pas aux filles violentées, prises malgré
elles.”4 The struggle an author such as Zola experienced with positing the rape of woman
as rape was underpinned by his assumption of women’s lack of agency and related ability

I return to Constans’ analysis of “roman de la victime” in chapter 4, esp. pp 301-2.
Mademoiselle Fifi’s translation into English was republished in the United States in 1917, the year
of the US entry to the war. On the specifics of the French association of German identity with
sexual violence, see chapter 2, esp. pp. 147-9.
4 BnF, NAF, ms 10. 286, fo 83 (quoted by Pierre 73).
2
3
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to sexual consent. As a 19th-century author, Zola could not identify rape as rape,
regardless of the perpetrator’s nationality. Such a confusion would become unthinkable
during the First World War, as explored later.
Non-lethal intimate partner violence was present in French 19th-century popular
literature and culture. To name some of the most memorable only, both Émile Zola’s La
Bête Humaine and Thérèse Raquin provide vivid depictions.5 In the year predating the onset
of the First World War, the illustrator Dharm, who would become a soldier and prolific
illustrator during the war, could casually draw on the theme of intimate partner violence
against women in a scene that he ironically titled “Intimité” (Figure 8). Such a casualness
regarding the topic that would be reversed in wartime, with, as examined below, women
now casually described as perpetrators of domestic violence. In addition, the caption’s
colloquial language signals that Dharm depicts the perpetrator as from the lower classes.
At the time, the print press and journalists frequently carried the upper-class assumption
according to which the working class was more prone to domestic violence.6 Such an
assumption continued to frame latter representations of domestic violence, although some
crucial differences, examined later, appeared towards the end of the First World War.
Vanneau pp. 42-8 provides other compelling examples. See also Trouille 2009.
This assumption lived on into the war years in the writing of Lucien Descaves’ essay La Maison
Anxieuse. Despite Descaves’ upper-class perspective (noted by Le Naour 2002 232), his stance is
nonetheless remarkable, because it stands as one the rare, if not the only one that referred to
intimate partner violence perpetrated by Frenchmen during the war years (Descaves 1916 2630). Lucien Descaves had been known as a staunch anti-militarist since at least the scandalous Les
Sous-Offs (1889). As opposed to other pre-war antimilitarists who did a 180-degree turn during
the First World War (most famously Gustave Hervé), Descaves would not change his mind. His
illustrated volume of aphorisms Ronge-Maille Vainqueur stands as arguably the most nihilistic and
uncompromisingly anti-militaristic text a French author tried to publish in wartime. It was
censored during the conflict and eventually published in 1920.
5
6
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Moreover, 19th-century France continued the extensive tradition of representing
humorously wives beating their husbands. Victoria Vanneau has posited this body of
representation not as referring to actual practices that could read as acts of revolt against
male domination, but rather as conveying a specific type of normative discourse: an
“introversion des rôles conjugaux.”7 She argues that “moquer la femme qui bat et le mari
qui est battu autorise la réaffirmation de la norme conjugale” (43). Through this lens,
more than representing an act of feminine rebellion, these representations of “usurped”
domestic violence reaffirm the conjugal norm without questioning or condemning it:
“Dire l’usurpation de la violence maritale, ce n’est pas en condamner l’exercice. C’est
dire qu’elle ne s’exerce pas comme il faudrait. Mieux: c’est en conforter l’utilité sociale et les
voies sans équivoque de sa distribution sexuelle” (46). I address below how the
representation of these forms of non-lethal intimate partner violence evolved in wartime.
Besides, the media of Fin-de-siècle and belle Epoque France made popular the notion
of crime passionnel, a narrativization of – intently or actually – lethal form of gender-based
violence ending with murder or an attempt on the lover’s (or their lovers’) life.8 The
notion of crime passionnel – crimes of passion – developed at a time when the penal code of
1810, which deemed “excusable”9 the murder of wife and lover by the husband if the
latter caught them in the act at home, was still in effect. Crimes of passion described a

Davis 1979 [1965] p. 438, quoted in Vanneau 43.
On the representation of crimes passionnels in the media of that period, see especially Shapiro
1996 and Kalifa 1995. For an approach through juridical archives, see Guillais 1986, Ferguson
2010, and Vanneau 2016.
9 The infamous article 324, which was repealed in 1975.
7
8
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murder whose invoked motive include passion and its “excess.” Although the phrase
“crime passionnel” is still part of the French collective imaginary of intimate partner
violence, the notion has long been criticized for the alleviating circumstances it provides
to male perpetrators.10 In the 19th century, however, the notion, whose appeal many
visual representations of the time record (Figure 2, 3), tended to be used to provide
alleviating circumstances to women perpetrators.
As Anne-Claude Ambroise-Rendu recounted, the media first popularized the
notion of crimes of passion through accounts of women killing their unfaithful lovers or
husband’s lover out of jealousy in fin-de-siècle France (1993). The image of “romantic”
men killing out of love existed as well, though illustrated magazines were particularly keen
to display and comment upon men committing suicides out of love. Moreover, it was
women’s crimes of passion that drew “sustained public interest” (Shapiro 1996 136). AnnLouise Shapiro, whose study focuses on the “golden age” of the public’s fascination for
crimes of passion (from the 1880 cause célèbre Marie Bière up until the murder of Gaston
Calmette by Henriette Caillaux), documents that the media of the late 19th century and
the Belle Epoque were particularly keen on associating gender-based violence perpetrated

Emblematic contemporary criticisms of the notion include Dryef, Vincent 2020 and Piquet
2015. This is a discussion the #metoo movement and the persistence of violence against women
has contributed to fuel in France.
10
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Figure 2. Gino Starace, illustrator. “Charles Mérouvel: Chaste et Flétrie!”
Fayard, 1905, book cover.
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Figure 3. “Mme Caillaux, femme du ministre des finances, tue à coups de revolver M. Gaston
Calmette, Directeur du Figaro.” Le Petit Journal, 29 Mar. 1914. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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by women with “passion” and “love.” The 1905 cover of Charles Mérouvel’s Chaste et
Flétrie, whose title announces the main protagonist to be a female victim of sexual
violence, also emphasizes and glamourizes the figure of the abused woman empowered
by her seeking revenge through inter-personal violence (Figure 2). Such an emphasis
illustrates the pre-war readership’s interest in visualizing women acting violently not out
of love or passion but in response to sexual abuse.11 Shapiro also retraces progressive
changes of perception across the decades. She deems the Caillaux affair, which broke a
few months before the First World War (Figure 3), as marking the end of “an era,” as
“the mores and assumptions that had legitimized the crime of passion had begun to wear
thin” (Shapiro 1996 176).12

Figure 2 is discussed again in my analysis of Jacqueline Audry’s movie Mitsou, which features
Mérouvel’s novel. Chaste et Flétrie was Mérouvel’s most famous book. It is emblematic of the
criminal novels that were popular throughout the second half of the 19th century by telling the
story of a male protagonist who rapes of young woman, poisons a rival, attempts on his doctor’s
life, and kidnaps the doctor’s daughter. I return to Mérouvel’s Chaste et Flétrie in chapter 4, pp
293-7. Although Mérouvel published Chaste et Flétrie in 1889, the 1905 edition, which figure 2
displays, is significant, since this edition of the book launched the tremendously popular “Le
Livre Populaire” series by Fayard. The 1905 title includes an exclamation point that disappeared
in subsequent editions.
12 Working from a juridical perspective, Ferguson’s study documents that at the courthouses, the
notion of killing “out of love” may have led to the acquittal of women more often than men.
Based on a corpus focused on fin-de-siècle Paris, Ferguson found that “28 percent of male
defendants and 64 percent of women were found not guilty, while men outnumbered women
three to one as defendants in such cases” (Ferguson 2 2007). Ferguson’s approach is, however,
somehow problematic in the sense that she treats all type of intimate partner violence as crimes of
passion, arguing that the latter were “domestic violence by another name.” Although I do agree
that “crimes of passion” are essentially intimate partner violence, “love” or “passion” were far
from being systematically invoked as motives for all types of intimate partner violence. Women
defendants often framed the murder as a defensive response to years of abuse, which may have
explained the highest number of judgments in their favor. On this point, see Vanneau 2016.
11
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Indeed, war and post-war crimes of passion would never have the visibility that the
media granted them before in the late 19th century. The topic sometimes made the
headlines in the pre-war period up until the very months predating the conflict — as with
the outstandingly resonant Caillaux affair (Figure 3). In contrast, wartime crimes of
passion generated noticeably more understated chroniques judiciaires during the First World
War (Figures 4, 5, and 6, discussed below, provide emblematic examples). Nonetheless, I
would like to make one significant nuance to Shapiro’s point. While it is true that the First
World War marked the end of an “era” that associated crimes of passion with “extralegal
indulgence,” (Shapiro 174), it is only true regarding women. During the First World War,
such an extralegal indulgence did not disappear altogether. Instead, it started to serve
primarily male soldiers accused of violent crimes against women. It is thus during this
time that the now familiar association of crimes passionnels with male perpetrators’ impunity
took firmly hold.
The First World War and its aftermath

In his seminal study Fallen soldiers: Reshaping the Memory of the World Wars, George L. Mosse
develops the notion of “brutalization” to account for the increased desensitization to
violence of post-war European societies, thus accounting for the rise of fascism and
Nazism (1990). Mosse’s brutalization thesis has framed many discussions revolving
around interpersonal and political violence during the First World War in the last 25
years. As Bruno Cabanes summarizes, what Mosse defines as “brutalization” primarily
refers to attitudes of banalization of and desensitization to violence at a collective scale
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and in the political arena (Cabanes 2019). The brutalization thesis also pinpoints the
broader fear that fighting in the First World War may transform fighting men for the
worse.13 While inspiring influential works from cultural historians such as Annette Becker
and Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau in the 1990s and 2000s, Mosse’s thesis also met with
resistance. The historian Antoine Prost argued that the phenomenon Mosse described did
apply to Germany, but not to French society (Prost 1994, 2004).14 Nicolas Mariot more
convincingly responded to Mosse’s thesis by arguing that many men experienced killing
as a new professional task to accomplish, which allowed them to compartmentalize their
experience of violence (2013). Although cogent, one might deem Mariot’s point to be
somehow optimistic about the ability of millions of enrolled men who had not planned a
military career to learn how to compartmentalize violence flawlessly.
Mosse was concerned with the consequences battlefield violence bore upon the
political arena. However, the question of whether such a violence led to an increase in
gender-based forms of violence – a causal link whose existence would substantiate
Mosse’s thesis in the intimate arena – remains unsettled. In France, the scholars focusing
on sexual and intimate partner violence during the First World War and its aftermath
have all pointed out the long-standing lack of comprehensive study and to the need for
further inquiry and more systematic analysis (Le Naour 2002, Cabanes 2004, Fouchard
2013, Cronier 2013, Vidal-Naquet 2014). Both Emmanuelle Cronier and Dominique

This is an anxiety that Nicolas Beaupré posits as a powerful undercurrent in many war writings
(2015). Discussed in greater detail in chapter 2, esp. pp. 118-46.
14 On this discussion see also Becker 2000 and Beaupré 2012.
13
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Fouchard, when examining reports of domestic violence — respectively during the war
and in the post-war period —underline the longstanding issue of underreporting (Cronier
2013; Fouchard 2013).
However, each of these scholars drew distinctive conclusions. First, Emmanuelle
Cronier, who grounds her argument on the analysis of Parisian juridical archives,
describes wartime intimate partner violence as “une violence conjugale classique” (132).
By arguing that their occurrences did not exceed the pre-war period, she contends that
George L. Mosse’s brutalization thesis does not apply to the context of intimacy in
wartime France (132-3). In contrast, Dominique Fouchard, who focuses on the post-war
period and examines victims’ testimonies, evokes a context in which traces of domestic
violence perpetrated by war veterans “sont légion” (124).15 Also building upon testimonial
accounts from the period, Caroline Dingeon, Christine Condamin, and Philippe Spoljar
cite numerous instances of women and children as victims of domestic violence
perpetrated by returning soldiers (2013).
Clémentine Vidal-Naquet suggests that the leniency towards the war veterans
killing their wives existed and went on in the aftermath of the conflict (Couples dans la
Grande Guerre 152, fn. 263). However, she also underlines that testimonial-based method is
problematic. Vidal-Nacquet suggests that using this method of analysis can lead to

Many testimonies cited by Dominique Fouchard attribute this violence to alcoholism. The rise
of alcoholism of French soldiers during the First World War has been well established. Estelle
Comte and Denis Mellinger have documented the significant doses of alcohol the French military
was distributed (2016). Stéphane Le Bras has established the relations the contemporaries made
between alcohol and inter-personal violence between French soldiers on the home front in
wartime. His analysis left out the issue of gendered or domestic violence (2018).
15
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reproduce wartime assumptions by bestowing the responsibility of the increased rate of
separations upon women’s greater autonomy (152-3). In a similar vein, Cabanes argues
that “listing” occurrences of gender-based violence does not suffice to prove the
manifestation of French soldiers’ “brutalization” (2004 552-3). Although I do not pretend
to single-handedly solve the thorny methodological issue these scholars have underscored
and grappled with, the following analysis of a corpus of visual artefacts and womenauthored fiction is useful to retrace a culture of repressing, silencing, and obscuring
occurrences of gender-based violence against women.
Occultation stands out as a primary pattern for anyone examining violence against
women perpetrated by French citizens in wartime France. In stark contrast with the prewar abundance outlined above, representations of gender-based violence perpetrated by
Frenchmen are scarce in wartime. Although there exists evidence that the authorities at
least partly organized this very scarcity, recent historical studies on First World War
censorship and propaganda in France and Europe do not mention the topic at all
(Forcade 2016; Demm 2019). The occultation of national gender-based violence in the
French wartime culture and entertainment thus remains a relatively untouched field of
inquiry. I summarize below three occurrences of occultation organized from the top: in
the home-front, in warzones, and in the territories formerly occupied by the Germans in
its aftermath.
The authorities’ willingness to stifle public conversation on and representation of
national violence against women was sensible in wartime media and entertainment
through suggestive correctives. The authorities forbade plays representing women
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cheating on soldiers (Pénicaud, Vincent Vidal-Naquet 17), while, in contrast, women
cheating on helpless non-combatant husbands with Don-Juan like soldiers was a common
trope (Cronier 275).16 Likewise, Françoise Navet-Bouron notes that the authorities
abundantly censored any theater piece that suggested that women were being unfaithful
to their husbands left for the front (49). When it initially came out in the periodical
L’Œuvre, the scene of Barbusse’s Le Feu, in which a soldier witnesses his wife seeming to
have a good time with German soldiers was censored, too.
This type of interdiction was and has been described as an attempt to keep the
soldiers’ morale “up.” It may also be read, however, as a tactic aimed to avoid feeding the
soldiers’ anxieties and thus curb their possibly lethal consequences. Indeed, the decision
of censoring this type of scenes were made at a time when the primary motive evoked by
a soldier for killing his wife was her actual or suspected unfaithfulness, as detailed below.
Alleviating the soldiers’ anxieties can thus be read as a gesture to prevent unsightly cases
of violence against women. Indeed, if occurring too often, these cases of intimate partner
violence would make a dent in the image of the vaunted decency of the French army —

Cronier has documented how the figure of the soldier on leave plays most often the role of a
“Dom Juan” while the cheated-on husband is a role exclusively assigned to non-fighting men:
“Le permissionnaire est en effet un personnage idéal, notamment pour le vaudeville: arrivant de
loin, parfois à l’improviste, il facilite les effets de surprise et les quiproquos qui jouent un rôle
essentiel dans ces pièces; séducteur né, il ravit le cœur des marraines de guerre ou des femmes de
non-combattants, qui endossent le rôle du mari cocu et ridicule. Sa présence permet donc des
intrigues optimistes ouvertes sur l’avenir et des effets humoristiques bienvenus dans une société
en deuil dans laquelle le rire joue le rôle d’exutoire.” (275).
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this, in a context in which France was supposed to be the anchor of “civilization” against
“barbaric” Germany.17
The French authorities were indeed concerned with avoiding acts of sexual
violence among the French. Margaret Darrow has established how the emergence of warzone brothels was motivated by the need to tamper perceived risk and actual occurrences
of national sexual violence:
[French] soldiers hoped and expected that women in the war zone would provide
them with sex. As with eggs and wine, soldiers expected women to sell sex at
reasonable prices and complained and became hostile and sometimes violent if the
women they approached were not interested. […] the military did investigate a
few charges, mostly concerning the rape of young girls. To address this problem,
the army eventually authorized war-zone brothels. (Darrow 2000 104-5)
The authorities’ reluctance to lend visibility to the French soldiers as violent against
women also shows in the censoring of articles reporting on acts of sexual violence against
German women during the war (Navet-Bouron 48).
Thirdly, the scholarship on sortie de guerre and intimate relationships between the
French and the Germans in Northeastern France brings along more tangible traces of the
French authorities’ willingness to conceal manifestations of gender-based violence
perpetrated by French citizens. This scholarship offers a rationale for the scarcity of
wartime representations as organized by political will and left unquestioned until recently.

17

On the civilisation vs. barbarie pattern see introduction and chapter 2, esp. pp. 121-3.
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How frequently the French shamed, humiliated, and assaulted French women for having
had intimate relationships with the Germans has remained a scarcely documented
episode of the French sortie de guerre. Nicolas Charles contends that “au nom de la cohésion
nationale, il y a eu une apparente occultation du phénomène des relations intimes avec
l’ennemi” (243). In addition, the French authorities strove to hide the gendered forms of
violence that intended to chastise these intimate relationships, and that arose when the
occupied territories were returned to France in 1918 - 1919. Although retributive
violence is well-known and documented in the Second World War context with the
emblematic femmes tondues, they have been much more scarcely examined in First World
War France. While some French scholars argued until recently that there were femmes
tondues only in Belgium (Cronier 285, Capdevila 205), Emmanuel Debruyne convincingly
demonstrates that this form of violence did not stop “à la frontière,” and that some
French women were indeed shamed, humiliated, and assaulted by the French because of
their — assumed or real, consensual, or not — intimate relationships with the enemy
(Debruyne 2014, esp. p. 180. See also 2018). Le Naour usefully underlines one of the
likely reasons for the long-standing invisibility of these occurrences of violence in First
World War France — in contrast with Belgium, where it has been established and
studied. As Le Naour points out, the wartime French government deported these women,
and the media kept silent over their plight (Le Naour 2000). The nation thus actively
sought to restrain and silence these forms of aggression against women in the aftermath of
the war.
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Despite those diverse processes of occultation, gender-based violence perpetrated
by citizens did not disappear altogether from the cultural landscape. In what follows, I
pinpoint how their representation was altered by the conflict by considering the changes
and continuities between the pre-war period and wartime. First, during the First World
War, sexual violence became virtually exclusively associated with the Germans in French
discourses. The actual plight of Belgian and French civilians and women brutalized by
the invading power inspired a whole range of visual, popular, and literary representations
that aimed to propel the war effort and to process the trauma those aggressions
generated. The main discursive rape narratives which the scholars who have examined
are Les Berceaux Tragiques by Albert Giuliani (1917), La Houille Rouge by Odette Dulac,
(1916), The Outrage by Annie Vivanti (1918), Les Drames de la Guerre by Pierre de Valrose
(1918) and J’accuse by Abel Gance (1919). The main contemporary essays dealing with the
issue in France are those by Docteur Rabier (La Loi du mâle. A Propos de l’Enfant du Barbare
(1915)) and Georges Docquois (La Chair Innocente. L’enfant du viol Boche (1917)).
As many of these titles suggest, the public opinion and intellectuals often addressed
the rape of Belgian and French women by the Germans primarily through the lens of the
ensuing pregnancies. As different scholars have noted, the image of the raped woman
(also associated with the helpless children) became a shorthand for the German barbarity
and the imperative to support the war effort in France as well as in Great Britain and
later in the US. Even though the French censors sometimes deleted discourses and
representations of women victims of the Germans deemed too “graphic” from March
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1915 onwards,18 the topic nonetheless generated an outpouring of representations and
discourses. Detailed accounts made the headlines of many periodicals in the years 1914
and 1915 (Grayzel 1999 52). Le Livre Rouge des Atrocités Allemandes, which included the most
often referred-to visual illustrations of rape of women, was published in 1915 (Escudier,
Richepin, Domergue 20, 42, 46 and 60). These images were a visual translation of the
much-circulated official reports addressed to the Commision d’enquête en vue de constater les
actes commis par l’ennemi en violation du droit des gens, a commission that was instituted by a
governmental decree ordered on 23 September 1914.
As Nicoletta F. Gullace has examined, the discourses and representations revolving
around the actual war crimes started to be dismissed as propaganda from the aftermath of
the conflict until the 1990s, when a spate of works re-assessed them19 (2011). Gullace also
retraces the change of sentiment regarding the German war crimes from unanimous
outrage and cultural mainstay during the war in the Allied nations to widespread skeptic
incredulity in its aftermath. She explicates this dramatic shift by arguing that “the
masculinization of suffering in the aftermath of war undercut emotional receptivity to
narratives of female pain, making accounts of atrocities and war crimes increasingly
suspect.” (Gullace 2011 106).
Even in wartime, the attention to raped women soon strayed to a more sustained
focus on the children of the rapes. Suzan R. Grayzel has retraced the change of focus in

See Navet-Bouron 2000, esp. p. 43.
For France, see Ruth Harris (1993), Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau (1995), and Susan Grayzel
(1999). About Belgium, John Horne and Adam Kramer (2001), Lawrence Zuckerman (2004),
and Jeff Lipkes (2007).
18
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public discussion from the question of the rapes of women (1914-1916) to the “enfants de
l’ennemi” debate.20 Grayzel cogently points out the problem of reducing those rapes to
the debates over their “fruits,” since doing so — as some scholars did in the 1990s and
2000s — uncritically mirrors the wartime situation during which “attacks on women were
transformed into attacks on the maternal body” ( 52). Grayzel also offers insights into how
the notion of rape as forced sexual act against women slowly emerged in wartime. She
retraces the shift from skepticism to acceptance through the contemporary account by
Georges Docquois’ 1917 La Chair Innocente. L’Enfant du Viol Boche:
Docquois noted that some initially had been skeptical about stories of rape, to the
point of lightly retelling humorous anecdotes about these violations. However,
‘today, a parallel skepticism would be outrageous, inhuman, even more than
inhuman, imbecile,’ for the ‘question of boche rape’ has made even indifferent
individuals face these issues with their whole hearts and spirits.21’ Thus, the
situation caused by German sexual attacks was alleged to have brought a
widespread change in the understanding of rape during the war. (Grayzel 53)

The latter discussion was examined in more detail by Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau and Ruth
Harris. More recently, Philippa Read demonstrated how the disputation over the children of the
enemy left out the voice of the victims, as it was “waged not by women who had been attacked,
but instead almost exclusively by Europe’s moral and intellectual elite, most of whom were male”
(D’Orsay 1, quoted by Read 310). Examining literary rape narratives through a psychoanalytic
lens these, Philippa Read posits silence as a common topo, and argues that these narratives were
not only propagandistic tools, but “opportunity to process the trauma of sexual violence in war”
(Read 320).
21 Docquois vi, as quoted by Grayzel 1999.
20
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The wartime French conflation of sexual violence with “atrocités allemandes,” both as a
reality and as a propagandistic tool, altered the pre-war ambivalence surrounding the
notion of women’s sexual consent. As Jason Crouthamel notes, “rape victims [Belgian
and French women from occupied territories] received much more empathy than prewar cases whose sexual honor was often questioned by society and the courts” (7). In
addition to Docquois’ account, Le Livre rouge des atrocités allemandes, published in 1915 to
inflate indignation against the Germans, included four illustrations of rape of women.
The illustrations starkly underline the women’s absence of consent both visually and
discursively by depicting them either resisting, shouting, or disempowered by the recourse
to force (Domergue, 20, 42, 46 and 60). This clarity of concept, which effectively
consisted in unambiguously recognizing rape as a forced sexual aggression against
women, helped make sense of the invaders’ violence, both as a traumatic reality and as a
propagandistic tool used to demonize the enemies as “barbarians.”
This seemingly more clear-cut notion of rape as forced sexual act was tightly tied
to the war context. As late as 1911, an abundantly re-edited Précis de médecine légale could
still deem the rape of a woman as essentially impossible.22 Indeed, in contrast to the many
pre-war discourses on sexual violence that were underpinned by the impossibility of
thinking of women who were raped as unequivocally refusing sexual intercourse, such an
ambivalence towards the notion of rape was not voiced as casually in the First World War
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Vibert 384. Cited in introduction p. 1.
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narratives of French and Belgian women raped by the Germans. Women’s sexual consent
was thus what made the difference between “civilized” and “barbaric” virility.
Edmond Cazal’s essay Voluptés de guerre, published in 1918, is emblematic of the
connection between the association of rape to German demonization and the role played
by the notion of women’s sexual consent in crystallizing the myth of the virile yet
“civilized” French soldier-lover. First, Cazal’s essay tells the horrendous rape of a French
woman a German in a way that connotes, as Audoin-Rouzeau notes, a disquieting degree
of “complaisance” (1995 fn. 223, 201-2). Cazal matches the rape scene, which involves
German perpetrators, with a demonstration of a similar degree of sexual energy in the
French soldiers. Indeed, immediately after the rape narrative, Cazal hastens to specify
that the French soldiers, even though they had a sexual energy comparable to the
Germans’, yield to their sexual appetite always with “le consentement et au goût de la
fille” (136). Even when it came to French soldiers’ “trouss[ant] une fille dans une grange”
(136), with all the contempt such a phrasing entails, women’s sexual consent is
nonetheless what makes the difference between the French lover-as-civilized and the
German-as-rapist in such wartime narrative.
The confusion over women’s sexual consent, however, never entirely disappeared.
Even in the context of rapes perpetrated by the German, such a confusion simply became
more difficult to voice. Indeed, many visual or discursive rape narratives that were written
from a masculine perspective transpired one of the most unsayable feelings of the time,
even though this feeling had by now a long history of its own: not only jealousy and an
unsurmountable feeling of dispossession, but also a deeply rooted skepticism regarding the
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ability of women to actually “not” consent to their rape. Audoin-Rouzeau has
emphasized how most contemporary rape narratives centered on the male spouse
suffering and were suffused with “[…] cette jalousie masculine […] où se cache un des
non-dits les plus ancrés de la psychologie masculine du viol, transformée ici en un surcroît
d’angoisse puisqu’il s’agit de l’ennemi: le plaisir que la femme est soupçonnée avoir tiré de
l’agression dont elle a été victime” (1995 97).
The confusion over the notion of sexual consent became a political shortcut
signaling the writer’s relation to the war. The writing of war veteran Alexandre Arnoux
suggests how the seeming clarification of the notion of rape (understood as both the actual
occurrences of sexual violence and the propagandistic uses as a tool to propel the war
effort) remained entangled with the war economy. In his 1919 short story Le Cabaret, a
fictionalized French soldier expresses skepticism towards the possibility of a French
woman being “truly” raped by the German during the invasion. In the aftermath of the
conflict, this rejection of the possibility of rape by the invaders worked as a form of
provocation in a rhetoric that echoed pre-war incredulity towards the possibility of raping
— a desirable young woman. The following quote builds on the idea that the French
soldiers related more easily to fellow German soldiers than to French women, and
especially to the ones the soldiers, regardless of nationality, sexualized. As voiced by a
soldier from the short-story Le Cabaret, virility and the desire to sexually possess women
buttresses cross-army solidarity and empathy with the perpetrators of rape, not the
victims:
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Les Boches ont commis des atrocités, on ne peut le nier. J’ai vu, en Belgique, dans
une église, deux vieilles femmes violées et mortes, dans le plâtras, et une petite fille
de douze ans, toute nue et les seins coupés. C’est de la sauvagerie. On n’est pas
toujours maître de soi, l’idée qu’on peut mourir d’une minute à l’autre vous sort de
l’assiette. Tout de même, faudrait garder un peu de savoir-vivre; des mistonnes de
douze ans et des vieilles de septante, en abuser en les forçant, j’appelle ça viol. Une
belle femme de vingt-cinq ans, je ne dis pas, on ne peut pas trop demander aux
hommes; si tu ne l’abîmes pas trop, si tu n’y mets aucune malice, tu ne violes pas,
tu fais l’amour. Voilà la différence. (Arnoux 1919 17)
Arnoux’s comments channeled a misogyny that ran deep in many of the war veterans’
post-war writing and that will be examined in the next chapter. As with nearly all the war
veterans in the aftermath of the conflict, Arnoux was distressed by the French
propaganda. He deemed that his initial consent to the war had been tragically misguided.
It is through this lens that his regression to the pre-war (in)definition of rape can be read.
At that point in time, his provocative rejection of a nationalized and martial definition of
rape was also tantamount to rejecting the wartime rhetoric in the name of which he had
fought for four years; the very rhetoric that had built on a firm definition of rape as forced
sexual act upon unwilling women in the context of foreign sexual violence, that had
aimed to demonize the enemy and propel fighting. Concomitantly, Arnoux’s claim
affirmed a form of solidarity with the German soldiers. In his statement, the cross-army
bond underpinned by virility was deemed superior to the solidarity towards women
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within the nation: one more way to reverse and trample on the wartime assumptions and
the reasons offered to the soldiers to fight.23
As shaped in the First World War context of “atrocities,” the notion of rape of
women as an exercise of force refused by the victim was not predicated upon individual
agency, but upon nationality. The contemporary discourses approached the victims’
plight through the lens of motherhood, thus turning actual sexual aggressions into a
metaphor for the future of the French nation. The wartime emergence of a clear-cut
definition of rape seemingly clarified the previous blurriness of the notion of women’s
sexual consent. This clarification, however, was rooted in an historical episode of
devastation and enemy demonization, which explains its complicated legacy in the
aftermath of the conflict. As examined in the next chapter, the wartime discourse
representing national sexual violence continued to build on the pre-war equivocal notion
of women’s consent.24 Arnoux’s account suggests how the seeming redefinition of the
notion could be politicized.
In parallel to the loaded discourses on rape, the wartime print press circulated
stories of lethal intimate partner violence perpetrated by men as well as non-lethal
intimate partner violence perpetrated by women. Crimes passionnels were the most visible
and recurring references to gender-based violence perpetrated by male citizens in
wartime. Not only were crimes of passion common knowledge: the sentiment of the

Such an identification with peer fighters can be also related to what Pierre Teilhard de
Chardin had called two years before “la nostalgie du front” (1917).
24 Chapter 2 provides a case study in which ambiguity in women’s sexual consent remained the
norm if sexual intercourse involves a French man (see esp. pp. 162-90).
23
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murderer soldiers’ impunity was, too. In a magazine contemporary to such events, an
essayist euphemistically quipped that the French soldiers should kill their unfaithful wives
and would get away with it: “[if your wife] vous cocufie de plus belle, vous l’envoyez dans
un monde meilleur, vous êtes acquitté, et alors faut pas s’en faire” (Pick-me-up 1916). The
darkly humorous statement bears testament that the impunity of murdering soldiers was
common knowledge during the war.25 While the pre-war media were primarily fascinated
by women perpetrators of crimes passionnels the notion became most often associated not
only with men, but with soldier perpetrators. Indeed, wartime “crimes of passion”
involved most of the time soldiers returning from the front to drown, shoot, stab, or
strangle their wives or love interests while asserting romantic disappointment as murder’s
motive. As Le Naour pointed out, the military status often predicted the verdict on these
trials: if the defendant was in good military standing, he was acquitted or given a light
sentence. Conversely, soldier perpetrators in poor military standing were more likely to be
punished somehow more severely (Le Naour 2002 232 - 40). The rhetoric of the media
reports as well as the severity of the sentence depended on the perpetrator’s military status
and merit, in most cases. I here outline two cases that show that, although military status
was essential, the courthouses took the claim of “romantic disappointment” seriously: if a
woman was perceived to have effectively deceived her husband, the tribunal could indeed
reckon that she deserved her fate, in which case the soldier was found not guilty
regardless of his military status.

I return to this sentiment of impunity as common knowledge amongst the French soldiers in
chapter 4 (esp. with Roland Dorgelès, pp. 225-58).
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The soldier Vincent, who went AWOL to strangle his wife on 20 April 1916, was
one of the few soldiers to receive a relatively heavy sentence for a crime passionnel during
the war.26 The first Le Petit Journal’s reporting on the crime was inclined to portray the
soldier under a positive light, and underlined that Vincent was a good soldier who
“combattit bravement” (Figure 5). Such a mention usually foreshadowed the defendant’s
acquittal. And yet, the article that announced the verdict four months later sided with the
tribunal’s harsh judgement (Figure 6). The tribunal had decided to be severe, the
newspaper explained, because it reckoned that the soldier only faked romantic
disappointment, and that it was “dans l’espoir d’être condamné à une peine de prison qui
le mettrait à l’abri des dangers de la tranchée qu’il étrangla sa femme” (Le Petit Parisien, 4
Aug. 1916). The newspaper’s second article concomitantly changed its view regarding
Vincent’s military status, now framing the latter as a “mauvais soldat.”
A contrasting example is the “drame d’Arcueil-Cachan” in which a deemed
“authentic” romantic disappointment’s granted acquittal to a soldier who murdered his
wife even as the murderer was in poor military standing (Figure 4). The reporting of the
case in Le Petit Parisien framed the soldier — named Alfred Birot — as a good husband to
the extent that he was inclined to forgive his wife’s unfaithfulness. But as his wife – whose
name is never mentioned – showed no remorse, refused to obey her husband, and
ultimately claimed her intention to see her lover again. The newspaper tells the ensuing
passage à l’acte as a sudden loss of control: “Décidément, c’en était trop! Birot bondit sur sa

According to Le Petit Journal, the sentence Vincent received was eight years of hard labor, eight
years of exile, and demotion.
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femme et, la saisissant par la gorge, il l’étrangla.” The newspaper announced in the next
sentence that the court had acquitted the murderer (Figure 4). Many of the reporting of
wartime crimes passionnels thus read as a warning for women that deceiving their soldier
lovers was prone to bear lethal consequences. In these wartime reports of gender-based
violence perpetrated by citizens, good military status granted a nearly systematic impunity
to soldier perpetrators. Love and romantic disappointment were feelings and attitudes
that belonged to the French male soldier’s sensible — that is, promptly affected by loved
ones — identity and could be rhetorically deployed as legitimate ground for killing.
Moreover, the impunity towards intimate partner violence perpetrated by French
soldiers during the First World War cannot thus be deemed an epiphenomenon, as it had
a retraceable legacy throughout the interwar period. Marjorie Gehrhardt’s analysis of
lethal intimate partner violence perpetrated by gueules cassées suggests that the status of
veterans continued to elicit sympathy for perpetrators in the interwar period. Building on
a parallel between judiciary decisions regarding acts of lethal intimate partner violence
perpetrated by facially injured soldiers in real life and in literature, the historian
demonstrates that the French state and society chose not to punish, and instead regarded
these perpetrators as victims rather than a murderer until well into the 1930s (2013, esp.
pp 155-8).
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Figure 4. “Le drame d’Arcueil-Cachan.” Le Petit Parisien, 19 Jan. 1917, p. 3. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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Figure 5. “Le crime du soldat Vincent.” Le
Figure 6. “Trompé, un soldat étrangle sa

Petit Parisien, 4 Aug. 1916, p.2. gallica.bnf.fr /

femme.” Le Petit Parisien, 21 Apr. 1916, p.2.

BnF.

gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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Figure 8. Dharm. “Intimité.” Le Rire, 15 Nov. 1913.
gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.

Figure 7. Dharm. “Bombardement.” Le Rire Rouge, 9
Mar. 1918, p. 8. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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Figure 9. Mars-Trick. “Madame prend l’offensive! – Elle qui m’a si bien soigné quand elle était dans la Croix-Rouge!” La
Baïonnette, 9 May 1918, p295. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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Figure 10. Jean Chaperon. “Le Casque.” Le Journal, 24 Dec. 1918, p.1.
gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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Figure 11. Jean Chaperon. “'Seigneur, ta foudre ne tombera donc pas sur la maison!'” La Baïonnette, 27 Jun. 1918,
p. 407. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.

Non-lethal forms of intimate partner violence emerged as an object of
representation in the late war-years and in its aftermath. The intently humorous trope of
the “introversion des rôles conjugaux”, whichVanneau examines in 19th-century and that
seems to be absent from the press of the early war years, re-emerged in late-war drawings.
Whereas the representation of French husbands or fathers being violent against their
families remains absent from the newspapers all along, intently humorous discursive and
visual depictions of women being violent against their spouse and especially returning
soldiers are regular occurrences in late war newspapers and humoristic magazines.1
Before the war and his war campaign, we saw how French illustrator Dharm could
draw and publish a man hurling objects at a woman for humorous intent (Figure 8).
Towards the end of the war, his late-war drawing shows a reversed situation by depicting
a woman “bombardant” her husband (Figure 7). The latter, who is hunched and trying to
escape from his violent wife, looks as helpless as the battered woman of Dharm’s pre-war
drawing. While the first drawing intends to be humorous through the discrepancy
between the title, “intimité,” and the violence depicted, the second drawing intends to be
funny by using military lexicon to describe a woman’s action. While Dharm’s drawing
remains vague regarding the battered man’s military status, the colloquial language and
bare apartment posits the couple as from the lower classes.2 The next two drawings

I did not find representations of French men violent against their children, while
representations of good fatherhood were frequent. Representations of French mothers being
violent towards their children seem to be rare (see, however, Gazan 1919 and Figure 11).
2 This suggests the persistence of the 19th century assumption that intimate partner violence did
not exist in the upper classes — an assumption whose prevalence Eliza Ferguson points out (2010
15-7).
1
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underline the battered husband’s military status (Figure 9 and 10. Mars-Trick’s specifies
that the violent spouse used to be the soldier’s nurse (Figure 9), thus trampling on the
wartime idealization of nurses. Jean Chaperon comments on the fact that the French
soldier would be allowed to keep their beloved “casque Adrian” by quipping that the
helmet would allow returning veterans to protect themselves from their abusing wife
(Figure 10). Chaperon’s violent wife is also a bad mother whose domestic violence terrifies
her children (Figure 11). Following Vanneau’s insight about “introversion des rôles,”
these representations of veterans being hurt and humiliated were intended to shame men
readers into putting their wife at their place and urged them to become the family’s man
again.
The connection between the representation of women’s intimate partner violence
and anxiety revolving around their “emancipation” consistently involved soldiers and
veterans. It was not, however, produced by soldiers and veterans only. The short story
“Le Médiateur,” published in La Baïonnette in March 1919, was written by the popular
writer Jeanne Landre.3 It tells the story of a veteran lamenting that the post-war
household “ne procure pas à tous les héros les satisfactions voulues” because women “se
sont habituées à vivre seules, à gagner des pépètes, à fréquenter les bars et les cinémas, à
faire la police au logis; elles ont perdu cette résignation qui nous laissait croire à notre
[men’s] supériorité intellectuelle” (1919 202). The story’s protagonist, a good doer named
M. Piramy, is worried of the crises afflicting many couples in the aftermath of the conflict

3

Jeanne Landre’s war novel …puis il mourut is examined later in this chapter.
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and decides to become a mediator for recently reunited couples. His attempt at mediating
a dispute between an abusive wife and her husband, a veteran, ends with Piramy
displaying “un chapeau défoncé, un œil au beurre noir et l’empreinte d’une clef anglaise
sur le menton.” He goes on to explain that, as the mediating attempt failed, “afin de hâter
ma sortie, elle [his wife] s’empara d’un instrument qui trainait sur la table et m’asséna la
correction la plus magistrale qu’un honnête homme ait jamais encaissée…” (203).
Moreover, the wife is portrayed as bullying her husband and dismissing society’s
disapproval (here represented by M. Piramy’s intervention). The short story’s humorous
intent thinly veils its double-sided message: the woman’s violent reaction proves the
mediator’s point, i.e., that when women became emancipated (from men’s will), their
unruly behavior is dangerous and unfair to the meritorious French male veterans.
This body of representations of violent women and powerless veteran husbands fed
into recurring themes of the post-war period: the fear of women’s wartime experience of
emancipation (or perceived as such) and the oft-reproached ungratefulness towards the
war veterans. The constant debate over how much women changed – most of the time
for the worst – eclipsed the change trench experience had brought to soldiers. The
criticism against women’s emancipation produced a cultural landscape in which veteran
soldiers were victims of a world that had changed and to which they did not belong
anymore. This configuration sidestepped how the soldiers’ years-long experience and
expectation of death and killing effectively changed them. According to the dominant
narrative, it is the civilian world that changed for the worst, not them — not beyond a
loss of power to be regained from women.
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The erasing from the cultural landscape of the martial condition and violent
habitus and the emergence of representations of violence housewives unfolded as the
soldiers were massively returning to the civilian space. In the examined drawings – all of
them by veterans – and Landre’s short story alike, the women’s previously vaunted
dedication to the soldiers is denied, while their wartime gain of autonomy translates into a
gain of abusive power within the couple. That transfer of power is visually and narratively
expressed by images of bullying and recourse to physical violence. Moreover, in these
narratives, the language of physical violence, a type of violence that was spoken, expected
to be spoken by, and condoned for soldiers — not women — during the war, is displaced
and exclusively attributed to women. The French woman who doesn’t return to her prewar submission is shown as dangerous to men, since she is now capable of a type of
violence that the French soldier, unwaveringly depicted as intrinsically “non-violent” and
not dangerous towards the civilians, is thus deemed incapable of.
The many traces of the authorities actively working at controlling wartime and
post-war occurrences establish that violence against women perpetrated by French
citizens did not disappear or stop “à la frontière.” Moreover, the hyper-nationalized and
militarized framework through which wartime France negotiated gender relations was
conducive to perpetuate the legitimation of some forms of violence against women and to
silence some forms of suffering. The discourses on, representations of, and silences over
gender-based violence was a space in which the defining of both women’s and men’s war
and post-war identities were at work. The suggestive late-war emergence of the figures of
the violent, ungrateful, indifferent wife and helpless battered husband betrayed anxieties
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of gender order reversal. These guilt-inducing (for women) and shame-inducing (for men)
narratives also obscured the veterans’ potential for inter-personal violence. As such, they
foreshadowed the lasting, all-encompassing image of the First World War soldier as a
powerless victim, an image that assumed of his non-violence and obscured his potential
for aggressiveness — even more so against women.
The conflict did not “invent” the ambiguity revolving around the French notion,
as such ambiguity largely predated it. However, while the rape of women as rape was a
blurry — to say the least — notion during fin-de-siècle and Belle Epoque, the trauma
generated by actual occurrences of foreign sexual violence contributed to amplify the
redefinition of rape as an unequivocally forced sexual aggression. This unequivocal
definition of rape was primarily predicated upon nationality, not on a redefinition of
women’s will. Moreover, this definition was entangled in discourses aimed at fueling the
war effort, many of those would lose their authority and be dismissed as warmongering
propaganda in the later years of the conflict and its aftermath. An account such as
Arnoux’s’ Le Cabaret shows how the wartime definition of rape could fall into the allencompassing notion of “skull-stuffing” in the late-war years and be provocatively
replaced with pre-war misogynistic blurriness.
Concomitantly, the continued reluctance to posit French soldiers as capable of
violence against women, combined with the persistent framing of women’s agency as
“abuse of power,” narrowed the space in which the existing and persisting ambiguity over
the notion of sexual consent could have been addressed, questioned, discussed in wartime
and in its aftermath. Relatedly, the recurring framing of women’s agency as “selfishness”
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or “insensitiveness,”4 thinly veiled anxieties over the destabilization of traditional gender
hierarchies. These circumstances contribute to explain how the wartime representations
of sexual violence perpetrated by French men, in addition to be scarce, continued to
struggle with positing the latter as perpetrators and women as victims. The few discourses
on French men committing violence against French women, framed as crimes passionnels
captured the permanence of the pre-war idea that extreme inter-personal violence against
women can be deemed legitimate.

Part II. Love Letters to Violent Lovers

The purpose of the following close analyses of Delorme-Jules Simon’s novel Âmes de guerre,
Âmes d’amour and Jeanne Landre’s…puis il mourut is essentially to foreground the authors’
discourse on violence in contrast with previous studies. The scholarship has approached
the corpus these novels belong to through the lens of the broader discussion over whether
the First World War was a watershed for women’s emancipation. For instance, Catherine
O’ Brien has read …puis il mourut as indicative of a shift in stereotypical gender role
(O’Brien 1997 116-7) while Goldberg has read Âmes de guerre, Âmes d’amour as primarily
assuaging the anxieties revolving around women’s gain of freedom, autonomy and sexual
license during the war (Goldberg 1999 42-48).5 Although generously drawing on these

Also discussed in chapter 2, pp. 152-2.
For a synthetical account of the scholarly controversy revolving around war-related changes in
gender relations, see Bader-Zaar 2017.
4
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studies, my approach departs from the issue of women’s emancipation as a primary lens
to instead retrace the influence of the First World War upon the norms of representation
of gender-based violence and the intertwined redefining of women’s sexual consent in
French society. By doing so, I retrieve one of their authors’ core intents: expressing
women’s anxieties about martial violence and desensitization to violence as well as
recording their inner understanding of its impact upon intimacy. I also highlight the
singularity of the literary devices that these authors use to portray such feelings and
anxieties while writing at that a time that urged women to silence.6
The following close readings highlights how performing sentimental and idealized
romantic relationships was a cultural tactic pertaining to the spectrum of means available
to French soldiers and society to carry on through the war. To circumscribe this strategy,
I borrow the phrase and concept of “art of survival” from Libby Murphy, whose
compelling study posits the picaresque as an art of survival for the French soldiers of the
First World War (2016). However, while Murphy’s focus on the picaresque genre eschews
the role of gender relations and focuses on foot soldiers’ experience, the analysis of the
romance and epistolary genre underlines the profuse cultural and literary production that
conceived of gender relations as central to the resilience of French soldiers and civilians
alike. J. Delorme-Jules-Simon and Jeanne Landre were emblematic of an abundant
literature that “scoped” the war in ways that put the relationships between soldiers and
civilians at the core of the war experience, not apart.7 My approach thus draws on

6
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A version of this section is forthcoming in French Studies (October 2023, issue 77.4).
On the concept of “scoping,” see Santanu Das, McLoughlin 2018.
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Murphy’s framework to problematize a genre as well to muddle through the war that her
emphasis on the picaresque leaves out. Delorme-Jules-Simon and Landre’s narratives on
developing love and sexual desire conveyed socially acceptable patriotic, at times
misogynistic rhetoric, but also worked as a vehicle for the much less conventional task of
retracing the darker, disruptive effect of warfare violence upon gender, gender relations,
and intimacy. The following short section provides elements of contextualization of these
novels as belonging to the genre of wartime romance and epistolary novels. Indeed, since
neither of these genres have produced canonical novels, approaching them implies to first
account for the now lost resonance they had to their contemporary readership. As it may
become clearer along the way, I do not mean, however, to idealize or canonize either of
these writings. The following analysis generously accounts for their misogynistic
undertones, as they, far from being isolated occurrences, fully belong to the story they tell.
In an illustration the magazine La Baïonnette published in November 1916, the
Danish illustrator Gerda Wegener vividly captures one of the facets of epistolary writing
and romantic longing in First World War France (Figure 12). The drawing, humorously
musing about the the causes of the shortage of paper the country was then experiencing,
shows a woman and a man — whom the small angels, heart-sealed envelopes, and pink
quills identify as lovers — feverishly writing to each other. Wegener conjured up letterwriting as a secular ritual of continued intimacy through the near-perfect symmetry
uniting the focused woman, who is elegantly dressed in the French troops’ bleu horizon
colour, with the equally diligent soldier, as he writes from a place subtly evoking the front.
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Figure 12. Gerda Wegener, “La Véritable Cause de la Crise du Papier.” La Baïonnette, 9 Nov.
1916, p. 712-3. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.

Although it was left to the viewer’s imagination to figure out what was being so feverishly
written, the sheer act of profusely doing so put both writers on the same page, hence
transcending the physical separation. Moreover, the rightward movement of the drifting
letters alludes to the woman’s heightened involvement as well as the utmost importance of
receiving her letters for the soldier. As in many women-authored representations of
wartime letter writing, the female letter-writer is shown not passively waiting for a letter
from the front, but actively participating in the epistolary correspondence, thus fully
contributing to the conflict’s affective economy.
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Through its framing of letter-writing in terms of emotional involvement that is
strong enough to distance the war into a non-threatening background, Wegener’s
illustration unambiguously aimed to read as a celebration of the power of romantic love
during a time of war. It can nonetheless be looked at in two distinct ways; each of which
claims its share of truth. On the one hand, many wartime lovers and letter writers would
have readily related to this endearing couple, and many modern viewers can still be
moved by the sense of intimacy against the odds here captured. On the other hand, one
can easily imagine how this image, with its rose-tinted depiction of gender relationships
and years-long separation, its eclipsing of postal control and censorship, as well as its
euphemistic representation of the front, whose horrors are here reduced to a subdued
grey cloud and some barbed wire, which look innocuous to the point of almost bestowing
a pastoral touch upon the scene, could very well be blamed for obscuring the suffering of
millions of men as well as the ways in which the years-long hardship distressed individuals
and disrupted gender relations.
The two women-authored epistolary romances this chapter turns to, J. Delorme
Jules-Simon’s Âmes de Guerre, Âmes d’Amour and Jeanne Landre’s …puis il mourut, are
remarkable for their ability to engage the reader with the tensions that arise out of the coexistence of these two interpretative lenses. As Carol Acton has demonstrated, the
modern reader of First World War writing needs to blur the clear-cut line many post-war
reconstructions drew between soldiers’ writing (as testimonial, horror-disclosing,
‘authentic’) and civilians’ (as idealistic, horror-concealing, propagandistic) (Acton 1999,
esp. p.56). In contrast with the canon of French Great War novels written by veterans
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that aimed to recreate the war from the soldier’s perspective, J. Delorme-Jules-Simon and
Jeanne Landre drew on romance and the epistolary form to recreate and problematize
women’s and men’s subjectivity. Their narrativization of the war experience challenged
the categories Acton has delineated, as shown in the ways in which, for instance,
Delorme-Jules-Simon’s male protagonists sometimes ventriloquize idealizing and
propagandistic discourses while women sometimes voice horror-disclosing visions.
Blurring these lines opens the reader to the conundrum offered by the examined novels:
while their emphasis on developing love and sexual desire often drew on conventional
norms and patriotic rhetoric, it also worked as a vehicle for the much less conventional or
patriotic task of retracing the disruptive effect of warfare violence upon gender, gender
relations, and intimacy.
J. Delorme-Jules-Simon vividly narrated the men’s obsessive concern with women
and with the ways in which the war would change them. Moreover, by drawing on both
registers — “civilians” and “soldierly”— these novels inform the then marginal view that
it is the war environment and its overwhelming and lingering violence, not men or
women in essence, that is primarily responsible for the changes the First World War
brought along to gender relations and identity. J. Delorme-Jules-Simon and Landre
elaborated this view against the grain of the most widespread stance. The latter, often
voiced by male intellectuals and soldier writers, bestowed the responsibility of the changes
the war brought along to gender relations upon women’s condition: their greater access to
paid labour; their sexual “emancipation;” their “insensitivity” to the soldiers’ hardship. The
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connection Delorme-Jules-Simon and Landre established in contrast continued to go
mostly untold in the aftermath of the conflict.
By focusing the discussion upon gender relations primarily on the “debate on
women,”8 the post-war “civilization without sexes” largely erased from the picture the
impact of the soldierly experience of expecting, suffering, and perpetrating violence upon
gender relations. The more recent scholarship on the topic has tended to reproduce this
erasure. For instance, Mary Louise Roberts’s seminal study on the post war “civilization
without sexes,” according to which gender was central to the post-war reconstruction of
France, equates gender with women (1994). As this perspective posits the post-war period
as a time during which men and masculinity are not deemed relevant to gender
reconstruction, her framework does not consider this absence of men in post-war heated
discussion on gender relations as potentially meaningful to understand the post-war reordering of gender. As doing so does not historize the sidestepping of change in
masculinity, equating gender with women is done at the risk of uncritically reproducing
this sidestepping.9 While following Roberts’ point that many post-war as well as wartime
discussions over gender revolved around women and women’s condition, I argue that this
focus shall be problematized as conjoined with a — by definition less vocal, but
longstanding and equally significant— silence over the effect of war and violence upon
the fighting men, namely in the context of intimacy and gender relations. Centering

8
9

As phrased by Roberts 1994, p. 4.
I return to this issue in chapter 4.
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fictions that use romance and the epistolary genre allows us to show the significance of
this silence.
Relatedly, despite the impressive scholarship the conflict generated during the
commemorative years, French women’s writing and experience of the brutalizing effect of
warfare violence upon gender relations has rarely, if ever, been examined in their own
right. Excavating this singular perspective on the relationship between war and gender
relations, as this chapter section does, casts a different light upon the construction of
gender in relation to national identity; a light that posits at the core of the “singularity”10
of the French framing of gender relations during the First World War and its aftermath
the obscuring and silencing of the effect of the diverse forms of violence suffered and
perpetrated by soldiers upon gender relations.
The two largely forgotten novels under examination certainly do not obscure, nor
silence, nor euphemise the diverse forms of violence that ran through the French society
at war. The suffering and killing unfolding in the front lines, as well as the ensuing
processes of trivialization of and desensitization to violence, are pervasive through the
ways in which they puncture the lovers’ intimacy and blur the gender lines at critical
junctures. Even when, as Wegener’s drawing did, the novels’ protagonists ostensibly put
warfare violence in a distant and non-threatening background; even when they, too,
celebrate the power of romantic love and sexual desire, the hardship inevitably ends up
affecting women’s life, relationships, and intimacy. In these novels, what affects most

For a recent discussion on the French (or “gallic”) singularity of gender relations, see Pedersen
2020, discussed in introduction.
10
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acutely gender identity is what Elaine Scarry posited at the core war deeds: the killing, the
wounding, the maiming, the dying (109), to which these authors add the suffering and
growing indifference to violence suffered, witnessed, and perpetrated. The fictional
development of love and sexual desire, often experienced intensely, pleasurably,
cathartically even, intrinsically intertwines with deep-seated anxieties regarding the
diverse forms of violence the war carries along and articulates the experience of their
disruptive effect upon intimacy and gender relations.
Both novels drew on the romance genre to discuss love and sexual desire at a time
when the home-front became “fascinated with the love life of the poilu” (Rearick 24).
Both also centered heterosexual relationships at a time when heterosexual masculinity
and femininity were constructed as “characteristics of the national political and social
order” (Surkis 183). Before the war, romance had secured a broad readership by speaking
of the women readers’ sexual as well as emotional desire and by addressing ethical
questions encompassing “the difficult alignment of personal fulfilment with social
imperatives” (Holmes 2006 45). In the wartime context, Landre’s and Delorme JulesSimon’s focus on love responded to the tremendous crave for narratives portraying the
French as hopeless romantics in a “France parcourue par l’émotion qui apparaît alors
dans la presse, une France sentimentale dans laquelle la norme conjugale est l’amour”
(Vidal-Naquet Couples dans la Grande Guerre 47). By drawing on romance and the epistolary
form, Delorme Jules-Simon and Landre respectively framed platonic love and sexual
desire as a relatable struggle to organize a fragmented, conflicting reality in which
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romantic and sensual feelings were entangled with looming, darker, and disquieting
undertones bequeathed by the war environment.
Their novels connect warfare violence to gender relations in stark contrast with the
mainstream of wartime discourses. Most of the latter posited the French soldiers’ gender
identity as immutable, that is unscathed by the war experience. The epistolary genre, to
which both novels have recourse, was instrumental to buttress this constructed
representation. As examined in chapter 3, Maurice Barrès and the likes relentlessly
construed the letters from the front as material evidence of the French ability to remain
unaffected by warfare violence, both suffered and perpetrated. According to these
influential intellectuals (soon to be known and remembered as bourreurs de crâne), not only
did the French soldiers kill stoically; as soon as the fire ceased, the carefully selected and
truncated letters they wrote to their loved ones worked as evidence of the soldier writers’
unscathed ability for love, tenderness, and sensibility.
From the very start, the constructed representation of such a Janus-faced soldier
aimed to buffer deep anxieties regarding the impact of the massive use of physical
violence upon national identity and interpersonal relationships. Manifestations and
symptoms of such forms of violence in the civilian space would have read, in the language
of the period, as a descent into barbarie. Nurturing the image of the French use of physical
violence as short-lived and unproblematically enclosed in the remote no man’s land was
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thus instrumental to nurture the myth of the French as champion of civilization against
the “barbaric” Germans.11
At the level of gender relations and intimacy, letter-writing was one of the primary
devices to articulate this myth. By highlighting some of this myth’s major inconsistencies,
both novels under examination took on the difficult task of questioning the constructed
representation of the ever loving, gentle, and sensible home-facing French soldier, and of
pointing to the discourses and lived experiences this patriotic and existential myth
obscures. Delorme-Jules-Simon and Landre did so by combining the civilian rhetoric on
love and letter-writing with some of the language associated with the soldiers, especially
the testimonial form and realistic accounts of front-line subjective experience. By drawing
on both registers, their novels unveiled to the readership how the language of violence
spoken on the frontlines affected gender relations and sept into women’s and men’s lived
experience. Moreover, against the grain of the common wartime and post-war
assumption according to which women’s condition — especially the prospect of their
much-discussed emancipation — was the primary reason for the destabilizing effect of
war upon gender and gender relations, the examined novels tied such destabilizing effect
to the conflict’s raw violence and its multiple effects upon those experiencing it. This is a
concern which most wartime narratives were oblivious of, and which the post-war
discourses and memory would soon sink deeper into silence.

About the civilisation vs. barbarie pattern in war culture, see introduction and chapter 2, esp. pp.
120-1. On barbarity and the anxieties underlying the French claim of civilization during the First
World War, see Beaupré 2015. Also discussed in chapter 2.
11
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This chapter section shows how the narrativization and fictionalization of romantic
love and sexual desire can be a space in which culturally bounded ways of framing
historical forms of violence in relation to gender relations and intimacy emerge. It
emphasizes the detours and authorial choices through which the novels under
examination capture the diverse forms of violence they were physically or emotionally
involved in at a time when violence was both at its most pervasive and repressed. By
doing so, I interrogate a distant past through questions that have resurfaced in our times:
how do a time and place of crisis and hardship, along with the cultural norms and myths
ascribing national and gender identity, shape the representability and expressibility of
violence in relation to gender relations and intimacy? What is the legacy of the obscuring
and silencing processes which these long-forgotten authors wrote with, and against?

Part III. J. Delorme-Jules Simon’s Âmes de Guerre, Âmes d’Amour

J. Delorme-Jules-Simon’s Âmes de guerre, Âmes d’amour is an epistolary, now entirely
forgotten, novel. Its French author Delorme-Jules Simon had received institutional
recognition as a writer before the First World War.12 In wartime, she published Visions
d’Héroïsme (1915), an essay recounting her experience as a voluntary nurse. She published
one more testimonial account of her nurse experience in wartime (Le Souvenir, 1917). The
novel examined here, Âmes de guerre, Âmes d’amour received the Académie Française’s Prix

12

Her Soldat (1909) had received the Académie Française’s Prix Jules Davaine.
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Montyon, a literary prize given to the French book deemed “plus utiles aux mœurs, et
recommandables par un caractère d’élévation et d’utilité morales.”13 Âmes de guerre, Âmes
d’amour concentrates on the wartime relationships and deeds of four French people during
the first year of the war: Madeleine, her husband Jacques, Madeleine’s friend Janine, and
Henri, a friend of both Madeleine and Jacques who falls in love with Janine. By the end
of the novel, Madeleine and Jacques’ relationship has proved solid enough to resist the
turmoil of war. Janine and Henri, who meet in a hospital in which Janine works as a
nurse, become romantically (although platonically only) involved. The novel ends as they
seem about to marry after Henri, wounded and blind, returns from the front lines.
While her first wartime publication Visions d’Héroïsme was prefaced by the
prominent patriot writer Maurice Barrès, Delorme-Jules Simon wrote Âmes de guerre, Âmes
d’Amour’s avant-propos herself, thus emancipating her work from the validation of any
(male) writer. Moreover, she made the case that Âmes de guerre, Âmes d’Amour was “pas
seulement un roman” because the topics “se rapportent à des réalités vécues et vues du
front et de l’arrière” (Delorme-Jules Simon 1917 I). Women’s war writing often steered
clear from depicting scenes that they would not have possibly eye witnessed, which
prevented them from depicting the most emblematic and anticipated nexuses of war
literature, such as the battle scenes. However, through the letters of Henri and Jacques,
two male protagonists and high-ranked soldiers; of Janine, the female protagonist sent to
the Gallipoli peninsula; and of Madeleine, the female protagonist who remains on the

https://www.academie-francaise.fr/prix-montyon as of 30 December 2021. For an history of
the Prix Montyon, see Marcoin 1996.
13
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French home front, Âmes de Guerre, Âmes d’Amour offered a narrative that encompassed the
subjective experience of male soldiers, of women in direct proximity of warfare, and of
women supporting the war effort from the home front. Not only did the epistolary form
produce a reality effect; it also allowed Delorme-Jules Simon to extend the scope of
feminine and masculine testimonies alike. This is a gesture which arguably intended to
elevate the narrative and literary authority above the fray of the then-perceived minor
genre of nurse’s writing (as was Delorme-Jules-Simon’s Visions d’Héroïsme) and, more
generally, women’s writing.14 Regarding the momentous discussion revolving around
what made up for an “authentic” account of the war and the war experience, both
Delorme-Jules Simon and Jeanne Landre argued15 that the epistolary form effectively
captured the emotional value taken by intimate war letters in wartime, thus positing the
discursive space bridging both fronts as a nexus of war experience.
The literary authority the female author Delorme-Jules-Simon gained through the
recourse to the epistolary form often buttresses, somehow ironically, a misogynist
perspective on gender relations that conform with the dominant discourse of the time.
Kate Manne has argued that misogyny is best understood not as hatred against women,
but as a system of enforcement that anyone — including women — can deploy to punish
women that violate norms of gender‐appropriate behavior regarding the gendered giving‐
and‐taking of certain goods (2017). In this system, women that disappoint are women that
This argument draws on Amossy 2006.
Explicitly, in Delorme-Jules Simon’s case : “La forme épistolaire tombée en désuétude a paru
la mieux appropriée à ces multiples scènes de la vie de guerre, au moment où la correspondance,
union et réconfort des cœurs, joue un rôle prépondérant dans l’existence de ceux qui attendent
avec confiance l’heure de la victoire” (Delorme Jules-Simon I-II).
14
15
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fail to deliver “attention, affection, admiration, sympathy, sex, and children” (7; also
discussed in introduction). In Âmes de Guerre, Âmes d’Amour, while the ways in which the
turmoil of war destabilizes gender relations is explored at length, one of the most
straightforward messages is that women’s duty is to smoothen this destabilizing process by
conforming to their traditional emotional work: care and attention to children as well as
dedication, admiration, and submission to men — most acutely to the fighting men. In
that sense, Delorme-Jules-Simon’s novel belongs to the vein of women-authored wartime
fiction that “exhort women to abandon any selfish notions of emancipation and to put all
their energies to the support of their men” (Cardinal 1993 154).
Another dimension of this misogynistic frame is that throughout the novel,
women’s conduct is defined by their ability to restrain emotions. One example amongst
many is when female protagonist Madeleine is praised for hiding her sorrow and remains
stone-faced in front of her bedridden son François, whose amputation of the left hand she
witnesses as a nurse (Delorme Jules-Simon 1917 282-3). In contrast, male protagonists
have much more leeway to express their emotions and follow their romantic inclinations,
even when the latter are morally questionable. A suggestive instance occurs after Jacques
writes to his wife Madeleine about his adulterous temptations. It is Madeleine who
apologizes to Jacques, her husband and soldier soon promoted general, for feeling
jealousy (94; 104-8). In a similar vein, Janine, the young widow who nurses and falls in
love with her patient, the colonel Henri Grand, suppresses her love because he is a
married man and father of three children and instead decides to “s’exiler” to the eastern
front (231). In contrast, the latter unrestrainedly and repeatedly discloses his love to her in
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unambiguous terms, seemingly oblivious of his condition of married man and father. In
both cases, women voluntarily burden themselves with the emotional work and
responsibility necessary to keep these relationships afloat.
This gendered imbalance is underpinned by the guilt-inducing, ingrained
assumption that women cannot truly contribute to the war effort. Madeleine and Janine’s
patriotism carries the gendered double bind Margaret Darrow has underlined. While
everyone was expected to contribute and show their commitment in wartime, the only
necessary and noble task was ultimately front fighting, that is an entirely masculine
endeavor (2000). Therefore, the vow to contribute to the war effort, coupled with the
impossibility of contributing in a meaningful way, continuously undermined the efforts
women nonetheless undertook throughout the novel, and suffuse each of their gestures
with a guilt-inducing sense that no matter how sincerely they commit and sacrifice, they
will never be doing enough. This is even more remarkable in the case of Delorme’s
female protagonist, who, despite being a nurse going at the nearest of the front and
exposing herself to actual danger and traumatic situations, nonetheless deems her
contribution ever insufficient and lacking.
J. Delorme-Jules-Simon’s protagonist, who is a nurse, typically seems to constantly
respond to the constant suspicion hovering over nurses’ merits and the purity of their
motive. Even during the conflict, nurses did not have the status granted to mobilized
soldiers by the law of August 4, 1914 – even those who committed to serve for the whole
duration of the war and up until 6 months after the war ended. Even though they were
deemed accomplishing a noble and useful duty, nurses were constantly suspected of not
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accomplishing the latter well or selflessly enough. Many discourses praised the “true”
nurse and criticized the “false” one, a dichotomy that Darrow connects with an inability
to reconcile women to the war effort, the latter being perceived as quintessentially
masculine (1996 80-1). A similar suspicion developed against whom a wartime
commentator named “les infirmières du cœur” – marraines de guerre16, too.
Despite the numerous idealized representations of nurses that abounded during
the First World War, their war duties and achievements fell entirely into oblivion shortly
after and for decades. The conjunction of these accusations with the grudge against
working women accused of “stealing” the work and social status of men after the conflict
prevented nurses’ contribution from gaining a place of honor in the interwar memory of
the conflict. As Margaret Darrow has underlined, no post-war commemorative
monument celebrated nurses’ contribution. Nurse’s writings, which was popular during
the conflict, quickly went out of print: in the aftermath of the conflict, nurses
“disappeared” (2000 135) until scholars of women’s history “rediscovered” them in the
1980s, starting in France with Françoise Thébaud (1986).

Gender relations and warfare violence through letters

Despite and within this misogynist frame, Delorme-Jules Simon’s novel
nonetheless retraces, sometimes ingenuously, sometimes vividly, the ways in which

16

Phrase from Pick-me-up 1918. The second chapter discusses marraines de guerre at length.
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warfare violence destabilized gender identities. The most telling occurrences revolve
around the love story of Janine and Henri and take place through letters in the last third
of the book. Janine, who has refused to reciprocate Henri’s love because he is married
and a father, joins the Oriental Expeditionary Force, an appointment that is more
dangerous than the hospital de province in which she worked in France (134). To narrate
Jeanne’s involvement in the Gallipoli campaign, the novel borrows the male combatant
narrative’s codes. By experiencing the war in a way that is closely associated with the poilu
experience, her exile to Gallipoli also reads as an exile away from traditional gender
identity.
In her words, Janine’s five-month stay at this hospital field has “militarisé” her
(276). While Madeleine and Janine’s letters usually focus on romantic concerns, the letters
Janine writes in this period resemble the style of the letters written by the male
protagonists. Her first letters recount her travel to what is described as a field hospital by
boat, just as many war novels of the time begun with travel to the front.17 At immediate
proximity of the front lines, Janine recounts the sounds and colors of war.18 She wears a
khaki uniform, thus straying from the white color associated with nurses (241). In a style
that verges on the picaresque,19 her physical appearance changes. Like any poilu,20 she is
soon covered with lice and fleas,21 and experiences the bad weather and mud. She also
For instance, Dorgelès’ Les Croix de Bois (1919), which chapter 4 discusses.
“Noyée dans le kaki et le bleu horizon” (254).
19 Libby Murphy has shown that the picaresque is a genre widely used to depict the foot soldier’s
experience in wartime narratives (2016).
20 Poilu was a term that became widely used to describe French World War I infantry men. It
literally means “hairy one.”
21 “En vingt-quatre heures, capturé sur moi, six puces, trois poux!” (Delorme Jules-Simon 261)
17
18
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draws on trench slang to describe ironically the poorly cooked food.22 Her condition of
exile far from France makes her feel nostalgic and increases the importance of receiving
letters and newspapers (243, 256). Lastly, Janine describes her adaptation to the field
hospital in a language associated with the poilus: she learns how to se débrouiller (242) and
describes how she uses système D (254-6).23
As Janine experiences the war in a combatant-like fashion, she also endures some
of its harshest episodes. At this juncture, the narrative captures through the epistolary
form the importance of gender and relationality in the disclosing of the rawest aspects of
the war experience. During her Gallipoli campaign, Janine writes two letters in a row: the
first is to her friend and confidante Madeleine, the second to her lover Henri. Both letters
recount interactions with the soldiers Janine meets and nurses at the Gallipoli field
hospital. Both describe the conduct of a Senegalese soldier. Beyond those conspicuous
parallels, however, the letters could not more radically depart in tone and spirit.
In the letter addressed to her female confidante and friend Madeleine, Janine
describes the traumatic operation undergone on a terminally wounded Senegalese soldier:
how he died in her arms as she was cutting him in a desperate attempt to save him. As it
evokes her hands full of blood, her letter to Madeleine narrates that she felt like she killed
him:

“Roupie de singe” (255).
As Libby Murphy has pointed out, système D and se débrouiller celebrated the poilu condition and
resilience, which was elevated to the level of a national credo as the war dragged on (44-45).
22
23
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Hier, nous avions un Sénégalais qui était perdu; on décide de faire une dernière
tentative: lui mettre des ventouses scarifiées. Le pauvre attelait ; on le maintenait,
une de nous posait les ventouses, moi, je taillais… et pendant ce temps, il est mort.
J’avais les mains pleines de sang, je tenais toujours mon rasoir, j’étais hébétée. Je
sentais qu’il était mort dans une angoisse folle, avec la certitude qu’on le tuait, et
j’avais réellement moi-même l’impression d’avoir été un assassin ! Ce que j’ai
souffert, je ne puis le dire. (Delorme-Jules Simon 1917 272).
As Janine narrates the soldier’s gut-wrenching agony and her feeling of guilt, the scene
brings back to her mind a similar operation undergone when she was working at the
hospital in France, and that also ended with a wounded soldier dying in her arms after
she removed a piece of shrapnel from his throat. Janine goes on to narrate this harrowing
death and her emotional devastation in such a detailed manner that it is extremely likely
that Delorme-Jules-Simon disclosed a personal traumatic experience of her own time as a
voluntary nurse:
Une fois, en France, une chose analogue n’est arrivée au cours d’une opération: un
éclat d’obus entré dans la gorge avait provoqué une paralysie partielle, et la
radiographie indiquait que l’éclat était logé aux environs des vertèbres cervicales; il
fallait donc l’extraire, c’était moi qui donnais le chloroforme, non par le nez, mais
par le trou béant dans le larynx ; le malade était si faible que deux gouttes de
chloroforme suffirent à l’anesthésier. Le chirurgien aborda l’opération par
derrière, il ne tomba pas immédiatement sur le projectile, il fallut une seconde
entaille ; enfin la sonde buta sur un corps dur, qui opposait une résistance extrême
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à toute tentative d’extraction ; la plaie saignait, le malade faiblissait, tout le monde
était angoissé. Brusquement le projectile cède, on le retire; à ce moment précis, un
flot de sang s’échappe de l’orifice ou j’avais appliqué le petit masque, submerge
tout, et m’inonde entièrement. Un hoquet… le blessé est mort. Tout cela en dix
minutes… Le projectile entré par devant avait touché la carotide, mais il la
plaquait contre les vertèbres et faisait bouchon ; quand il fut retiré, rien n’arrêtait
plus l’hémorragie. Et moi je pleurais, je pleurais, sans songer à aller changer de
blouse, ni à me laver… Hier aussi, j’ai pleuré pour mon tirailleur.” (272-3)
This letter, written to her female confidante, vividly conveys the raw distress of a wartime
nurse that directly took part in hopeless surgeries ending in patient death. In Janine’s
account to her confidante Madeleine, no attempt is made to patriotically redeem the
sheer horror of the war thus experienced.
There could not be a starker contrast between the account provided by this letter
and the one that Janine wrote immediately after to her male lover and soldier Henri. In
the latter letter, Janine starts with aestheticizing the hospital field by evoking it as a
Rembrandt-like artwork. She marvels at the lights effect and contrast of the war
landscape (274). In addition to wonder at the soldiers’ uniforms, she describes colonized
black soldiers with exoticizing and stereotypical terms, thus drawing on an objectifying
rhetoric that was absent from her previous letter to Madeleine: “ […] Les rayons d’une
lanterne faisaient soudain briller les dents blanches et la peau d’ébène d’un Bambara, une
chechia rouge mettait une note plus vive sous la lumière, une gamelle jetait un éclat
métallique: c’était vraiment curieux.” (274-5). This account to her lover Henri does not
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go beyond pleasant and patriotic anecdotes. However, in a repetition that cannot be
coincidental, the only wounded soldier that comes up in that letter is a Senegalese soldier,
too. In the letter written to Henri, this Senegalese soldier’s life is not in danger, and is
described as patriotically boasting about his wounds:
Un joli mot d’un Sénégalais. Il a fait un tas de campagne en Afrique: blessé en
France, il a la croix de guerre et a toujours refusé les galons de caporal, très
intelligent et très raffiné comme tous les vrais tirailleurs. Après avoir écouté le récit
de ses exploits, je lui demande: ‘Et toi pourquoi pas vouloir galons?’ ‘Moi y a pas
vouloir; première classe, ça va bien.’ J’insiste: ‘mais pourquoi?’ Alors d’un geste
simple, désignant l’endroit de sa blessure, en pleine poitrine: ‘Galons y a là, ça
suffit.’ (276).
After she referred to this boasting as a ‘joli mot d’un Sénégalais’ (whose speech she
recreates with stereotypical français tirailleur), she concludes with an equally stereotypical
phrase: ‘Avec de tels soldats, je vais dire comme eux: ‘On les aura24”’ (276).
None of this bombastic patriotism is present in the letter written to her female
confidante. The letters were written in the same circumstances; yet the reader cannot
miss that they tell an altogether completely different experience. The superposition of
both letters highlights that Janine cannot disclose to Henri some of the most emotionally
overwhelming wartime circumstances that continued to haunt her. She draws on patriotic

“On les aura!” is a famous phrase from (then) general Pétain initially communicated during the
Verdun campaign of 1916. It became a leitmotiv as well as the slogan of a famous propaganda
poster made by Jules-Abel Faivre in October 1916.
24
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clichés to conceal her raw suffering from him. Here, Delorme-Jules-Simon uses the
epistolary form to cast into relief the incommunicability of the war experience, something
of a trope in canonical Great War novels. However, Delorme-Jules-Simon does so from a
female protagonist’s perspective, a much rarer occurrence.
Alison S. Fell’s examination of the representation of non-white soldiers in the
letters and memoirs of British and French nurses is helpful to make sense of Janine’s
letters’ duality. Fell points out two distinct attitudes in the war writing of British and
French nurses: ‘In some cases, the nurses simply realigned the real-life encounters to fit in
with their preconceptions and slipped into available vocabularies or colonial clichés. In
other cases, their conceptions were modified, if not transformed.’ (Fell 2011 170). In the
case of Delorme-Jules-Simon’s female protagonist, both registers coexist within the same
person. The letters’ superposition casts into relief a gendered split in the nurse’s emotional
response. When addressing her female confidante, Janine draws on a language of sorrow
that, through the attempt to articulate a traumatic memory of suffering and death, alters
the language of colonial domination. On the other hand, her language, when addressed
to her white male compatriot and lover, only ventriloquizes imperialistic and patriotic
tropes. Although the experience of raw suffering propels Janine to seemingly let go of
some of the colonial and racist stereotypes, as soon as she returns to her role of female
lover, she seemingly seeks her male lover’s validation by resorting to them. Maintaining a
stable gender relation implies that the nurse must abide by the racialized language of
colonial domination. This dynamic reveals a colonial and gender hierarchy untouched by
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the conflict. The language used in this second recounting suppresses the transformative
voicing of her harrowing experience of suffering and violence revealed in the first.
Despite Janine’s attempt to conceal the new emotional conflicts she experiences,
Henri’s answer to the letter previously quoted conveys that his view of her has changed
now that she is experiencing the war in a way that is closer to his. By comparing Janine to
a decomposing cadaver, his letter to her betrays Henri’s struggle to identify Janine’s
gender now that she is so close to the front lines. The language used also shows Henri
clinging to traditional norms of romantic seduction by writing amorous banter to his
female lover, while being oblivious of the fact that this language, because it is mediated by
the war environment and its intrinsic violence, comes across as fully uncanny. Henri’s
language as recreated by Jules-Delorme-Simon is powerfully evocative of the “morbid
intimacy” of trench life (in which the living routinely co-exists with the dead) that Joëlle
Beurier analyses in published war photographs (2008 298).
Henri’s intended flirting starts by stating that he would find Janine beautiful
“quand bien même elle ressemblerait à Oscar” (Delorme-Jules-Simon 277). The colonel’s
letter proceeds to clarify that Oscar is the rotting body of a dead enemy (he uses the slur
“un gros Boche mort” (278)) left in the open and which, with the time passing and under
the effect of decomposition, seems to be smiling always more widely: “Petit à petit, le gros
Boche se dessèche et sa bouche s’ouvre; il semble rire; et plus le temps marche, plus il rit.”
Henri then describes how he and his men regularly say “bonjour” to Oscar “qui rit de
plus en plus.” The dead body is deemed “répugnant,” a lexicon that, because it taps into
disgust, does not leave room for any trace of sympathy or respect to the dead. Finally, the
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grotesque dalliance finds its punchline with Henri vowing that he would love Janine even
if she looked like Oscar. “Eh bien! si Janine ressemblait à Oscar, je l’aimerais encore”
(278). The use of the third person instead of the direct address is the only trace of
discomfort in comparing a lover to a decomposing cadaver.
The dead body is thus desacralized through the nicknaming, the spirited bonjour,
and even more disturbingly, by using it as springboard for amorous banter. Henri thus
shows an unnerving inability to correctly anticipate the emotional response his analogy
could trigger. Henri’s de-sacralization also contrasts with Janine’s haunting and
empathetic vision of the dead body of a soldier lying at the hospital (80-1). Unsurprisingly,
Janine never responds to that part of Henri’s letter. While the emotional distress Janine
expressed to her female confidante is indicative of her intact sensitivity to others’ suffering
and death, Henri is shown disconnected to this suffering and to his lover’s sensitivity.
Janine underlines twice that while thrown in combatant-like conditions, her sensibilité –
used repeatedly in the novel to refer to one’s ability to feel other’s suffering and pain – has
remained intact.25 This emphasis forms an unmistakable contrast with the growing
hardening of Henri’s soul or, in more contemporary terms, his desensitization to violence.
The growing discrepancy between Janine’s and Henri’s sensitivity percolates into
more practical matters, too. Henri proposes to Janine as he discloses the news of his wife’s
death to her (307-8). 26 Henri’s letter does not express any sorrow and enunciates his
“Je n’arrive pas à me cuirasser” (261); “Dire que j’avais peur de m’émousser!” (273) along with
the references to crying and tears quoted previously.
26 His wife (whose name the reader never knows) suddenly die of an embolism. This is a
convenient death for the sentimental plot since it allows for Janine and Henri’s romantic love to
become official.
25
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wife’s death as a fact that matters only for its consequence on his relationship with Janine.
In contrast to Henri’s indifference, the news of Henri’s wife death upsets Janine to the
point of falling sick (315). Henri’s normalization of human suffering and death only grows
stronger as the love story proceeds. Shortly before being wounded, Henri explains how,
as the months went by, his rage against the enemy has grown, culminating in killing not
out of duty, but out of pleasure: “[…] tuer n’est pas une nécessité ou un devoir, mais une
volupté et un cruel désir” (294). The Germans are “monstres à supprimer:” “La guerre se
résume en ce mot trivial et cruellement laconique ‘Il faut tuer du Boche.’ Oui, tuer du
Boche, pendant qu’il dort, pendant qu’il mange, pendant qu’il travaille ou fourbit ses
armes. […] Tuer […] à l’affût, comme le ferait une bête de proie, avide d’un spectacle de
sang et de chairs déchirées” (295). At a later point in the narrative, Henry describes the
horrific spectacle of German soldiers being killed by the French in terms of blissful racial
extermination. Henri’s dehumanization of the enemy has become complete and
unremitting by the end of his war campaign:
Qu’ils en prennent, qu’ils en crèvent, que ce sol effondré soit leur tombeau. Ah!
Vous ne pouvez comprendre la joie farouche de s’imaginer les yeux fous de
terreur, les râles des mourants, les corps éventrés et déchiquetés, la soif et le
halètement des survivants. Qu’ils en prennent, qu’ils en prennent! ‘Bravo,
camarades artilleurs, demain nous achèverons la race immonde.’ (335).
Portraying a French soldier as taking pleasure in savagely killing the enemy was not an
obvious choice, even at the time Delorme-Jules Simon wrote and even for the vocal prowar supporter she was. Granted, the author was not unique in doing so: expressions of
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feelings of “uncanny euphoria” and “bestial sexual rapture” to describe the French
soldiers killing enemies can be found in the daily press and veteran’s writing of the war
years.27 Nonetheless, a more visible strand of essays and fiction depicted the French
soldier as stoically killing solely out of duty. It is, for instance, significant that none of the
protagonists of the war novels that received the prestigious Prix Goncourt between 1914
and 1918 described the act of killing enemies as pleasurable. These fictions, amongst
which stands out the notorious Le Feu by Henri Barbusse (1916), coalesced the image of
French soldiers killing without pleasure into memory.28 In the midst of the war, describing
the French soldier as killing without pleasure was not without ideological connotation, as
it also signalled the persistence of a moral compass in the “civilized” French — as
opposed to, so the propaganda went, the “barbaric” Germans who reportedly enjoyed
inter-personal violence. Through that lens, describing killing as pleasurable for the
French, as Delorme-Jules-Simon did, was a narrative choice made at the risk of
undermining one of the tokens of avowed moral superiority upon which the French
constructed their war effort’s legitimacy. Therefore, by expounding at length the French

See for instance Letourneur de Bellin 1915 or, a little later, Edmond Cazal, whose evocatively
titled Voluptés de Guerre (1918) described at length the pleasure felt in killing the enemy (see esp.
1918 167). Cazal seamlessly intertwined such a pleasure with romantic love, as the fictional
character Henri does. In Cazal’s essay, “Voluptés de l’amour” and “voluptés de guerre” were
juxtaposed in a fashion that compounds with the soldierly “schizophrenic condition” examined in
chapter 3. Cazal, also known as Jean de la Hire, and whose actual name was Adolphe d’Espie,
was a popular writer at the time of the First World War. He fought in the war until he was gassed
on the battlefield. He never completely recovered from this wound, which indirectly caused his
death in 1956. D’Espie sunk into oblivion after he was sentenced to dégradation nationale for
collaboration in 1948.
28 Adrien Bertrand, L’Appel du Sol (1914, prize given in 1916); René Benjamin, Gaspard (1915);
Henri Barbusse, Le Feu (1916); Henry Malherbe, La Flamme au poing (1917); Georges Duhamel,
Civilisation (1918), and Roland Dorgelès’ Les Croix de Bois (1919).
27
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killing of its enemies, even the unarmed ones, in terms of unbridled and animal pleasure
only satisfied by the racialized enemy’s annihilation, Delorme-Jules Simon ostensibly
departed from the rhetorical trope of stoicism and absence of pleasure frequently
deployed in the discourses describing the emotional disposition of the soldiers they
supported.
Within her novel, Delorme-Jules-Simon’s departure from more acceptable
depictions of the emotional response to the act killing brings to a conspicuous climax
Henri’s desensitization to violence. The violence of Henri’s speech is even more
remarkable in that it intensifies as the reader advances to the novel’s end and the
expected union of the lovers. The combination overtly problematizes the cultural
construct that romantic love, that is, the return to heteronormative order as expected in
romance, will prevail in a context in which the male lover has shown such dramatic levels
of brutality, seems at a loss to identify his lover’s gender and in which communication
between the lovers has proven to be broken at the deepest level.
The novel’s ending does not bring closure to these questions. A war wound and
subsequent blindness puts a sudden stop to Henri’s war campaign and appetite for killing.
According to the novel’s last letter, written by Henri’s friend Jacques, Henri will be
redeemed by his status of mutilé de guerre — that is, primarily by the wounds he suffered,
not by the violent war deeds he pleasurably perpetrated (357-8). While the last letters of
the novel presage that Janine and Henri will ultimately be reunited, they fall short of
providing the readers with a final vision of the couple together. Moreover, Henri
expresses strong doubts over the possibility of this union being finalized. The experience
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of blurred gendered lines, compounded by a wound that left him weakened and
vulnerable, has compromised the prospect of a traditional union. The epistolary form
reaches here, perhaps conveniently, its limits, since it does not provide a space to describe
which kind of romantic love may unfold in real life for a woman whose war trauma is
inexpressible to a lover who, for years, unabashedly enjoyed violence and employed its
language, restrained only by an insuperable physical incapacity.

Part IV. Jeanne Landre’s…puis il mourut

Jeanne Landre was already a prolific writer at the time…puis il mourut (1916), the first of
the three novels she published in wartime, was published.29 While the number of official
and established honors she received bears testament to her appreciation in French literary
circles,30 Landre’s humorous style was popular with soldiers as well, as recorded by the
trench journals that published her short stories and reviewed her novels.31 The epigraph
of …puis il mourut is a quote from 19th-century French poetess Marceline DesbordesValmore.32 The quote comes from the poem Le Présage, a poem first published in 1830
that narrates how the elevating expectation of an amorous encounter enhances the female

She also published L’École des Marraines (1917) and Loin des Balles, Mémoires d’un Philanthrope
(1918).
30 As documented by Goldberg 1999 127-8.
31 Jeanne Landre, 10 June 1915 and 7 December 1916; Le Tord-Boyau 3.
32 “Quoi! C’est encore l’été! Quoi! les champs sont en fleurs!” (Desbordes-Valmore 152).
Desbordes-Valmore was very popular in Landre’s time. In more recent times, the French poetess
has been credited for creating “l’un des lexiques les plus sensuels de la poésie romantique
française” (Assa 16).
29
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lover’s perception of self, time, and environment even without the lover’s presence. The
epigraph reveals how the novel was expected to resonate with contemporary readership,
since the imagined sexual encounter and love story Landre’s tells develops while the
bodies are absent from one another, just as in Desbordes-Valmore’s poem.
...puis il mourut starts with Jacques, a lieutenant who is described as “sentimental”
despite his military merit (56), enthusing about the response to an ad in which he
requested an epistolary correspondence with a “marraine de guerre.”33 The letter Jacques
reads in the opening pages of the novel is sent by Raymonde Brive, a lower-class woman
from the home-front whose civilian life the novel does not disclose to the reader, aside
from the fact that she was once married and is staunchly patriotic. The rest of the story,
which consists of a series of letters between Raymonde and Jacques, recounts the
development of their intense romantic and erotic relationship over a very short period,
from 15 August 1915 to Jacque’s death on 25 September 1915. It ends with Raymonde
secretly mourning her lover without them ever meeting in person.
Landre went against conventions by titling her war novel with an ellipse, without
capitalization, and immediately revealing the male protagonist’s death. This title excluded
the possibility of a conventional happy ending and unambiguously posited the war as a
disruptive and deadly event, in stark contrast to many contemporary narratives (such as
Âmes de guerre, Âmes d’Amour) which, by averting the death of the main soldier protagonist,

The relationship between marraines and filleuls was a topic to which Landre returned with
L’École des Marraines (1917). On marraines de guerre, see chapter 2, pp 152-61.
33
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offered hope to readers anxious about the fate of their fighting loved-ones.34 Moreover,
Landre’s title ruled out the possibility to read the narrative as a ‘will he / won’t he die?’
plot. Instead, it intentionally deflated any suspense revolving around the soldier’s and the
romantic relationship’s fate. The novel’s title invited the reader to face death as a
commonplace wartime occurrence, and to nonetheless focus on the stakes of a romantic
relationship with its days numbered.
Motherhood is nothing of a concern in …puis il mourut. Many novels of the period
offered the prospect of a marriage and children as a reassuring and conventionally
patriotic choice. In the context of a society much concerned with its dwindling natality,
women’s gendered interactions and actions were often framed by motherhood.35 In
contrast, Landre’s narrative let the readers know that Raymonde was once married, but
we do not know whether she has or wants children. Landre’s female protagonist hardly
refers to herself as a motherly figure. Instead, she unwaveringly defines her romantic
relationship in terms of embodied desire as well as erotic fantasy. In addition, the novel’s
ending depicts the female protagonist as relatively unscathed by her lover’s death, and
somehow indulging in the much-valorized role of the mourning female figure. In …puis il

Instead, such type of novels most often ended with the male protagonist being wounded and
then happily reunited to his fiancée or wife. Through this narrative choice, these novels
prescribed emotional ways of anticipating and accepting war wounds as the cost of war.
Delorme-Jules Simon’s novel, examined above, is emblematic of this sub-genre of wartime
novels. While two of the main male characters of Âmes de guerre, Âmes d’amour returned from the
front severely wounded (Madeleine and Jacques’ son lost his left arm; Henry returns blind), none
of the soldiers die.
35 As already noted in the first section of this chapter. Nancy Sloan Goldberg has convincingly
argued that republican motherhood ideology framed much of the fiction written by French
women in wartime (1999).
34
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mourut, the conspicuous indifference to motherhood as well as the autonomy retained by
the female protagonist upon her male lover’s death foreshadow the femme moderne whose
prominent narrative development Mary Louise Roberts has traced in post-war French
fiction (1994).
Delorme-Jules Simon’s female protagonists remained emotionally self-restrained,
especially regarding what they disclose to men. Besides, in Âmes de guerre, Âmes d’amour,
letter writing and reading as a wartime practice was represented in ways signaling
realism, despite the overall sentimentalism it was suffused with.36 In contrast, both
protagonists of…puis il mourut envision the letters they write to each other as a space,
sheltered from reality, that allows escape from social conventions. As Nancy Sloan
Goldberg has thoroughly demonstrated, …puis il mourut narrates an escapist fantasy with
protagonists aware that they are performing the characters of an ideal but doomed
romance. (1999 127-38). Most conspicuously, both protagonists disclose sexual fantasies
that would have been unspeakable beyond the intimate space provided by the letters.
Those fantasies range from daydreaming of cuddling (75-76), smells (51), to fetishisms
related to objects such as stockings (80-2; 106; 114-8). Landre’s narrative is also original
to the extent that none of the protagonists refer to the topics through which women and

These gestures towards referential practices – which Roland Barthes may have described as
effets de réel — include references to censorship, letters written as reports of everyday life, and an
epistolary style that is adapted to whom each letter is written. The examination of actual wartime
letters circulating among educated, upper classes families show comparable variations of tones.
See for instance the difference of tone between the letters Roland Dorgelès wrote to his wartime
fiancée and his mother; or between the letters the influential literary scholar Norton Cru wrote to
his sisters and brothers. See Dorgelès 2003 and Cru 2007, respectively examined in chapter 4
and 3.
36
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romantic relationships were usually addressed in wartime novels, especially motherhood
(as noted above) but also women’s unfaithfulness — a trope of soldiers’ and veterans’
writing. The female characters of Âmes de guerre, Âmes d’Amour were mostly concerned with
maintaining morality and decency despite the conflict. Both the male and female
characters of …puis il mourut embrace the licentiousness — or affective mobility,
depending on each reader’s perspective — generated by the turmoil of war. With …puis il
mourut, women readers could thus relate to a character whose identity was not confined to
motherhood or providing the emotional work men were then entitled to. This being said,
Landre was not deprived of moral judgment towards the nascent figure of emancipated
woman her novel portrays.
While Delorme-Jules Simon’s narrative entirely consisted of letters, Landre’s
narrative also included interior monologues of the protagonists. Landre thus went one
step further than Delorme-Jules Simon in her literary recreation of the soldier’s
subjectivity. …puis il mourut not only explored what part of the war’s subjective experience
was communicable to others, and how, but also through interior monologues, the
protagonists’ revealed their own reflective distance to the emotional stakes of what they
wrote and read. These interior monologues showed that both protagonists understood
that their affair was possible only within the space of their letters. It was because this
relationship unfolded within this space, shielded from reality, that it reached such heights
of intensity, as the protagonists often marvelled at how fast their reciprocal love grew
without ever meeting in person.
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Both protagonists of …puis il mourut experience the unbridled mutual exploration of
romantic and sexual fantasies as a cathartic antidote to the turmoil of war. Through the
narrative dynamics alternating between interior monologues and letters, amorous feelings
progressively unfold as an individual strategy tailored to hold out [tenir], a behaviour
connoting resilience that became valorised as the war dragged on. At the heart of such a
configuration of love lay an inter-personal accommodation with greater degrees of
physical and psychological violence, which involved suppressing non-patriotic anxieties
revolving around the French soldiers’ return. Throughout the novel, the creation of an
imaginary and ideal self through sentimentality and letter writing thus read as an
emotional ‘art of survival’ that was central to the sustaining of the war effort of soldiers
and civilians alike.
Romantic love allows Raymonde, the lower-class French woman and lover, to
experience the combat vicariously and to explore sexual desires and erotic fantasies with
unprecedented freedom and intensity. For the lieutenant Jacques, the romantic
development puts the most excruciating dimensions of the war at a distance. Only the
most immediate occurrences of war can interrupt his inner thoughts. For instance, only a
bomb exploding at proximity can interrupt his inner thoughts and bring him back to his
military duty and make him stop ‘penser à Raymonde… cinq minutes’ (118-9). Jacques
also fantasizes over getting what the French then called “la bonne blessure,” that is, a benign
wound that would nonetheless be enough to have him repatriated and thus finally meet
Raymonde (118). The sentimental relationship thus curbs Jacques’ enthusiasm to fight
instead of patriotically galvanize.
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Both Jacques and Raymonde experience romantic love in terms of duality, a
widespread pattern in war narratives.37 This duality primarily results in secluding the
language of violence, which was learnt and practiced on the battlefield, away from the
civilian space. Landre uses multiple lexical contrasts to convey the soldier’s subjectivity as
torn between his battlefield-facing duty and home-facing yearning. The sentimental
language Jacques uses to describe his romantic feelings in the letters sent out to
Raymonde, full of metaphors and superlatives, constantly clashes with the colloquial and
disillusioned language through which his inner thoughts evoke trench life.
While the intimacy performed through letters might be nothing but a “jeu
épistolaire” (44) or a “cher roman” (87) for Jacques, it is nonetheless a game whose stakes
the novel describes as remarkably high. Indeed, when letters from Raymonde cease to
reach him, Jacques is immediately caught by cafard. These feelings of gloominess and
moral fatigue bring him back to the mood experienced before the romantic relationship
and epistolary correspondence started. After a terribly long day with no letter in sight,
Jacques suddenly reminisces how he met Raymonde right at the moment when he felt
broken and was haunted by suicidal thoughts: “[Raymonde] était entrée dans sa vie au
moment où, effroyablement brisé, il n’attendait plus que la balle du guetteur allemand, ce
fabuleux premier tireur […] dont la balle infaillible délivre du poids d’une existence trop
lourde. […] C’est pour cela qu’il idolâtrait Raymonde” (169-70). The letters and the

37

As examined in chapter 3 and 4.
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escapist space they carve out, the narrative thus spells out, saved him from a dangerous
fatalism and detachment from life, a lurking temptation to give up altogether.
Both Jacques and Raymonde experience romantic love at a time of war in terms of
duality, a widespread pattern in war narratives. In the last letter written to Raymonde,
Jacques promises his lover to return as “ton esclave […] tend[ant] son cou au blanc
collier que lui feront tes bras nus” (236). In the same breath, he also underlines and
eroticizes the need of suspending his love for her to become a “machine à tuer” on the
battlefield: “[…] Dans quelques heures je ne serai plus ton amant, mais une machine
consciente, réfléchie, à haïr et à tuer. Oui mon amour, tu as raison, le fond de mon œil est
cruel” (235-6). This letter thus spells out how love as an art of survival involves a constant
negotiation with the act of killing. It also posits the unleashing of inter-personal episode of
violence and cruelty as an ephemeral moment after which the lover-soldier shall return
unscathed. Through this dual figure, Jacques reconciles his gentle, submissive even side,
the one the novel explores at length, with the dehumanized, now unveiled face necessary
to fight and kill.
Landre’s depiction of idealized romantic love is in discussion with the processes of
derealization that were widely in circulation, if not the norm, in the collective
representations of the time. Indeed, Landre’s narrative engages with the idea, quite
widespread in popular media and fiction, that a loving a woman works as a patriotic
antidote to cafard. Landre’s protagonist is a filleul, and Raymonde his marraine de guerre.
Many of the classified ads written by soldiers seeking a marraine justified their request by
explaining that unknown women’s care and attention would help them ward off
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depression, hopelessness, and homesickness. In the terms of Landre’s characters and of
the soldier’s ads of La Vie Parisienne alike, idealism worked as a means for eliding warfare
as a horrific experience and, concomitantly, as an instrumental emotional ground to tenir.
While Jacques deems romantic love instrumental to his survival through its
capacity of eliding warfare from his inner thoughts, he sometimes lapses into the cruel
irony underpinning this bond. The soldier concludes an interior monologue by reckoning
that: “Si l’Europe dévore en ce moment deux cent dix milliards par an et fait trucider,
dans le même temps, une douzaine de millions d’hommes, c’est, sans aucun doute, pour
que deux étrangers, qui ne se fussent jamais rencontrés sans cela, se cherchent, se
trouvent et s’aiment” (129-30). Likewise, since warfare is experienced as mere backdrop
and distraction to Jacques’ elation, comforting his terrified comrades upon a violent
attack amounts to no more than “leur débiter des saletés très bêtes” (101).
The duality of love as an art of survival permeates the characterization of the
female protagonist, too. Through the protagonist Raymonde, Landre’s narrative links
romantic love with the glamorization of martial aggressiveness. At two different points of
the novel, Raymonde, all enthused over her erotic desire for Jacques, theatrically wishes
him to murder her (162 and 218-9). In both occurrences, Raymonde frames her fantasy
as illustrating her unwillingness to live if he dies. Wishing to die by and in her lover’s
hands and not to survive him fully belong to the sentimental performance that unfolds
throughout the novel. The second occurrence of this melodramatic death wish is
nonetheless striking for the degree of details given to the murderous fantasy:
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Jacques, Jacques, mon adoré, vous entendez, je ne veux pas vivre une seule minute
après vous. […] Aussi je vous demande une faveur, à vous pour qui le geste de tuer
est devenu si familier : promettez-moi de me supprimer gentiment dès que vous ne
m’aimerez plus. Là encore vous serez habile, et je mourrai, la gorge dans vos
doigts, mes mains sur vos épaules, en vous souriant. C’est convenu? (218-9).
In the last lines of the last letter that ever reaches Jacques, Raymonde thus conjures up in
explicit terms the image of Jacques using killing skills gained on the battlefield to murder
her. This fantasy describes Jacques strangling her, a way of killing that was inscribed in
the French cultural and literary landscape of gender-based intimate partner violence.38
The dramatization of dying in one’s lovers’ arms ascribes to the female character an
imaginary in which the murderer is set up as a privileged subject, while his victims are the
mere matter from which he crafts his objects of art” (Downing 2004 191-2). Landre’s
protagonist performs the female victim’s submission entailed in aestheticization of
murder. The reference can also be deemed in discussion with much more contemporary
matters. …puis il mourut came out in 1916, one year after the French soldiers started to be
granted leaves. That year coincided with the moment when the reports of what was then
named crimes passionnels involving soldiers returning from the front to drown, shoot, stab,
or strangle their wives or love interests while asserting romantic disappointment as
murder’s motive, became a regular feature of the newspapers’ chroniques judiciaires.39

One would think of Jacques Lantier, the male protagonist of Emile Zola’s La Bête Humaine,
whose fantasy is to murder women by strangling them.
39 Examined in this chapter’s first section, esp. pp. 56-60.
38
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Raymonde deals with the knowledge of her lovers’ murderous deeds by glamourizing
gendered violence. She expresses the type of trivialization of violence which George L.
Mosse may have read as a symptom of brutalization. However, the fact that this
romanticization of gendered violence unfolds in the what-if escapist world that the novel
created all along sidesteps direct confrontation with the issue: gendered violence is
recreated in the novel as a fantasy that is enjoyable, humorous even — as long as the
soldier does not actually return and murder, as he did in the chroniques judiciaires of the
time.
This level of interpretation becomes even more cogent in the novel’s ending and
through Raymonde’s reaction to Jacques’ death. The ending makes clear that the death
wishes Raymonde previously pronounced were not to be taken seriously: once Jacques
actually died, it never occurs to Raymonde to take her own life, nor does she express any
suicidal thoughts or even a depressed mood. While tears abound, she seems to indulge in
the new persona of “veuve mystérieuse,” and her great pain comes with a sense of great
elevation (246). The ending is thus fraught with ambivalence. While it can easily be read
as a misogynistic denunciation of women’s duplicity and indifference to men’s fate, it also
unfolds as if performatively mourning an idealized lover might eventually be more
enjoyable and also safer than loving a returning soldier who, Raymonde stated earlier,
would have unavoidably “caused her pain” (68).
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Chapter Conclusion

The first part of this chapter linked the scarcity of wartime representations of genderbased violence perpetrated by French men to the patriotic concerns of nurturing the
image of the French as “civilized” and relatedly, to obscure any representations
contradicting this claim. The second part of this chapter examined women-authored
fiction as primary lens mirroring and responding to the violent — although continuously
repressed — ethos of the time. While Delorme-Jules-Simon and Landre’s emphasis on
developing love and sexual desire often drew on conventional norms and patriotic
rhetoric, they also used those popular conventions as a vehicle for the much less
conventional or patriotic task of retracing the disruptive effect of warfare violence upon
gender, gender relations, and intimacy. In these fictions, violence was not the most
ostentatious object of representation. It nonetheless framed the primary focus of the
novels: romantic love and gendered relationships at a time of mass killing and dying.
J. Delorme-Jules-Simon’s and Jeanne Landre’s novels are in stark contrast to
canonical French Great War novels, all authored by soldiers or veterans, in which
romantic and sexual intimacy is nearly entirely absent except through the widespread
trope of the deceptive, unfaithful, and heartless woman. The depiction of women is
overwhelmingly negative and women as love interests are “indifferent and adulterous”
(Goldberg 2007 83).40 Through the lens of these canonical novels, which aimed to

Goldberg discusses in such terms Henri Barbusse’s Le Feu (1916), René Benjamin’s Gaspard
(1915); Roland Dorgelès’ Les Croix de Bois (1919); Paul Géraldy La Guerre, madame (1916), and
40
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recreate the war from the soldiers’ eyes, romantic and sexual longing almost inevitably
results in male anger, disappointment, and frustration. Framed this way, love — that is, in
the case in question, white, heterosexual relationships with women as love interests —
only results in worsening the grimness of soldiers’ everyday life. By framing white,
heterosexual French men as victims of treacherous women, these narratives were
emblematic of the interwar period as a time of “masculinization of suffering” and
undercutting of “emotional receptivity to female pain” (Gullace 2011 106).
In an altogether different vein, the novels by Delorme-Jules-Simon and Landre
aimed to help the readership negotiate some of the unspeakable fears generated by the
soldiers’ return. Instead of confining violence away from the civilian space and time,
safely enclosed in a no (wo)man’s land, the authors’ emphasis on love as an art of survival
allowed to narrate the violent ethos of the time as it permeated and affected gender
relations. Both authors underscored that for women, loving a “machine à tuer,” as
Landre put it, came at a price. In Delorme-Jules-Simon’s narrative, it implied suppressing
one’s own trauma; in Landre’s narrative, it implied favouring a fantasy over an actual
relationship with a lover who was ultimately perceived as a threat. Love during a time of

Charles Vidrac’s Le Démobilisé (1919) (Goldberg 2007, esp. pp. 83 and 86). In the interwar period,
among the most prominent instances, Joseph Kessel’s L’Equipage castigates unfaithful and
unsensitive women lovers (1923); Gabriel Chevallier’s La Peur (1930) and Louis Ferdinand
Céline’s Voyage au bout de la nuit castigates the complicity between war and women, especially
nurses (1932); and Drieu la Rochelle’s La Comédie de Charleroi depicted a mourning mother as a
vain whiner (1934). Listing the few stereotypical roles that fall on women in First World War
writing — “la frivole, la prostituée, l’infirmière, la vaniteuse, la castratrice” (14), Luc Rasson
discusses the misogyny of many of these texts in terms of male authors’ “embrigadement” of
women’s voices (2000). Chapter 4 discusses post-war misogyny in relation to the writing of war
experience in greater detail. See especially on Roland Dorgelès, pp. 219-54.
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war was tied to the art of emotional survival, an ambivalent performing involving both
men and women. Both novels, although more insistently Delorme-Jules-Simon’s, showed
women bearing the emotional burden of an idealized version of romantic love. Jeanne
Landre’s …puis il mourut parodied the romance genre to offer to the readership some
distance from the tropes veiling increasingly thinly the impact of violence upon gender
relations.
In the examined novels, what most acutely affected gender identity and relations is
what Elaine Scarry has posited as the core war deeds: the killing, the wounding, the
maiming, the dying (109) to which these authors added the growing indifference to
violence suffered and perpetrated. The two narratives used the epistolary form to put in
tension and in conversation both women’s and men’s subjectivity. The fictional
development of love and sexual desire, often experienced intensely, pleasurably,
cathartically even, was entangled with deep-seated anxieties regarding the diverse forms
of violence the war carried. Through this process, both novels pointed to the cracks in the
nation-wide idealization of the ever gentle and loving, “civilized,” French man. These
conversations point to the cracks in the nation-wide idealization of romantic love and
express some symptoms of desensitization to violence within the French society and at the
most intimate level.
J. Delorme-Jules-Simon and Jeanne Landre mobilized the narrativization and
fictionalization of romantic love and sexual desire to reflect upon violence in relation to
gender and intimacy during a time that urged them to keep such a reflection silent. Their
novels capture the diverse forms of violence they were physically or emotionally involved
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in and worried about at a time when violence perpetrated by French citizens was both at
its most pervasive and repressed. Their singular and forgotten responses invite us to look
closer at the narration of gender relations through the lens of violence suffered and
perpetrated, and to question our critical and emotional relation to women’s writing and
to literary canons with regard to the ever-demanding task of voicing the materiality of
violence, not least when the latter intertwines with gender, intimacy, and national
trauma.
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CHAPTER TWO.
SEDUCTION, AGGRESSION, AND CONSENT

Part I. La Vie Parisienne goes to war

Scholars have noted that “the exploitation of sex seems to have been a requirement for
any adult humor periodical” in France during the First World War (Douglas, 2002 259).
The weekly illustrated magazine this chapter focuses on indeed belongs to a broad range
of wartime mass media ‘exploiting’ sex.1 In addition, La Vie Parisienne’s turn to “sex”
occurred within a broad transnational craving for “diversions from the battlefields”
starting in the mid-war period (Fox 2015 110). Of all its comparable competitors doing
so, La Vie Parisienne stands out as it became the most successful. The First World War was
the period during which La Vie Parisienne gained an unmatched name recognition. Its
selling numbers increased fivefold in wartime (Sadoun Edouard 2018 62) to reach with no
fewer than 100, 000 weekly readers according to its director Charles Saglio (Pourésy 1928
389). It thus became the most circulated weekly magazine in the trenches, at least during
the years 1917-1918 (Gilles 2010 310). Its illustrations occupied a place of honor through
the many war veterans’ references to “the lightly-clad women” that covered the walls of
the soldier’s shacks (Sadoun Edouard 2018 88). La Vie Parisienne has remained one of the

1

Other instances include Fantasio, Le Régiment, Le Rire, Le Sourire, Le Ruy Blas, and La Baïonnette.
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best remembered magazines of the First World War within and outside France. To this
day, its distinctive illustrations are a collectible object and are regularly the subject of
coffee table books (Arwas 2010, La Vie Parisienne 2018).
The following examination departs from nostalgia-imbued interpretations to
retrace how wartime La Vie Parisienne, especially the representation of “lightly clad
women” that made up most of its content, became culturally significant and emotionally
resonant during the wartime years. Nicole Hudgins has noted that La Vie Parisienne’s
“usual fare” was cartoons of “scantily clad girls” (133). Her study nonetheless focuses on
the few, “more complicated” (133) illustrations that addressed some of the wartime social
changes involving women (Hudgins 2014 79, 98-9, 127, 133-4, 227). My approach differs
from Hudgins by complicating La Vie Parisienne’s then most popular, emblematic, and
recurring object of representation: its “scantily clad girls.” The magazine’s constructed
representations of heterosexual and non-conjugal norms of desire, seduction, and sex
reflected the antagonizing dynamics that equated civilisation with Frenchness, and barbarie
with the Other of the day: the Germans. I argue that at the core of La Vie Parisienne’s
popularity lay the entanglement of the nationalization of sexuality and sexual violence —
understood as bestowing gender-based violence upon a racialized Other while nonviolent gendered behaviors crystallize as a defining feature of national identity — with
fraught promises of comfort, catharsis, and emancipation. My concomitant argument is
that, while these representations grew popular by constructing and celebrating French
sexuality and codes of seduction as “civilized,” they also generated ambiguities that
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continuously obstructed the ability to consider women’s agency and sexual consent in
intimate and gendered relationships.
By the time the First World War broke out, the editorial line of the then 51-yearold La Vie Parisienne was familiar to most of the French. Since its inception in 1863, the
lavishly illustrated and large-format magazine had advertised itself, with hardly any
variations, as a digest of “Mœurs élégantes, choses du jour, fantaisies, voyages, théâtre,
musique, modes.”2 A typical product of the Second Empire’s media massification and
depoliticization, pre-war La Vie Parisienne gained its readership and name recognition
through a weekly mix of cartoons, illustrated short stories and novels published in
segments intertwined with a motley group of upper- and middle-class hobbies: music, art,
theater, sports, and fashion. In the pre-war period, La Vie Parisienne built a major part of
its scandalous reputation on discursive and visual risqué banter, a distinct humorous tone
on social mores, interest in gossip, and an avowed pledge to steer clear from political
discussions. With selling numbers approximating 8,000 to 10,000 issues a week
throughout the pre-war period, the weekly magazine was, by 1914, the most enduring
publication of its kind.3 Its popularity, however, would decrease after the First World
War, a period which the collaborator and staunch antifeminist Clément Vautel evoked in
hindsight as the magazine’s “golden age” (Vautel 1941 151).

The subtitle becomes “Contes et Nouvelles. Choses du jour, Fantaisies, Arts, Sport, Théâtre et
Musique, Critique de la Mode” in 1906 and disappears in 1913.
3 Sadoun-Edouard notes that it would remain so until the 1970s (2018 62).
2
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This examination of the magazine’s “golden age” illustrates the emergence and
resurgence of the nationalization of sexuality in relation to violent behaviors in French
culture and society. It also retraces the process through which this process of
nationalization blurs the notion of women’s sexual consent in social consciousness. In
doing so, I engage with the ongoing discussion on “historicizing the Gallic singularity”
(Pedersen 14), defined by Pederson as “the idea that French men and women enjoy more
harmonious gender relations and more pleasurable sexual relations than men and women
of other countries” (8). The harmony of gender relations and the “greater” pleasures of
sexual relations between the French were indeed assumptions framing an overwhelming
number of representations of romantic love between French soldiers and women during
the First World War. In this chapter, I do not posit these assumptions as a real feature of
gender relations, but, as other scholars have done in other historical contexts, as a
“rhetorical device that allows different cultural commentators to make different points for
different purposes depending on their own preoccupations and those of their audiences”
(9). Through this lens, I argue that iterations of French singularity through the idealized
construction of the nationalization of seduction and sexuality became so widespread in
the French popular media, and prominently in La Vie Parisienne, because they vehiculated
a sense of togetherness and cultural superiority among the French in ways that were more
palatable than the straightforwardly “othering” rhetoric of the early-war period.

4

“Gallic Singularity” was initially coined by Eric Fassin (1999). Discussed in introduction.
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Concomitantly, I argue that the claim of sex singularity posits the notion of women’s
consent to sexual relations on ever ambiguous and precarious grounds.
This chapter examines wartime representations of heterosexual and non-conjugal
norms of desire, seduction, and sex under the light of the tension and denial entangled in
the wartime claim of civilisation and the concomitant reifying accusation of barbarie.
Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau and Annette Becker have posited the language pitting
civilisation against barbarie as a core pattern of the French “war culture” during the First
World War (134-81). According to John Horne and Adam Kramer, the core function of
“war culture” is to “polarize collective identities between the positive, communal identity
of each nation (and its allies) and the demonized enemy” (291). The crystallization of the
notion of civilisation and barbarie in France during the First World War stemmed from the
trauma generated by the war crimes that marked the German invasion of Belgium and
north-eastern France in the early months of the conflict. As Susan R. Grayzel
demonstrates, those war crimes, which included the rape of Belgian and French women,
triggered a trauma that the propaganda of the Allied Nations amplified (1999). In order
to make sense of the unprecedented sexual violence unfolding on its soil, France of the
years 1914-1915 drew on diverse sources, not least its imperial and colonial imaginary, to
reify the Germans as rapists. The acts of sexual violence, both real occurrences and
exaggerated propaganda, became posited through a racializing binary pitting civilisation
and barbarie. As Nicolas Beaupré notes, the repeated wartime claim of French civilisation
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against German barbarie was also often underpinned by the anxiety – or the denial — that
the war in itself transformed anyone into barbares, regardless of national identity.5
As already sketched in introduction, France posited itself as the embodiment of
civilisation while Germany embodied barbarie. In the media and literature of the period,
sexual violence became a distinctive and racialized feature of the German-as-barbarian.
Conversely, consensual sexual and amorous encounters became a distinctive feature of
the French-as-civilized. Sexual violence —understood as the use of physical force against
women to have sex — perpetrated by Frenchmen became a cultural taboo so as to
separate themselves from their German enemies. The notion of women’s sexual consent
became one of the central components through which the French nation would establish
its cultural superiority and moral justification to kill. In parallel, the cultural habit of
bestowing sexual violence upon a racialized Other became moored to French identity.
The binary civilisation vs. barbarie initially expounded a lexicon of hatred against the
Germans. However, La Vie Parisienne belonged to the many media that soon conveyed this
binary primarily through love, seduction, and desire among the French. Since the sexual
mores of the idealized young Parisians had long been a nexus of the magazine before the
war, La Vie Parisienne was in a privileged position to be a vehicle for such a cultural shift.
In the war-years this chapter considers, the rawest forms of enemy demonization waned
“La ‘barbarie’ s’appliquait a priori et nécessairement à l’autre, à l’ennemi allemand. Mais
derrière cette accusation omniprésente, semblait se cacher, et sourdre aussi, une angoisse: celle
d’être, comme par contagion et en raison des pratiques de violence et de la transgression
fondamentale qu’engendrait la situation de guerre en autorisant l’acte de tuer, soi-même
possiblement transformé en barbare. [Cette accusation] installe un déni de la barbarie de soi, de
ses propres pratiques de cruauté sur le champ de bataille ou à l’égard des civils.” (Beaupré 2015
1).
5
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from 1916 onward. Instead, the cultural habit of differentiating and hierarchizing cultures
lived on through the idealization of heterosexual and non-conjugal norms of desire,
seduction, and sex.6 Therefore, I sometimes refer to the magazine’s representations of
these norms as “civilized” to make apparent the relationship between the war rhetoric,
the antagonizing sentiments it systematized, the denial it normalized, and the magazine’s
representations of gender relationships and women’s sexual consent. La Vie Parisienne is a
particularly relevant cultural artefact for such an analysis because it included marketized
representations of romantic and sexual love as well as personal ads, which provides hints
at these representations’ reception.
In wartime La Vie Parisienne, nearly all representations of sexualized relationships
were heterosexual and occurring outside marriage. Most of them involved French soldiers
and young women. Although the magazine generously represented lesbian relationships
before and after the war,7 its wartime focus was on heterosexuality at a time when
heterosexual masculinity and femininity were constructed as “characteristics of the
national political and social order” (Surkis 183). The omnipresence and popularity of
visual representations of sexualized relationships in La Vie Parisienne bear testament to a
broader shift in mass-entertainment occurring from mid-1915 onward, a time when

Demonizing the enemy never entirely disappeared from La Vie Parisienne, but the toning down
across the years is unmistakable. Demonizing the enemy was also “softer” in La Vie Parisienne than
in some of its competitors. For instance, even though the anti-German discourse of a competitor
such as La Baïonnette remained more aggressive than La Vie Parisienne’s, the most violent forms of
anti-German visual representations disappeared from the former illustrated magazine in mid1915 (Bihl 2019), a time when La Baïonnette regularly mimicked La Vie Parisienne through a greater
emphasis on sentimentality.
7 As examined by Sadoun Edouard 2013.
6
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“while depictions of trench life polarized into propagandist stereotypes and disturbingly
realistic exposés, the home front became fascinated with the love life of the poilu” (Rearick
24). From then on, constructed representations of norms of seduction and desire were
intended to be a work of cultural embellishment, a constant celebration of Frenchness
through sexual attractiveness and availability – for women – and virile ability to flirt and
seduce – for men. These discursive and visual representations of love at a time of war
were suffused with the wartime temporality of uncertainty and ephemerality: they focused
on the situations leading up to encounters and love between strangers; the ways in which
they long for each other; the ways in which they part ways. The style and tone were
sentimental or suggestive, never straightforwardly pornographic, and drew on nostalgia
through their recourse to pre-war — especially art nouveau — esthetics.
La Vie Parisienne is an important historical source to document the sentimental
imaginary of non-conjugal sex and of strangers becoming lovers. It is a range of
representations in which the notions of seduction, desire, and women’s sexual consent
were central, and whose pervasive presence in weekly periodicals concurs with the idea
that the French experienced their country during the First World War as “sentimentale”
(Vidal-Naquet 2014 1). Indeed, scholars have underscored that it is only in recent times
that combining romantic love with warfare became a “contresens” and an “antinomie”
(Dodman 466). Building on personal archives, many of these scholars have reframed our
understanding of the war experience by demonstrating that both battle fronts and home
fronts were much more affectively connected than post-war reconstructions of the war
experience would have it (Hanna, 2003, 2006). They showed that romantic love and
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intimacy belonged to the emotional means through which individuals participated,
endured, and emotionally coped with the hardship. Against anachronistic interpretations
that tend to frame love as occurring despite the war, they have demonstrated how love
during a time of war and “démonstrations de l’attachement” were experienced as both a
crucial part of the emotional survival and as fueling the combative spirit (Vidal-Naquet
2014 415). Nonetheless, perhaps because of the limitations of available individual
archives, these studies have tended to focus on conjugal ties, a range of relationships that
raise different issues other than romantic love and sex outside marriage. Focusing on La
Vie Parisienne allows for a close examination of the norms framing the representations and
discourse on non-conjugal relationships and wartime romantic encounters.
Although the magazine’s focus on wartime norms of consent, seduction, and desire
became conspicuous from the mid-war years on, such a focus was deemed unthinkable
when the war broke out. La Vie Parisienne, just as all its competitors, was then adamant
that such a topic had become too indecent and irrelevant for a mass media. In August
1914, the illustrated magazine explained to its readers the decision to suspend publication
for the war duration by underlying its sense of inadequacy (in addition to the material
conditions impeding the publication): the “chronique élégante et légère de l’existence si
brillante, si gaiement spirituelle, si délicate et jolie de la société Parisienne” it had
intended to be since 1863 had now lost its “raison d’être.” This notice also apologized for
the “frivolité” of the magazine’s texts and images, which “s’accordent si mal avec les
cruelles réalités de l’épreuve que nous traversons” (La Vie Parisienne, 8 August 1914).
Coming from a magazine that, for all its risqué banter, never was a controversial or
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radical voice, the rationale given for suspending publication is likely to have reflected
what was deemed common sense at that historical juncture. The sense of urgency
stemming from a major crisis that was perceived from the beginning as unprecedented,
the actual threat of an invasion, the deadly battles fought on French soil that were leaving
whole parts of its territory in ruins, rendered untenable any discourse oblivious of the
events of the day. What loomed in the notice was also the historical precedent of the
1870-71 Franco-Prussian war, after which La Vie Parisienne’s “frivolité” had been accused
of having contributed to France’s scarring defeat. Indeed, for practical reasons,
institutional and collective memory, suffused with an overall sense of decency pitting
frivolity against the seriousness commanded by the crisis’ gravity, all converged to make
the wartime publication of La Vie Parisienne inappropriate in August 1914.
La Vie Parisienne nonetheless belongs to the group of mass media that re-initiated
publication a few months into the First World War. While resuming with a similar
frequency and format, its overhauled wartime editorial line departed from the pre-war
period in significant ways. The erotized young Parisiennes that were distinctive of its prewar years were nearly absent when La Vie Parisienne of December 1914. The editorial
voice of the magazine now vocally conveyed its patriotic willingness to fuel the combative
spirit through anti-German discourses. Along with its competitors, the early-war issues
became filled with caricatures vilifying the enemies, photographs displaying the ravages of
the German invasion, revengeful illustration front pages, along with violent diatribes
against the Germans. As it debuted on December 5, 1914, the first wartime issue of La Vie
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Parisienne mostly consisted of a mix of soldiers’ letters and diaries as well as scathing essays
against the Germans.
New sections were created to echo the battlefields and the developing war culture
of the allied nations. The illustrated journal had overall shown only lukewarm interest in
photography since its inception in 1863. This medium started to become a regular feature
with “L’Album de guerre de La Vie Parisienne.” This section featured full pages of
photographs representing enemies, soldiers, as well as landscapes scarred by warfare
(figure 14). La Vie Parisienne provided the rationale for its unprecedented “supplément
photographique” by claiming that “[…] au moment où la guerre absorbe toutes les
préoccupations, tous les espoirs, toutes les âmes, le document photographique [est] le
complément indispensable d’un grand journal illustré comme nôtre” (La Vie Parisienne, “A
nos lecteurs” 1914). By urging soldiers to send their own amateur photographs from the
front for publication, La Vie Parisienne’s “Album de guerre” transparently drew its
inspiration from the then extremely popular weekly magazine Le Miroir, a competitor that
built its wartime success and name recognition on that very method.8 The recourse to
testimonial photographs anchored the magazine in a referential and realistic aesthetic
that was entirely unprecedented in its pages.9 Doing so set the publication on equal
footing with a number of wartime newspapers and magazines that sought to gain and

On Le Miroir, see Beurier 2016 109-24.
Photographs are nearly completely absent from pre-war La Vie Parisienne; the very few are
portrait photographs, while landscapes and group scenes are strong features of First World War
photographs.
8
9
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Figure 13. “L’Album de Guerre de La Vie Parisienne.” La Vie Parisienne, 5 Dec.
1914, p. 583. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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Figure 14. “La Guerre à Coups de Crayon.” La Vie Parisienne, 5 Dec. 1914, p. 592.
gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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Figure 15. Jacques Nam, “L’Ange du châtiment.” La Vie Parisienne, 12 Dec. 1914, front
page. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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retain readership by circulating “authentic” visual fragments of the occupied territories,
front lines, and soldiers’ front experience.
Moreover, in a gesture on par with its competitors, the magazine started featuring
“La guerre à coups de crayon,” a selection of drawings and caricatures that borrowed
much of its materials from international newspapers. Well-defined as “weapons of mass
distraction” (Frachon 2013), many of the wartime caricatures published in La Vie Parisienne
at this period were intended to provide comic relief by vilifying the Germans. Many built
on the most widespread antagonistic and dehumanizing and dehumanizing tropes of the
mass media of the time. With its mix of enemy vilification and the prominence of killing
presented in a humorous fashion in the margins, “La guerre à coups de crayon” section of
the first wartime issue is emblematic of the tone and topics covered by the “La guerre à
coups de crayon” in the early months of the conflict. The image of the powerless woman
looted by a German soldier draws on the then widespread visual trope of powerless
aggressed woman as a metaphor for the German invasion of Belgium (Figure 14). This
edition also featured the multiple killing of German soldiers depicted for humorous intent
in the margins. Such a trivialization of killing would soon virtually vanish from the
magazine.
By 1914, the magazine’s front page had been a highly recognizable feature of the
magazine for about two generations of readers. Some of its most distinctive elements had
not changed at all since its inception in 1863.1 The magazine’s front pages used to steer

Most remarkably, the calligraphed title had not changed since the time it was designed by La
Vie Parisienne’s creator Emile Marcelin in 1863 (Sadoun-Edouard 2018 59).
1
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clear from ongoing political or social event or crisis.2 In contrast, the First World War
took the center stage of many early wartime front pages. The 12 December 1914 front
page, aggressively entitled “L’Ange du châtiment,” displays an angel slaying Germany
(Figure 15). Her strong body, combative attitude, martial outfit — her allegorical function
even — posit this female protagonist as the polar opposite of the typically frail and
demure young women of the magazine’s pre-war era. That break from pre-war
aestheticizing of the female body hints at the magazine’s willingness to alter its identity to
conform to the order of the day. In a similar vein, the 6 February 1915 front page
summarizes the spirit: “Le crayon, lui aussi, est une arme de combat” (Barbier 1915).
This full-page illustration shows a woman stabbing an imperial (read: German) eagle with
a spear. It displays violence and blood, which is an extremely rare, if not unprecedented
gesture for the magazine. This front page, along with all the editorial changes briefly
outlined, conspicuously frames the wartime work of La Vie Parisienne’s collaborators as
fulfilling the patriotic duty of normalizing violence and fueling a combative attitude
against the enemy.
La Vie Parisienne departed from the representational innovations of the early months
of the war by the end of the year 1915. The shift is most noticeable through a return to a
hyperbolic focus on the female body. As men disappear from the civilian space, a growing
number of illustrations started to feature women alone, frequently longing for their lover

The rule counts one exception in the pre-war period: on 15 July 1871, in the aftermath of the
Commune. See Sadoun-Edouard 2018 81-3.
2
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soldiers.3 Gerda Wegener’s front-page illustration of the 24 April 1915 issue captures this
trend. The two women walking in a park are both in good spirits and conspicuously
patriotic, thanks to the tricolor cockade one of them elegantly wears. Wegener managed
to evoke the men’s conspicuous absence from the home front, as women are endearingly
saluting the readers that remain out of the frame (Figure 16). L’Album de guerre of the 3
April 1915 issue is another suggestive instance of this appreciation of women supporting
the war effort in glamourous ways, as it shows actresses proudly dressing up as soldiers
from different armies (Figure 17). The title of this group of photographs, “Les soldats
alliés au feu…de la rampe” is based on a witty pun between the battlefield “feu” and the
music-hall “spotlight,” also named “feu(x)” in French. By not taking even its own “war
section” all too seriously, La Vie Parisienne here drew on the tongue-in-cheek spirit that
solidified its pre-war success. This return to dilettante spirit foreshadowed its giving up of
the “traditional” – i.e. testimonial and referential — representation of the war. In parallel,
both L’Album de Guerre and La Guerre à coup de Crayon disappeared from the magazine in
December 1915.
Concomitantly, 1915 was the year during which La Vie Parisienne’s visual narratives
were at their most laudatory of the French women’s contributions to the war effort. Then,
wartime female do-gooders pervaded the magazine. Committed and longing lovers were
unsurprisingly well represented. So were nurses (Vallet 8 May 1915; Barbier 17 Jul.
Instances include Hérouard 18 Sept. 1915; 3 Jul. 1915, 13 Nov. 1915, and 5 Aug. 1916; La Vie
Parisienne 7 Aug.1915, 5 Jun. 1915, and 24 Jul. 1915; Gerbault 1915; and Groma 1915. When
men do appear, the representations of flirtation and seduction are often playful and humorous
thanks to abundant double entendre. Instances include Fabiaux “Entre deux feux,” 15 Jan. 1915;
Vallet “L’entente cordiale,” 23 Jan. 1915 and “Le dessert du soldat” 12 Jun. 1915.
3
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Figure 16. Gerda Wegener, La Vie Parisienne, 24 Apr. 1915. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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Figure 17.“‘Les Soldats Alliés au Feu… de la Rampe.’ L’Album de Guerre de La Vie Parisienne.”
La Vie Parisienne, 3 Apr. 1915. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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1915), dames de charité (Fabiaux, 1915) and, albeit more sparingly, suffragettes (Vallet 15 May
1915). All these women received heartfelt praise through dignifying full-page illustrations
that emphasized their continued cheerfulness, togetherness, and participation to the war
effort.4 References to women’s sexual availability to men were much scarcer in 1915 than
in the following years.
Even during the year 1915, however, the magazine’s celebratory tone towards
women was not without its limits and blind spots. Its praise of women was boundless as
long as the latter performed traditionally feminine professions and functions, in the
domain of care and charity. On the other hand, the magazine was reluctant to represent
women performing traditionally masculine roles. While representation of women
replacing men in different professions and functions was a recurring trope in other French
periodicals, La Vie Parisienne’s visual stories, neither in 1915 nor later, cast French women
taking on jobs in offices, shops, and factories left vacant while men were on the front. This
glaring absence indicates the magazine’s overall conservatism regarding ongoing social
changes and how the war necessities were de facto modifying traditional gender roles.
This reluctance increased in the following years, during which La Vie Parisienne’s
representations of women increasingly revolved around wartime romantic relationships.
It is at this juncture that the magazine fully developed seduction and desire as antidotes to
the hardship of war. Through this process, romantic conduct leading up to sex outside

4

Other instances include Léonnec 1915, Tontan 1915, and Wegener 26 Jun. 1915.
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marriage morphed into narratives of comfort and catharsis while also being constructed
as manifesting Frenchness.
As I am about to turn to the period during which the representation of sexuality
and romantic relationships became the central selling point of La Vie Parisienne, it is
necessary for me to lay out the questions of wartime readership and the motivation to
read this magazine during wartime. Scholars have explained the tremendous popularity
of La Vie Parisienne by prioritizing the soldier’s need to “s’évader” and “oublier” trench life
(Gilles 2013 242). The escapist hypothesis, however, is not entirely satisfying for reasons I
shall examine. First, although Gilles suggests that reading La Vie Parisienne was a
“rarement avouée et attestée” practice (2013 210), there is strong evidence that reading of
La Vie Parisienne was overall quite socially acceptable in the trenches.5 Advertising showed
soldiers bonding over the magazine and urged the civilians to “gift” soldiers with a
subscription (Figure 18).6 Such material traces suggest that, by reading a magazine such
as La Vie Parisienne, the soldiers could strengthen existing social bonds in the trenches
and with the home front. Moreover, for French men, and especially for French soldiers,
sex outside marriage still operated as a demonstration of virility at that time. As opposed
to women readers, reading La Vie Parisienne’s sex narratives was not in conflict with the

The post-war reluctance to “remember” the practice of reading La Vie Parisienne had arguably
more to do with a cultural shift towards pacifism in which sentimentality (understood as an
emphasis on romantic love and gender relations) became a symbol of consent to war.
6 Hence the relatively casual nods to La Vie Parisienne’s pages that covered the soldiers’ shacks and
the popularity of its suggestive illustrations in veterans’ writing (some of them are listed in
Sadoun-Edouard 2018 88).
5
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soldiers’ identity, and even arguably strengthened some of its most vaunted values, such
as comradeship.7
Therefore, were we to hold on to the notion of soldierly escapism, the kind that La Vie
Parisienne had to offer is more likely to have dealt with gender conforming reassurance of
virility combined with erasing not so much the battle front than unpalatable home front
social realities. Indeed, assuming that reading La Vie Parisienne allowed soldiers to
“s’évader” from the horrors of warfare stretches the magazine’s power beyond its own
ambitions. When closely looking at what the illustrated magazine offered, what most
recurrently emerges, are first images of femininity that were disconnected from the social
changes in gender roles brought along by the war, and secondly, visions of romantic
relations that elided the social consequences of sex outside marriage. Tellingly, while
virtually8 all the magazine’s wartime illustration covers depicted female bodies, none of
them ever represented women moving into jobs formerly held by men in factories, public
transportation, shops, and offices. In addition, none of the magazine’s visual narratives
ever referred to the social consequences of sex outside marriage at that time – neither
venereal diseases nor those concerns primarily shouldered by women: pregnancy,
abortion, unwed or single motherhood, public shaming, and poverty. The magazine’s
visual narratives thus left out the most heated political discussions revolving around sex,

Hence, also, the nearly significant number of La Vie Parisienne’s personal ads written on behalf of
two or more soldiers (see “Petite Correspondance” sections, examined below, which started in
December 1915 and developed throughout the war). For these soldiers at least, actively seeking
and fantasizing over sex outside marriage belonged to a socially acceptable endeavor that was
compatible with comradeship and trench life.
8 Sole exceptions are Vallet, 5 and 19 December 1914, and 2 November 1915.
7
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Figure 18.“La Vie Parisienne sur le Front.” La Vie Parisienne, 19 Jun. 1915, p. 434.
gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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gender roles, and gendered relationships. Through their narrow focus on the French as
lovers, these narratives offered insights into an extensive imaginary in which sex,
disconnected from all its bio-political consequences, was captured as self-fulfilling on its
own; a fantasized world in which pleasure was experienced as bearing no consequences; a
world in which one could experience oneself as emancipated from the social constraints
that underpinned sexuality.
The second issue with the escapist hypothesis is that it does not consider its female
readership, even though there is strong evidence that women composed at least a
significant portion of La Vie Parisienne’s audience. Although there are neither quantitative
archives of the magazine readership gender repartition nor women readers’ direct
accounts, the existence of a mixed readership is manifest in varied ways. First, the
magazine’s commercial ads markedly reached out to an either masculine or feminine
audience in roughly equal proportions.9 In the same vein, an overwhelming majority of
the magazine’s wartime personal ads were from men expecting that women answer,
hence read the magazine. In addition, the magazine gradually strengthened its wartime
role of mediator between soldiers and women through many editorial adjustments. Some
of these changes were small10 while others were significant (see marraines, below).

For instance, a double page from the 21 Apr. 1917 issue included a mix of commercial ads for
kepis, military uniforms, private investigators, along with quack doctor’s treatments for breast
augmentation, anti-wrinkle cream, and an ad prompting marraines to buy a camera to their filleul.
(La Vie Parisienne, 21 Apr. 1917, pp. 365-6).
10 A small but telling instance can be found in the layout change of the section “On dit” that
opened each issue. From 1916 on, it became surrounded by a man and woman talking to each
other on the phone, when previously, if had featured unconnected individuals or groups or
individuals.
9
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Moreover, and in broader terms, the early 20th-century has been convincingly framed as
a period during which women “joined men as voyeuristic observers of the female form”
(Meyerowitz 1996 12), and the First World War as a moment when a new “woman’s
gaze” arose (Higonnet 1999 xxvii). The wartime magazine can thus be productively
approached as a “heterogeneous cultural space” (Parkins 2017 344) in which the editorial
team competed for both male and female readers’ attention.
On the other hand, the prohibitive price of the magazine indicates that women
readers were most likely from the upper and middle classes. This readership repartition
may provide another explanation to the nearly complete absence, noted above, of
representations of women moving into traditionally masculine professional occupations,
since such a move was done primarily by women from the lower classes. In contrast,
several representations of La Vie Parisienne, especially during the year 1915, paid tribute to
women contributing to the war effort in ways that were deemed acceptable and
honorable to upper-class women (especially nurses, dames de charité and, as expounded
later, marraines de guerre). Primarily focused on providing emotional work11 and care, this
range of wartime activities happened to be also traditionally feminine.
Now, when compared with the soldierly readership, women readers certainly
could not just “escape” the social consequences of sex outside marriage as easily – as there
is no need to rehash how stigmatizing sex outside marriage was for women, even in a

The notion of “emotional work” was coined by Hochschild 1983. In the following of Susan R.
Grayzel, I use the term to refer to the “patriotic, moral support that women provided to soldiers
in battle” and “the vital sustaining of bon moral.” (Grayzel 1999 12 and 26). See also Clémentine
Vidal-Naquet 2018 126.
11
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context of natalist policies and anxieties of depopulation. There is thus an argument to
make that reading La Vie Parisienne was a more loaded, perhaps secretive practice for
women readers than it was for soldiers. Through that lens, the appeal of the magazine’s
sex narratives arguably lay partly in the magazine’s cathartic scenario of emancipation
from some of the social norms that framed and restrained the women readers’ intimacy.
Lastly, there is a second, not incompatible way to think of La Vie Parisienne’s appeal to
women. Indeed, the magazine’s sex narratives can concomitantly read as a war discourse,
since it elides the core activities of warfare – killing, wounding, and dying (Scarry 1985
106). From this perspective, leafing through the magazine, looking at fully abled male
lovers mentally and physically unscathed by their war campaign, may have worked as a
comforting means to ward off haunting visions of French men engaged in killing,
wounding, and dying. While women could not “oublier” the social consequences of sex
outside marriage, reading La Vie Parisienne may have helped them both nurture some
alternative to the traditional sex order (especially in the context of romantic relationships
and sex) and cope with the trauma associated with wounding and killing. For both men
and women readers, La Vie Parisienne is likely to have worked as a representational space
in which they would continue to be deal with discourses, representations, and norms
organizing war experience.
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Part II. Sexual (dis)possession

The 3 April 1915 front page is worthy of close examination because it captures the core
antagonizing mechanisms underlying La Vie Parisienne’s discourses on sex, sexual violence,
and women’s sexual consent (Figure 19). This illustration casts a German man
(immediately identifiable through his pickelhaube-like headgear, the imperial eagle on his
chest and the huge beer glass and string of sausages) in the then familiar role of a drunk
pillager and rapist. Located at the center of this symbolically overloaded image, the sword
hanging right on his groin obtrusively materializes the German’s sexual aggressiveness.
However, this marker of martial hyper-virility is coupled with flamboyant puffed sleeves
and feather ornaments, fishnet stockings, skinny tights, skinny forearms, and a ballerina’s
slender shoes. The juxtaposition of both hyper-virile and hyper-feminine attributes turns
the German into a sexually ambivalent and hybrid threat. This representation’s
ambivalence is indicative of the French wartime sexual politics, in which gender hybridity
worked as a way of othering the Germans as barbares. While it has long been established
that French war culture demonized the Germans as rapists of women or as effeminate
homosexuals, it has seldom been pointed out that both types of demonization could work
side-by-side. They did, however, in Hérouard’s work and in other contemporary visual
artefacts – for instance in the woodcut “L’Orgie” by Félix Vallotton (1915). This
combination shows how hybridity underpinned the French shaping of cultural – and,
here, sexual – othering notion of barbarie. In contrast with the sexual hybridity bestowed
upon the enemies, stark traditional gender differentiation connoted cultural superiority
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and worked as a marker of civilisation. Highlighting this dynamic helps us understand why
gender differentiation so consistently appears as a defining feature of Frenchness and
sexuality in La Vie Parisienne and the popular culture of the period.
Hérouard’s illustration is indicative of how much the French integrated sexual
violence as a marker for Germany’s barbarie. The male protagonist is holding a veiled
woman by the shoulder whose half-naked body, terrified face, averted eyes, and tied
hands unambiguously typify her as a victim of sexual aggression.12 The looting situation
in which the rape takes place is emphasized by the upper-part of a Comtoise clock lining
up symmetrically with the French woman.13 The association with a broken, stolen object
further objectifies the hostage, as it underscores how both she and the Comtoise clock are
reduced to the status of war trophies. The omnipresence of the red color associates the
German with blood — no man’s land blood and virginal blood alike.
This illustration ostensibly builds on the idea of France as a raped woman. Because
the latter was an intrinsic “part of the repertoire of propagandists” (Harris 172), this core
message was nothing out of the ordinary to the 1915 French readers. However, this
representation must have been particularly angering to many readers of the period
because the visual lexicon now put at the service of fueling rage against the enemy was
long associated with peaceful times and guiltless pleasure. Indeed, in 1915, the illustrator,
Although the veil seems to posit the woman as a nun, Hérouard often used this type of veil to
evoke women of the Middle Ages engaged in flirtatious situation. Instances include Hérouard 10
Mar. 1917, 29 Sept. 1917, 888-9 as well as Jacquet 10, 97, and 99.
13 Comtoise clock was, and still is for older generations and rural French areas, an extremely
popular type of clock made in the Franche-Comté region, where the first French soldier of the
conflict, the caporal Jules Peugeot, was said to have been killed in August 1914 (on Peugeot, see
Grenier 381-92).
12
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Chéri Hérouard, stood out as one of La Vie Parisienne’s most emblematic and popular
collaborators. Since he started working for the magazine in 1907, most of his illustrations
had quite unchangeably represented anachronistic and stereotypical variations spanning
diverse historical periods - most recurrently the chivalrous Middle Ages and the galant 18th
century - to evoke in an often-humorous fashion some forms of romantic courtship as
epitomes of Frenchness. As noted by Mathilde Leïchlé, the “déguisement des violences
sexuelles en jeu érotique placé dans la lignée du 18e siècle et de sa galanterie [était]
encore très présent” in the early-20th century representation of norms of seduction (2020).
Moreover, many of these illustrations featured a young woman whose curly hair, frail but
round body shape, and demure expression were popular to the point of prompting the
readership to coin the phrase “genre Hérouard” to signify a specific type of woman.14
Because they were so constant in form and content alike, Hérouard’s illustrations were
particularly recognizable and decidedly popular.
Returning to the 3 April 1915 front page, the illustration unmistakably features
many of Hérouard’s distinctive traits, including the anachronistic clothing, the loose
references to another historical period and, quite prominently, the genre Hérouard
woman that many 1915 readers would have instantly recognized. This illustration thus
presents a French woman an innocent victim of the enemy’s sexual barbarie, but also one
of France’s quintessential figures: the tremendously popular, idealized iteration that many

As seen in the personal ads section, examined below. Instances include La Vie Parisienne 5 Aug.
1916, 9 Sept. 1916, 30 Dec. 1916, and 27 Jan.1917. Another prospective filleul wonders: “Est-il
vrai qu’il existe encore à Paris […] une délicieuse marraine évadée d’une page d’Hérouard?”
(“Petite correspondance” 29 Jul. 1916, p. 574).
14
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Figure 19. Chéri Hérouard, “L’Allemand, meschant Soudart. Meurtrier, Traitre et Pillart.”
La Vie Parisienne, 3 Apr. 1915. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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readers had grown to enjoy for years, before now contemplating her as being at the
mercy of the monstrous enemy, soon to be defiled. The addition of the veil, a marker of
virginity, aimed to add to the outrage.
Since the woman’s horrific predicament is made so blatant, one may try to read
this illustration as aiming to kindle compassion for victims of sexual violence. However,
when looking at Hérouard’s illustration through the eyes of its contemporary audience, a
more disquieting message emerges. Indeed, while now being the victim of rape, this genre
Hérouard woman retains all, if not more, of the sexual availability and suggestiveness of
pre-war depictions. Through the recourse to pre-war visual lexicon, she continues to
stand as an object of desire – although now put in the wrong hands. The illustration’s
focus is primarily the French gaze losing a treasured object of desire and pleasure to the
Germans, not the suffering of the molested female body.
The “civilized” denunciation of barbaric sex Hérouard’s illustration intends to be
nonetheless failed to posit the molested woman as a suffering subject, instead reiterating
her objectification. The image, a trace of the “fascination française pour le viol ennemi,”
is thus suffused with the “trouble connivence” Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau noted in his
examination of the French iconography of the rapes of women by the Germans (AudoinRouzeau 1995 80-1). In Hérouard’s illustration, there is, however, no trace of the
“compassion réelle pour les victimes” that Audoin-Rouzeau found in this range of
iconography (80).15 Hérouard’s constructed representation of French woman as a sexual

15

Compassion may be seen in the representation of the raped women on figure 14.
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war trophy primarily sought to trigger anger generated by sexual dispossession, not
compassion. This framework cast the magazine’s constructed representations of romantic
love as nationally specific and superior in terms of “civilized” (re)possession — which was
unthinkable that French women would not consent to. As the following shows, this
framework would continue to operate in the visions of intimacy, pleasure, and excitement
that the magazine expounded in the following years.
In 1915 and 1916, the “cultural habit” of demonizing the enemy gradually toned
down, as the magazine moved to idealizing the French – including by celebrating French
women’s “feminine” contributions to the war effort, as noted earlier. The magazine’s
magnification of marraines de guerre, which I shall now consider, is indicative of the mid-war
development of sex culturalization, and the ways in which the latter undermines further
the representability of women’s sexual consent. Marraines de guerre was a French wartime
initiative consisting of home-front pen-pals volunteering to write to forlorn soldiers
(nicknamed filleuls) they did not know.16 This practice belonged to the broader wartime
phenomenon of “epistolary bulimia” (Lyons 2008 186) that demonstrated the continuing
“bonds of affection” connecting the front lines to the home front (Hanna 2006 17), and
whose romanticization the first chapter has documented. This initiative was initially
developed in early 1915 by charitable institutions that envisioned the marraine – filleul
relationship as chaste. However, the most widespread expectation associated with the
practice came to revolve around a soldier and woman writing to each other sentimental,

On marraines de guerre, see also Grayzel 1997, Darrow 2000 79-89, Stovall 2003, Le Naour
2004, and Vidal-Naquet 2016.
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Figure 20. Chéri Hérouard, “La Marraine Victorieuse du Cafard.” La Vie Parisienne, 16
Dec. 1916, front page. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF.
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ultimately amorous letters that might result in sexual intercourse during the soldier’s
leave. It is this understanding of marraines de guerre that the magazine endlessly celebrated
and glamourized from late 1915 onward. Throughout the year 1916, the practice’s
developing sentimental imagery gradually pervaded the whole magazine. Stories and
images of marraines filled La Vie Parisienne’s pages from the front covers up until the last
pages of personal (as well as commercial) ads. Illustrations and front-page illustrations of
that year made the most of marraines’ mysterious and romantic nature, as well of their
attractiveness and flirtatiousness.17 Furthermore, the magazine started publishing “petite
correspondance” of prospective filleuls in December 1915. The flow of personals adds
from soldiers soon covered full pages and did not stop up until 1928.
Marraines de guerre certainly granted a degree of autonomy to women. They were
indeed the ones reading in La Vie Parisienne the prospective filleuls’ ads and electing to
whom they would write. These epistolary correspondences did not directly commit them
either to marriage or meeting in person. At a time when mariage d’amour, which implies
both individuals’ consent, was becoming increasingly popular although not yet entirely
accepted,18 they could make intimate and romantic choices that were loosely, if at all,
supervised by familial authority. Marraines could vicariously experience formerly
unthinkable relationships by being in touch with a range of prospective lovers who did

Instances include Barbier 6 Nov. 1915; Hérouard 11 Mar. 1916 and 20 Oct. 1917, and Vallet
1916.
18 A new “valorisation de l’amour dans les relations conjugales” had emerged since the 1880s,
while the aftermath of the First World War “consacre le triomphe du mariage d’amour,”
understood as a heterosexual marital union decided by the couple, not by their family (Pénicaud,
Vincent Vidal-Naquet 15, 47)
17
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not belong to their traditional socio-economic circles. Some were in correspondence with
several filleuls and could thus explore a broad spectrum of romantic relationships ranging
from ephemeral to committed relationships. These could involve a diverse emotions and
practices encompassing moral support, friendship, platonic complicity, exchange of gifts,
sexual fantasies or, ultimately, sexual intercourse, and indeed mariage d’amour.
At times, the marraines’ practice made possible some forms of social and emotional
mobility that would have been nearly unthinkable before the war. Some epistolary
correspondences evolved into romantic relationships between racialized soldiers and
French white women (Stovall 2003).19 Others connected individuals from starkly different
social classes (De Vismes 1918) and diverse allied nations.20 This gain of women’s
autonomy manifests in Hérouard’s 16 Dec. 1916 illustration (Figure 20). The typically
anachronistic genre Hérouard woman is here depicted as a “marraine victorieuse du cafard”
whose combative and triumphant posture, as well as her determined look as she
successfully slays a huge cafard with her quill, exudes a degree of assertiveness and

For a perspective approaching interracial sex in wartime France through the lens of state and
imperial control, see also Fogarty 2009.
20 Even though initially French and was often thought of to be “typically” French, the practice
crossed national boundaries throughout the war. In 1919, American author Gertrude Atherton
estimated that there were 8,000 marraines affiliated with the main marraines association “Mon
Soldat” in 1916, out of which 1,500 were American (Atherton 185). Moreover, men sometimes
became parrains, too. The only filleul correspondence published was between an American male
scholar and a French soldier (Neeser 1916) (the most famous filleuls letters, those written by
Apollinaire to poet and novelist Jeanne Burgues-Brun, would not be published before 1951).
French director Léonce Perret also directed The Unknown Love, a movie in which an American
woman becomes the marraine of an American soldier (1919). There exist archival sources of
French soldiers writing to American marraines, for instance in Lady Austin Lee papers, Florence
Emlyn Downs Muzzy correspondence, and the letters to Marie Redd at the New York Public
Library.
19
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confidence that the visual narratives of the magazine rarely associated with women.
(Cafard was a slang term used by the French soldiers and media of the First World War to
describe the gloominess and moral fatigue associated with trench life.)21
It is also this gain in women’s agency, which occurred when the marraines
phenomenon took a sentimental and romantic turn, that explains the conservative
backlash that soon followed the initial nearly universal praise. As Jean-Yves Le Naour
argues:
Le déchaînement contre la marraine légère s’explique par la peur que suscite une
transgression qui risque d’ébranler les modèles sexués: des femmes détachées de
toute tutelle, correspondent avec des hommes, librement. Elles annoncent la
libéralisation des mœurs tout en rappelant la fragilité des hommes en guerre, que
l’on dit héros mais qui éprouvent le besoin de se confier à des femmes inconnues et
d’échanger avec elles une douce correspondance afin de supporter leur frustration
affective (Le Naour 2004 74).22

For a cultural analysis of cafard, see Murphy 163-97.
The criticism of marraines continued in the post-war period, although the rationale of the
criticism changed. In many post-war accounts of the conflict, marraines became the epitome of
women’s responsibility for the war. Women as lovers were deemed responsible for the horrors of
the war by encouraging men to fight and by idealizing warrior’s identity. Jules Romains loathed
the cynicism of “toutes les marraines qui couchent avec leur filleul en permission, et qui lui disent
le dernier jour dans un baiser: ‘bon courage, mon petit’ id, est: “Sois bien sage et va te faire tuer”
(Romains 312). Henri de Montherlant specifically attacked La Vie Parisienne’ marraines and
described their “âmes dégoûtantes, qu’on ne prendrait pas avec des pincettes” as the paradigm of
what Le Songe’s protagonist deems the most atrocious iteration of femininity, “ces dames bien
parisiennes [qui] n’étaient pas des femmes mais des monstres nés d’un contact sans nom, dignes
seulement d’être tués à coups de pierres” (61). I return to post-war misogyny in the fourth
chapter.
21
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Although I concur with Le Naour that marraines foreshadowed some forms of
“libéralisation des mœurs,” these forms of emancipation should not be separated from the
fraught context in which they emerged. The prospective filleuls’ lexicon highlights how
the promise of liberalization was intrinsically entangled with the notion of romantic love –
however “libéré” – as women’s duty to men. The latter bestowed upon women guiltinducing degrees of responsibility towards the health of fighting men they had never even
met.
Neither wealth, social background, nor the prospect of marriage were ever
mentioned in these wartime classifieds. This absence indicates that none of the former
prospective filleuls aimed for long-term commitment.23 This absence of presumption
beyond the conflict was framed by the uncertainties that characterize warfare, and by a
“horizon of expectation24” that did not stretch further than the next mail delivery,
perhaps the next leave. Within this episodic and drastically time-limited scope, the
prospective filleuls posited the intimate involvement of a stranger woman as instrumental
to his emotional survival. Many of the prospective filleuls’ ads revolved around the idea of
connecting with a “gentille, tendre, affectueuse” marraine who would ward off “cafard,
mélancolie, neurasthénie, idées noires,” “spleen menaçant” or even “noirs projets”
connoting suicidal thoughts (Figure 21; 5 Aug. 1916; 19 Feb. 1916). Marraines were thus
sought after for their ability to keep the morale up and ensure the continuous union sacrée

In contrast, the “lonely hearts” published in the post-war period would never fail to disclose or
inquiry about social status (see Gaillard 2018).
24 Borrowing Koselleck’s concept (2004).
23
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at a time when both were deemed decisive in the war’s outcome. It is on this premise that
marraines de guerre “came to be regarded as ‘necessary objects of war”’ (Grayzel 1997 75).
However, the uncanny dimension of predicating one’s sanity upon the emotional,
romantic, and sexual commitment of a complete stranger has not been quite addressed.
Women readers knew that, by the time they read his petite correspondance, the “petit
chasseur […] plein d’espérance, de charité, ayant la foi” might possibly have been killed
(Figure 21). Through this emotionally involved practice, women vicariously experienced
some dimensions of warfare temporality, its unpredictability, sense of urgency, and
looming tragedy. The words of soldiers “imploring” the affective support of women
whom the soldiers have never met are often poignant also because they capture a vivid
image of shattered men trying to remain human while immersed for months or years in
an unbearable environment; a context in which they must kill and are constantly
vulnerable to violent death, and in which their civil liberties are drastically curtailed.
Some of the writers thus described how trench life “durcit […] l’âme” (16 Dec. 1916) and
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Figure 21. “Petite Correspondance.” La Vie Parisienne, 1st Apr. 1916 (left), 16 Sept. 1916 (right).
gallica.bnf.fr / BnF

conjured up the image of themselves as “perdus dans les bois, enlizés [sic] dans la boue”
(18 Mar. 1916), “implor[ant]” some letters “afin de ne pas tomber état sauvage [sic]” (22
Jul. 1916). The authoritative La Psychologie du soldat by Louis Huot described the leaves as
moments that “recivilisent” the soldiers (Huot 131).
The war environment and its “sauvage” dimension transparently worked as a
metaphor for men’s fear of “ensauvagement” (Mosse 2015),25 which these ads combined
with an overt flirtatious purpose and more or less euphemistic expressions of moral

While historians now use the French neologism “brutalisation” in translation (Mosse 2015 195,
footnote 1) I prefer the word ensauvagement in this context, a word formerly proposed by some
French historians to translate Mosse’s concept of brutalization, is closer to these ads’ rhetoric.
“Brute” does not have the romanticizing aura of “sauvage;” it is too much of a loaded word, and
no prospective filleuls would ever have described himself as such.
25
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fatigue and anxieties regarding one’s own sanity. These entangled patterns framed
sentimental conduct and romance as a way for soldiers to remain civilisé: they were
underpinned by the assumption that romance was desirable and needed for its civilizing
function. In more recent discussion, Mona Ozouf and other champions of the “Gallic
Singularity” posit women’s responsibility to “civilize masculine desire” as central to the
notion of amour à la Française (Ozouf 1998). Scholars have well retraced how the “civilizing
function” granted to white women operated in colonized spaces in the interwar period.26
Marraines de guerre provides a vivid instance of the very same frame powerfully operating in
the metropolitan space.
Reading these ads does not suffice to say whether prospective filleuls truly believed
that tying a romantic relationship with marraines, as a performance of gallant civilization in
wartime, could truly ward off their distress and trauma; or whether they framed their ads
this way because they believed that doing so would better convince marraines to answer
back — or both. What is of interest in the scope of this examination is to underline that
this rhetoric was popular and expected to make sense and be well received by women
readers of La Vie Parisienne. They also framed love and seduction in terms of patriotic duty
entangled in responsibility for someone’s life, thus complicating the narrative suggesting
that marraines de guerre only represented a promise of emancipation to women.

The civilizing function granted to sexual and romantic relationships with white French women
became a racialized construct in the aftermath of the conflict and in the French colonies, when it
became used to justify a new preference for marriage of French white men with white women
over concubinage (petites épouses) in West Africa (Conklin 167-8).
26
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It is thus important to remember that these correspondences were sought at a time
when selfishness was the worst reproach one could do to women (Darrow 2000), and as
women were constantly urged to “subordinate their own needs and desires to those of
their men” (Higonnet 1987 11). Emmanuelle Cronier has demonstrated how, in the
context of wartime conjugality, “la ferveur amoureuse est [...] un véritable devoir de
guerre pour les femmes” (Cronier 2013 284). Bearing in mind the fraught expectations
underpinning women’s war contributions, we can get closer to understanding the way in
which these ads may have been perceived. If a woman reader was given the opportunity
to give what she had — her gentillesse, tendresse, affection — to a poilu risking his life for the
nation; if she could ensure that he thus remains civilisé, (that is, truly French), how could
she refuse to do so without being selfish? The more the rhetoric of these ads praised
marraines’ civilizing function and their power over the filleuls’ sanity, the more it implied
that refusing to comply may lead to French soldiers’ dwindling morale and France’s
defeat. The way the marraines phenomenon developed in La Vie Parisienne – in the ads as
well as in the visual narratives that ingrained the pressuring assumption underlying this
practice – formulated the power avowedly granted to marraines in terms of emotional, if
not sexual, labor. The civilizing function of seduction, desire, and romance, intermingled
with the positing of soldiers’ emotional survival as of the highest patriotic stakes,
constantly undermined the freedom seemingly granted to women.
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Part III. Sexual (re)possession

1917 was the most harrowing war year for the French and the most testing one for their
morale. The conflict had lasted for three years, it had already taken millions of lives and,
at best, there was still no end in sight. During April and May, the disastrous Nivelle
offensive generated acts of indiscipline and mutinies in the French military ranks, while
factory workers began to go on strike. Despite attempts to censor them, the news of major
strikes, most of them led by women occurring in the French biggest cities, circulated
throughout the country (Navet-Bouron 44-5). Despite a promising start for the Allies
(with the first Russian February Revolution and the US entry), 1917 was the year
Germany seemed on its way to winning the war. It was at this juncture that La Vie
Parisienne became the most circulated magazine in the trenches (Gilles 2013 310). During
that year, it also circulated its most explicit visual narratives: those that posited desire and
sexuality as the epitome of freedom for the French, ones that most sexualized women and
disconnected them from social concerns, and those that put women’s sexual consent on
the most precarious ground.
On a certain level, the 29 September 1917 front-page illustration represents a
climactic vision of these intertwined processes (Figure 22). This illustration displays in the
foreground a disheveled, partially unclothed genre Hérouard woman with a man walking
away from her. It plays on a then-obvious double entendre: French law had recently
authorized soldiers to hunt animals without a permit, and the illustration’s text reads:
“Les poilus sont autorisés à chasser sans permis.” The intended comic effect comes from
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Figure 22. Chéri Hérouard. “Les Poilus sont autorisés à Chasser sans Permis.” La Vie
Parisienne, 29 Sept. 1917. gallica.bnf.fr / BnF
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the polysemy of the term “chasser,” since the illustration implies that the soldiers are now
“allowed” to “hunt” French women “without a permit.” The presence of a puzzled rabbit
to the woman’s left suggests a no-string-attached, swiftly accomplished sexual intercourse.
(The rabbit was, and still is, an animal used to metaphorically describe men or couples
having short term sexual relationships or numerous fast-paced couplings.) The woman
lying helpless on the ground, as well as the analogy with hunting, positions the sexual
intercourse outdoors. The woman is visibly still under the shock from the encounter. Her
face reads as surprised rather than fulfilled. She appears, quite literally, used and abused.
“LES POILUS sont AUTORISES A CHASSER SANS PERMIS” contains a
heavy dose of ambiguity, especially to the modern reader, and especially regarding
women’s sexual consent. First, the outdoor location and the overall circumstances
depicted by the illustration could possibly connote happy serendipity and thrilling secrecy
between consenting lovers. But it may also connote sexual aggression. Since the
illustration provides no clear clues to solve this puzzle, it falls on the readers to choose
between these two widely diverging interpretations. This ambiguity would not generate a
retraceable discomfort to the contemporary readers because, since the sexual intercourse
occurred between French persons, it is assumed to have been based on consent.
Moreover, the image carries a charge of symbolic violence through the rifle, a
rough metaphor for the penis still out and aimed at the ready. By showing the man swiftly
turning back to his fallen prey still lying on the ground, and already looking for another
conquest, the visual narrative can also evoke prostitution, as does the woman’s bag,
ostensibly displayed on the foreground). Regardless, because he is walking away, the
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soldier comes across as indifferent to (or, depending on the perspective, emancipated
from) the possible long-term consequences of sexual intercourse (such as pregnancy,
abortion, or single motherhood). That the soldier-hunter leaves before the woman gets a
chance to put her clothes back on properly certainly conveys, at the very least, a sense of
callous detachment towards a woman who is unmistakably cast in the role of sexual prey
or, metaphorically, a hunting trophy. For all its bawdy, happy-go-lucky ribaldry, this
illustration uncomfortably reads as a shattered ode to French women as sexual prey to
French men.
By drawing on the hunting metaphor, Hérouard framed gender relations through
a language then commonly used to describe certain forms of warfare violence. As André
Loez suggests, the reference to hunting was omnipresent to narrate diverse trench warfare
practices and to express the pleasure taken in committing violent deeds:
Dans les gestes précis du chasseur qui repère et abat son gibier dans la tranchée
adverse, on peut lire la nouveauté radicale que constituent l’animalisation de
l’adversaire et la levée de l’interdit du meurtre. […] On peut comprendre la
nature du plaisir qui en découle — Plaisir de tuer, mais avant tout intense plaisir
visuel à voir enfin un ennemi, une cible […]. (Loez 2003)
The woman was as animalized and pleasurably defeated as the enemy was in trench
warfare accounts. In the latter, Loez has pointed out that the hunting language
established a continuity between pre-war, civilian practices and the unprecedented
exercise of warfare violence (2003). Hérouard’s image extended this continuity to gender
relations and to the civilian space.
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In this illustration, the power and agency of the Marraine Victorieuse du Cafard (Figure
20) is, for all to see, gone. There is also an unmistakable parallel between the 1915
(“L’Allemand, meschant Soudart,” Figure 19) and 1917 genre Hérouard woman. In both
cases, women are objectified in similar ways, as the female body works as a passive vehicle
for a specific idea of the nation, while the masculine body is empowered by means of
hyper-sexualization. Here, men’s virility and women’s sexual consent work as two
opposite poles pitted against each other. The latter image centers on restoring French
male virility at the expense of women’s sexual consent. This illustration, as well as several
La Vie Parisienne’s visual and narratives of the year 1917, build on metaphors of sexuality
as military conquest.
Numerous representations of men playing conquering roles and women enjoying
submission registers symbolic male domination as ranking high among readership’s
expectations.27 As Manon Garcia points out: “[La] valorisation de la soumission
[féminine] va de pair avec l’idée d’une infériorité essentielle et naturelle des femmes par
rapport aux hommes: c’est parce que les femmes sont conçues comme incapables d’être
libres comme le sont les hommes, ou qu’une telle liberté est vue comme un danger
potentiel, que leur soumission est bonne” (Garcia 16). Here, representing female
submission to men articulates a discourse of male emancipation: this is a long-standing
dynamic that the First World War’s alienating context exacerbated. Such imagery is also
comforting to some of the French readers by building on the idea that male virility and

Other emblematic instances include Hérouard, 21 Apr. 1917 and La Vie Parisienne, 23 Jun. and
22 Dec.1917.
27
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Figure 23. Chéri Hérouard, La Vie Parisienne, 25 May 1918, front page. gallica.bnf.fr /
BnF.
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female sexual appetite are left unscathed by the hardship of the conflict. According to this
scenario, the French continue to live up to their reputation as potent lovers. As such,
seduction and sexuality are wiped out of the veneer of mutual consent the figure of the
marraines seemingly held in the representations of the previous war years. The imaginary
of gendered relationships is dominated by tropes of sexual conquest and possession that
make impossible to think of the notion of women’s sexual consent altogether.
Only a few months after Hérouard’s unbridled images of the year 1917, as an
Allied victory became increasingly likelier, the hyper-sexualization of French soldiers and
women sensibly toned down again in La Vie Parisienne’s visual narratives. The months
following the publication of “Les Poilus sont Autorisés à chasser sans Permis” showed
Hérouard turning away from the rawest sex narratives that characterized his work during
the year 1917. This is not to say any sexual connotation disappeared altogether. The
front-page illustration of May 1918 shows two stereotypical French wartime women, the
nurse and the lover, performing what Charles Rearick named the traditional roles of
subservient “servant and sweetheart” (1997 35). They kneel before a dignified French
soldier standing on a pedestal (Figure 23). Although not as brazen as what it was the year
before, the illustration retains an unmistakable undertone of sexual domination through
the women’s kneeling posture Such an illustration also prepares the readers for a time of
mourning and memorialization, as the soldier’s statue-like posture foreshadows the
monuments aux morts that would soon invade all French localities (examined by Sherman
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1999). With his look further in the distance, the soldier now seems if not indifferent to, at
least not in need of whatever women have to offer.28
The evolution of Hérouard’s work throughout the war is indicative of how
narratives of sex and Frenchness solidified the myth of the superiority of French romantic
love upon a constant elision of women’s identities beyond those of objects of desire,
pleasure, or submissive caretakers. In the 1918 depiction of women’s relationship to men,
faithfulness, admiration, and emotional dependency replaced sexual availability as a core
expectation, while strong sex differentiation as well as women’s submission remained
prominently featured. As victory approached, the narrative of French hyper-sexuality
slightly toned down while women consented affective and sexual subservience was
supposed to guarantee a prompt return to traditional gender order.

Chapter Conclusion

The French demonization of the enemy and subsequent idealization of Frenchness
through narratives of love and sex have often been treated as two unrelated topics. A
closer analysis La Vie Parisienne shows, however, that both never ceased to belong to the
same dialectical continuum. This chapter has retraced the ways in which representations
of sex and sexual consent were construed as evidence of French cultural specificity,
superiority, and togetherness in popular visual culture and during the nation’s darkest

28

For another suggestive example, see Hérouard 14 Sept. 1918.
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hours. La Vie Parisienne’s visual narratives of seduction, desire, and sex constantly erased
what was political about sex or about the social changes generated by the war. Through a
nurturing of reassuring tales of continued if not enhanced harmony between the sexes, La
Vie Parisienne offered to its soldiers assuaging narratives reaffirming their superior position
in the traditional gender order. Throughout the war, La Vie Parisienne offered catharsis
and comfort to a female readership anxious about the effects of men involved in war.
Women, especially unmarried women from the middle and upper classes, could also find
in the magazine a space in which to experiment with new forms of gendered
relationships, romantic love, and sexuality. This relative gain of options was combined
with comforting visions of French men as unhardened by years of continuously speaking
the language of violence. In La vie Parisienne, gestures towards women’s sexual
emancipation were compatible with a society that continued to support their continued
disenfranchisement.
The ambiguity of La Vie Parisienne’s representations of sexual aggression and sexual
consent is produced by longstanding conservative views upon women’s free will
intersecting with the period’s emotional regime. The French First World War culture
posited “barbaric” sex in terms of pure constraint in a context in which the military
enemy’s actual acts of gendered and sexual violence generated traumatic fear of sexual
dispossession. Coalescing as a patriotic and antagonistic counterpoint, the French popular
discourses posited women’s sexual consent and the French men’s absence of
aggressiveness towards women as defining features of “civilized” sex and gender
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relationships and as decisive criteria for claiming French cultural superiority in that
regard.
The notion of women’s sexual consent, which was (at best) blurry for men when
the war broke out, became burdened with the impossible purpose of drawing a definite
and national-based line between good and evil. Following this pattern, representations of
sex trivialized masculine aggression and gave credence to the myth according to which
the French “civilized” men were incapable of committing violence against women. Nonconsenting women — that is, women making decisions that contradict men’s will and
assumptions — emerged as figures that threatened to undermine the organization
through which men and society imperfectly coped with the violence of the time.
The constructed representation of romantic love as nationally specific and superior
to other nations and cultures continuously hampered the emergence of visual or
rhetorical means that could collectively acknowledge and empathize with women victims
of gendered violence. Instead, late-war and post-war masculine aggressiveness —
sometimes euphemized as a “grudge” against women — would remain largely unchecked
because it would be framed, and felt by some, as a legitimate response to traitors to the
nation. Masculine victimhood and women’s guilt would emerge as a primary lens through
which gender relationships in regard to the war experience would be questioned in the
inter-war period, allowing these patterns to remain fixed for decades. The image of
French women as indifferent, unfaithful, and deceitful, to which many war veterans
would continuously return in the aftermath of the war, would resist the passage of time by
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never being able to let go of this fraught yet deeply rooted ground that non-consenting
women, by exposing Frenchmen as barbares, could only be enemies.
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CHAPTER THREE.
EPISTOLARY CULTURE AND SCHIZOPHRENIC CONDITION

Part I. The Janus-faced Soldier

‘Je suis venu jusqu'ici, au bord de la route, pour voir passer les hommes.
Longtemps j’en ai eu peur parce que je les ai vus tuer. […] Tenez! cet homme
qui passe en tenant son dernier-né dans ses bras et suivi d’un chien joyeux
qu’il n’a jamais effrayé, disait hier ‘Je vais partir, ma classe est appelée.
J’espère bien en tuer quelques-uns et revenir plus tranquille.’
Celui qui coupe ces maïs en chantant et qui n’a plus qu’un œil a tué
de sa main les cinq uhlans qui l’entouraient.1 Ils sont bons. Ils sont doux l’un
et l’autre! En faisant la guerre, les hommes obéissent à de grandes lois dont
nous ne voyons que le jeu sans pouvoir les définir.’
Isabelle Sandy, Chantal Daunoy (1917 189-91)

Isabelle Sandy’s long-forgotten Chantal Daunoy is a typical romance of its time. The plot is
simple. A soldier meets a young poetess. While he is doing his duty on the front, an
amorous relationship unfolds between them through letters. The above quote
encapsulates the moral and emotional conundrum that their love story, along with most
of those written during the First World War, grasps with: the French peasant, father, son,
husband, lover, pet owner even, is acting against a deeply rooted religious and secular
“Uhlans” technically refers to a group of regiments from the Imperial German. However, the
French had used the term to refer to the German military more broadly since the FrancoPrussian war.
1
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taboo. He is ready to kill. He is killing. It is a monk, a distinctive moral authority in rural
France, who engages in the cited reflection. The catholic man acknowledges how scared
he is to see Frenchmen kill. He still cannot quite understand the “grandes lois” that justify
those killings. His religion certainly trained him to accept “mysterious ways.” While
gazing at the working peasants, he found evidence that violent deeds did not, would not
affect the peaceful, gentle, loving Frenchmen. However terrifying and disquieting, what
happened on the battlefield would stay there. This prospect soothes the monk’s anxieties.
Through his words and conduct, Chantal Daunoy, as so many war novels and discourses,
offered guidance and comfort to all the readers having to cope with the harrowing
thought of loved ones suffering and exercising incommensurably violent deeds.
This war novel’s representation of the monk’s thought is emblematic of the French
condition throughout this war: a schizophrenic one. Omer Bartov captures the
emergence of this schizophrenic condition in relation to the redefinition of martial glory.
In Mirrors of Destruction: War, Genocide, and Modern Identity, the historian incisively writes
about how the First World War soldier became celebrated for and took pride in his ability
to be both a wolf to his enemies and a lamb to his loved ones:
Glory at the front meant enduring the most degrading, inhuman conditions under
constant threat of death while regularly killing others, without losing one’s good
humor, composure, and humanity. It meant discovering the ability to switch
between being a helpless prey and professional killer, and acting as loving son,
father, and husband, radically separating the atrocity at the front from the
normality of the rear, indeed making this very separation into a badge of honor
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and a key for survival. For one had to survive not only the fighting but also the
homecoming. The true accomplishment of the frontline troops was not merely to
tolerate this unbearable, schizophrenic condition but to glorify it, to perceive it as a
higher existence, rather than a horrifying state of affairs that could not be evaded.
(Bartov 13-4)
This chapter revisits the common understanding of First World War letter-writing culture
through the lens of Bartov’s insight. It revises the common assumption according to which
pro-war discourses exclusively revolved around constructing and circulating the image of
a stoically fighting, killing, and dying French soldier. Instead, it demonstrates that
intertwining this image with a palatable image of man remaining gentle to his loved ones
despite his violent deeds was equally crucial to the war’s affective economy. The foray into
anthologies of intimate war letters published in wartime, highlights how the construction
of the non-violent soldier obscured some of the key dimensions of the lived experience of
the men returning from the front and the women welcoming them, as expounded in the
next and final chapter.
Patrick Boucheron defines the shaping of national belonging as a matter of
collectively sharing and believing in “political fictions” (2017). The more paradoxical the
fiction, the stronger the sense of belonging. In those war years, being French meant to
embrace the paradoxical political fiction according to which the French man was both
radically incapable and capable of violence. Embracing this belief belonged to the
“cultural tactics” by which, as Holly Furneaux put it, “supposedly civilized nations
reconcile to their participation in war” (2016 1). Letter-writing as a demonstration of
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gentleness in a brutalizing context materializes the central paradox underpinning the
wartime experience of national and civilized belonging. In the case of the influential Jean
Norton Cru, examined later in this chapter, the rhetoric of gentleness provides a language
of comfort to the soldier going through the direst war conditions. It also shapes the
soldier’s subjective experience of and political views upon gender relations in ways that
the scholarship has not considered yet.
Exchanges of intimate letters between both fronts started to crystallize both
physical separation and symbolic continuation of gendered and familial relations at the
very beginning of the conflict. In a 1915 article published in Les Annales politiques et
littéraires, the well-known writer René Bazin marvels at the resurgence of the epistolary
genre as a genre “un peu vieilli” that founds new purpose in wartime (646). The French
writer, who was too old to enroll but abundantly wrote about the war, enthuses over the
success of letter writing and reading,2 and estimates that half of any French newspaper
published in 1915 was composed of intimate war letters (647).
Letter writing was certainly not the only means of communication available to
remain connected in wartime. The phone and telegrams already existed; postcards were a
popular means of communication; and pre-filled out letters represented yet another
quicker way of staying in touch. And yet, it was letters, as passé as they might have seemed
when the war broke out, that captured the collective imagination and invaded the
“Depuis le mois d’août 1914, on ne lit plus, en France, que des lettres et des articles de
journaux! Elles ne valent pas celles de Mme de Sévigné ; la forme n’en est pas toujours parfaite.
Mais ce sont des lettres de nos fils et de leurs compagnons, écrites à la guerre, venues de cette
ligne de feu que parcourent, inquiètes, cherchant leur bien, chaque jour, toutes les âmes de
France.” (Bazin 1915 646-7).
2
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newspapers, essays, and war fiction. Their pervasive presence in the media reflected a
real-life commitment to stay connected through writing. Never before or after would
letter-writing be so widespread and emotionally intense in France than during the First
World War.3 In her seminal study on conjugal ties in wartime, Clémentine Vidal-Naquet
explores how the circulation of intimate war letters materialized continuing love, care,
and affection from afar and throughout the conflict. Such “démonstrations de
l’attachement,” she argues, “furent l’une des clefs permettant de comprendre qu[e la
guerre] fut possible si longtemps” (Couples Dans La Grande Guerre 2014 405). In parallel, the
wartime epistolary culture as constructed in the media coalesced a space in which the
fighting men continued to be perceived and perceive themselves as harmless, tender,
caring, and loving; that is, as unhardened by warfare and unthreatening to the civilians
despite their training in killing concomitant with massification and trivialization of
violence.
Framing soldierly intimate war letters as a “renaissance” of 18th-century France to
portray the First World War as a new age of sensibilité became a trope of sorts.4 The First

Although we may never know the exact figures, historians concur that astronomic numbers of
letters were written and read throughout the conflict: no fewer than millions daily, culminating to
a total circulation of 10 billion in four years. See Clémentine Vidal-Naquet, especially Couples
dans la Grande Guerre 2014 and 2018.
4 See for instance Clermont 1918, quoted later or Jacques Vincent (pen name for Angèle Berthe
Venem): “La lettre fut l’exquise grâce de notre 18ème siècle, tendre, malicieux, spirituel,
sentimental […] et que notre époque, essentiellement matérielle, agitée, avait supprimée comme
désuète, inutile. […] C’est à l’homme des tranchées que nous devons cette renaissance.” (1918
47-48). The pervasive framing of the 18th century as an age of sentiments and sensibilité during the
First World War invites for nuancing William Reddy’s point, according to which the 18th century
was deemed an age of reason (as opposed to an age of sensibility) up until the 1990s (Reddy 2009
307).
3
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World War culture abundantly drew on the 18th-century emotional lexicon to describe
letter-writing and to celebrate the cultivation of milder emotions as marker of French
civility and civilization. Margrit Pernau’s analysis of the evolution of the concept of
civilité, civilisation, and barbarie throughout the 18th to 20th century highlights the historical
background explaining why such a framing became particularly relevant during the First
World War (2014). The 18th-century was a period during which “the control of passions,
the creation of milder emotions, and their appropriate expression came together in the
concept of civility” (231). The concept of civility was used “to allocate a place in a
hierarchical society to each individual.” This new hierarchizing method transferred at the
global scale of society through the concept of civilization: “The widening of the gaze in
the age of exploration and conquest […] shifted the object of the civilizing process from
the individual to society” (231). The French celebrations of “milder emotions” during the
First World War thus drew on a secular imaginary of cultural hierarchization and
antagonization separating civilisation from barbarie. In the First World War context, the
transformative value of milder emotions echoed the trope of the war as regeneration of
society at the intimate level.5 In parallel, the concept of civility and civilization in terms
of emotionality also built on gendered differentiation and hierarchies. Gentleness was best
performed by men in the better remembered 18th-century sources.6 Likewise, during the

Regarding the concepts of degeneration and regeneration during the First World War, see Le
Naour 2002.
6 Diderot famously wrote that “La larme qui s’échappe d’un homme vraiment homme nous
touche plus que les pleurs d’une femme” (1773 22).
5
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First World War, the French soldiers’ tears would inevitably be told to be fewer, but
greater than those of women.7
Performing gentleness — often described with the word sensibilité in French sources
— did not occur against, but within the war’s emotional regime. As Judith Butler, Sara
Ahmed, and Holly Furneaux have demonstrated in distinct contexts, soft feelings such as
the ones that encompasses the notion of sensibilité in First Word War discourses are prone
to work as powerful tools of inclusion and exclusion alike (Butler 2004, Ahmed 2004,
Furneaux 2016). As such, they are not only compatible with, but potentially conducive to
powerful antagonisms, such as the ones that underpinned the First World War culture.
French sensibilité was often pitted against the German claimed lack thereof. Although such
a binary was at its clearest in the staunchest pro-war narratives, it pervaded a significant
range of discourses.8 In parallel, envisioning the soldiers’ gentleness aimed to alleviate the
haunting vision of French soldiers brutalized by warfare.9 In the context of romantic and
On the gendering of tears in First World War France, see Vidal-Naquet’s analysis of what she
has cogently called “l’économie des larmes” (La Séparation 108-9) as well as Loez 2004.
8 Maurice Barrès made no mystery of the nationalistic and antagonizing lens through which he
conceived of (and praised) sensibilité: “L’insensible est une force à la guerre. Mais […] la France
a du cœur, en eut-elle en excès, il faut en tenir compte. […] Celui qui passe froid devant ces
émotions s’élimine lui-même de l’ordre français […] La source des grandes choses françaises, à la
guerre comme dans la paix, est dans ce cœur très humain” (202)” (Barrès, T2 1914 201-2).
9 It is this anxiety that J.-H. Rosny aîné seemed willing to alleviate when claiming that the war
made the French soldier “plus sensible,” that “malgré les horreurs vécues, sous la rude écorce de
guerrier bat un véritable cœur d’enfant” (195). In his 1917 article dedicated to intimate war
letters, Victor Giraud quoted the words of a “petit employé d’un grand magasin de nouveautés”
writing from the trenches to his wife that the war experience founded his love on firmer grounds:
“Mais oui, tu vois comme je suis changé…. Oui, c’est moi qui suis enfin moi-même; il a fallu
cette épreuve pour qu’à chaque instant je trouve un plaisir indicible à prononcer ton nom, pour
qu’à chaque moment périlleux où la vie ne tient qu’à un fil, où l’on entend aux oreilles le
sifflement des balles, ton nom me monte aux lèvres et ton image à l’esprit…” Emphasis is
Giraud’s (1917 147). In the same vein, in his 1916 essay La Guerre, Madame, Paul Géraldy
enthused: “Combien de femmes, combien de maris, dont la monotonie des jours avait enseveli la
7
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conjugal ties, optimistic voices tried to envision a peaceful “sortie de guerre”10 by
predicting that the couples would emerge unscathed by the war. Louis Huot’s La
Psychologie du soldat was underpinned by such a hope. The war, the psychologist wrote, “a
consolidé les grandes affections” especially those of “l’homme délicat” to whom the letters
from his wife were “l’aurore morale de chaque jour” (1918 160-1).
Gentleness, albeit a core value of the French soldier’s identity, was not to be left
unbridled and certainly could not impinge his ability to fight. The praise of masculine
gentleness usually came together with a reminder of battlefield-facing warrior values,
especially courage and stoicism. Arrière-facing gentleness was often described as fueling the
ability to fight bravely. One of the 1915 short stories by Léon Frapié called “L’Insensible”
tells the story of a soldier who was initially proud to be “insensible.” In a letter that
describes how the latter used manage his emotions at the beginning of the war, the
protagonist reminisced that “Quand vous m’avez demandé de vous narrer mes plus fortes
émotions de la guerre, je vous l’ai déclaré nettement: ‘De l’émotion, il n’en faut pas — et
je me refuse à en avoir.’” (Frapié 1915 228). The soldier takes as a model a surgeon who
can unshakably go on with an operation despite the patient screaming and struggling:
“[…] le salut est là, uniquement, dans son insensibilité…’” (230). This determination
captures the character’s initial belief that a good soldier is a perfectly stoic one. However,
upon becoming a father, the previously insensible soldier becomes prone to tears – “je

tendresse ou qu’une pauvre pudeur humaine avait empêché de parler, se sont révélés tout à
coup! Avez-vous quelquefois pensé à ce qu’il a pu, cette année, tenir de tendresse dans les lettres?
…” (Géraldy 1916 71-2). We could multiply examples.
10 On the concept of “sortie de guerre,” see Cabanes 2004.
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sanglotais, Monsieur, je sanglotais…” (233) – and confides the emotions triggered by
fatherhood to his lieutenant, who is a father, too (234-5). Through fatherhood, the soldier
is thus disclosed to be a movingly sensible man after all. Right after touching hands,
verging on tears, and bonding over the evocation of their respective children, both
soldiers throw themselves into fight, braver and more resolute than ever.11 The
quintessentially French soldier is not the stoic one: it is the one that embraces his sensibilité
and uses it to fight better.12
Marcel Berger’s 1917 Le Miracle du Feu is emblematic of the novels written by
soldiers that interweave masculine gentleness to the war experience. However, through
the censored excess of gentleness, it also captures the tension underlying this conduct.
Berger’s novel tells the love story of a soldier and his fiancée Jeannine. The novel
intertwines their love story with an account of the first weeks of war. Michel is depicted as
initially a nihilist man who, before the war, “ne croyais en rien, n’aimais et ne haïssais
rien” (Berger 1917 46). The war experience transforms him into a man whose newly
gained sensibilité is evidenced by how affected he is by other’s suffering and by his greater
ability for romantic love. Consequently, the persons that are important to him are much
more able to hurt and affect him, as it shows in the unfolding of the love story. A
tumultuous love relationship from afar unfolds through a feverish exchange of numerous
“…Dans sa voix, j’ai senti un frémissement qui m’a tout remué — et mes larmes ont jailli…
C’était le soir, — un ordre nous a interrompus, — et, ma foi, sans nous être donné le mot,
pourtant — nous avons mené l’attaque de nuit d’un élan si rude, si emporté, tous les deux, que
nos braves ont cru un instant qu’ils n’arriveraient pas à nous suivre…” (235).
12 Another example is Emile-François Julia’s 1918 essay La mort du soldat, which envisioned the
French soldiers as “tour à tour héroïques et tendres [...] facilement attendris et aussi rapidement
bons garçons qu’ils peuvent être irrémissiblement cruels dans le combat” (Julia 1918 177).
11
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and long letters. The letters are defined as complete opening to one another. Michel thus
describes his letters to Jeannine as “[mettant] comme une coquetterie à montrer à nu
mon âme, ne cachant plus de recoins mauvais…” (205). The soldier, who was an
intellectual in civilian life, draws on the trope of flawed syntax as testament of the
authenticity of his intimate war letters (182). Through these devices, the narrative abode
by wartime conventions. Then, how to account for the fact that Berger’s novel was
heavily censored when it was published in 1917?
Towards the end of the narrative, after his war campaign ended and Michel
returns from the front mutilated, he is about to finally meet with his fiancée Jeannine. Yet
the rendez-vous is cancelled, and the protagonist is led to think that Jeannine does not
want to see him anymore now that he is mutilated. The heartache leads him to an
epiphanic moment that makes him entirely reverse his whole view of the war. His faith in
its regenerative virtue is brutally replaced by disillusioned visions of destruction and
horrific massacres:
La guerre! N’en étais-je pas venu - je me ressouvenais d’hier - à diviniser le mot!
Ce fut un envoûtement progressif. La guerre! … Lui attribuant puérilement le
rajeunissement de mon âme, j’avais fini par en faire la fée cruelle et bienveillante,
par me prosterner à mon tour devant cette déesse terrible […]
Mon illusion se disloqua. La guerre! Les abominations, qui étaient vrai “contenu”
de ce terme, se dressèrent et me subjuguèrent… Les villages brûlant comme des
torches, la Meuse roulant son pourpre limon, ces bois de Montrolles, avec leurs
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mousses souillées de marbrures violettes, traces de nos frères massacrés là…
(Berger 478)
The narrator goes on to remember and to name the fallen comrades. The authorities
censored the two following pages blank (Figure 24). The lines that predate the censored
pages suggest that the censored passage elaborated on the depiction of war as meaningless
massacre.
Most of Le Miracle du Feu narrative frames the war as a regenerative, elevating, and
“worth it” experience through, decisively, the experience of romantic love and of gentle
emotions. Once love is jeopardized, however, it is the very idea of war as a meaningful
experience that becomes at risk of losing all currency. That problematic moment is
resolved by the happy ending, in which the fiancée accepts to meet and marry Michel —
thus seemingly whisking away the horrific visions the heartache had brought. The
previous narrative move, along with the authorities’ decision to censor it, illuminates the
perceived crucial importance of women as available romantic lovers in the sustaining of
the war as a meaningful experience to men.
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Figure 24. Marcel Berger, Le Miracle du Feu, 1917, pp. 478-80 (Censored excerpt, as published in the 1917 edition)

Part II. “Union Sacrée” of Feelings

These days, not much is known of the wartime deeds of French intellectual Maurice
Barrès beyond his role of leading “skull stuffing” — bourrage de crâne, as famously
nicknamed by Le Canard Enchaîné. While it is certainly not my intention to redeem Barrès,
whom David Carroll deems one of the fathers of French fascism (1995), the writer does
stand as a major intellectual reference and probably one of the most persuasive voices to
be heard in early war France. The multiple and influential ways in which Barrès enrolled
gentle emotions to the war effort warrant examination. In August 1914, when the war
broke out, the conservative writer suspended his literary career to write, virtually each
single day, an article dedicated to the war in L’Écho de Paris. Those articles, which Barrès
later described as a “journal intime national” (Barrès 1914, T. I, preface) reached out to a
wide audience: L’Écho de Paris had a daily print run of 500,000 issues in wartime (Chiron
1986 345). Barrès inserted and commented upon many intimate war letters he received
from ordinary people in his wartime articles. Vital Rambaud points out the crucial role
these letters played in the intellectual’s war writing (2012). Reminiscing and paying tribute
to the late Barrès 10 years after the war ended, Louis Gillet defined Barrès’ wartime
contribution as that of “l’ami, le secrétaire des tranchées, du pays” (1928 16). He
enthused over the care with which Barrès handled the numerous letters he received in
wartime — no less than 15, 362 according to Denis Pernot (341). For a conservative
writer like Louis Gillet, Barrès’ Chronique de Guerre (the volumes gathering his wartime
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articles) thus formed a “corpus animarum qui demeurera un des monuments sacrés de notre
histoire” (16).
Fabien Dubosson posits the collective dimension of Barrès writing as a key factor
for his popularity before and during the war. Barrès triggered, he explains, “une forte
identification personnelle, une impression de communion intime avec lui” and at the
same time, “le sentiment d’appartenir à une communauté plus vaste, partageant la même
‘sensibilité’ que lui” (Dubosson 27). Because of this authorial “posture,”1 Barrès was at the
right place to fully understand the role letter-writing could and would sustain in wartime.
More than describing actions (which censorship and surveillance might have curtailed, or
which might not have fitted the civilians’ expectation), what made the soldiers’ letters so
precious was their ability to disclose the “soul” and milder emotions of those at the front,
as he explained in an article published on 9 September 1914:
Nous ne connaissons pas les noms de nos défenseurs. C’est vrai. Mais que nous
connaissons bien leur âme ! Nous la voyons, nous l’entendons, nous la lisons. A
chaque minute, une lettre, crayonnée hâtivement, nous apporte des nouvelles
frémissantes, brûlantes, de nos fils, de nos frères, de nos maris, et nous livre tous les
mouvements de ces cœurs de héros. (Barrès, “L’Ame des soldats” 1914).
Barrès initiated the framing of letters as a transparent medium of the French soldier’s
gentle soul. Besides, he realized early on that quoting these letters granted authority and
enhanced the armchair journalists and intellectuals’ power of persuasion. He explicitly

1

On the notion of authorial posture, see Meizoz 2007.
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encouraged the latter to use soldiers’ letters as a source.2 At a time of massive separation,
Barrès was one of the first to understand the letter’s ability to materialize an “imagined”
community, 3 an “union sacrée” of feelings.4
The scholarship often assumes that intimate war letters that were published in
wartime up until 1930 were only those of high-ranked officers.5 Moreover, many scholars
assess intimate war letters primarily as a “document” testifying of the front experience.
The influential literary critic Jean Norton Cru first articulated this definition of intimate
war letter as document of the soldiers’ no man’s land experience. According to Cru’s
seminal study Témoins, the soldiers’ letters that are worth investigation are full epistolary
accounts written by one single individual during his time in the trenches, with no
paratext, no edits, no modification (Cru 2016 [1929] 421). Thus defined, it is true that
letters from lower-rank soldiers were not published during this time. Now, focusing on
intimate war letters as they historically became an object of public scrutiny implies to
inquiry into those many that were published in medias and novels, often with paratext,
inserted into articles, essays, as fragments and eliding biographical elements of the

“Toutes les lettres qui nous viennent de l’armée sont brûlantes. De chaque bataillon
s’échappent les plus admirables histoires. La source est devant nous; il n’est que d’y plonger à
plein seau pour en rapporter du sublime” (Chronique, T. 1, 6 Nov. 1914).
3 Borrowing the concept from Anderson 1983.
4 Jean-Jacques Becker analyzed at length Union Sacrée, a political phenomenon that occurred
across many countries fighting the First World War, and which consisted in a consensual war
support across the political spectrum. As per Becker, union sacrée as a political phenomenon
reached in France an unmatched degree of unanimity (Becker 2005 and Richard 2017).
5 See Housiel 2014, Winter 2006, Hanna 2003, and Vidal-Naquet Couples dans la Grande Guerre
2014. For instance, Sylvie Housiel contends that “entre 1914 et 1930, l’expérience combattante a
été largement occultée. Les publications d’écrits personnels qui émergent dès 1915 sont issues
pour la plupart d’officiers de haut rang” (Housiel 2014 68-9).
2
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authors. Examining those selections and truncations uncovers the role the epistolary form
played in the war emotional economy at a collective level. Bearing such a corpus in mind
complicates the oft-held view regarding the obscuration of the lower-rank soldiers’ voices
until 1930.
If we accept as source of inquiry these types of intimate letters, as historians such as
Winter Jay (2006) and John Horne (1995) do, and if we look at them not as raw evidence
but as “constructed representation of the war and the warrior” (Winter 2006 110), letters
from lower-rank soldiers happen to have been quite ubiquitous in the French wartime
media. Far from remaining “unknown and uncelebrated” (Hanna 2003 1340), the letters
of the semi-educated or socially obscure, juxtaposed with intimate letters from civilians
and upper-ranked officers, attracted a great deal of public attention as a powerful
rhetorical tool to articulate French identity at war. Those voices, therefore, were not
absent in wartime, but carefully constructed as war discourses.
The publication of the “Lettre du soldat Français Georges Belaud, Cuisinier, à sa
Femme” (Société des Gens de Lettres 1914) provides a suggestive example of how and why
intellectuals and the media lent so much visibility to intimate war letters, especially those
attributed to lower-rank soldiers, during the conflict. The actual letter was supposedly
written by an uneducated cook to his wife Yvonne the day before he died, as explained in
the letter’s paratext (Figure 25). Since the location of the original letter is unknown, it is,
however, impossible to know how much of the letter as it became famous was genuinely
written by the author the Société des Gens de Lettres assigned to it. The following
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analysis refers to the letter as it was published by the Société des Gens de Lettres (Figure
25).
The Société des Gens de Lettres had been one of the most prominent writers’
association in France since the 19th century.6 It decided to publish the Belaud letter in
September 1914 and commissioned a lavish edition to the prestigious Ecole Estienne in
November 1914.7 The publication came out shortly after and partly in response to the
publication of the infamous Manifesto of the Ninety-Three8 and explicitly aimed to show
the moral superiority of even the humblest Frenchman over any German intellectual.9
Despite the humble background of the letter’s author and its (left unedited) poor syntax,
the editors emphatically insisted that the letter nonetheless belonged to the greatest

The list of previous presidents includes Honoré de Balzac and Emile Zola. The writers’
association continued to exist in 2021.
7 The letter was published in “grand papier de luxe, format in-folio” noted Jean Richepin in
April 1915. At the same period, Robert Lestrange included the Belaud letter in his anthology. He
introduced it by specifying that L’École Estienne (the most prominent French printing school) “a
réuni pieusement ses plus beaux caractères typographiques pour imprimer, afin que [la lettre de
Georges Belaud à sa femme] reste comme un monument de gloire nationale” (Lestrange 1915
185).
8 The Manifesto came out in 4 October 1914. It was originally addressed “To the Civilized
World” and was signed by 93 prominent German scientists, scholars, and artists. The
proclamation fully supported and intended to legitimize German military actions, inclusive of
those perpetrated in Belgium and soon known in the Allied Countries as “Rape of Belgium” (see
Ungern-Sternberg 1996 and 2014).
9 “La Société des Gens de Lettres oppose la lettre de Georges Belaud, ouvrier français sans
instruction, au manifeste des ‘intellectuels’ allemands comme l’expression de l’esprit français
luttant, contre les barbares, pour l’humanité et la liberté du monde” (Lettre du Soldat Belaud, p.1,
Figure 25). Establishing the superiority of the “soul” of the humblest French soldier over any
German greatest intellectuals loomed large; editors or commenters of the Belaud letter spelled
out this motivation in the paratext of the letter as initially published, and even more exhaustively
in Richepin, “Encore les deux âmes,” 1915 260-6. Likewise, Richepin’s “Deux âmes” article
claimed that “un atavisme de civilisation donne au dernier de nos [French] paysans une
délicatesse morale qui reste lettre morte pour leurs [German] artistes les plus raffinés et leurs
savants les plus illustres” (131).
6
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French literature. The editor’s authoritative standpoint, the lavishness of the publication,
the patriotic choice of color (as the calligraphy heavily draws on the tricolor flag), and the
paratext all concurred in establishing this type of humble yet “authentic” intimate war
letters as a nearly sacred national relic. The publication of the Belaud letter was also one
of the first of a whole wartime genre: the genre of the “dernière lettre,” that is, a letter
written without the sender knowing that this would be his last.10 Belaud letter was
published multiple times in newspapers and letter anthologies, each time with a different
paratext throughout the war and in its aftermath.11
The involvement of the Belaud letter in pro-war discourses has long been
forgotten; the recent scholarship referring to it does not mention its public audience and
conditions of publication and circulation in wartime.12 This letter was, however, a
prominent object of collective representation. One of the “écrits les plus touchants et les
plus exaltants de la guerre” according to French writer Rosny aîné, it was largely
circulated in wartime and translated into several languages (1919 7). In the letter,
Belaud’s readiness to “vanquish,” his stoic attitude on the battlefield and towards his own

Clémentine Vidal-Naquet has explicated the difference between lettre testament (last words to
loved-ones that were purposely prepared in advance for being handed over upon the soldier’s
death) and dernière lettre, which were the last words written before unanticipated death (VidalNaquet Couples Dans La Grande Guerre 501-9). Keeping this distinction in mind will be useful when
turning to Dorgelès fictional use and subverting of the “last letter” convention in chapter 4.
11 Military rank replaced civilian identity in the paratext of late war and post-war anthologies.
For instance, the letter paratext as featured in the 1922 “last letters” anthology did not specify
civilian identity but specifies Belaud’s military rank (La dernière lettre écrite par des soldats français
tombés au champ d'honneur, 1914-1918, pp. 30-1), which suggests the erasing of class as articulating
early-war discourses in the post-war period.
12 For instance, Vidal-Naquet Couples dans la Grande Guerre 2014 454.
10
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Figure 25. “Lettre du soldat Français Georges Belaud, Cuisinier, à sa Femme.” Société
des Gens de Lettres, 1914, p. 1-3.
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death, the absence of the prospect of killing, were bound up with expressions of love and
care for his wife Yvonne and child Raymond. The letter intertwined both key identities:
that of a soldier in control of his fear and consenting to fight and die,13 and that of a
loving and caring husband14 and father.15 Belaud's published intimate war letter omitted
any military deeds and elided the core of warfare, the wounding, and the killing. It is thus
as a “war discourse” as defined by Elaine Scarry (1985 109) that the letter was published,
praised, and widely circulated. Such a war discourse attempted making warfare more
palatable by erasing the core of war deeds and positing instead the seamless
entanglement of warrior values and gentle emotions as only sublimated by the shadow of
death.
Intimate war letters anthologies became a “flourishing sub-genre of wartime
literature” (Horne 1995 225).16 Many of them were published during the years 19141916. Although all were supportive of the war effort, I concur with Benjamin Gilles that
they are better understood as war discourses than propaganda, since these anthologies
were initiated by editors, not by the authorities (Gilles 2016 4). The editors carefully laid
out the emotional and political stakes of sharing and consuming emotional words

“Et surtout, tu lui diras quand il sera grand que son père est mort pour lui ou tout au moins
pour une cause qui doit lui servir à lui et à toutes les générations à venir. [...] Nous partons tous
de bon cœur et dans le ferme espoir de vaincre” (Belaud 1914 ; Figure 25).
14 "Pour toi, ma chère Yvonne, sache bien que je t’ai toujours aimée et que je t’aimerai toujours,
quoiqu’il arrive” (1914, Figure 25).
15 “Je te recommande de te soigner ainsi que mon fils, car tu sais, je ne te pardonnerais jamais s’il
t’arrivait quelque chose ainsi qu’à lui” (1914, Figure 25).
16 This corpus has also been evoked by Gilles 2016 and Prochasson 2006, both focusing on the
representation of the soldier in combat. For an analysis of a German collection of published
letters which connects soldiers’ sentimentality to pre-war sense of decency, see Winter 2006.
13
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bridging both fronts.17 Pro-war editors and journalists framed soldiers’ intimate war
letters as evidence of the French cultural, moral, and emotional superiority over the
German. As such, this rhetoric fully buttressed the core antagonism of what has been
defined as “war culture”18 or the “Us vs. Them versus habit,” as Fussell once put it (1975
[2000] 79). A number of essayists and journalist, such as Blain des Cormiers (1914),
Raoul Narsy (1915), and Henriette de Vismes (1918), framed the publication of intimate
war letters in terms of “union sacrée” or community building across the fronts.19 Positing
the intimate war letter as a reliable barometer of the French soldier’s soul enabled the
comforting and reassuring narrative according to which the men and the ties uniting
them with loved ones would not be shattered by the war experience.
While duty and patriotism played a crucial role in the sustaining of war effort
among the upper classes, many intellectuals of the time showed a greater skepticism
towards the ability of the popular classes to fight in the name of what was called
In his introduction to the 1915 anthology La France au-dessus de tout, Raoul Narsy thanked the
families that volunteered to have their private correspondence. He presented such gesture as a
patriotic and inspiring conduct: “Louons, sans réserves, la famille qui, la première, retrempée à la
lecture de la lettre d’un des siens, voulut partager avec nous tous le réconfort qu’elle y avait puisé.
Elle a donné le plus patriotique exemple, le plus fécond, aussi, par l’imitation qu’elle a suscitée”
(2). Narsy thus posited such gesture of sharing intimate words as a bottom-up, spontaneous
initiative that emulated others to freely follow. Such narrative granted agency to families, at a
moment when their control over their own intimate exchange was dramatically dwindling
because of the establishment of postal services’ censorship and surveillance.
18 As defined in introduction.
19 “Rien assurément n’a aidé davantage à ‘l’Union sacrée,’ à la démonstration de la solidarité
nationale que la publication dans la presse de ces lettres qui n’étaient pas destinées à la publicité.
On les a lues d’abord, avec la curiosité, avec l’émotion que devaient provoquer, en des heures
tragiques, des documents de cette sorte, avec une admirative gratitude à l’égard de ceux qui nous
rendaient le sentiment de notre antique valeur; on s’accoutuma bientôt à y rechercher autre
chose que l’intérêt des épisodes; elles furent un ferment d’énergie, l’élément le plus ferme de
notre tenue morale.” (Narsy 1915 2). See also de Cormiers 1914 and de Vismes 1918, examined
later.
17
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“abstract” ideas, such as honor, duty, and love of the nation. The publication of intimate
war letters anthologies, the concomitant fetishization of letters from lower-rank soldiers
and civilians, shall also be understood in the context of the broad social gap underpinning
contemporary assumptions regarding the French consent to war. As John Horne has
suggested, the intellectual’s idealization of sentimentality and familial love can be read as
repeated attempts to reach out to the popular classes which, while representing most of
the troops, were not entirely entrusted in their ability to hold the values that the
intellectual elite of the Third Republic posited as main drive to fight (1995). Moreover,
the intellectuals’ urge to consider letter-writing as a sublime exercise subtly dissuaded
soldiers from disclosing any disheartening information.20
Pro-war journalists and essayists relentlessly quote letters attributed to lower-rank
soldiers if their content reaffirmed the image of the stoic yet gentle and loving man.
Nonetheless, many of the intimate war letters anthologies that came out in the early years
of the conflict intertwined letters from a diversity of non-combatants and combatants,
even though the latter were significantly more represented.21 The diversity of voices

It would be not entirely true, however, to consider this imaginary as pure armchair
intellectuals’ fantasy, as one can find many traces of this rhetoric under soldierly archives too. A
soldier from the trench journal Le Poilu thus posited without a hint of irony the appreciation of
the French for the immaterial nature of letter writing as evidence of their superiority over the
“materialist” Germans: “Tandis que là-bas, les Boches ont engrossé leurs compagnes les
Bochesses […] nous, les Français, les rêveurs, les chimériques, nous nous contenterons de mots”
(Le Poilu 1915).
21 For instance, Ernest Daudet introduced one of the earliest anthologies, L'Ame Française et l’Ame
Allemande: Lettres de Soldats by explaining that “depuis les débuts de la guerre, les journaux français
ont publié presque quotidiennement des lettres venues des divers champs de bataille, qui leur
étaient communiquées par les familles des signataires, officiers de tous grades, soldats de toutes
armes, aumôniers militaires, médecins, chirurgiens, etc” and then underlined that letters from
women had been selected as well (Daudet 3).
20
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epitomized a diverse yet unified and connected community of feelings. It offered the
readership to become cognizant of the variety of new relationships and contexts
generated by the war while providing inspiring and colorful emotional highs.22

Figure 26. Ernest Daudet, ed. L'Ame Française et l'Ame Allemande: Lettres de Soldats. 1914,
p.57.
The above excerpt shows a typical example of the fever for phonetic French and
the pathos of broken French that possessed the media and anthologists throughout the
conflict (Figure 26). By trumping the traditional use of French language as a tool of social

Lettres de Héros (1914 - 1915) recueillies par Robert Lestrange puts together, with no specific order,
the exchange of letters between a kid with a general; between two little girls, one French, the
other American; a wife (newly mother) to her wounded husband; the letter of a colonial fighter
and letters of soldiers from all ranks and army corps. “Échange de lettres entre un enfant de onze
and et un Général,” “Deux lettres typiques, l’une d’une mère allemande, l’autre d’une mère
française ;” “Lettre d’une femme nouvellement accouchée à son mari blessé”; “Lettre d’un
instituteur, sous-lieutenant d’infanterie, à ses élèves”: the generic titles of each letter, their
emphasis on relationships underscored that the main interest of these letters did not primarily lay
in facts or deeds but on the relationships established in wartime.
22
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distinction, intellectuals in the likes of Barrès and the Société des Gens de Lettres show
their commitment to valorizing discourses crossing class lines. Their goal was to make the
French feel united within the same imagined community of feelings. In the most
staunchly nationalistic accounts, elevation of broken French was directly contrasted with
the inferiority of German discourses through racializing language.23 These praises of
humble letters carry a disquieting degree of symbolic violence, as, for all the poignancy of
the cited epistolary exchange, its publication’s goal is implicitly or explicitly to
“demonstrate” that the enemies are less capable of love and gentle emotions — are thus
not as human as the French are.
Barrès was one of the first to sacralize such broken French. One of his articles
even recopied the gross spelling mistakes made by a kid.24 Same went with the epistolary
production of lower-classes women.25 Far from contradicting the elevation of the French
soul, the humbleness of both the material on which the letter was written and the broken
syntax was what made it uniquely elevated and commendable. Keeping mistakes visible
granted visibility and ennobled the discourses and feelings of lower-class soldiers and

Barrès concluded a panegyric of a letter written by an illiterate mother by reckoning that he
saw in it “la source d’où découle depuis des siècles le génie de notre race.” (Barrès, T. II, 18 Nov.
1914, p 146).
24 “Je mais aussi dans le paquets les gants de mon père puisque je n’ai pas d’autre argent pour en
acheté.” (Barrès, Chronique de la guerre, t II, p254).
25 As he introduces the (unedited, as he points out) letter from a woman peasant that explains her
readiness to see her son die despite fearing for his life, Barrès shrouds the woman peasant’s
hesitant words into a veil of solemnity and pathos: “[…] ce pauvre papier sans orthographe, ni
syntaxe, ni ponctuation [est un] papier royal pourtant, où palpite un cœur formé par des siècles
de discipline noble et savante, et tout-puissant sur tous les cœurs qui se souviennent.” The
inserted letter was followed by an emphatic praise of the love and tenderness the letter was
deemed to express. (Barrès, 18 Nov. 1914, tome II, 145).
23
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civilians (when they were deemed suitable to the war effort). By making them an object of
public admiration, by glorifying them, intellectuals were paying their dues to those who
made up the greatest part of the troops and civilians. Lastly, retaining these mistakes
signaled the authenticity of the letters quoted, thus working as a reality effect. Such a
token of authenticity helped the reader identify the letter writer. Besides, the contrast
between the prosaicness of the mistakes and the solemn aura granted by the war context
entailed an inner poignancy and worked as a metaphor of French resilience.
By commenting intimate soldiers’ letter, Barrès was less concerned with instilling a
proper way to behave on the battlefield than with indicating and dignifying a proper way
to tell one’s relatives such experience. He marveled at how the soldier had rhetorically
made accessible his “soul” to his loved ones — that is, an uplifting and reassuring prose
that whisked away discouragement, fear, and doubt. Barrès praised the lower-classes
soldiers not because of the deeds they did and suffered (which remained most often left
out from the excerpts Barrès inserted in his articles), but because of the effort they put in
holding back their feelings. In that regard, representations of female heroism shared codes
with those of male heroism, especially by locating heroism in the relational response and
wording of the war experience more than in actual deeds.26 In the context of the war

In her Héros! Episodes de la Grande Guerre (1915), French educator and writer Marie Butts frames
the heroism of a young girl who got wounded by a Taube in Paris in terms of resilient conduct.
Denise Cartier, we are told, was a 13-year-old young girl who got wounded by a Taube in Paris.
Cartier’s heroism, as narrated by the accompanying text, lies in her conduct towards her loved
ones: Denise keeps up with “vaillance et entrain” and her heroism lies in the fact that her worry
goes into alleviating the mother’s anxieties with comforting words and smiles — that is, by
keeping her pain silent (Butts 292-4). Alison S. Fell’s account of wartime female heroism concurs
with this analysis (Fell 2018, esp. pp. 52-90).
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effort, rhetoric made the stuff of heroes at least as much as deeds. No need, then, to dwell
on what those “deeds” really involved.
Letters from colonized soldiers, albeit rare, nonetheless features three
anthologies.27 “Cette lettre et la suivante, quoique d’Africains, méritent de trouver place
parmi celles des meilleurs Français” the editor’s paratext underscores about one of them.
The editor feels obliged to justify why the letter from an indigene should feature the
anthology and alludes to the racializing and hierarchizing relation between the French
colonizers and the colonized (57). This particular letter, sent by a wounded colonized
soldier, highlights a desire for revenge and expresses the wish to promptly return to the
battlefield. In a lively language, the letter prompts the soldiers to kill as many enemies as
possible. It intertwines this belligerent rhetoric with praises for “soins dévoués” of the Red
Cross nurses and “ces anges de femmes que sont toutes les Françaises” (57). Such
constructed letter of a colonized soldier is thus framed by the same duality underpinning
the published intimate war letters from citizens: lethal recklessness towards the enemy,
gentle innocuousness towards the French civilians, especially the women.
Including selected and truncated (yet claimed as “authentic”) colonized voices into
these anthologies disseminated the message that the at times controversial choice France

The following cited letter from an indigène was reproduced twice: in Lettres Héroïques (22-3) and
L’Ame française et l’Ame allemande (57). Despite the wealth of letters available, these anthologies
(along with the articles and essays that drew on intimate war letters) would often draw on the
same, already published letters. Such a gesture of repetition and citation points to the primary
use of publishing intimate letters: not so much delivering new facts than forging and orchestrating
a coherent national narrative.
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made of enrolling colonized subjects was cogent.28 Through those constructed
testimonies, colonized soldiers were shown not only as docile and reliable, but also as
consenting to fight. The patriotic vows, seemingly taken deliberately, dispelled the prospect
of having soldiers being forced to fight among the French rank. That the French military
enrolled many colonized soldiers by force is, however, a well-documented reality (Fogarty
2008). Nonetheless, forcing anyone into fighting would have not fitted the idea of French
moral superiority over the Germans. To be published, the words of the colonized man
had to conform not to the fact, but to the myth. To be civilized, the dying and the killing
had to be consented. It had to be made of love.
Marraines de guerre was one more initiative that was supposed to materialize the
unique gentleness of the French lower class. It was created in 1915 and consisted in
connecting civilians pen pals (above all women) with isolated soldiers who were unable to
receive mail from their loved ones.29 As far as I can tell, the only whole series of filleul
[“godchild”] letters to be ever published in wartime was that of Neeser’s.30 Albeit

The colonial officer Charles Mangin published the influential book La Force Noire in 1910. The
book promoted the acceptance of black soldiers in the French army. As Julie d’Andurain
recounts, Mangin developed “a racializing vision that considered African soldiers as combatcapable and saw them as a pool of men from which to recruit.” (d’Andurain 2015). About 440,
000 indigenous soldiers, alongside 268, 000 indigenous war workers fought and worked on
French soil between 1914 and 1918 (Koller 2014).
29 Maurice Barrès praised the institution of the marraines in at least two of his wartime articles
(On 15 April 1915 (150-155) and 31 May 1915 (373-379) (Chronique de guerre, tome IV). The
catholic writer would praise the marraine-filleul relationship only if chaste. As Clémentine VidalNaquet points out, the very name “marraine” emphasizes the religious — therefore chaste —
connotation (Vidal-Naquet 2016).
30 See below, Neeser’s 1916 Lettres de mon soldat. Apollinaire’s letters to his marraine Jeanne
Burgues-Brun were published in 1951, long after the war.
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successful and culturally resonant,31 the initiative drew as much criticisms as praises,
especially when it became sentimental and sexual.32 In the only wartime book dedicated
to these wartime pen pals, French writer Henriette de Vismes 1918 essay Histoire
authentique et touchante des marraines et des filleuls de guerre33 responded to the critics who
accused filleuls of an excess of sensibilité. De Vismes also credited marraines for helping their
filleuls to feel the “union” upon which the war effort rested. Moved by the marraines’
“vraie bonté,” the French soldiers felt “enfin aimés pour eux-mêmes, pour leurs misères,
pour leurs souffrances” (254). It is precisely to this extent that marraines actively
contributed to the war effort: “Les marraines qui le voulurent — et beaucoup le voulurent
— purent travailler plus profondément encore à l’union sacrée.” De Vismes concludes :
“Quand le cœur est gagné, l’esprit suit bien souvent; il écoute, il devient docile” (255).
De Vismes gave credence to the idea that the lower-class soldiers would be more
responsive to discourses revolving around sensibilité and would thus be more interested in
becoming a woman’s filleul. De Vismes’ essay talked almost exclusively about filleuls who
also were “simples soldats” (1918 185). It marveled at letters fraught with faulty syntax,
and implicitly idealized the marraine de guerre as a figure that crossed class divides.34 De

Henriette de Vismes estimated that 25, 000 soldiers were involved in the Famille du soldat
initiative, only one of the at least four organizations that paired soldiers with civilian pen pals
during the conflict. See also Atherton 185.
32 As chapter 2 explores in greater detail.
33 De Vismes’ essay received the Fabien Prize from the Académie Française, as noted by
Goldberg 1999 17.
34 For a more direct account of marraines de guerre as crossing social class lines, see Clermont 1918,
esp.: “Telle jeune fille jadis dédaigneuse […] entretient une correspondance suivie avec un très
illettré petit paysan des Ardennes. […] C’est pour lui le rayon de soleil qui arrivera dans la
tranchée, l’odeur du pays, le rappel de la famille. Il répondra en ouvrant un peu de son âme à lui,
car tout être a le besoin de s’épancher et c’est avec surprise, tout étonnée devant un horizon
31
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Vismes went out of her way to recreating the scene of hardly literate soldiers struggling
with, and yet achieving to write of their first letters.35 She warmed the new filleuls that the
beginnings were “laborieux” (86). She described how their thought struggled with
capturing what they meant to express. She regretted that limited written skills “[…] tait ce
qu’il y a de meilleur, de plus beau et de plus touchant dans cette âme ouverte par la bonté
à l’affection, à la joie et à la reconnaissance…” (86). What the clumsy syntax would not to
tell, the marraine would nonetheless understand through her ability to read between the
lines.36 The mutual will to understand each other despite obstacles on both sides
cemented the relationship.
Lettres de mon soldat provides a suggestive example of cross-social lines attachment in
wartime as a noble driving force for war deeds. These Lettres are the only volume of filleul
letters published in wartime. Robert W. Neeser, an American scholar and navy military
who fought in France in 1917-1918, published the letters of his filleul, a lower-rank French
soldier who worked before the war as a butcher’s boy in a rural area.37 In his foreword,

nouveau, que l’intellectuelle ou la mondaine petite correspondante découvrira parmi les phrases
frustes, cependant que souvent très françaises, d’un vieux et savoureux français, des ressources
ignorées, insoupçonnées de bon sens, d’énergie, de finesse, d’imagination et de poésie,” the
creation of this transclass bonds effecting in “combler les fossés artificiels crées par l'idée de plus
en plus périmée de castes sociales.” (107-9)
35 In a rhetoric that calls to mind Lucie Couturier’s Des Inconnus chez nous and Maurice Genevoix
Sous Verdun. De Vismes wrote beautifully about the “choc de la rencontre avec l'écrit” felt by
soldiers from the popular classes setting out to abundantly write about personal matters and
feelings (Steuckardt, Géa, Fonvielle 99).
36 “Mais les marraines ne s’y trompent pas: elles retournent les contradictions, elles redressent le
sens, elles comblent les lacunes et, sous la phrase malhabile, elles sentent le tremblement du cœur
et de la pensée” (De Vismes 86-7).
37 Neeser explained in his introduction to the soldier’s letters that he became his parrain in July
1915; the epistolary exchange ended a year later. It is implied that the soldier died on the
battlefield. I have not found much more information on Neeser and even less so on his filleul.
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Neeser borrows from an intimate war letter anthology a popular way to describe the
epistolary style of lower-rank soldiers, and that emphasized their dual quality: “Ses lettres
sont celles du simple poilu, tour à tour variées, mouvementées, d’allure libre et vivante et
presque sans transition, tragiques, puis gaies” (Neeser 1916 VII and Foley 1915 VI). The
introduction given by the American essayist underlines how the epistolary exchange
sustained his filleul’s morale and the strength of their bond: “‘Mon cher ami,’ m’écrivit-il
un jour, ‘je commence à redouter la fin de la guerre, car alors je vais vous perdre.’” (VIII)
The letters conjure up a staunchly patriotic soldier who is eager to kill “boches”
and perceives himself as a stereotypically fearless soldier.38 In several climactic letters, the
lower-rank soldier predicates those martial abilities upon his affective tie with Neeser. The
only thing that can erode the soldier’s resolution to accomplish his duty — or so the
selection of letters let understand — is the prospect of losing his epistolary tie with his war
parrain, who is deemed “plus qu un ami” (sic) (47). While the soldier writes that he eagerly
foresees fighting, feels joyful most of the time despite brief moments of cafard, the only
time he expresses an emotion that he deems prone to jeopardize his war effort is when his
relationship with his pen pal seems to be threatened by the delay of mail distribution.39
Neeser emphasizes the strength of their bond by concluding the volume’s foreword with

“N’ayez pas peur pour moi. Les marmots Boches je m en moque comme de ma premiere
liquette” (84). See also p.118.
39 “Enfin je suis fou de colere cela m arrive rarement, mais ca me casse les bras. c est bien ca la
recompense que l on donne aux vrais Français. parce que vous m ecriviez une bonne lettre tout
les 8 jours ils ont tout jaloux mais Ecoutez bien ce que je vous dis. Si cela arrive je n’en fous plus
un coup et dans 15 jours je suis evacué je vous le jure. pourtant depuis bientot quatre ans que je
suis au regiment je n ai jamais ete puni ni malade, mais cette fois j y serais j en suis certain.” (89)
The publication included the spelling mistakes.
38
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the hope that the readers may feel the “deep emotion” that he felt when he read the
filleul’s letters for the very first time, “le cœur battant et les yeux voilés de larmes” (89).
While having met only once well into the epistolary exchange; while coming from
different countries and starkly different social backgrounds; with hardly anything in
common in civilian life, the wartime epistolary tie nonetheless turns those two strangers
into intimately connected friends. The value granted to emotional attachment, more than
accounts of fearlessness on the battlefield, put tears in Neeser’s eyes. These affective ties
did not work as a weakness detrimental to the deeds of the stoic and fearless French
soldier, but as a necessary complement that generated a heightened sense of togetherness
across society lines and propelled the war effort. Deep affective tie and sensibilité lay deep
at the core of the rhetoric propelling and sustaining the extreme violence of the war. The
next section examines how this co-optation framed the responses the pacifists Romain
Rolland and Marcelle Capy respectively addressed to the war discourses Lettres de mon
soldat belonged to.
Envisioning intimate war letters as French literature’s epitome was omnipresent
during the war. Such a vision was not the exclusivity of the most staunchly pro-war
discourses. Romain Rolland, who was one of the earliest intellectuals denouncing the
rhetoric of pro-war discourses, nonetheless adopted a view and a tone surprisingly like the
most staunchly patriotic critics when it came to praising intimate war letters. As willing as
the French writer was to denounce demonizing pro-war discourses against the German
and mourn what he experienced as the end of pre-war intellectual cosmopolitanism,
Rolland could not help comparing favorably the French soldier writers to their German
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counterparts. In his 1915 Au Dessus de la Mêlée, he reckoned that the French had taken the
“meilleure part” of wartime discursive production by writing not literature (what the
German did, Rolland reckoned), but letters (1915 132). In a similar vein, Rolland
elevated French war letters to “les plus beaux vers du plus beau des poèmes” and foresaw
in these letters written on “le papier maculé de boue et, quelquefois, de sang” the highest
expression of France at war (136).
On the other hand, according to Rolland, German literature could document
“thoughts,” not feelings (125). He would not engage in the “appréciation de leur valeur
littéraire” thus confining them to the status of “témoignage” (125). In Rolland's
perspective, the German, by writing fiction about the war, demonstrated that they were
able to distance themselves from the war horrors. In contrast, the French, since they did
not write fiction about the war, demonstrated that they sublimely could not: “Cette
guerre nous tient aux entrailles, plus que nos adversaires. Quel est celui de nous qui aurait
le cœur d’écrire, lorsque sa patrie souffre et que ses frères meurent, un drame ou un
roman?” (136). The language used by Rolland (avoir le cœur, tenir aux entrailles) pointed to
the widespread trope of the French “unique” sensibilité. Feeling the war “dans leurs
entrailles” posited the French on higher emotional grounds than their enemies. In this
early period of the conflict, letter writing worked here again as a metaphor of the unique
emotional entanglement of the French to their soil. Rolland wrote this article in 1915,
before the great French war novels came out, and unsurprisingly revised his judgments on
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the possibility and merits of French war literature soon thereafter.40 His early war view on
the matter is nonetheless telling of the extent to which epistolary practice as a depository
of a “unique” national sensibilité was ingrained in the French imaginary beyond the most
staunchly nationalistic accounts.
Besides, Rolland did not realize that the pro-war intellectual discourses drew so
much of their power of persuasion on their capacity to frame and enroll some of the
lower-classes’ deepest feelings and intimate concerns. The long-forgotten French
journalist and novelist Marcelle Capy did. Both Capy and Rolland vocally denounced the
over-optimistic and euphemistic narratives of intellectuals in the likes of Maurice Barrès
and Jean Richepin. Capy dismissively called the latter “sonneurs d’héroïsme” (Capy 1916
67) and Rolland remained famous to have called Barrès “rossignol des tranchées.”
However, Capy’s heavily censored 1916 Une Voix de Femme dans la Mêlée was original
through its social commitment and understanding of the lower classes, and through its
analysis of how the war culture was profoundly altering the notions of gentleness and
humanity. Instead of addressing a call to reason to intellectuals, what Rolland essentially
did, she offered a vocal critique of intellectuals’ attempts to manipulate the lower classes’
affects.
First, Capy’s essay “Ceux qui pleurent - Venus Genitrix” quoted letters of
mourning or worried German women.41 Capy inserted such letters in direct response to
See for instance Rolland’s laudatory reviews of Henri Barbusse’s Le Feu (Rolland 1917 and
1920).
41 This essay could be productively compared with Romain Rolland’s 1916 essay “Antigone
éternelle.” While Rolland granted women an ability to fight against the war, he also reproached
them to not having done enough. To that extent, this narrative was fraught with reproaches
40
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French journalists (such as Barrès) who quoted German women’s letters in order to depict
them as “mégères austro-boches” (Capy 1916 25). In strong contrast, Capy posited these
letters as evidence that the suffering the war generated was universal in that it affected all
women across borders.42 In her view, any woman was equally sensible to the suffering of
the war. Capy envisioned women as a universal community of feelings whose “solidarité
naturelle” lay in their ability to care (24). Capy thought of this common solidarity as a
natural “instinct” derived from motherhood.43 She proceeded to quote letters of four
German wives to their husbands. All letters showed the same detail-oriented attention
that was supposed to attendrir the readers of the intimate war letters written by French
people, as edited by intellectuals and the media.44 The poignancy of such detail-oriented
letters had been used by Colette in Les Heures Longues to movingly conjure up how a
French couple experienced separation.45 In this first instance from Une Voix de Femme dans
against women without acknowledging their disenfranchised condition (see Schoentjes 2009 191).
Same could be said of Clérambault (1920).
42 “Ces pauvres lettres trouvées sur les morts n’expriment-elles pas les mêmes sentiments, les
mêmes angoisses que celles qui partent chaque jour pour les tranchées de la France? Ils sont
identiques les mots qui viennent aux lèvres des femmes dont les maris ou les petits sont en
danger.” (Capy 1916 25-6). Capy’s stance may be compared with the Group of Letters from Women of
the Warring Nations, which the Woman’s Peace Party published in 1915 and that also built on the
concept of women transnational solidarity.
43 Capy was responding to what Nancy Sloan Goldberg has cogently defined as the predominant
ideology of Republican Motherhood, which consisted in erasing “the contradiction between the
creation of life inherent in maternity and the destruction of life innate to armed conflict” and
whose one central proposition was to granting priority to “the family of the nation over that of
the individual, and therefore the ‘sacrifice’ of offering soldiers to the nation [as] more laudatory
than the ‘selfishness’ of preserving a son’s life.” (Goldberg 1999 184).
44 For instance, the excerpt of the last letter Capy quotes reads: “Cher Paul, je voudrais savoir
comment vont tes pieds, sont-ils guéris? J’y pense toujours. Si tu as besoin de chaussettes, écris-le,
je t’en ai fait déjà quelques paires” (Capy 1916 25).
45 Colette narrated the story of a wife who was puzzled by the fact that her husband complained
that her letters spoke too much about the war while that he seemed more interested, “obsessed”
even, by the new choice of carpeting. Colette explained this variance by the love which, in the
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la Mêlée, Capy drew on intimate war letters to evoke and support a vision of women’s
solidarity. Since the French souls were supposed to be defined by sensibilité, Capy
rhetorically wondered why they would not become attendries by the suffering and grief of
German women, too.
Capy’s second rhetorical use of intimate war letters occurred in “Le Chant des
Prisonniers.” By focusing the predicament of prisoners of war, Capy addressed a war
experience that was often overlooked or poorly understood in wartime.46 This essay was
entirely censored in wartime and was not published until 1936 (2015 186-9). It drew on
her own experience, since Capy witnessed the co-habitation of German prisoners of war
with French inhabitants of a small village.47 Capy recounted that the French were initially
deeply hostile towards the German prisoners of war that were retained in the village’s
monastery. They insulted them, threatened them, and told horrifying “stories” about their

trenches, neared husbands to their wives and provided a reason for fighting: “Ce qu’a votre mari,
ce n’est pas de la folie, c’est simplement de l’amour. Pendant qu’il écarte l’ennemi de son terrier,
de son mètre de remblai, de sa haie dépouillée, il voit le précieux et minuscule noyau de sa patrie:
la chambre conjugale, la lampe, la commode ventrue — et le tapis taché” (Colette 1914 1212-3).
In this instance, intimate war letters reduced the scope of the war to the minutest details, giving
the experience of warfare and separation a human size, along with conjuring up the illusion of
complicity across the lines and of agency and continuity with former civilian life for soldiers.
46 The condition of prisoners of war did not have the prestige granted to frontline soldiers.
Charles de Gaulle, who was a prisoner of war during most of the First World War, described his
situation as a “lamentable exil” and expressed shame in the letters he wrote to his parents (1990).
He tried to escape many times, to no avail. Le Retour by Thérèse Delhaye de Marnyhac vividly
evoked the lack of understanding and empathy the status of prisoner of war generated among
many civilians (1919). Let’s note that Rolland also advocated for the prisoners of war in Au Dessus
de la Mêlée.
47 Capy remained profoundly marked by this episode, to which she returned in her 1930 novel
Des hommes passèrent.
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life (2015 186). However, the French’s perception changed upon discovering that the
German prisoners of war were readers and writers of intimate letters, too:
Vinrent des lettres d’Allemagne. Le bourg entier en prit connaissance. On
s’assembla. On palpa les carrés de papier. Pas de doute possible, les gars du pays
étaient prisonniers dans quelque village inconnu. Ils étaient enfermés comme les
“boches48” du couvent. Peut-être les avait-on injuriés, eux aussi, sans qu’ils pussent
répondre… Et les femmes eurent honte de leur fureur. […] Les Allemands
recevaient des lettres parfois, et […] ils pleuraient en les lisant. Eux aussi avaient
laissé des vieux, des femmes, des enfants. A eux aussi la guerre faisait du mal.
(Capy 2015 186-7)
The letter received by the German played as a material device that conjured up the
anxieties which the fate of the French prisoner of war generated. This thought triggered
shame towards the mistreatment of “their” German prisoners. From there emerged a
much closer connection between the French and the prisoners.
Both the German soldier’s intimate war letters and tears manifested their affective
ties and the type of sensibilité that pro-war discourses bestowed exclusively upon the
French. The recognition of such commonality triggered a complete shift in attitude, as
the villagers started to listen to and like the German prisoners. Ultimately, the creation of
this emotional connection made the French – and more specifically, “les paysans,” relate:

Capy put “boches” in quote, in contrast with the practice of the time. She thus distanced
herself from this pejorative word, which the French then commonly used to dismissively refer to
the Germans.
48
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“On les aima, les prisonniers. […]”(188). The logical conclusion of this change of
perspective on sensibilité was a radical questioning of the war’s purpose that came to
women first:
“Et les femmes, pensives, se disaient:
- Pourquoi la guerre?” (Capy 189)
In this essay, Capy contradicted official discourses by showing French villagers treating
German prisoners of war poorly. Secondly, she outlined the coalescing of a community of
feelings uniting enemies, a “fraternité profonde” (188) felt through a similar experience of
separation. The identity of the German soldier as man of feelings was disclosed to the
French by the letters he received and by their emotional reaction to it. This disclosure
showed to the women peasants the inadequacy of the pro-war definition of nationally
bounded, hierarchizing sensibilité. Capy ultimately suggested such a process of
identification through a similar experience of separation and concern for loved ones, was
doomed to lead the French (and the women first) to question the very purpose of the war:
“Pourquoi la guerre?” The concluding rhetorical question was too subversive to be
published in 1916 and the whole essay would not be published before 1936, at a time
when the relation of the French with the Germans had entirely changed again.

Part III. Norton Cru’s (In)sensibilités

Norton Jean Cru was a French war veteran and literary critic best known for his
classification of French First World War “témoins.” His 1929 Témoins and 1930 Du
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Témoignage established an essential critique of French First World War narratives. What
has made Cru’s perspective so seminal and discussed is that according to him, a simple
foot-soldier’s testimony could have more value than a general’s account. Cru was one of
the first to push for an account of warfare stemming from the soldiers’ experience, not
from the general staff’s bird’s eye view. In his own words, the essay’s goal was to “donner
une image de la guerre d’après ceux qui l’ont vue de plus près; de faire connaître les
sentiments du soldat, qui ne sont pas des sentiments acquis par imitation ou par influence,
mais qui sont sa réaction directe au contact de la guerre” (Cru 13). Cru’s evaluation of the
testimonies’ worth also followed the rule of proximity: the closer to the no man’s land the
witness had been, the more truthful his testimony potentially was. Likewise, the notion of
civilian as witness was inconceivable. The role gender played in his writing of Témoins has
not been addressed, either.
Faithful to a positivist approach to literature, Cru’s Témoins established prescriptive
criteria with which he aimed to methodically distinguish “truthful” accounts from those
that were “biased” and “distorted.” According to Cru, the first source of bias was the
tropes circulated by pro-war discourses, which he found in too many war writings.49 The
most foundational myth was the belief in courage or stoicism: Cru dismissed any account
showing the soldier ignoring or mastering his fear as lie or “littérature.” Conversely, the
testimonies deemed reliable were those from combatants that debunked this myth by
depicting the French soldier as essentially a vulnerable man prone to anguish and fear on

Norton Cru’s book has been coined “une page importante dans l’histoire théorique du
témoignage” (Dulong 74).
49
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the battlefield. In Témoins, Cru took the depiction of these traits — fear and vulnerability
— as a measuring yardstick of war narratives’ psychological truthfulness.
This last chapter section analyses how contemporary conceptions of gentleness and
sensibilité were echoed in the intimate war letters of Jean Norton Cru. Doing so offers a
perspective that departs from previous historiographic accounts,50 as I posit as
prolegomena to his major Témoins how Cru wrote to the women who were most
important to him and conceived of his identity in relation to them during his war
campaign. I thus read Cru’s intimate war letters as an affective and gendered archive of
his later literary criticism. This is not to say that there is a straight line to draw between
the intimate was letters and the published essays: in fact, it is how the letters depart from
the later principles to be found in Témoins that make them so interesting. While at closest
proximity to the worst of warfare, Cru communicated with his loved ones through
notions of truth and authenticity that vanished from his post-war writings. Cru as a
soldier did not follow the witnessing principles Cru would enforce as a literary critic ten
years later. While Témoins posits fear as an emotion that is central to the soldier’s
experience, Cru’s letters never disclosed his fear to his loved ones amid the worst of his
war campaign. The closer he was to the conflict’s most violent episodes, the more his
letters seemingly strayed away to instead focus on visions of the past and strengthened
familial and gender relations. Amid his war campaign, which brought him to Verdun at

Cru’s Témoins long polarized historians and was also involved in the controversy that marked
the French scholarship of the First World War in the 2000s (see introduction). Cru’s method and
legacy has been commented many times, including by Smith 2001, Prochasson 2001 and 2004,
Beaupré 2011, Cole 2012, Gilles 2017, and Gleisner 2017.
50
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its direst, Cru didn’t write about his fear, or the vulnerability he may have felt, to his
loved ones. Instead, he praised them for the comfort and changes they brought to him,
and his intimate war letters amply discussed the matter of sensibilité. He marveled that his
emotional connection to his relatives — most insistently his sisters — was becoming
deeper, strengthened, and more authentic through letter writing.
Cru wrote at length that the common grounds with his loved ones was becoming
stronger in those circumstances. Such a vision led Cru to long, at least discursively and for
a time, for more reciprocal, if not equal gender relationship. This progressive vision,
however, disappeared from his writing towards the end of the war as Cru’s behavior
became colder towards the women of his family. His rhetorical use of sensibilité, which
stood as the conveyor of more equal gender relations during his darkest hours, changed
altogether to become a misogynistic conveyor of gender hierarchization once the worst
was behind him and his veteran identity coalesced. The progressive bend that Norton
Cru articulated through the language of sensibilité disappeared from his late war letters,
and likewise was absent from his later Témoins. Concomitantly, as the core principles of
Témoins coalesced in his late-year war letters, they also started to express willingness to
restore pre-war familial and gender order.
Throughout his 28-month war campaign, Cru’s intimate letters — most of whose
were addressed to his sisters Alice and Hélène — virtually never refer to warfare violence.
On the other hand, these letters posit sensibilité at the core of the soldier’s identity as well
as precious gathering ground with his closest ones. In Cru’s writing to his relatives,
sensibilité consisted in the ability to see “âme des choses” and to experience beauty and
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love as limitless (Cru 2007 145). Cru praised his mother for having nurtured this quality
among all the siblings, brothers, and sisters.51 Concomitantly, Cru’s letters marveled at
the deepening of the ties with his closest ones that he is feeling from the trenches. The
experience of separation, the looming death, had erased, he wrote, pre-war emotional
restraints among the siblings.52 The idea that the wartime epistolary ties made “pudeur”
(148) a thing of the past, and paves the way for deeper, more intense, more authentic
affective relationships unceasingly returns throughout the letters Cru wrote in 1916. He
closely linked this wartime transformative experience to the very act of receiving letters
from loved ones. Cru never mentioned fear in the letters written during his war
campaign, but wrote at length about the connection felt with his relatives as truer, deeper,
and more authentic than ever:
Quand je reçois de toi [Alice] une bonne longue lettre, bien pleine d’idées, je la lis,
je l’étudie, je la médite, et je pense à tout ce que je pourrais te répondre. […] Je
n’oublie pas, et je relis encore la lettre. Je viens de relire ta lettre du 5 avril où tu
parles de tes doutes, de tes incertitudes sur ce que tu vaux, ce que tu peux, ce que
tu crois. J’aime cela ma chère Sœur et je bénis le jour où nous eûmes l’idée de
passer outre la pudeur qui jusqu’à alors nous retenait de découvrir le secret de
nos âmes, de nos pensées intimes et essentielles. Cette pudeur n’était au fond
qu’une fausse honte, un manque de confiance réciproque, une réticence qui se
“On peut vraiment dire que Maman nous a fait ‘sucer le lait de la tendresse humaine’ et nous
sommes désormais trop humains, trop tendres, pour jamais être capables d’insensibilité, de
blague, d'ironie, ‘d’artificialité.’” Letter to his sister Alice, 17 Jan. 1916 (145).
52 “Une sorte de glace est rompue qui auparavant existait entre plusieurs d’entre nous.” Letter to
his sister Alice, 13 Feb. 1916 (147-8).
51
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muait en manque de franchise, puisque la franchise vraie ne se borne pas à être
franc avec son moi, mais avec autrui […] On ne peut aimer si l’on se réserve, si
l’on ne donne rien de soi que ce qui est extérieur, superficiel et trompeur. (Letter to
his sister Alice, May 31st, 1916; 2007 156).
Cru, as many educated soldiers, struggled with mingling his lower class fellows.53 On the
other hand, he credited his deepening relationships with his mother and sisters —
noticeably more than his brothers54 — for helping him crossing the bridge that separated
him from these soldiers: he rhetorically wonders “Que suis-je sans vous?” to his sister
Alice, 55 thus emphasizing the strength of the link crossing the fronts during his war
campaign.56 It is specifically the war that generated this transformative opening and

For instance, he wrote to his brother on 21 Jun. 1915: “Je suis fatigué de vivre parmi les
illettrés, trop souvent égoïstes et blasphématoires! Oh! que ne donnerais-je pas pour une autre
atmosphère!” (114). Cru’s writing of his relationship with the lower classes in the trenches
buttresses Nicolas Mariot’s argument, according to which, against the fantasy of the trenches as a
social melting pot, the conflict represented “un moment important de cristallisation des distances
sociales” (Mariot 2013 11 as well as 2014).
54 “Oh je ne suis pas ingrat, mes sœurs ont été généreuses, elles ont vite compris et peut-être me
suis-je mieux exprimé avec elle[s]. Mais j’en suis encore à attendre de mes frères quelque chose
de plus profond que ce qui faisait la matière de nos échanges avant la guerre” (emphasis his).
Letter to his sister Alice, 31 May 1916 (Cru 2007 157).
55 “Chaque jour, depuis la guerre, je me rends compte plus pleinement du magnifique privilège
d’avoir des frères et des sœurs, c’est-à-dire des hommes et des femmes qui forment un pont entre
mon moi et le reste de cette humanité qu’il me faut connaître et aimer malgré que je la
trouve mystérieuse, trouble et un peu effrayante. Par vous je puis arriver à mieux connaître les
autres, à mieux me comprendre moi-même. En m’approchant de vous, que je ne crains pas et en
qui je crois, je deviendrai moins ombrageux à l’égard des autres. D’ailleurs, que suis-je sans
vous?” Letter to his sister Alice, 31 May 1916 (157).
56 “Je suis très heureux que la guerre ait été l’occasion de ces lettres où nous avons été amenés
peu à peu à causer librement et je sais que cela aurait pu ne jamais se produire, que j’aurais pu
conserver cette réserve bizarre que j’ai éprouvée même auprès de Maman. Pendant que j’étais
jeune homme elle me reprochait amicalement de n’être guère expansif, de ne même pas
dire ‘Vois ces belles fleurs’ ou ‘Que la vallée est merveilleuse ce soir’. Je souffrais de m’entendre
dire cela en sentant tout l’enthousiasme qui bouillonnait sourdement en moi, — mais non — je
53
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newfound trust and relatability. Thanks to these letters, Cru wrote, he and his relative
could “causer librement” beyond the “réserve bizarre” that he posited as one of his prewar identity’s distinctive features. While Cru’s felt that his pre-war sensibilité was held back
by a “sotte pudeur,”57 the war experience allowed him to “briser la glace” (Letter to his
sister Alice, 13 Feb. 1916 147-8). This transformative experience was intrinsically
intertwined with the ties maintained from the trenches to his loved ones through the
letters. During his stay in Verdun, which he would remember as his war campaign’s most
harrowing time, he admired intimate war letters as “une grande force et un agent de
perfectionnement” (Letter to his sister Alice, 22 Oct. 1916 (184).58
Cru granted broader consequences to these deepening ties. In a series of letters
regarding gender relationships and the issue of marriage, he posited the new sense of
“camaraderie” (184) experienced with his sisters as a starting point to think over gender
dynamics in more equal terms. In his own terms, the epistolary exchanges with his sisters
Alice and Hélène helped him reconsider his “trop masculines” views on marriage and
more broadly on women.59 Seeking common grounds and reciprocal relationships, the

n’osais pas manifester ostensiblement mon amour, mon émotion du beau, je craignais de paraître
sot et que mes paroles n’aient un son insincère.” Letter to his sister Alice, 22 Oct. 1916 (186-7).
57 A pudeur which, he believed, was found “chez beaucoup de garçons et chez peu de filles” in
his generation (187).
58 From Verdun he also wrote: “J’ai reçu de chacun de vous des lettres qui ont été pour moi une
source de force, de patience, de consolation. Quel privilège que de telles lettres et
combien précieuse cette faculté qu’elles ont d’évoquer la famille avec ses trésors de sympathie,
d’amour, d’anxiété affectueuse… dans un milieu aussi farouche et parmi des tracas aussi
furibonds.” Letter to his sister Hélène, 24 Jul. 1916 (170).
59 “Vous [his sisters Alice and Hélène] m’avez fait penser, vous m’avez montré des arguments
auxquels je ne songeais pas et maintenant nous sommes bien d’accord. Je l’avoue à ma confusion,
j’avais sur le mariage des idées par trop masculines.” Letter to his sister Alice, 22 Oct. 1916 (184).
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elder brother and confident intellectual let his sisters change his mind and sway his
opinions. He assured to his sister Alice that “[…] ce sont vos lettres surtout qui m’ont
éclairé” (185).
It is not an easy thing to appreciate how much the deepening of bonds and
concomitant change of views regarding gender order survived the most grueling episodes
of Cru’s war campaign. A few elements indicate that it took a step back at least. First,
towards the end of his 28-month campaign, Cru’s considerations on self-improvement
became less concerned with his relationships, and more oriented towards the
consequences this self-improvement would bear on his individual future.60 In March
1917, Cru explicitly related the emotional climax experienced the year before to the
imminence of death for the first time.61 Although Cru continued to abundantly write to
his loved-ones after he left the frontlines in February 1917, those letters never reached the
emotional density of the previous year.62
Cru’s understanding of sensibilité noticeably changed once he left the front behind.
Throughout his campaign, he used the word to outline a common ground with his sisters
and mother, as expounded above. After the end of his war campaign in February 1917,
while he kept on using the term (at least three times after his war campaign ended), he
now employed sensibilité as a synonym for emotionality, that is in a negative meaning, and
They also took a more spiritual tone through which his protestant faith appeared more clearly.
For instance, Letter to his sister Alice, 31 Jan. 1917 (215).
61 “Il a fallu le danger, la mort toujours imminente, pour me faire aimer la pauvre famille que je
voyais peut-être pour la dernière fois.” Letter to his sister Hélène, 24 Mar. 1917 (231).
62 One way to assess the change is to compare the highly emotional birthday wishes Cru sent to
his mother amid the Verdun battle (Letter to his mother, 23 Jul. 1916 (167)) with those, much
more restrained, sent far away from the front to his sister Alice a year and a half later (282-3).
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he associated this behavior with women. Indeed, for the first time in his war letters, he
employed sensibilité to pejoratively refer to his sister’s feminine inability to manage one’s
emotions in January 1918.63 While Cru, by doing so, used the term sensibilité to enunciate
a then-commonplace misogynistic assumption about women, it is remarkable that the use
of this gendered and dismissive meaning of sensibilité did not appear in his letters before
January 1918, that is nearly a year after the end of his campaign on the frontlines, and
despite the fact that he had written about women and had regularly explored what
sensibilité was about during his war campaign. He wrote the war was a moment of
disclosure and change in gender and intimate relations that he celebrated while thrown
into it, and with which he felt increasingly uncomfortable in hindsight.
After his war campaign ended, Cru ceased to seek common grounds with the
women with whom he had been in closest relation with throughout the war campaign.
Instead, he started to emphasize differences between him and them. In stark contrast with
his 1916 letters, Cru’s post-war campaign letters brought up disagreements and stated
negative judgments regarding his sisters’ opinions. As his combatant identity coalesced,
the male-female “camaraderie” (186) he had enthused about a few months before
disappeared from his writing. The elder brother and new war veteran started to voice
disagreements and differences of opinion, thus (re)affirming his authority both as a man,
brother, and veteran. The elder brother now underscored the flaws of his sisters’ once

“Je sais que tu ne te diminueras pas en permettant à ta sensibilité de supplanter la raison […]
ah! si les femmes savaient plus souvent être fortes, impassibles dans leurs douleurs,
moins influencées par leur sensibilité, quelle meilleure opinion elles donneraient au monde
moderne de leurs qualités.” Letter to his sister Hélène, 7 Jan. 1918 (278).
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perfect letters. He took on the role which his sisters had in 1916 and set out to sway their
opinion. In a discussion on wartime emotions written after his war campaign ended, Cru
started voicing views which will be familiar to anyone cognizant of his later works. Cru
corrected his sister Hélène’s opinion on the matter of the soldier’s courage and bestowed
her ignorance upon her civilian identity and absence of direct frontline experience.64 In
this letter, which proves key in hindsight, Cru outlined what was to become his wellknown and influential definition of war experience, summarized earlier. He explained to
her what kind of fear the soldier feel on the frontlines, while underscoring how difficult a
task it was to explain to someone who did not experience the frontlines directly (240). By
the end of 1918, one could hear in Cru’s letters the voice that would become distinctively
his in Témoins and Du Témoignage. The shaping of this voice, however, rested on burying
months and years during which the combatant, while amid horror, had felt, written at
least, entirely differently.
The soldiers who set out to separate themselves from war supporters and bourreurs
de crâne and embraced pacifist views — a major part of the veterans’ body in the interwar
period — had to draw a line between “propaganda” and the love and gentleness they
genuinely felt and expressed in wartime. Such a line proved difficult to draw for Norton
Cru, for those expressions and feelings of love and gentleness had been so efficiently
interwoven into the fabric of the conflict. The analysis of Norton Cru’s letters has

“Ce que tu m’écris sur la conception de la bravoure me montre que tu es loin encore de
comprendre la situation. Et comment pourrait-il en être autrement? Il faut avoir vécu le danger
pendant longtemps, et avoir l’habitude de raisonner ses sensations et son expérience pour y voir
clair.” Letter to his sister Hélène, 16 Apr. 1917 (240).
64
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retraced this inner struggle as it unfolded in the written words and gendered interactions
of the most influential literary critic of French First World War narratives. It has
uncovered that Cru drew on a language of gentleness and sensibilité that was compatible
with propaganda while buttressing progressive views about women in the darkest hours of
his war campaign. On the other hand, once the worst was behind, the soldier resorted to
a towering attitude and old misogynistic clichés he once was markedly separate from.
This shift, which resulted in him drawing starker lines between the fronts and between
genders, emerged at the same time as the core principles regarding war testimonies that
made his 1929 essay Témoins a watershed in the literary criticism and memory of the
conflict. Cru separating himself from the language of gentleness and sensibilité is echoed
in his literary criticism, as his foundational Témoins is marked by a staunch front- and
gender- separation that removes women and gender relations from its definition of war’s
“truth.”

Chapter Conclusion

During the war, a broad range of narratives drew on the sentimental, nostalgia-tinged
imaginary of letter writing to materialize the French soldier’s “transparent” soul from
afar. These popular, pervasive, often widely circulated discourses constructed a Janusfaced soldier identity. The compatibility of military duties with gentleness was central to
the image of martial masculinity thus materialized. This construction can be found at
various degrees in staunchly pro-war writings, as this chapter has examined in intimate
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war letters anthologies and in Maurice Barrès’ writing, but also to buttress nascent pacifist
views, as seen in Romain Rolland’s and Marcelle Capy’s. The latter was, however,
arguably one of the first writers to emphasize the contradictions inherent to that image
and used the emotional power of letters to highlight the schizophrenia of the time for
what it was: an “horrifying state of affairs” (Bartov 13-4).
This chapter has explored soldiers’ writing as a valuable source to document how
military violence affects the soldiers’ subjective experience of and political views upon
gender relations. Instead of examining both fronts separately, it has focused on issues and
many documents that posited the French soldier’s identity as informed by its relation to
the battlefield as much as to the civilians. It has revisited from this perspective intimate
war letters from an unknown soldier (as recorded by Neeser) and from the soldier, later
influential literary critic Norton Cru. Both (the former from the lower classes, the latter an
intellectual) intensively drew on the language of soldierly gentleness which was then so
often idealized. Cru, however, gave up the language of gentleness with women at the end
of his war campaign, right when he started to prepare the essays that made him achieve
posterity by prescriptively formalize how to write and testify of the war in an “authentic”,
that is anti-propagandistic fashion. Cru’s account suggests that the myth of the violent, yet
gentle French soldier helped at least some soldiers organize their war experience at a time
of shattered identity. With the dual-faced soldier image, propaganda created a political
fiction that served military and national purpose. Such a fiction could nonetheless bear an
emotional truth that offered meaning to both soldiers and civilians at various points. After
the war, however, a soldier such as Norton Cru was left ill-at-ease with the comfort he
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once found in drawing on the language of gentleness towards loved-ones and especially
women. This feeling of comfort had been interwoven with the political endorsement of
the war, a position he wished to unambiguously separate from in the aftermath of the
conflict.
Responding to anxieties triggered by the experience of gendered separation at a
massive scale, the pervasive narrative this chapter has examined aimed to ingrain a sense
of “imagined community” that elided the violent, threatening, and lethal aspects of
warfare. Published intimate letters was a powerful device that offered French society ways
of envisioning soldiers in a relatable and palatable fashion. The core rationale of these
narratives, which drew a significant part of their rhetorical and emotional power on the
co-optation of the popular classes’ voices, was to provide an instrumental emotional
incentive to support the war effort despite the raw fact of human loss and looming
society’s brutalization. By enabling the trope of soldiers’ transparency of “soul” while
neatly secluding the soldiers’ violence to the battlefield, these discourses did not merely
contribute to make the war experience incommunicable: they made the return of violence
home unspeakable. The last chapter explores how this strategy only multiplied silences,
opacities, and unresolved frustration and aggressiveness in the aftermath of the conflict.
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CHAPTER FOUR.
VICTIMHOOD, GUILT, AND UNRESOLVED AGGRESSIVENESS

Part I. Roland Dorgelès: A Life-long Writer of Masculine Victimhood
and Feminine Guilt

Jean-Yves Le Naour underscores that gender studies on the First World War and the postwar context often “se sont concentrées exclusivement sur le féminin: l’homme en guerre,
paradoxalement, est resté méconnu” (2003). According to Le Naour, the war veterans’
overlooked sense of lost virility was intrinsically intertwined with their “nouvelle
apprehénsion” of women.1 Through their war- and post-war writings, the scholar
explained, war veterans obscured how warfare experience had changed them, and
instead exclusively focused on denouncing change in women, which they consistently
deemed negative.2 Writing in 2003, Le Naour underlined that historians long overlooked

The French word “appréhension” can both mean “understanding” and “apprehension.” Le
Naour seems to mean both in the cited excerpt.
2 “À la nouvelle image dévirilisée et dévalorisée que le poilu a de lui-même, déconstruction de
celle du héros, correspond également une nouvelle appréhension des femmes. Là aussi, ce sont
les hommes en souffrance qui en sont les propagateurs et les initiateurs. Les femmes seraient
devenues plus libres avec la guerre, elles auraient été émancipées de la tutelle masculine et se
seraient grisées d'indépendance, et en particulier de l'indépendance financière conquise par la
perception de l'allocation de mobilisation et par le remplacement des hommes dans le monde du
travail. Cette mutation du genre féminin est sans doute bien erronée, elle n'est d'ailleurs pas
fabriquée par les femmes elles-mêmes mais prospère sur les fantasmes des hommes en souffrance.
Peut-être se protègent-ils de la sorte en stigmatisant les femmes, devenues seules responsables de
l'anomie du temps de guerre ? En tout cas, force est de constater que ce thème de l'indépendance
féminine poursuit celui de la dévirilisation du soldat tout en symbolisant le plus complet
renversement des normes” (Le Naour 2003).
1
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and denied what he calls men’s “souffrances de l’intime.” Since 2003, several scholars
have investigated these masculine “souffrances de l’intime,” inclusive of, for instance,
Jean-Yves Le Naour (2003, 2004) and Michael Roper (2009).
Jean-Yves Le Naour concurs with historian Odile Roynette that the scholarly
denial of men’s suffering “[a] largement contribué à conforter dans l’imaginaire social un
ensemble de représentations accordant le monopole de la sensibilité, de la fragilité et de
l’émotivité aux seules femmes” (Roynette 1998 265). The then-famed novelist and war
veteran Roland Dorgelès never conformed to the idea according to which “sensibilité,
fragilité, et émotivité” were women’s qualities. Roland Dorgelès never ceased to celebrate
masculine sensibilité in his war-related writing, which spans virtually his whole lifetime
until the 1950s. During his whole lifetime, Dorgelès wrote sensibilité as a distinctive
masculine quality, the way Cru did during his war campaign’s darkest hours. Sensibility
thus understood is not a negative disposition betowed upon women, but a condition for
men’s suffering as well as evidence of intact humanity. This definition of sensibilité was at
the core of theFrench soldier’s janus-faced image during the First World War. It survived
Roland Dorgelès’s writing, with all its ability to trivialize and justify masculine
agressiveness nearly intact.
Just as a many war veteran writers, Dorgelès wrote his harshest words against
women through the lens of romance, love, and sex, albeit more obsessively.3 His writing
Susan R. Grayzel argues that French and Belgian wartime narratives tended to portray women
as victims of sexual predators, in contrast with British narratives, which tended to posit British
women as aggressors whose immoral conduct threatened the survival of the nation (1999). I
concur with Grayzel’s analysis that, in the following of the war crimes marking the German
invasion of Belgium and French north-east in 1914, the Belgian and French women were often
3
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of gender relations at it stemmed from his soldier’s years is specific yet echoes greater
feelings of despair and confusion among with a sense of being emotionally stuck into the
emotional wartime disposition. Dorgelès’ rhetorical configuration intertwining promises
of masculine gentleness, repressed aggressiveness, emotional manipulation, and
unrelenting fantasies of psychologically and physically hurting women. Dorgelès’ attempts
to morally redeem these fantasies were, however, made harder to articulate because of
their wartime association with the Germans as a racialized Other. While the drive to
gender-based violence was always there to be read, those underlying racializing tensions
took a lifetime and another World War against the Germans to eventually explicitely
surface in his writing, as it eventually did in his 1949 Au Beau Temps de la Butte.
Roland Dorgelès was an outstandingly prolific writer as well as a soldier writer not
far from Henri Barbusse and Maurice Genevoix in the French literary canon of the Great
War. The First World War never ceased to be a haunting muse in Dorgelès writing of all
depicted as victims of sexual predators in wartime (the first and second chapter of this dissertation
offer several examples). I would, however, nuance Grayzel’s statement by pointing out that
victim of foreign sexual predators was only one of different roles women had in First World War
narratives written by French war soldiers and veterans. In these other roles, how consistently
negative their representation is is unmistakable. Luc Rasson examines how this corpus reduced
women to stereotypical and negative roles — “la frivole, la prostituée, l'infirmière, la vaniteuse, la
castratrice” (2000 14; see footnote 81 of this dissertation). Nancy Sloan Goldberg underscores
that women’s description is “constamment négative, qu’elle paraisse dans les romans qui
soutiennent la guerre […] ou dans les romans qui remettent en cause les raisons et le résultat de
la guerre” (2007 83). Pierre Schoentjes notes that in most of French war novels, “le mauvais
soldat n’existe pas, tandis que la mauvaise femme est omniprésente” (196). Moreover, the French
representation of women as victims of foreign sexual violence in wartime was underpinned from
the start by tensions which chapter 1 and 2 explore. In a climate of “masculinization of suffering”
(Gullace 2011), many post-war narratives doubted or denied that women had been victims of
sexual predators at all. Instead, the interwar period saw the emergence of virilized female
heroines that often were men’s rivals (Acinas Lope 2014). Moreover, the figure of the deceitful
and betraying female figure was prominent, as examined at length through Roland Dorgelès’
writing, below.
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genres (novels, short-stories, letters, memoir). The French soldier and war veteran started
recounting his First World War campaign in 1915 and continued until the 1950s.4
His Les Croix de Bois counts among the most popular novels of the French Great War
canon. It is well-known for having lost the Goncourt prize only to Marcel Proust’s A
l’Ombre des Jeunes Filles en Fleurs in 1919. Dorgelès’ Les Croix de Bois and the most canonical
French Great War novel Henri Barbusse’s Le Feu (1916) have in common to realistically
chronicle the horrors of trench warfare, and to do so from the perspective of ordinary
French soldiers. Just as Le Feu cannot be deemed a pacifist novel (as demonstrated by
Demm 2000 and Pernot 20185), Les Croix de Bois, even as it portrays the war as lamentable
and the losses incurred tragic, nonetheless carries the view that the war was a necessary
response to foreign invasion and that that the nation deserved all the human sacrifices.
In parallel, Dorgelès assured that he wrote Les Croix de Bois against “les âneries
sentimentales de feuilletonistes épuisés brodées de faits divers cueillis dans les gazettes”
(Correspondance 2003). As explored below, Les Croix de Bois provides a record of the French
soldier’s frustration as it crystallizes on women. In this novel, the latter are deemed

Dorgelès’ last work entirely dedicated to the memory of the First World War was the edition of
the war poem Le Tombeau des poètes. 1914-1918. It was published in 1954.
5 Barbusse’s Le Feu persuasively represents the front as a universe amid which soldiers, even the
loved ones, are hardly knowable by the people from the arrière. As demonstrated by Michel
Pernot’s thorough analysis of the reception of Le Feu, it is precisely because of this artialization of
both fronts that the novel, when it came out, was received as “une œuvre porteuse d’un
irrésistible pouvoir de réconciliation discursive entre l’avant et l’arrière” and perceived as “œuvre
d’union sacrée de par le pouvoir de faire partager, loin de tout bourrage de crâne, l’expérience et
les discours de l’avant à ceux qui ne se battent pas” (Pernot 2018 111-2). According to Pernot, it
is because it accomplished the same purpose but with discursive means more relevant to the
climate of the mid-war years that Barbusse’s masterwork, while departing from the rhetoric of
the likes of Maurice Barrès, nonetheless bore what Pernot called the “imprimatur” of pro-war
discourses.
4
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responsible for some of the most humiliating dimensions of men’s suffering. At times, Les
Croix de Bois depict soldiers as desensitized by the war environment and not up to their
reputation of sensibilité — for instance when a group of soldiers mistakes a house hosting a
dead child’s wake for a prostitution house (Les Croix de Bois 257-67). Through the
epistolary link with loved ones, however, Dorgelès’ main characters strategically retain
their sensibilité and are therefore prone to be hurt by women. This emotional disposition
allows aggressiveness towards women to be written about as a legitimate retributive
response. Masculine sensibilité, therefore, is crucial to the rhetorical means through which
men who, while bound to remain civilisés, justify violent impulses against women.
Les Croix de Bois is a paradigmatic First World War novel that tells the stories of a
few characters that are intended to epitomize a range of types of French combatants. The
most important characters are Sulphart, Gilbert Demachy, and the narrator Jacques
Larcher. Sulphart is a factory worker who is sent home after three years in the trenches
and a wound. The later part of the novel depicts his struggle to readjust with civilian life,
as he encounters himself jobless, abandoned by his fiancée, as well as dismayed by the
indifference of the civilians towards the soldiers’ plight. Demachy is a cultured law student
who pathetically dies from an undignified wound alone on the battlefield. The narrator
represents Dorgelès as a young writer who sits at his desk to write his comrades’ stories in
the final chapter.6 Lastly, the more peripheral character Bréval nonetheless plays an
important role in the typification of amorous relationship.

Dorgelès recounts that he put a lot of himself in the character Demachy too in the later essay
Bleu Horizon.
6
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In Les Croix de Bois, women are portrayed are fully belonging to the soldiers’
emotional trench life. For instance, the novel emphasizes how expected and important
the moment of mail distribution is for soldiers. As one of the novel's characters
summarizes, “le bonheur, mais cela tient dans les deux pages d'une lettre de chez soi” (Les
Croix de Bois 132). This first function of intimate war letters is thus very similar to what
Luc Rasson has analyzed in Henri Barbusse's Le Feu: the trepidation over mail distribution
shows how crucial it was for soldiers to meet with their former self, the nostalgia of life
before (2000). Women’s presence through letters are important in the soldiers’ emotional
life: this is, as the novel makes clear, the medium through which they hurt, deceive, and
betray men at a distance. Intimate letters also demonstrate how women fail to be up to
the soldiers’ expectations. While the three main protagonists of the novel are widely
different and are intended to show distinct manifestations of French martial conducts,
their epistolary ties all converge to the same message: no matter how sentimental,
carnivalesque or heroic the soldier’s behavior is, ultimately, each end up betrayed by
women.
The character Bréval captures the French soldier’s sentimental persona. The
corporal, whose anxiety is embodied by his “maigre figure” and “face creuse,” repeatedly
frets over mail distribution (Les Croix de Bois 11, 13). He is constantly shown as either
reading, writing, or referring to intimate letters. Although it is assumed that Bréval
expresses his feelings to his wife through the many letters he writes to her, he never
discloses any of them to his comrades. The narrative provides hints to the fact that the
love story between Bréval and his wife is not running smoothly: the correspondence is
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punctuated by long silences that torment Bréval. The recurring waiting for letters leads to
the climactic moment when Bréval is fatally wounded and falls agonizing on the
battlefield. There, Bréval struggles with determining what his last words to his wife should
be and finds himself torn apart between moral condemnation and forgiveness. In his last
breath, he finally discloses to his comrades his ordeal and what tormented him
throughout his time in the trenches, without even referring to the sheer fact of his
imminent death: his wife has been unfaithful.
After months of torment, now that death is upon him, Bréval cannot decide
whether he should forgive his unfaithful wife or instead let his rage go, castigate her, curse
her, call her “slut” and “bitch” (Les Croix de Bois, 251-2) make sure anyone knows her
misdeeds, make her responsible for his death, and wish her dead. Dorgelès retraces the
soldiers’ moral conundrum in all its feverish despair, as Bréval, in agony, tries to voice his
last words and will to Demachy. The fatally wounded corporal goes back and forth
between two ways — none of them satisfactory to him — of asserting his virility and
dignity. Bréval dies before he could solve this moral conundrum:
Non, je suis foutu. Je veux que tu me fasses une commission. Tu vas me jurer,
hein. Tu iras à Rouen, tu verras ma femme... Tu lui diras que ce n'est pas bien, ce
qu’elle a fait. Que j’ai eu trop de peine. Je ne peux pas tout te dire, mais avec un
aide qu'elle a pris, elle a fait des bêtises... Tu lui diras qu’il ne faut pas, hein, pour
notre petite fille... Et que je l’ai pardonnée avant de mourir. Hein, tu lui diras... Et
puis, non! Je ne veux pas... Écoute, Gilbert, au nom du bon Dieu, je te demande
d’aller à Rouen, Il faut que tu y ailles!... Tu me le jures. Et tu lui diras que c’est
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une vache, t’entends, tu lui diras que c’est à cause d'elle que je suis crevé... Il faut
que tu lui dises... Et tu le diras à tout le monde, que c’est une salope, qu’elle faisait
la vie pendant que j’étais au front... Je la maudis, t’entends, et je voudrais qu’elle
crève comme moi, avec son type... Tu lui diras que je lui ai craché à la figure avant
de mourir, tu lui diras... (Les Croix de Bois, 251-2)
Breval’s irresolution inscribes the sense of women’s betrayal and the obsessive fear of
sexual dispossession at the nexus of the male experience of war and death. Breval’s
confusion as to how to emotionally respond to female infidelity (by clemency or by anger)
also works as a moment of disclosure. Indeed, women’s betrayal turns the French
dignified, decent man into a fooled, indecisive, somehow grotesque lover overwhelmed by
contradictory impulses. Through this scene, Dorgelès intends to demonstrate how women
can humiliate fighting men through their sexual behavior. The very sensibilité of French
men allows for voicing wishes of death against women, such as is the case of the most
sentimental of all the characters, Bréval.
In Les Croix de Bois, letters’ power is most pathetically channeled through the fate of
Gilbert Demachy, the protagonist that most closely typify the “would-have-been” war
hero of this unheroic war.7 Dorgelès uses pathos to narrate French soldiers as endlessly
victims of callous women. The agony of Demachy, who is the protagonist closer to the
Dorgelès makes this point explicitly through the eyes of one of the narrators of “Les
Permissionnaires,” one of the Les Croix de Bois chapters that was published in 1928: “J’examinais
[Demachy] sans répondre. En d’autres temps, avec cette bravoure, ce puéril et charmant orgueil,
ce hautain désir de s’admirer soi-même, quel héros eût-il fait ! Mais dans cette guerre
réglementée d’ouvrier à la tâche, dans cette tuerie sans éclat où la mort arrive sans qu’on la
provoque, que peut-on faire de plus, que mourir à sa place ?” (Le Cabaret de la Belle Femme 1928
313).
7
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stereotypical heroic soldier, is depicted at length: he is left agonizing alone for hours,
bleeding to death on the battlefield. Not many details are spared to the reader: the pain,
the fear, the loneliness are movingly conveyed through Demachy's stream of
consciousness. The dying soldier ponders over his life going away while being surrounded
by nothing but cadavers. There is no one around to confide his last thoughts to. In these
last saddening moments, Demachy hopes to find solace in his fiancée’ last letter to him.
He had previously delayed reading it because he wanted to keep it for a special moment.
The mere presence of the closed letter and its open-ended possibilities of comfort and
bliss was a pleasure which he wanted to make last.8 What makes Demachy’s death
especially gruesome takes place shortly before. Indeed, the reader learns before Demachy
that the fiancée’s letter, to which Demachy clung on so movingly, is a self-centered, cold,
careless note in which his fiancée informs him that she is staying at a hostel with “a
friend” and rhetorically hopes that Demachy will not mind (276). This is the last letter
Demachy ever receives, the one that he had awaited with much impatience, the one he
kept unopened in his pocket, for its very presence brought him so much comfort. The
reader is left to imagine the misery felt by the recipient as he reads this letter at his direst
hour. The fiancée’s carelessness maximizes one of the novels’ climactic and most pathetic
moments.

“Maintenant qu'il avait sa lettre dans sa poche il n'était plus pressé de la lire, il ne voulait pas
dépenser toute sa joie d'un seul coup. Il la goûterait à petits mots, lentement, couché dans son
trou, et s'endormirait avec leur douceur dans l’esprit.” (271).
8
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Through the letter from Demachy’s fiancée, Dorgelès expounds the irony of mail
distribution that can be found in other war novels9 to buttress his moralizing criticism of
women’s conduct. Moreover, in this instance, it is a woman, not a soldier, who writes the
last word. This is in reverse from soldiers’ last letters, such as the Belaud letter examined
chapter 3, that were widely published in wartime media. Through the letter of Demachy’s
fiancée and the moral abandonment it materializes, the soldier is stolen the dignity he
deserves. In Dorgelès’ account, men are victims of women who, because of their
indifference and coldness, throw men into an ironic fate. In the case of Bréval and

Barbusse already gave a realistic and moving account of the irony of letters and mail
temporality in wartime, as Le Feu recounted how one letter written in a moment of despair can be
received in a moment of hope, and conversely. For an analysis of letters in Le Feu that emphasizes
irony, see Schoentjes 2009 62-4. While I agree with Schoentjes that irony is decisive in the story
of Biquet as told in Le Feu (esp. Barbusse 301), intimate war letters bear other functions in this
novel that could be further explored. For instance, at some point, Le Feu’s narrator looks at
intimate war letters “fluttering around” over the no man’s land in the wake of a deadly battle
(Barbusse 163). Turned into debris, the intimate war letters work as reminder of the irrelevancy
of the arrière’s hopes now that the soldiers are lying dead on the battlefield. In those
circumstances, the narrator glimpses at only one line from one of the scattered letters: “‘Mon
cher Henri, comme il fait beau temps pour le jour de ta fête!’ L’homme est sur le ventre; il a les
reins fendus d’une hanche à l’autre par un profond sillon; sa tête est à demi retournée; on voit
l’œil creux et sur la tempe, la joue et le cou, une sorte de mousse verte a poussé” (163-4). This
“Henri” is inserted in one of the very few intimate war letters that the novel quotes and is the
only occurrence of Barbusse’s first name. The inserted intimate war letter thus works as a mise en
abyme in which the writer makes himself visible for a fleeting moment. The quoted letter opens
an undeniably personal, albeit very brief, parenthesis in which “Henri” depicts himself being
looking at in a way that might have been the daunting vision of himself as dead. Many elements
make this excerpt converge towards irony: the contrast between the letter’s commonplace
remarks and the horrific detail given about the rotting cadaver; the letter’s irrelevancy now that
its recipient is dead; the irretrievable distance this very irrelevancy enhances. Quoting a
warmongering or bombastic sentence instead of a commonplace yet heartfelt remark would have
sufficed to make the narrative ironic. This was not the choice Barbusse made here. Instead, as
commonplace the quoted line is, it nonetheless expresses true concern, which signifies the horrific
cadaver as true loss for the arrière. The narrative on intimate war letters and the links between
both fronts thus remains tragic rather than ironic.
9
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Demachy in particular, men, as they are thrown in an unspeakably vulnerable position,
cannot stop clinging on to epistolary tie as a connection that is deemed essential to their
emotional survival, while women are cutting it off. In Dorgelès’ fiction, women break the
“union sacrée” of feelings, which turns them into traitors whose characterization is not
much better than the Germans’.10
Sulphart, Les Croix de Bois’ carnivalesque character, carries on through the war
stoically but end up falling victim of a woman as well. Sulphart learns in the trenches that
his fiancée left him for a Belgian lover. His fiancée does not even bother to let him know,
as he learns about the situation when the concierge writes to him that she left with their
apartment’s furniture (333). As Martha Hanna points out, Mme Sulphart became a stock
villain condemned in popular literature and high-minded scholarship alike in the
aftermath of the conflict (2006 290-1). However, Sulphart, who is the only soldier that the
reader sees returning to the civilian space, does not manifest any sign of anger against
women upon his return in the 1918 edition of Les Croix de Bois. Sulphart’s aggressiveness
towards women in the civilian space comes to the fore only in “Les Permissionnaires,”
one of the novel chapters that Dorgelès self-censored at the time he published Les Croix de
Bois and published for the first time as a standing alone story in the 1928 edition of Le
Cabaret de la Belle Femme. The short story “Les Permissionnaires” (along with two other

Although Dorgelès’ narrative generously uses the dismissive word “Boche,” the military enemy
is not dehumanized and no feelings of hatred towards them or pleasure in killing are expressed in
Les Croix de Bois. About the politics of narrating pleasure in killing in French First World War
narratives, see chapter 1, esp. pp 100-1.
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ones11) was initially written as one of the chapters of Les Croix de Bois. In the 1928 edition,
those three chapters were introduced with a short note from Dorgelès that implied that
publishing those chapters as a military man in 1918 would have been too risky. One can
very well perceive different reasons why the narrative would have been frowned upon by
the French authorities in wartime, as the suppressed violence already felt in Dorgelès’
1919 Les Croix de Bois takes a more explicit turn in this chapter.
“Les Permissionnaires” focuses on depicting the military leaves as as important as
they are frustrating to the soldiers. The short story provides straightforward account of
the tensions running high within the French military: the troops are shown on the verge
of mutiny, “[la] riposte sur les lèvres” (Le Cabaret de la Belle Femme 1928, 308) and full of
“colère trop longtemps réprimée” (310) towards higher rank officers, who are depicted as
unfair, petty, mediocre, callous, and dismissive of the soldiers’ merits. The most
disquieting moments of “Les Permissionnaires” are arguably those that focus on the
strained relationship between the civilians and the soldiers on leave. Through the account
of Sulphart, the reader approaches the resentment and repressed violence felt by the
soldiers against embusqués — and even more so against women. Upon his return from his
leave, Sulphart explains to his comrades how he got a black eye. He witnessed a scene in a
bar that made him lose control. He witnessed an attractive woman mistreating and
humiliating her husband, who was a soldier on leave, too. She made visible that he

“La Boule de Gui” and “L’Ennemi des Vieux” (Le Cabaret de la Belle Femme 1928, pp. 227-56
and 287-318 respectively. Le Cabaret de la Belle Femme was first published in 1919 without those
three chapters.
11
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repelled her, as she castigated him for his dirty hands, bad smell, and drunkenness (302).
The husband is shown as passively suffering the affronts and trying to kiss his wife, despite
her rejecting him. Sulphart lost control when the wife returned to the bar after her
boyfriend left and started kissing an embusqué. The act of betrayal from these two much
resented typified characters triggered Sulphart’s uncontrollable anger:
Sans réfléchir [...] je m’étais levé, j’avais sauté sur eux, et v’lan! dans la gueule à
Jean… La tête du civelot en a rebondi sur le mur… […] J’ai bosselé le négociant
jusqu’à ce que ses dents sortent, je lui ai bouché les yeux, je lui ai décollé une
oreille, et comme la gonzesse voulait s’en mêler, je lui ai laissé tomber une telle
baffe qu’on l’a ramassée sous le comptoir pas plus épaisse qu’un paillasson… (Le
Cabaret de la Belle Femme 1928 303-4)
The altercation is perceived as a cathartic “apothéose” (304) to the appreciative audience
of soldiers to whom it is recounted, with one of them retorting by disclosing a fantasy
juxtaposing humiliation with rape: “Ces femmes-là, on devrait leur couper les cheveux ras
et nous les envoyer au front comme cuisinières. Puisqu’elles en veulent, elles en
auraient…” (304). As already noted, the threat of humiliating women by cutting their
hair sometimes materialized in France towards the end of the First World War.12
Published few years after Les Croix de Bois and a few years before “Les
Permissionnaires,” Le Réveil des morts (1923) intertwines Dorgelès’ misogyny with survivor’s
guilt. The novel takes place at a time of reconstruction and mourning. Set in eastern

12

See chapter 1 of this dissertation, esp. p 50.
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France, it focuses on the tension between veteran and civilian memories witnessed in the
struggle between former soldier Jacques Le Vaudoyer and the civilian population of a
town located on the former front. Jacques, an architect, is rebuilding devastated towns of
the area. The town is crowded with Chinese workers mandated to help rebuild the city.13
The Chinese workers are depicted by means of racist tropes and clichés: they have “de
petits yeux sournois” and are framed as lazy, greedy, opportunistic, and women beaters (Le
Réveil des morts 52; 58; 67). The plot concentrates on the battle between Jacques and his
wife, Hélène, about the memory of her first husband, André, who was killed in action and
whose body was left somewhere in the former no man’s land not far away from the town.
Jacques, despite being Hélène’s lover when André was still alive, is scandalized by her
indifference towards André’s fate. Le Réveil des Mort is thus a guilt-inducing love triangle
between André, the dead soldier, Jacques Le Vaudoyer, a veteran, and the indifferent and
insensible wife of the late soldier, now Jacques’ fiancée.
The novel posits infidelity as a core metaphor for women’s moral inferiority and
the soldierly bond (homoerotic or not14) as greater than any heterosexual romantic
relationship, as did other war novels of the time — especially Joseph Kessel’s L’Equipage
(1923) and Henry de Montherlant’s Le Songe (1922). It outlines a portrait of post-war
France in which many combatants continue to fall (or feel) victims of unfaithful women.
About Chinese indentured labor in France during the First World War and its aftermath, see
Bailey 2011.
14 Leonard V. Smith notes that homoeroticism (which was an important feature of British
wartime literature first examined by Paul Fussell) is rarer in published testimony from France in
that period (Smith 2007 81), although Brian J. Martin, citing André Gide, Jean Cocteau, Pierre
Loti, and Marcel Proust, points out that the First World War inspired homoerotic literary texts in
France, too (Martin 257-9).
13
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The female owner of the town’s bar, “la femme Vauroux” (we never know her full name)
is thus depicted as having had a child with a German lover during the war. She now keeps
cheating on her oblivious husband with a Chinese lover even though the latter beats her
(51; 66-8). For all the suppressed violence against women the novel is fraught with, it is
remarkable that the only man described as battering a woman happens to be a foreigner.
Through the continued unfaithfulness of Vauroux with the Chinese worker, Dorgelès
hammers that the French men continue to be dispossessed of “their” women in post-war
France. The conjunction of betrayal from inside (women’s) and outside (the foreign
presence) intends to describe a scarred nation that is destroyed physically as much as
morally. These scenes pave the way for the novel’s conclusion, when the narrator
abandons the worst woman of all, Hélène, as a redeeming and regenerative moment.
The dead soldier’s wife and narrator’s lover bears the ill-fated name Hélène.15
Other than that and the facts that she is cold to her lover and was unfaithful to her late
husband, the reader does not get to learn much about her. An important strand of the
narrative focuses on how the narrator gets to process the guilt he feels towards the
cheated-on late husband. As is often the case in Dorgelès’ writing, the novel includes
thinly veiled autobiographical elements, and the narrative of guilt and women’s
unfaithfulness especially can be traced back to personal events Dorgelès often revisited in
writing.16 This guilt first appears as André’s mother recounts to Jacques the letters her son
The choice of the female character name was certainly a nod to Hélène from The Iliad, the
woman in the name of which the Trojan War breaks out. The unfaithful wife of Joseph Kessel's
L'Équipage, published the same year as Le Réveil des Morts, is also named Hélène.
16 During the war, Roland Dorgelès had a romantic relationship with a woman whose husband
died on the front. This woman, named Madeleine Borgeaud in real life, broke up with Dorgelès
15
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wrote to her from the front. In these letters, the soldier never complained, and always hid
how his life was on the line — just the way Dorgelès lied in the letters he sent to his own
mother throughout the war (as examined below). The mother’s recounting of her late son
André’s letters triggers “un souvenir odieux, le sentiment d’une sale action...” as Jacques
reminisces Hélène reading the letters of her husband André in their “lit défait” when the
latter was still alive (Le Réveil des morts 165).17 Although Le Vaudoyer comes to term with
his guilt by acknowledging it and breaking up with Hélène, Hélène is assumed to be and
remain guilty.
Hélène stands as a traitor to her lover now that they are married as much as she
did to her late husband. As an architect in charge of the reconstruction of towns ravaged
by the war, Le Vaudoyer travels throughout the week and returns to his wife on the
weekends. Such distance-relationship brings back the memory, temporality, and practice
of wartime letters. In their epistolary exchanges, Hélène is shown as a “pas tendre,”
indifferent, and reluctant writer. The dissatisfaction is mutual, since, when Le Vaudoyer

towards the end of his war campaign. He discovered letters from Madeleine’s lover, which
confirms his suspicion that she left him for another man. I return to this personal anecdote later.
17 This scene is strikingly close to one from a novel that Dorgelès hated and got to read the same
year Le Réveil des Morts was published. Indeed, in Radiguet’s le Diable au corps (which also involves a
love triangle, this one comprising a soldier, his fiancee Marthe and the fiancee’s young lover), the
first mention to the soldier's letters happens in very similar circumstances that those found in Le
Réveil des Morts: as Marthe and the narrator are about to have sex, they are depicted reading
together by the fireplace, where Marthe “jetait souvent les lettres que son mari lui envoyait,
chaque jour, du front” (Radiguet 68). Burning the soldier’s letter works as an easy shorthand for
the young fiancee’s heartlessness. The narrator, ironically moved by the soldier’s abandonment,
later dictate Marthe letters faking love and affection. Dorgelès, however, hated Le Diable au corps,
certainly because, despite the unfaithful fiancee’s death, Radiguet’s novel is not moralizing the
way Le Réveil des Morts; and that there is no redeemed returning soldier in Radiguet’s.
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reproaches Hélène for her perceived lack of tenderness and for being “pas très sensible,”
she retorts that he is “trop sensible” (176). The exchange of reproaches is coupled with
gender reversal, as Hélène, as she voices those reproaches, “devenait subitement comme
bise, en un clin d’œil, c’était une autre femme, avec des traits durcis et presque masculins”
(176). Deeply troubled by Hélène’s indifference, Jacques, while he is away, becomes
concerned by the absence of letters from his wife in a way that calls to mind the words of
soldiers longing for news from their wives, and eaten up by the fear of promiscuity. His
wife’s evoking her social life in Montmartre while he is away triggers Le Vaudoyer’s fears
that she might cheat on him (206). His paranoia leads him to passive aggressive
behavior:18 while he is away, Jacques is torn apart between grudge and tenderness in a
spirit close to the personal letters Dorgelès used to write to his lover (examined below) and
to that of Bréval from Les Croix de Boix.
Jacque’s confusion regarding what he feels and what he should do progressively
morphs into a blurring between his identity and that of the late soldier and husband
André. The more Jacques feels guilty towards André, the more he is appalled by Hélène's
behavior, her perceived coldness and insensibility. At a turning point of the novel, Jacques
finds the intimate war letters André used to send to his wife while she was beginning a
love affair with Jacques. By reading letters full of “tendresse” that “auraient pu être les
siennes,” Le Vaudoyer feels a deep connection with André (257-8). From that moment on,

“Souvent, pourtant, dans la semaine, Jacques était pris d'une sorte de rage passionnée, il aurait
voulu tout oublier, abolir le passé, et il envoyait alors à sa femme des lettres, insensées, toutes
pleines de reproches et de tendresse, qu'il regrettait aussitôt d’avoir écrites” (192).
18
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Jacques becomes obsessed with André’s letters to the point of memorizing some of them.
When he ventriloquizes some excerpts in front of Hélène, she does not even recognize
their author, thus demonstrating once again her heartlessness and obliviousness. Intimate
war letters work as a memory and emotional device through which Jacques creates a
community of male suffering caused by women cruelty. As he continues to obsessively
read André’s letters, “il oubliait que c’était lui, l’amant, l'autre la victime; leurs deux
cœurs si semblables ne faisaient plus qu’un” (266). Thus, the sense of closure, the victory
over Hélène that Jacques earns at the end of the novel is symbolically shared with André.
Once he made his decision of breaking up, writing a letter to her, the idea that first occurs
to him, is dismissed right away (307). The quiet sense of triumph stems from breaking up
silently, just as a heartless person would do. As the novel goes, the war veteran, who was
long alienated by an unworthy woman, recovers dignity and agency by abandoning her
without a word. The novel thus proposes a restoration of traditional gender order
through men’s newly found stoicism in the face of women that never fail to be their moral
inferior.
Dorgelès belongs to the group of war veteran writers who returned to the First
World War in their older years through the lens of gender relations, love, and sexuality.
The feeling of disillusionment prevailed in this group. Written in the darkest years of the
Second World War and published in 1944, Louis Aragon’s Aurélien tells the neverconsummated romance of the eponymous war veteran and Bérénice, a female lover who
dies as a member of French resistance during the Second World War. One of the themes
of this complex and rich novel revolves around Aurélien’s idealizing, stultifying, if not
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necrophiliac relationship with his female love interest.19 In his 1946 La Main Coupée, Blaise
Cendrars narrates the war as primarily an experience of sexual frustration aroused by
blood. For the soldiers whose life and death Cendrars chronicles, women are “garces”
(Cendrars 71) and writing to them no more than “pondre, pondre, pondre” just as lice
would lay eggs. As recounted by Cendrars, these soldiers are subject to “la hantise de la
femme” (43) and experience sexual desire as an alienating animalization. 20 Cendrars,
whose misogyny Romain Enriquez (2019) retraces beyond his First World War narratives,
also recounts in hindsight the soldier’s return as a threatening and possibly lethal
experience to women. La Main Coupée is thus straightforward in its description of post-war
trauma and brutalized gender relations.21

For an analysis of the First World War’s presence in Aurélien, see Jacobée-Sivry 2016. There
would be more research to do into the relation between war experience and trauma and gender
relations in this complex novel.
20 La Main Coupée is famous to not recount the most traumatic event of Cendrars’ war campaign
which its title announces, the loss of his right arm. The novel, however, delves into the war’s
potential for brutalization of gender relations. Through means of multiple double entendre, the
novel introduction frames the war as primarily an experience of sexual frustration for soldiers.
The military “offensive du printemps” of 1915 is written as a sexual awakening through blood.
The soldiers’ sexual awakening is first felt through their experience of killing and death. It soon
arouses “the arrière,” a term that means “home front” but that Cendrars uses and repeats to
evoke anatomical backside of both the soldiers and the imagined women: “Il y a exactement
trente ans de cela. Oui, il y avait du nouveau. Mais ce n’était pas ‘l’offensive du printemps.’ […]
Le nouveau, pour nous, c’est que le printemps nous travaillait et qu’après cette saignée vaine et
héroïque, l’arrière commença à se remuer […] L’arrière se remuait. Les premières babillardes
des premières marraines nous parvenaient également. L’arrière prenait consistance.” (Cendrars
9-10). The soldierly “nostalgie des femmes” turns men into lice (11-12). The practice of writing
letters, which so many authors described as a space in which the soldiers nurtured their sensible
self, becomes a bug instinct: the soldiers write to “leurs femmes” just as lice would lay (91), and
the narrator describes several times how he used to mock those men who wrote letters “comme
les poux n’arrêtaient pas de pondre, de pondre…” (91; 251).
21 Bikoff, one of the soldiers’ life and death the novel recounts and who returns blind from the
trenches, starts to lose his mind, and becomes dangerous once he marries his caretaker, a Russian
woman named Douscha. Bikoff becomes a danger to his wife through the fear of sexual
dispossession and unfaithfulness (72). She tells an interlocutor who remains unknown and silent
19
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René Naegelen is one more member of the group of disillusioned aging French
war veterans returning to the First World War through the lens of gender relations, love,
and sexuality. In 1966, Naegelen published a new edition of Les Suppliciés, a war novel that
was emblematic of the pacifist turn when it first came out in 1927. In the foreword to the
1966 edition, René Naegelen expresses regrets about the romance Les Suppliciés tells
between the protagonist soldier and a prostitute. The novelist retrospectively dismissed the
authenticity of feelings and purity of intentions the novel granted to the female character
and love interest: “Je regrette seulement d’avoir un peu romancé, élevé, embelli, enrichi
les rencontres occasionnelles d’un fantassin et d’une ‘fille.’ Le soldat idéalisait. La fille
gardait son sang-froid et sa vénalité” (1966 12). 40 years later, Naegelen now posited this
(relatively) positive framing of women as mere soldierly idealization.22 One of the very
few positive descriptions of feminine love interests ever written by a French war veteran
was thus ultimately recanted.23

how her husband threatens to kill her (72); how her life has become a nightmare. She assumes
that her life is in danger and yet is ready to be killed in his husband’s hands: “Mais cela m’est égal
qu’il me tue car je l’aime bien, le pauvre” (73). Eventually, Bikoff shots his wife in the head and
commits suicide. For all comment, the narrative specifies that the wife murder “fut rapide et ne
dérangea pas les voisins” (73).
22 Henri Poulaille’s Pain de Soldat offers one more paradigmatic instance in which the purity of the
soldier’s intention, who thinks he is experiencing a true love story, is pitted against the prostitute’s
venality (1937 149-62).
23 This positive description of woman does stand out as an exception in First World War
narratives written by French war soldiers or veterans (see footnote 83 and 198). However, one
shall note assume that Les Suppliciés depicted female love and sexual interests with nuance all
along. Aside from the characterization of the male protagonist’s love interest, Les Suppliciés
repeatedly offers negative descriptions of women, and especially of prostitutes. For instance, the
novel describes the prostitutes as harassing innocent soldiers into letting themselves into sex at the
risk of venereal disease in a style more typical of First World War novels by war veterans
(Naegelen 1927 255-6). It also describes another sexual relation with a prostitute that is “sale,
triste” and leaves the narrator frustrated in his quest for “true” connection (257-9).
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Roland Dorgelès revisited the First World War as the conflict was being dwarfed by
the recent and devastating Second World War. In contrast with his previous works, he
returned to romance during a time of war not through fiction, but through two personal
essays, both published in 1949. His Bleu Horizon (1949), whose title is intended to conjure
up the French First World War soldiers’ uniform, is concerned with protecting the fading
memory of the fallen soldiers of the First World War through an homage to their
humanity. Au Beau temps de la Butte (1949), on the other hand, explores some of the most
intimate and disquieting feelings towards women Dorgelès felt as a soldier and feels urged
to unveil in his later years.
The first of these essays, Bleu Horizon, is presented as an “épilogue des Croix de
Bois.”24 This essay, which was published in 1949, puts forward evidence of Dorgelès’
hostility toward the Germans at a time when the Second World War had changed the
meaning of such a hostility altogether.25 On the other hand, the French soldier’s identity
that Bleu Horizon revives is not the fighting one, but instead the sensible, loving, and

As advertised on the banner cover of the original edition.
In 1945, Roland Dorgelès advocated against the death penalty of French novelists and
collaborators Henri Béraud and Robert Brasillach, which made him ideologically “suspicious”
for some members of the Resistance and communists (Ragache 244). One of the purposes of Bleu
Horizon was thus to dissolve any doubt regarding Dorgelès’ side during the Second World War, as
seen in the photographic montage that opens the essay. (Bleu Horizon’s introductory pages
combine two photographs of lively French soldiers during the Marne campaign of 1914 (7) with
the photograph of a dead German soldier thus captioned: “La Marne. Nos troupes sont
victorieuses. Les cadavres allemands jonchent la plaine” (Bleu Horizon 8). The only photographs of
Germans soldiers featuring Bleu Horizon are dead. Moreover, Dorgelès cites as evidence of his
hostility that his previous works, especially Les Croix de Bois and his 1940 Retour au front — which
anachronistically chronicled the early weeks of the drôle de guerre as if it were 1914 over again —
was censored by the Nazis during the Occupation. Dorgelès underlines that he never ceased to
call the Germans through the dismissive word “boches,” which indeed earned Les Croix de Boix to
be censored in Vichy France. (Bleu Horizon 281).
24
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romantic one. Instead of evoking war deeds, a large part of Bleu Horizon focuses on
rehabilitating the love poems written by fallen soldiers and young artists to their loved
ones. Dorgelès’ essay tries to both redeem lyricism while standing against the war horrors.
This is an unusual standpoint in France, where wartime lyric and poetic production
stemming from the war had been dismissed since the pacifist interwar period because it
was deemed to have supported the war effort. As a result, the memory of the French war
poets had been forgotten, which Dorgelès regrets in Bleu Horizon.
Bleu Horizon evokes the horrors of warfare these poets were victims of through
juxtapositions of images that make their premature deaths even more tragic. For instance,
to illustrate the work of Louis Pergaud and that of the forgotten poet Jean-Marc Bernard,
Dorgelès juxtaposes humanizing portrait medallions with grim photographs of cadavers
that remind the reader of the omnipresence of death in the no man’s land and suggest
the poets’ heartbreaking end (Figure 27 and 28). The photographic montage also implies
that the lyricism of Louis Pergaud and Jean-Marc Bernard is inseparable from the
gruesome circumstances that inspired him.
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Figure 27. “Jean-Marc Bernard, l’Auteur

Figure 28. “Louis Pergaud, tué sur les Côtes

du plus Beau Poème de la Grande

de Meuse.” Roland Dorgelès, Bleu Horizon,

Guerre.” Roland Dorgelès, Bleu Horizon,

1949, p. 201.

1949, p. 185.
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Figure 29. Ernst Friedrich. Krieg dem Kriege! 1924, p. 66-7
The superposition technique Dorgelès uses to redeem the memory of French
lyricism (Figure 27 and 28) was first used by the German Ernst Friedrich, who was a
conscientious objector during the war, in his 1924 Krieg dem Kriege! Guerre à la Guerre! War
against War! Oorlog aan den Oorlog!. Friedrich has recourse to this technique to display the
horrors of warfare and the extent of nationalistic lies. Friedrich, who was a staunch
pacifist while Dorgelès never was, does so in a much starker fashion than Dorgelès.
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Friedrich posits as a “political fiction” the idea that soft feelings (in Figure 29, gaiety) can
humanely and decently be detached from the omnipresence of killing and death. Krieg dem
Kriege also includes illustrations of soldiers killing and raping women (Friedrich 1924 146,
170-1) and prostitution as, ironically, a “document de civilisation” (172-7). In contrast,
Bleu Horizon, while inspired by Friedrich’s photographic technique, revives the imaginary
of the sensible and sentimental French soldier as a tragic victim of a war environment that
does not alter his decency. While Friedrich’s Krieg dem Kriege! intends to deconstruct the
wartime persona of the dual-faced soldier the third chapter has examined, Bleu Horizon
revives it. Dorgelès remains adamant that the French soldier is quintessentially sensible and
continues to take the civilians as his demonstration’s foil, who, he thinks, assumed
otherwise: “[…] La guerre durcit les mains, elle n’endurcit pas le cœur. Ces milliers de
garçons qu’on arrachait à leurs méditations et à leurs livres pour les jeter au front
restaient, malgré les apparences, aussi sensibles” (Bleu Horizon 185). This idea is nothing
new in Dorgelès’ writing. In 1919, he was already writing: “Les gens ne savent pas que si
nos corps s’endurcissent à la guerre, nos âmes, elles, ne changent pas, et ne sont jamais
calleuses comme nos mains” (Le Cabaret de la Belle Femme 65).
Bleu Horizon repeatedly returns to the idea of the soldiers’ “pieux mensonge” to
loved ones. According to Dorgelès, the French soldier finds nobility and shows that he
cares through his ability to lie letter after letter: “Surtout, jamais de jérémiades: le devoir
de l’homme est de souffrir seul. Rien ne parait plus indigne que de faire partager ses
tourments à une mère, une épouse, une femme aimée. Il faut leur mentir, au contraire,
leur mentir tant qu’on peut, leur mentir jusqu’au bout, afin qu’elles dorment rassurées”
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(Bleu Horizon 189). These letters lie to the loved ones they are addressed to; and yet, they
are also authentic, since the lies works as evidence of the soldiers’ genuine concern
understood as willingness to protect and provide emotional comfort. Not saying a thing is
evidence of virile yet sensible caring.26 All the while, in other texts — such as Au Beau Temps
de la Butte, examined below — Dorgelès indicts women for not understanding his war
experience, as so many veterans did. Moreover, Bleu Horizon considers gendered
interactions only through the distorted lens of the soldiers’ written words isolated from
what women answer. By focusing on the lyricism of the words written by men who died
on the battlefield, Dorgelès also eludes the question of the soldier’s return altogether, even
30 years after the war ended.
Roland Dorgelès eventually addresses the soldier’s return, and with it the repressed
violence that underpins his war- and post-war writing of intimate relations with women,
in his final autobiographical writing Au Beau Temps de la Butte. The latter was published in
1949, the same year as Bleu Horizon. This essay first evokes the writer’s bohème pre-war
youth in Montmartre before turning to the First World War and its aftermath. The last
two chapters recounts Dorgelès’ wartime amorous relationship and break-up with
Madeleine Borgeaud. Dorgelès fell in love with Borgeaud when he was a soldier. Just like
so many soldiers in love, he wrote extensively and passionately to his girlfriend from the
trenches. Dorgelès letter’s to Borgeaud were published in 2003, while Borgeaud’s letters to
For instance, Dorgelès quotes a letter addressed to a young wife that presents the war as a stroll:
“’Il n’y a point de guerre, je vous assure, rien qu’un peu de bruit, et des promenades qu’on
voudrait faire à deux.’” (Dorgelès, Bleu Horizon 192). He goes on to frame this normalization of
trench warfare as a sublime gesture of care: “Affecter ainsi l’insouciance, c’est élégant: parfois
c’est sublime” (193).
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him remain unpublished. As earlier works suggest, and as it fully appears in Au Beau temps
de la Butte, Dorgelès never recovered from her leaving him for another man towards the
end of the war. More than 30 years after the facts, at the very end of his last essay on the
First World War, Dorgelès thus sets out to “confesser” his experience as a wartime lover
“en détresse” (Au Beau Temps de la Butte 254).27
Au Beau Temps de la Butte expounds the role of hiding the truth already eulogized in
Bleu Horizon. Dorgelès recounts that he, as a soldier, used to shame the soldiers who wrote
“the truth” of warfare to their loved-ones.28 However, reading Dorgelès’ own wartime
personal correspondence shows that he selectively followed the advice he gave to his
comrades and refers to Au Beau Temps de la Butte.29 Indeed, when writing to his mother, the
novelist hid most of the horrors of war from her. Au Beau temps de la Butte frames this
decision in terms of evidence of love and care, just as Bleu Horizon does. However,
Dorgelès admitted for the first time in Au Beau Temps de la Butte that he used to disclose
some gruesome aspects of the war campaign to Madeleine Borgeaud to “l’émouvoir un
peu” and “pour qu'elle frissonne” (Au Beau Temps de la Butte 256). Later, as their love story
was turning sour, he confesses of fantasizing over winning her back by having her fear for
his life: “Je ne me plaindrai toujours pas, je ne lui dirai pas que je peux être tué avant ce

“Je ne songe pas à rouvrir mon carnet de route: ce n’est pas le soldat qui livre ses souvenirs,
c’est l’amant en détresse […] cette fois, au contraire, je me montre en personne, sans prête-nom,
sans masque. Il n’est jamais trop tard pour une confession” (Au Beau Temps de la Butte 254).
28 “Lorsque j’en voyais, après un coup dur, qui rédigeaient de longues lettres, expliquant en détail
que ç’avait été ‘une vraie boucherie’, que leur meilleur camarade avait été tué sous leurs yeux et
qu’ils avaient eux-mêmes failli n’en pas revenir, je leur faisais honte: “[…] Vous les torturez, avec
vos histoires. Le devoir, c’est de leur cacher la vérité” (256).
29 Dorgelès’ wartime correspondence was published in 2003. It counts 270 letters and postcards,
most of which were addressed to Dorgelès’ girlfriend Madeleine Borgeaud and to his mother.
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soir, mais, sournoisement, pour qu’elle comprenne, je lui parlerai des amis qui tombent à
chaque instant dans ce secteur maudit” (274).
Dorgelès disclosed to Madeleine much more about the war than the euphemistic
examples he chose to share in Au Beau Temps de la Butte. In her analysis of Dorgelès’
intimate war letters, Clémentine Vidal-Naquet cogently highlights the manipulative
technique used in his letters to Borgeaud. As the historian explains, Dorgelès’ letters draw
on the technique of juxtaposition to make his girlfriend feel guilty:
Le combattant, qui ne cache pas les dangers de sa situation militaire à Madeleine
[Borgeaud], et insatisfait des trop courtes missives de cette dernière, juxtapose
malicieusement sa déception et les risques encourus […] Roland Dorgelès joue
avec la précarité de son existence pour obtenir satisfaction: il s’en sert comme d’un
pouvoir de contrainte pour obtenir les lettres qui lui manquent. (Couples dans la
Grande Guerre 2014 453).
In these letters, the soldier reproaches his fiancée for not writing and caring enough about
him and proceeds without transition to matter-of-factly state that he is going to soon
experience deadly danger. By doing so, Dorgelès aims to keep Madeleine for him by
making her feel guilty in an act of lover’s despair.
According to the existing records, Madeleine Borgeaud did everything she could to
protect Dorgelès’ life throughout his war campaign. At a time when she was not in love
with him anymore, she managed to secure him a safe spot in aviation training in 1917,
which allowed Dorgelès to finish his war campaign far away from the line of fire. Thanks
to her, he spent the last year of the conflict protected from danger. These facts are not
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mentioned in Au Beau Temps de la Butte. Instead, Borgeaud plays a crucial role in Dorgelès’
most traumatic event of his war campaign, which the essay recounts in detail. The day of
Mardi Gras 1915, the author is involved in a raid that ends in a disastrous and deadly
fiasco between 14 and 16 February 1915 near Ferme de Luxembourg in the Marne
Department. Dorgelès’ most recent biographer Claude-Catherine Ragache exhaustively
recounts the deadly events of that day (62-4). Ragache’s account, however, leaves out the
intimate interaction which, according to Dorgelès, made this event the traumatic
epistome it stood to be for him. As recounted both in Le Cabaret de la Belle Femme and Au
Beau Temps de la Butte,30 the one event that Dorgelès would never to cease to revisit
regarding that fateful Mardi Gras is a letter from Borgeaud he would always associate
with that day.
As recounted by Dorgelès, he receives shortly after the raid a letter in which
Borgeaud tells him about a heel she broke at a dance during Mardi Gras. In this instance,
Dorgelès experiences the irony of mail wartime temporality recounted by Barbusse in Le
Feu: the mundane anecdote of the broken heel contrasts poorly, to say the least, with the
major devastation and suffering he just experienced.31 Moreover, imagining his fiancée
dancing with another man while he was going through one of his war campaign’s most
gruesome episodes is unbearable when he receives the letter. It remained so for decades.
Dorgelès never recovered from imagining Madeleine dancing with other men — possibly

The story is told through in a thinly veiled fashion in Le Cabaret de la Belle Femme and using the
first direct voice in the memoir Au Beau Temps de la Butte.
31 As discussed earlier (footnote 203).
30
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cheating on him — and not caring about him while he was experiencing the worst. This
episode haunts Dorgelès’ First World War writing throughout the decades. There are
references to Mardi Gras in both openings of Les Croix de Bois and Le Réveil des Morts. The
narrator of the short story “Une Nuit sous les Bois” suffers from receiving such a letter in
the same circumstances (Le Cabaret de la Belle Femme 1919 65-6). The unnamed narrator
explains how the “vétille” of the broken heel nonetheless affects him in words Dorgelès
would use again to describe the French soldiers in his 1949 Bleu Horizon: “Les gens ne
savent pas que si nos corps s’endurcissent à la guerre, nos âmes, elles, ne changent pas, et
ne sont jamais calleuses comme nos mains” (65).
When Dorgelès published “Une Nuit sous les Bois” in 1919, his words seemed
intended to demonstrate all the damage Borgeaud had done, while asserting that she
would soon lose her power to hurt him. The narrator from “Une Nuit sous les Bois” was
confident that he would soon forget the mundane broken heel and would only remember
the horrific scenes he lived through on no man’s land.32 Time, however, proved the
narrator wrong. Returning to the episode of Mardi Gras and broken heel thirty years
later, the author is now more honest about the sense of pride that propelled him to not
disclose hurt feelings when he received the fateful letter. His recounting of bottled-up
intimate suffering is made even more pathetic by his admission that he stayed silent
because he could not face taking on the role of suspicious soldier:

“La tache amère, sur mon cœur, s’effacera. Je n’oublierai jamais l’affreuse nuit passée sur la
terre des morts, cherchant un corps moins froid parmi tant d’autres étendus, mais son talon cassé,
je ne m’en souviendrai plus. Petits chagrins…” (66).
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Ainsi, à l’instant même où je rampais de cadavre en cadavre, à la recherche d’un
camarade blessé qui poussait des cris déchirants dans la nuit, elle s’amusait, elle
riait, elle flirtait, elle dansait. “Cassé mon talon… cassé mon talon…,” les mots
s’enfonçaient en moi comme des épines. Cette torture, je l’ai gardée secrète. Être
l’amant soupçonneux qui questionne et supplie, non, non, plutôt crever! (Au Beau
temps de la butte 266)
Dorgelès goes on to recount that, as he was unable to disclose his grudge, he then tried to
conform to the codes of sentimentality in use in the trenches. For instance, he offers a
parachute to Borgeaud. (It was common for soldiers to produce, offer, or sell small
artefacts and trench art. They also used these materials to evoke their intimate experience
of the conflict (see Kabbach 2014)). The latter, whom he always names with terms of
endearment in his letters, does not appreciate the present “à sa juste valeur,” he reckoned,
as she uses it as “napperon pour table de chevet” (266). He also slips lily of the valley in a
letter “entre deux salves d’obus” right after he saw a comrade horrifically wounded by a
shrapnel (268-9). Instead of evoking the attack or the wounded comrade, he wrote in the
accompanying letter a “badinage” performing the joyful and sentimental poilu. He cites
himself writing to her: “Tu te demandes peut-être à quoi nous passons nos nuits, badinais-je, eh
bien! Tu vois: à cueillir des fleurs pour nos bien aimées” (269). While Dorgelès thus returns to the
idea that he protected Borgeaud by hiding the most horrific episodes of the war from her,
he also rhetorically ponders whether she “[a] perçu l’ironie qui se dissimulait sous les
mots?” (269).
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While avowedly eliding the most murderous and frightening aspects of the war
from his letters, Dorgelès nonetheless reproaches Borgeaud for not reading between the
lines — the way marraines de guerre were supposed to do in wartime accounts.33 The veteran
recounts that he uses sentimentality as a façade vis-à-vis Borgeaud. He builds this façade
for himself and celebrates it in the works of war poems in Bleu Horizon (1949). As this
façade hid crucial dimensions of his war experience, he nonetheless expects women, and
most especially his love interest, not to take his words and gestures at face-value. Dorgelès
never ceases to reproach Borgeaud for not understanding what his experience truly was.
Although Dorgelès’ writing never addresses sexuality directly, the soldier wants, it seems,
his romantic partner to acknowledge him as a lover and never question his virility; yet he
wants her to acknowledge the war situation as debilitating and, in fact, castrating.
Madeleine was always doomed to fail to cater for these incompatible needs. Besides, as
Dorgelès was lying to her about what he would do and feel in the trenches, how can one
be surprised that he could not help doubting her words to him — to the point of paranoia
at times?
Finally, the narrative recreates Dorgelès’ nights of surveillance in the trenches and
the anxious trepidation over his troubled love story. While recounting the traumatic
context in which he gets wounded, Dorgelès’s narrative suddenly directly addresses
Madeleine: “Tu l’as oublié [his wounding] hein? Tu t’en fous! Écoute quand même”
(273).
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Au Beau Temps de la Butte re-enacts an imaginary or past dialogue between him and

See for instance De Vismes 1918, examined in chapter 3 (esp. pp 197-9)
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her. He recreates her voice and presence as indifferent and careless to his plight. Dorgelès
somehow acknowledges the ethical limit of the exercise since Madeleine is long dead and
cannot respond to these accusations (281). And yet, Dorgelès seems to take a cathartic
pleasure in this exercise, as the latter allows him to let out a grudge that had festered
throughout the decades. Just like Bréval from Les Croix de Bois did not know what the right
conduct was towards what he perceived to be women’s betrayal, Dorgelès recreates the
ambivalent desire to bring Borgeaud in the trenches and to either make her “crier
d’horreur” or protect her from the war horrors:
Je veux que tu [Madeleine Borgeaud] entendes les obus cogner au-dessus de
nos têtes, et les balles miauler, et les blessés gémir. Les doigts plongés dans ton
épaisse chevelure, je te maintiendrai de force au créneau. Il faut que tu trembles, il
faut que tu cries d’horreur !
Mais non. Je me mens encore. Je ne voudrais pas qu’elle ait peur. Je lui
voilerais les yeux au contraire, je lui boucherais les oreilles, je la serrerais très fort
pour lui servir de bouclier. ‘Ne crains rien, ma grande, je suis là…’ (Au Beau Temps
de la Butte 274).
Thirty years after the facts, the aging Dorgelès thus vividly reenacts the duality which so
many narratives written by French soldiers from the First World War were suffused with.
In the above excerpt, the two competing conducts pit an erotic fantasizing intertwining
sex with violence against the dominant and morally acceptable male protector persona.
While the first fantasy uses the “tu” form, which emphasizes how intimate the unveiled
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violent sexual fantasy is, the second conduct is voiced through the “elle” form, which
emphasizes Dorgelès drawing on more socially accepted conventions.
The fantasy of physical violence against romantic and sexual female partners
reemerges towards the end of Au Beau Temps de la butte, with Borgeaud truly present in
person for the first time of the entire essay. During the leave that follows the momentous
Mardi Gras and letter of the broken heel, Dorgelès expresses to Borgeaud the fantasy of
killing her. As Dorgelès just arrived at her place, Borgeaud prepares him a bath. However,
in the soldier’s mind, the gesture of care conjures up the shadow of an imagined
concurrent (286). The short dialogue that follows is a culmination of competing longing
for intimacy and violence. The prospect that the loved woman might escape his control
triggers murderous fantasies, as Dorgelès starts daydreaming about strangling Borgeaud:
Sortant brusquement de l’eau, je l’ai saisie des deux mains par le cou.
- Si je t’étranglais ? ai-je dit d’une voix sourde. Je ne risquerais rien. Blessé à la tête,
on m’acquitterait…
Autrefois, j’avais souvent de ces noires boutades, alors a-t-elle cru que je
plaisantais:
- Dis donc, cela vous rend barbares de faire la guerre !
J’ai desserré ma molle étreinte.
- Tu te trompes, ma grande. La peau se durcit, pas le cœur. (Au Beau Temps de la
Butte 287)
In his 1949 essay, Dorgelès remembers telling Borgeaud that, since he was a soldier in
good military standing, his murdering her would not have juridical consequences, which
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suggests that his murderous fantasies had been with him long enough to have him
consider the practical consequences of acting upon it.34 The war veteran also spells out
how serious he was, despite Borgeaud’s assumption that he was “kidding.” Those
fantasies, however, were repressed as soon as Borgeaud retorted that strangling her would
be a “barbaric” thing to do. The introduction and chapter 2 have examined at length the
crucial notion of civilisation vs. barbarie in French First World War narratives and its
intertwining with the representation and rhetoric of gender-based and sexual violence. By
framing the murderous intent against herself as “barbaric,” that is as German, Madeleine
Borgeaud tried to protect herself by reminding Dorgelès of the nationally bounded taboo
surrounding gender-based violence. The younger Dorgelès denied the association of his
impulse with barbarity by resorting to the vaunted French soldier’s gentleness and
sensibilité — without ever denying the murderous thought. As an aging, poised to be soon
forgotten war veteran, Dorgelès finally put to words and owed the mix of trauma,
emotional manipulation, frustration, and violent fantasy through which he suffered and
through which he experienced love at war.
French society was taught to reconcile masculine sensibilité with the ability to
exercise violence during the First World War. Roland Dorgelès’ writing, for all its
genuine pathos, repeatedly leans towards reconciling masculine sensibilité with the impulse
to hurt women. This combination is a cornerstone of the novelist’s rhetorical articulation
of men’s victimhood and feminine guilt. In Dorgelès’ writing, not only do men suffer, but

On the jurisdiction of domestic and gender-based violence and the soldiers’ relative impunity
in wartime, see chapter 1.
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their most harrowing suffering is also caused by women. Because French men are sensibles,
they are at the mercy of selfish and cold women who are responsible for and tragically
indifferent to their pain. Because men are so hurt, women are so unfair to them, violence
as a form of revenge is fantasized as a legitimate response and resort.

Part II. Rachilde’s writing of Vampiric Masculinity in Post-war France

Rachilde’s Le Grand Saigneur (1922) is provocative through its framing of a French war
veteran as a sadistic perpetrator of gendered violence. The novel offers a record of the
immediate post-war years as “une période violente, où travaillent, souterrainement et
ouvertement, les représentations haineuses forgées durant le conflit” (Cabanes, Piketty
2007). While writing a “roman anti-sentimental,” Rachilde recounts the physical,
psychological, and emotional violence that ran through French society in the aftermath of
the First World War. In Le Grand Saigneur, the language of unbridled violence coming from
the trenches, which Pontcroix, as a traumatized war veteran, materializes, disrupts
attempts made by the generation who did not experience the front to develop new
gendered relationships and identities. The novel explores four related types of gendered
violence that battlefield trauma amplified: resentment and objectification of women;
reject of those (including men) who do not abide to the codes of martial masculinity;
absolute and romantic ideas of “love” as a deadly threat; and misogynistic behaviors that
fuel women’s guilt.
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Although Rachilde, better known for her late-19th century works, remained a
prolific writer in the 1920s, her post-war novels have been less examined. Scholars have
often considered that her work then became of lesser quality. Diana Holmes points out
that aside from the subversive 1884 Monsieur Vénus, many works by Rachilde fully belong
to the romance genre, in which female desire, despite its subversive dimension, remains
submitted to patriarchal power (2001 145-65). Rachilde turned to the sentimental genre
in the interwar period, at a time when the latter was popular and when she needed to
make a living. L’Hôtel du grand Veneur, a short story published in 1922 (the same year as Le
Grand Saigneur) is a good example, for it tells the story of the female protagonist, a
bourgeois newlywed who is tempted to leave her marriage behind for an attractive navy
military man but eventually remains faithful and returns to her husband.
Le Grand Saigneur, however, departs from the more conventional novels Rachilde
wrote in the 1920s and 1930s. I posit it as a “roman anti-sentimental” whose complexity
has not been accounted for. As Dominique Laporte points out, some of Rachilde’s
sentimental novels of this period defy the conventions of the romance genre by taking
“des détournements stratégiques” and setting up “un protocole de lecture atypique
suivant lequel le lectorat visé n’est pas limité à la consommatrice fidélisée et passive du
roman sentimental, mais est plutôt amené à déchiffrer correctement les signes ambigus
que le récit lui donne progressivement à lire” (Laporte 109-10). While following many
conventions of the sentimental novel, Le Grand Saigneur pushes these to such extremes that
the reader is eventually confronted with the problems, ambiguities, contradictions, and
moral dilemmas of the very genre she nonetheless enjoys reading. In contrast with
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L’Homme aux Bras de Feu, the other “roman anti-sentimental” from Rachilde Laporte
focuses on, Le Grand Saigneur is concerned with examining the brutality underlying postwar class and gender relations as well as the respectable French war veteran identity.
Rachilde’s pre-war fictional works stood out by the recurrence of extreme forms of
sexuality (sadism, necrophilia, zoophilia) as well as gender-based and sexual violence
(murders, rapes, suicides, etc.). Her most famous work, her third novel Monsieur Vénus,
Roman Matérialiste (1884) caused great scandal in the 1880s by narrating a sadomasochistic relationship marked by reversal of gender norms as well as physical violence
and manipulations bearing lethal consequences. As Michael Finn points out, the heroines
of four pre-war novels by Rachilde were raped during their first sexual experience (46).
One might add to this bleak list the female heroine of “La Buveuse de sang.” In this 1898
short story, the red moon is witness to three bloody and increasingly violent episodes
through which a young woman comes of age: her first period; her first flirtation as it ends
with a rape; and lastly, the infanticide of her newborn.
Rachilde’s post-war novels retain some forms of extreme violence (such as Michel’s
murder in Le Grand Saigneur) and some of her pre-war underlying themes (such as the
reluctance to marriage as an institution). Nonetheless, her writing of gender-based
violence also takes other paths and purpose in this novel. In Le Grand Saigneur, no rape
with recourse to physical violence — the type of rapes that were prevalent in her pre-war
novels — occurs. Instead of only examining the recourse to physical violence, Rachilde
turns her attention to the process through which physical as well as psychological violence
became normalized in post-war wealthy society. Women’s ambiguity of sexual consent
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stands out as a vehicle to examine masculine predation, as examined below. Although
avowedly fantastical, her narrative recreates a universe in which the post-war
victimization of men and the guilt haunting women recomposes the affective landscape.
Moreover, Rachilde takes pains to describe the casualness and impunity that meet acts of
inter-personal violence perpetrated by men protected by their military aura and wealth.
Some scholars have perceived that Rachilde’s work reiterates male decadent misogynistic
assumptions about monstruous women and carries a misogynistic view that bestows a
naturalized destructive or self-destructive power upon the feminine (as argued by Holmes
2001).35 Le Grand Saigneur departs from this framework, since the monstruous principle is
unambiguously the dominating, deleterious type of masculinity that emerged from the
trenches.
Le Grand Saigneur relates the encounter of Marie Faneau, an artist and portrait
painter from the working class, with the Marquis Yves de Pontcroix, a hero and survivor
of the First World War. Pontcroix hired Marie to paint a portrait of him to illustrate the
book Les Revenants, a memoir recounting the war exploits and suffering of Pontcroix and
two other war veterans (8-25). As Marie paints him, Pontcroix falls in love and later
proposes to her. Marie, who is both attracted to and repulsed by Pontcroix, eventually
accepts. Pontcroix increasingly sees Marie’s brother Michel as an obstacle to the
marriage, as the latter does not want to be separated from his sister. Under the false
pretense of a pre-mariage visit, de Pontcroix drives Michel to his castle in Brittany. On

Whether Rachilde should be considered a misogynist has been the subject of extensive
scholarly discussion. For an account of this discussion, see Dilts 2019, especially pp. 10-1.
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the way, de Pontcroix murders Michel by supernaturally throwing the luxurious car into
a deep precipice. (The act is supernatural because the force deployed to push the car goes
beyond human capacity). However, Marie soon discovers a note, the last words written
by her brother shortly before his death, that discloses Pontcroix as his murderer.
Although devastated by her brother’s death and the revelation of the murderer’s identity,
Marie nonetheless goes on with the wedding to confront him on the wedding night. The
confrontation results in the latter’s suicide. In a supreme gesture of sadism, Pontcroix
leaves a letter to Marie in which he proclaims his innocence, thus bestowing the
responsibility of his suicide upon his newly wed wife and her supposedly unfair
accusations against him.
Yves de Pontcroix is framed as a sadist to the point of caricature. After Pontcroix
bites Marie to the neck, as a vampire would, Michel, Marie’s brother, calls him “Marquis
de Sade” (136-7). The origin of Pontcroix’ sadism, however, remains ambivalent. The
novel intertwines two explanations, an occultist one and a traumatic one, without ever
squarely settling for either. On the one hand, the “Le Grand Saigneur” title refers to Yves
de Pontcroix, the novel’s male protagonist and murderer, as a vampire — an ancient
buveur de sang. Pontcroix’s monstruous behavior against women and men who do not
conform to his idea of masculinity is framed in terms of hereditary behavior running deep
in a family in which gendered violence is multi-secular.36 This occultist explanation is

The novel recounts how, in the 17th century, one of Pontcroix’ ancestors starved his wife and
led to her suicide by locking her in her room after he feared that she was unfaithful (the room in
which Pontcroix and Marie meet for the last time shortly after their wedding and before his
suicide) (127-32).
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inscribed in a cultural moment, the post-war years, during which occultism was
widespread. Even though Rachilde had long been an adept of occultism, the novel’s
narrator mocks the crave, thus inviting the reader to take the “vampire” image with a
pinch of salt.37 The vampire image more reliably works to materialize the male
protagonist’s attraction to women’s suffering, as in the scene in which Pontcroix bites
Marie to the neck, mentioned above (136-7). The vampire image, I would suggest, should
not be taken literally, but rather as a convention which Rachilde uses to distinguish the
two intertwining temporalities at work in post-war reconfiguration of gender order: on the
one hand, power dynamics that predate the war and yet do not vanish even afterwards
(the “vampiric” identity), and on the other, new circumstances that directly stem from
battlefield trauma and alter the conditions under which gendered violence is perpetrated
(the war veteran identity).
Just as the red moon looms over the short story “La Buveuse de sang,” the First
World War trauma unmistakably lurks behind “le grand saigneur.”38 Pontcroix is
introduced to the readers as a protagonist from a soldiers’ memoir whose evocative title is
Les Revenants. This framing of the returning soldier as a “revenant” echoes the depiction of

“Quand on a chaud, qu’on est bien assis et que la digestion se passe bien, il n’est rien de
meilleur, ni de mieux porté, que de faire semblant de croire, non à l’immortalité de l’âme, c’est
trop vieux jeu, mais à un petit occultisme de poche que chacun tire de la profondeur de son
imagination. Ça ne va généralement pas trop loin.” (Rachilde 1922 121). And shortly later, after
telling the legend of an unfaithful woman who was left starving to death by one of Pontcroix’
ancestors in Pontcroix’ manor: “Trop d’occultisme! Nous sommes tombés dans le travers à la
mode” (134). See also 154.
38 Rachilde had first used the pun between seigneur and saigneur to describe the deaths and killing
of the First World War in the autobiographical text Dans le Puits ou La Vie Inférieure (1918 30).
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veterans as returning from the dead in contemporary cultural production.39 Pontcroix is
characterized as a war “hero” who avowedly enjoyed killing in the trenches. Secondly,
Marie returns twice to the idea of Pontcroix as not only dead, but as having died in the
trenches (104; 154). Pontcroix’ sadism is thus tightly tied to battlefield trauma throughout
the novel. This view is most powerfully articulated through a woman’s perspective. As the
worried lover, Marie, tries to make sense of Pontcroix’ violent behavior against women,
she thus ponders:
Suppose que le bouleversement de cette immense catastrophe [the First World
War] ait produit de nouvelles lois, que tant de jeunes chairs immolées en pleine
puissance de passions et de volonté aient enfin essayé de réagir, de se révolter en
découvrant le secret d’une espèce de végétation, d’une autre vie, et qu’il ne
distingue plus l’amour de la souffrance, qu’il ait pris l’appétit de la douleur comme
on aurait l’appétit de la chair. Ou mort vraiment, ou privé de cœur… (154)
Le Grand Saigneur posits men’s military trauma as the nexus through which the war affects
love, sexuality, gender relations, and women’s safety. It does so against the grain of
contemporary discourses, most of which did not factor masculine trauma into the postwar reconfiguration of gender relations.

One might remember the infamous final scene of Abel Gance’s J’accuse, in 1919; Dorgelès’ Le
Réveil des Morts in 1923; or Jacques Péricard’s phrase “Debout les morts!” initially shouted on the
battlefield on 8 April 1915 (1916). The phrase lived on well after the conflict ended. Joël Mak has
retraced the figure of the mort-vivant in relation to the First World War in more recent
productions (Mak 2019).
39
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Marie Faneau struggles with amorous consent throughout the novel. Although this
struggle predates their encounter,40 it is fueled by Pontcroix and propels his sadistic
pleasure. When the latter discloses his willingness to marry her, Marie is incapable of
vocally consenting, despite Pontcroix’s demand: “Je ne vous prendrai pas en traître, non,
je vous estime trop maintenant, pour le tenter. Je vous veux consentante” (104. See also
163). Marie voices her consent only once he squeezes her hands to the point that they
become blue, thus perpetuating the ambiguity between consent and constraint (107-8).
Later, she lets her brother make the decision of marrying Pontcroix (159). The ambiguity
of her desire is expressed in terms of a force that’s greater than her will (“Michel, c’est
malgré moi, c’est plus fort que moi… que toi” (199)). Marie’s attraction to Pontcroix is
increasingly intertwined with fear.41 The stakes take a more tragic turn towards the end of
the novel, when Pontcroix reminds Marie — who by now knows that he is her brother’s
murderer — of the centrality of her consent: “Marie, vous souvenez-vous que je vous ai
dit un jour: Je vous aurai consentante… ou je vous tuerai?” to which Marie answers,
decidedly this time: “Vous me tuerez” (268).
Pontcroix propels and manipulates Marie’s ambiguous desire and confusion: the
closer she gets to him, the less capable she seems of will power. Although Marie’s inability
to consent can be read as relying on reactionary literary conventions, the character’s
pluri-dimensionality invites for a more nuanced reading. Indeed, while Marie’s inability
At the very beginning of the novel, as Marie reminisces her late lover, “que je n’ai pas choisi”
(105), Marie is seemingly unable to remember whether or not she consented to the amorous and
sexual relationship and is left wondering “S’est-elle donnée ou l’a-t-on prise?” (32).
41 For instance: “[Marie] se raidissait de plus en plus, prise d’une insurmontable horreur et
cependant attirée, magnétisée” (136) or “Non, je ne l’aime pas. J’en ai peur.’” (155).
40
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to consent in love can come across as passivity and submissiveness to the male
protagonist’s will, she also demonstrates multiple times how highly driven she is. As
already noted, Marie, despite her name, is not a naïve virgin when she first meets
Pontcroix. Having lost their alcoholic father and dysfunctional mother at an early age
(31), her autonomy and stability contrasts with that of her brother Michel. Michel did not
fight in the war because of a “faiblesse de constitution” (36). At age 26, he remains
emotionally and financially dependent on his sister, who is a moral anchor for him (2930).
Marie is a lower-class worker who “ne pense qu’à son travail” (23). Despite her
humble beginnings, she is a respected artist and painter, a traditionally masculine
profession. Her profession grants her a firmly dominant position when she first meets
Pontcroix. During the portrait painting scene that begins the novel, Marie gazes at
Pontcroix, her model, who is left immobilized and shivering with cold in Marie’s studio
(6-11). Indifferent to her own appearance, she is the one reassuring him about his beauty,
the type of attitude attributed to men addressing women in more traditional narratives
(12-3). Her ability to “transfigurer” (17) and make an “oeuvre d’art” out of his model
frames Marie as a Pygmalion and Pontcroix as her muse (14). Marie, however, realizes
that, for all the respect she earns as a well-established artist, her social status remains
below that of Pontcroix: she describes herself as “une ouvrière travaillant pour gagner sa
vie” in contrast with Pontcroix who, as an aristocrat, never had to work in his life. She
also underlines her humble condition as a “fille sans fortune et sans dot” (101).
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Marie staunchly rejects Pontcroix’ attempt to court her in conventional ways, and
the pearl necklace he offers her ends up being thrown into the Seine. Lisa Downing
cogently points out that the lack of subtlety characterizing Pontcroix’ early courting
should be read as Rachilde’s “deliberate attempt to draw mocking attention to
recognizable conventions of romantic love” (2003 109-10). During that early courting,
Pontcroix starts displaying his disdain of women’s life by casually stating that he feels like
strangling women who love dogs, to which Marie retorts that she would gladly kill the
man who would hurt hers (91). This latter scene, however, marks a shift. As she rejects
transactional romantic courting, the thus far much-driven Marie becomes increasingly
attracted by Pontcroix, confused by her own desire for him, all the while progressively
coming to perceive him as a threat.
Pontcroix is a marquis “d’une cruauté si parfaitement mondaine” (131) who
perfectly controls the codes of galanterie expected in his social milieu. He is also a threat to
women and to men who do not conform to his ideal of femininity and masculinity. Right
at the novel’s onset, a violent encounter graphically captures the war veteran’s willingness
to make women who do not abide by his idea of gender relations and femininity suffer. In
this first violent encounter, recounted to Marie by her brother, Pontcroix discusses and
performs jiujitsu holds near L’Olympia with a clique that comprises veteran war writers
and military men (49).42 A young and seductive woman, who is depicted as belonging to
By integrating jiujitsu into the plot of Le Grand Saigneur, Rachilde hinted at a practice that had
been emblematic of radical feminism in the pre-war period. This Japanese martial art was then
known to have been used by Anglophone suffragettes as a self-defense technique against police
brutality. The First World War, however, since it disrupted the development of feminist rallying,
also put a stop to the development of such feminist self-defense practices. (As recounted in Dorlin
42
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the demi-monde, offers her arm to Pontcroix in a flirtatious gesture. Michel recounts that
the latter “ne s’est même pas retourné [towards the young woman], il a pris le bras tendu,
a appuyé son pouce sur la saignée… on a entendu un clac, personne ne pipait, tu
penses… et la fille est tombée net à ses pieds en hurlant, le bras cassé net.” (50-1). The
young woman who initiated action by holding her arm out to Pontcroix is ruthlessly
punished. Although Pontcroix and his social circle rationalize the act by referring to the
woman’s demi monde social condition, one may well read Pontcroix’s uncontrollable hatred
as directed against women showing initiative and unambiguity about their romantic and
sexual drive. Pontcroix’s act of physical violence is met first with silence, then with
indignation. A witness shouts “Vous n’êtes pas Français, Monsieur!” to which Pontcroix
retorts: “J’étais à Verdun quand vous restiez ici” (51). This short exchange provides a
glimpse at the cultural taboo surrounding French men’s acts of violence against women,
while Pontcroix’s response underlines how his war hero status is superior evidence of
Frenchness.
Pontcroix’s status as a war hero is discussed throughout the novel. Michel warns
his sister that a hero is “hors la loi” — which usually means outlaw but here used in its
literal sense, above the law, that is to say, is granted impunity — and that some heroes
“ne devraient jamais revenir” (56). Through the broken-arm episode just recounted (4951), Rachilde captures the war veteran’s propensity to objectify women. A while after, as
2017 62). Although jiujitsu remained popular in the aftermath of the First World War, it also lost
its feminist edge. Well into the 1920s, a popular newspaper such as Paris Soir continued to
associate this sport with “Femmes modernes” but also entirely left out the subversive and political
dimension this sport had borne to women and feminists before the war. (Paris Soir 1925). Jiujitsu
was also taught in the French military during the war, as indicated in Leroux 1918.
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he reminisces about his attack, Pontcroix ironically concedes that “[il a] été un peu vif
avec un objet exposé dans le promenoir de l’Olympia. Il y eut des dégâts sans importance
étant donné la valeur de l’objet” (71). Pontcroix’s criminal gesture highlights the
hypocrisy of the social norms of respectability, which includes the rhetorical denunciation
of gender-based violence. The plot also underlines how those social norms are ineffective
in effectively protecting women.
Pontcroix’s initial act of physical violence haunts the protagonists throughout the
novel. Thanks to his wealth, Pontcroix is able to buy his victim’s silence.43 Even Marie
initially does not show much sympathy for the demi-monde woman’s fate. She concludes
the discussion with her brother by considering that receiving money as indemnity for a
broken arm is “plus propre” than prostitution (52). Later, she completely “forgets” about
the “incident” when asking Pontcroix about his war experience and wounds (64). The
reminder of the war veteran’s plight thus eclipses her attention to violence against women
for a while. She suddenly remembers it only when she directly feels threatened by
Pontcroix (69). It is, in fact, her brother Michel who most consistently seems to be the
most alarmed by Pontcroix’s demonstration of unpunished violence against women. He is
the one who early on connects the French’s recent war experience with the aristocracy’s
“goût retrouvé” for blood (97). The broken-arm scene haunts him particularly. Much
later in the novel, as Marie is about to get married to Pontcroix, he warns her of
Pontcroix’s actual design, as he foresees that “[Pontcroix] va donc s’offrir la grande

The novel articulates a discourse on class, since Pontcroix’ multiple violent acts are constantly
left unpunished thanks to his wealth.
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ouvrière que tu es pour l’unique plaisir, bien sadique, de lui casser, moralement, les deux
bras” (156). The primary act of brutality thus remains a constant and polysemic subtext of
Pontcroix’s and Marie’s tormented relationship.
For all the references to occultism and vampirism, the novel’s portrait of social
trivialization of gender-based violence is sobering. This first scene of physical violence
examined above is compounded with yet another elusive reference to one of Pontcroix’s
previous victims, a young woman who, “un soir, a suivi le grand ténébreux, l’élégant
flâneur, ce monsieur qui possède le moyen d’enjôler toutes les petites filles d’aujourd’hui
parce qu’il les fait monter dans la très belle limousine, le carrosse de la féerie moderne, et
elle est revenue plus tard, chez ses parents, toute en larmes” (180-1). This young woman,
named Lucienne Gerval, withdrew her accusation in exchange for money. She
nonetheless tries to warn Marie against Pontcroix (182). Pontcroix’s crime against Gerval
remains undetermined, as it is recounted by Henri Duhat, a doctor who denies that
anything wrong happened. As he describes Gerval’s plight, he claims that “les victimes
amplifient” (180). He adds that her accusation only covered her moral fault: “Elle a
raconté des blagues comme elles le font toutes pour se disculper” (182). Duhat, as an
educated and authoritative exegete, normalizes and understates Pontcroix’ acts of
physical violence against women throughout the novel. “Yves [de Pontcroix] est un peu
vif” euphemizes Duhat to explain away the broken-arm episode (179). The novel’s male
protagonists from distinguished professions (notary, lawyer, doctor) all support the idea
that, when it comes to intimate partner violence perpetrated by men, “il importe peu de
connaitre les torts du mari, ceux de la femme nous suffisent” (127). Le Grand Saigneur
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portrays a French upper class that frowns upon ostentatious acts of violence against
women because they go against the image of the “civilized” Frenchman, yet does not give
credit to the victims, provides the perpetrator with multiple attenuating circumstances,
and grants him impunity all along.
Pontcroix is vocal yet tormented about the pleasure he took in killing in the
trenches. This very pleasure makes him reluctant to bear military decorations that would
only romanticize pleasure in killing (87-8). In the following war story, which Pontcroix
recounts to Michel shortly before killing him, the war veteran tells with “un rire sourd” a
war anecdote in which he was indirectly responsible for the death of two soldiers:
J’ai failli m’écraser contre un arbre en conduisant des vivres du côté de Verdun. (Il
se mit à rire de son rire sourd.) […] J’ai dû faire une terrible embardée sous des
éclats d’obus et j’ai perdu les deux camarades accrochés au marchepied, plus tout
une caisse de… confitures ! […] La confiture, de la groseille, je crois, ruisselait de
tous les côtés à travers la bâche et les entrailles des pauvres diables coulaient le
long des roues d’avant. On ne savait pas ce qui paraissait le plus rouge de toute
cette marmelade. (209)
The narrative trivializes the soldiers’ death through the assimilation of human blood with
jam. The war anecdote, which climaxes in the mixing of the blood of killed soldiers with
red-currant jam, calls to mind Louis Ferdinand Céline’s writing of the ironies and horrors
of the war.44 This trivialization of human death can be read as a survivor’s coping

One might think of the infamous “meat distribution” episode from Voyage au Bout de la Nuit
(Céline 20). The soldiers’ respective reactions to the traumatic vision of blood are, however,
44
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mechanism. However, Pontcroix’s conclusion to the story blurs his status of a sheer victim
of horrific events. The war veteran explains that the accident granted him his first
military citation, which he felt he did not deserve, since he had enjoyed the outpouring of
blood (209-10). This avowed pleasure foreshadows the upcoming murder.
The pleasure of killing fully resurfaces in the scene during which Michel is
murdered. The rationale of Pontcroix’s murder is framed in terms of the fight for
possessing the woman as an object of a-sexual desire.45 Both Michel and Pontcroix claim
Marie for themselves, and the triangular relationship is often framed in terms of
competition for exclusivity. It might thus be tempting to explicate Michel’s feelings
towards his sister as incestuous. He is indeed described as “à la fois jaloux comme un
amant et intéressé comme un parasite” (29). However, the ways in which Michel
expresses his love for his sister never ceases to be brotherly. At all times, he primarily
seeks to protect her from Pontcroix, whom he is the first to perceive as a threat.

suggestively different. Pontcroix’s characterization is markedly more ambivalent than Bardamu’s.
Even though Pontcroix suffered from the war, he also never denies the pleasure he took in killing.
On the other hand, Céline’s Bardamu only passively suffers from an unbearable and
dehumanizing environment, as he becomes nauseous and powerless in the face of the grotesque
and horrific analogy of human flesh with edible flesh (21). Céline’s protagonist is thus
unambiguously an unwilling victim of horrifying conditions: a non-violent soldier all along. One
might remember that Céline, when facing accusations of incitation to antisemitic and racial
violence, would point to his writings on the First World War as evidence that he always was a
non-violent person and a writer writing against violence (see for instance his 1957 TV-interview
in Lectures pour Tous). Moreover, the historian Odile Roynette has expertly retraced how Céline
instrumentalized his war veteran status and First World War wounds to first gain literary fame,
and later to organize his defense when he was accused and tried for collaborationism (2015).
45 Pontcroix’s desire is sexual only to the extent that sexuality means proprietary possession. He
vocally resents sexuality (239) but demands Marie’s virginity as a husband reclaiming his rights
upon his wife’s body (273). That demand is raw power play, especially considering that Pontcroix
knows that Marie is not a virgin anymore.
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Conversely, Marie’s affection and care for her brother is described as motherly (227).
Hence, I concur with Lisa Downing to define their relationship as anaclitic (2003 109).
Besides, through the Michel and Pontcroix’s dynamic and relations to war and
women, the novel vividly contrasts two post-war masculinities. The relationship between
Michel and his sister illustrates a post-war gender order in which men who came of age
during the war and who are used to seeing women taking on responsibilities are
comfortable with the idea of stronger and autonomous women. Michel shares some traits
with the male protagonist of Raymond Radiguet’s 1923 Le Diable au corps, as both
represent a generation of men who were too young or too fragile to fight in the war. Both
characters capture a generational gap in post-war French masculinity. This change is
marked by a divide between a generation of men who, after they fought in the war, fueled
misogyny by positing women as a threat to their social status and pushed for a return to
traditional gender order. Roland Dorgelès’ war veteran characters, examined in chapter
4, provide prime examples of such a generation. Michel, on the other hand, came of age
on the home front. He is emblematic of a generation that grew up surrounded by women
who took on responsibilities and took care of men like him while they were also
experiencing unprecedented professional, financial, and emotional autonomy.
One might also posit Michel as refusing to conform to traditional codes of
masculinity, even though his stance is not performed as explicitly as that of nonconfirming protagonists from Rachilde’s other novels. The life-altering notion of soldiers’
duty and sacrifice could not possibly make sense to Michel. Instead, the latter asserts his
right for hedonism, selfishness, and non-conventionally masculine roles. Michel proudly
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sees a “virile” example in his sister (29-30). He refuses to abide by conventional sexual
and moral norms, retorting to the accusation that he has “mœurs douteuses:” “Mais je
n’ai jamais eu de mœurs du tout!” (199). He loves “être mené” (208) and eagerly takes on
the feminine role of confidante in amorous matters (152-8). He loves his sister because of
her stature as a strong woman. While Pontcroix is unsurprisingly a dueling enthusiast,
Michel refuses the idea of a duel despite his actual care for his sister, thus again steering
clear from traditionally and increasingly outdated ways of “protecting” women (156).
Michel is the most, perhaps the only truly discerning character as far as Pontcroix is
concerned, especially considering that the latter supports a gender order that poses a
threat not only to his sister’s safety but the safety of women in general.
Michel, however, realizes too late that Pontcroix is a threat for men like him, too.
From the beginning, Pontcroix repeatedly fantasizes about killing Michel (70) and joyfully
tearing him into pieces (75). Long before the murder, the narrative foreshadows that
Pontcroix does not have any more consideration for Michel than he has for the women
he harms. He might have for Michel the same type of dangerous desire that he has for
women. Pontcroix equates Michel to a “pantin” (75), a child (160) and, upon killing him,
a woman (214). In a previous episode, Pontcroix beat a man who had expressed doubts
about Michel’s sexual morality, just as a traditional man would fight to restore his female
lover’s honor (199). In the scene preceding the murder, Michel asks Pontcroix why he
fought for him. Pontcroix responds to Michel’s allusion to homoerotic desire not with
words, but by moving forward with his plan of killing him (210-1).
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Rachilde describes the murder scene through the victim’s eyes. Here again, Michel
acts like a tragic Cassandra: while he rightly foreshadows his imminent fate, he is unable
to alter the course of events. Instead, he tries to rationalize his fear and does not give
credit to his own analysis of the situation. He does not vocalize his alarm for fear of being
mocked at by his murderer (216) and “[lui] obéit passivement,” thus renouncing to try to
thwart Pontcroix’s plan (215). After pointing out Pontcroix as his murderer on a note
written on his cigarette pack, Michel feels immediately more serene, ready to put his fate
into the hands of a force and a will that is greater than his, voicelessly plunging with the
limousine into the abyss shortly thereafter (217-8). The murder scene concludes with a
bestial Pontcroix wallowing in the fur coat that absorbed all of Michel’s blood (221), and
a mention of the complete impunity granted to him by his social status (222-3).
Through its focus on the relationship between Pontcroix and Marie in the shadow
of Michel’s death, the last part of the novel is essentially a narrative of feminine guilt.
Marie holds herself responsible for Michel’s death (228, 230). She cannot shake this
feeling off even after she reads the last words Michel addressed to her (“Marianeau, il va
me tuer!” (248)) and becomes aware of Pontcroix’s culpability (250). In contrast,
Pontcroix’s monstruous killing is compounded by his indifference to a crime committed
without “une hésitation mentale” (225). His personal doctor ruminates on how Pontcroix
killed without a doubt thanks to his military past: “[Il] conservait les bras tout chauds
d’avoir brassé les œuvres de guerre, là-bas, dans la grande cuve où bouillaient toutes les
chairs pantelantes des plus nobles humanités […] il n’était pas fou, seulement privé de
sensibilité” (255-6). Hence, the doctor ties Pontcroix’s act of extreme violence not to a
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pathology, but to the normalization of killing derived from warfare. Pontcroix remains
jealous of Michel beyond the grave and continues to worry that the late brother is
monopolizing Marie’s love and care even after death (229). Having practiced guilt-free
murdering in the trenches, what absorbs Pontcroix’s attention now is his obsession with
“love,” that is, with possessing Marie entirely and exclusively.
The last face-to-face encounter between Marie and Pontcroix occurs in the nuptial
bedroom — a blue bedroom (just like in Monsieur Vénus) as well as the room in which
Pontcroix’s female ancestor was once held prisoner and starved by her jealous husband.
On the wedding night, Marie discloses that she knows that Pontcroix killed Michel. Yet
she promises that, should he be able to give her evidence that he did not, she will
continue to love him. Pontcroix assures her that the matter will be solved the day after. In
the morning, he is discovered dead, having killed himself with a bullet shot in the
forehead. He, just as Michel had done before, leaves a final note to Marie (whom her
brother used to call Marianeau). He too points to a person responsible for his death. This
person at fault is no one else than Marie:
Marianeau, je n’ai pas tué votre frère. Le pauvre névrosé m’avait montré ce papier,
un jour que nous nous étions disputés à votre sujet, et, poursuivi par une des idées
baroques hantant souvent les monomanes de la persécution, il m’avait dit, en
riant: Si vous vouliez me supprimer, voilà qui empêcherait ma sœur d’être à
vous.
Le malheur, c’est que, moi, je ne lui ai pas demandé de supprimer le papier,
après notre réconciliation. Je n’y ai même pas pensé.
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Tout mon amour.
Adieu.
(Le Grand Saigneur 278, original emphasis.)
Through these final words, Pontcroix administers an ultimate blow to both Michel and
Marie. Pontcroix wrongly frames Michel’s awareness of Pontcroix’ dangerousness as a
misguided sense of threat or “monomanie de la persécution.” Secondly, Pontcroix
blatantly and confidently lies about who is responsible for the killing in order to bestow
the moral burden and responsibility of his death upon Marie. Pontcroix’s manipulative
last words propel Marie to relate with violent death through guilt. The “vampire” to
which the cryptic last sentence of the novel refers (279) crystallizes women’s guilt in
relation to violent death as ever returning in the aftermath of the First World War.
Rachilde’s 1922 novel addresses the changes the war brought to gender relations
primarily through the ways in which the war had affected the fighting men. By doing so,
she contrasts with post-war France’s reluctance to address the lingering brutalizing effect
upon French men — a reluctance that fueled extra-scrutiny over how the war had
affected women, not men. She wrote gender relations through the lens of psychological
and physical threat to women and to non-conforming masculinity. Drawing on the
gothic, fantastic, and sentimental genres, Rachilde recreated a society in which men’s
impunity, along with the guilt bestowed upon (sometimes internalized by) women,
enabled and trivialized inter-personal forms of gender-based violence. Rachilde’s
provocative focus on brutalized men and wealthy society did not prove popular. Le Grand
Saigneur was barely commented upon when it was published. Today, it counts amongst
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Rachilde’s lesser-known works. A return to her singular narrative allows us, however, to
start recounting the untold history of post-war repressed violent fantasies against women
as a shaping force of French interwar society, literature, and culture; a history
complicated further by war trauma and the cultural taboo revolving around acts of
gender-based violence perpetrated by French men.

Part III. Unresolved Aggressiveness and Women’s Emancipation in Mitsou

Mitsou’s narrative was taken up three times, at three different times, and in three distinct
contexts of publication. Colette published a first version in La Vie Parisienne in late 1917; a
much-edited version came out as a standing alone novella in 1919. Lastly, French
director Jacqueline Audry adapted the 1919 novella into a movie shortly after Colette’s
death, in 1956. The 1917 version criticizes patriotic culture, and especially the myth of
union sacrée as bridging social gaps. It also casts the First World War as a time of sexual
emancipation for women. Colette’s 1919 novella Mitsou tones down the initial version’s
optimistic view upon the war as a moment of emancipation for women. Instead, the 1919
version offers a narrative focus on the difficult handling of male aggressiveness in
intimacy. It provides a nuanced reflection upon how male aggressiveness can and cannot
be conveyed in fiction. It also intertwines this issue with the emotional as well as
generational gap the war created between young women who embraced change, and
soldiers who, after years frozen out of the civilian space, would not or could not question
neither the traditional gender order nor its intrinsic potential for gender-based and social
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violence. Building upon the 1919 novella, Audry’s filmic adaptation, which came out
during the Algerian War, brings Mitsou narrative to a happy ending by enhancing
women’s sexual and class emancipation, while also sidestepping the tension revolving
around male aggressiveness that the 1919 novella put to the fore.
Colette was one of La Vie Parisienne’s most prominent and prolific literary
contributors in the 1910s. The collaboration with the illustrated magazine started in
1907, when the then new magazine director Charles Saglio hired her.46 In addition to
numerous articles (especially a regular Journal section which was entitled Journal de guerre
during the First World War), the magazine published in segments no fewer than five of
her novels: Les Vrilles de la Vigne in 1908; La Vagabonde in 1910, L’Entrave in 1913, Mitsou, ou
Comment l’Esprit vient aux filles in 1917, and her seminal Chéri in 1920.
Although Colette was a well-established contributor by the time the 1917 version
of Mitsou came out, the latter was published in ways that suggest that Colette did not wish
to claim authorship. First, Mitsou is the only segmented story Colette published in La Vie
Parisienne under the bland pen name of Marie (as opposed to Colette, the name under
which she established her literary reputation and that she used for the four works
previously published in La Vie Parisienne). Secondly, Mitsou’s narrative conspicuously lacks
the hints to her personal life the author concealed in plain view in her previous works.47
That year, Saglio also hired French illustrator Chéri Hérouard, whose work chapter 2
discusses.
47 Autobiographical references abound in La Vagabonde and L’Entrave, whereas there are nearly
inexistent in Mitsou. An example of that is that Mitsou is 10 years older than Colette, while the
heroine of La Vagabonde and L’Entrave are as old as Colette was (in addition, Colette has a very
distinctive way of addressing women’s aging). Another example is that 1917 Mitsou takes place at
the “Folies Olympiques,” while the female protagonist of her two former segmented novels, La
46
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Lastly, the unusual short length, the odd ending, and the near absence of advertising48
suggest a disagreement between La Vie Parisienne and Colette that may have led to a
premature interruption of publication.49
While Colette published Mitsou anonymously in 1917, she fully reclaimed
authorship in the profoundly edited version that came out in Fayard in 1919. This shift
seems to indicate that some of the plot added to the 1919 version were the ones that
mattered most to her, and that she might have not been able to publish them in 1917 in
La Vie Parisienne. Since there is no known manuscript of Mitsou, these considerations shall

Vagabonde and L’Entrave, worked at L’Empyrée Montmartre music-hall, where Colette often
worked as a music-hall actress (Mitsou relocates to L’Empyrée-Montmartre in the 1919 version.)
Moreover, in La Vagabonde, whose L’Entrave was a development, Colette plays with the notoriety
of her personal life through hardly veiled references to her unhappy relationship with Willy,
easily recognizable as Adolphe Taillandy in La Vagabonde: the narrator introduces the character
with a playful “Mon ex-mari? vous le connaissez tous” (Colette 1910 28). This “vous le
connaissez tous?” was an all-the-more relevant address to La Vie Parisienne’s readership, as the
magazine wrote about Colette’s personal life, including her divorce and the homosexual
relationships she begun in its aftermath, as early as in 1907, the year she became a contributor to
the magazine (La Vie Parisienne 1907). Such type of self-aware blurring of real-life and fiction and
direct address to the readership does not occur in Mitsou, which reinforces the idea that Colette
would not or could not claim authorship for that work in 1917.
48 La Vie Parisienne lavishly advertised the three former novels and volume of short stories Colette
it published: the publication of La Vagabonde, L’Entrave and Chéri abundantly were announced well
in advance; Colette’s authorship was prominently featured; and the first episode of each was the
subject of that issue’s illustration cover page (See La Vie Parisienne, 21 May 1910 for La Vagabonde,
15 March 1913 for L’Entrave; 3 January 1920 for Chéri). The main cover illustration of L’Entrave
even consists of drawings representing Colette in the process of writing, which signals how much
Colette’s aura as a women writer was expected to play in her reception and success. None of that
occurred with Mitsou.
49 While all the segments of the two previous novels Colette published in La Vie Parisienne were
featured at the beginning of the magazine issue, only the first three segments of Mitsou are posited
at the beginning; the last two section are relocated at the end of the magazine and relatively
poorly illustrated (the first three sections are lavishly illustrated by the then popular René
Vincent). Moreover, while her two former novels span several months, Mitsou counts only 5
segments that ran from 10 November to 8 December 1917. Lastly, 1917 Mitsou ends just before
the soldier’s leave and the lovers’ encounter, while the first five segments seem to build to this
precise moment (this encounter represents the greatest addition of the 1919 version).
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remain hypothetical. They nonetheless help us consider 1917 Mitsou’s context of
publication as atypical for the then well-established and popular author Colette.
Mitsou, Ou comment l’esprit vient aux filles narrates a short-lived love story between a
young actress, Mitsou, and a lieutenant, which Mitsou first nicknames Le Lieutenant Bleu,
later named Robert. After they first meet at the music-hall where she performs patriotic
plays, the soldier returns to the front. In the 1919 and 1956 version, the letters they write
to each other lead up to a sexual encounter during his next leave, and an epistolary
break-up when he returns to the front. The 1917 version, to which I first focus, ends
when Mitsou and the Lieutenant Bleu, after writing letters to each other, are going to
meet during his leave. The first illustration of Mitsou’s first segmented part highlights what
La Vie Parisienne perceived to be the narrative’s selling points: two soldiers having a good
time during their leave, a lewd voyeur, and the titillating glamour of an attractive actress
being undressed backstage (Figure 30).
Mitsou is a music-hall actress who plays in suggestive outfits grossly patriotic plays
that are supposed to keep the morale up. Her indifference to the war and to sexuality and
sentimentality is emphasized at the onset of the narrative. First, there is a disconnect
between what Mitsou performs and how she feels about the war. While the war is
omnipresent on stage, she is completely oblivious to it backstage, and must be reminded
twice that “c’est la guerre” (Colette 10 Nov. 1917, 1000; 17 Nov. 1917, 1019). This
disconnect conveys the idea that, under the pretense of catering for the need for
distraction and under a patriotic disguise, the music-hall’s patriotic representation of the
war does not amount to much more than commodifying it. Secondly, at the beginning of
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the 1917 version, Mitsou is depicted as a nearly frigid young person: she bears no interest
in love understood as either sexuality or sentimentality. When the story begins, she has
been in a relationship with “L’Homme bien,” an older wealthy man, for three years. The
origin of her stage name illustrates how unsentimental yet influential their relationship
has been upon her life. L’Homme Bien, Pierre, baptized her after an acronym of some of
the companies he works for. 50 The readers never get to know her actual name. Moreover,
their relationship is described as more platonic than sexual: Mitsou alludes to the lack of
sexual pleasure or activity between them in hardly veiled terms. L’Homme Bien is
depicted as a softened and unsuspicious lover doomed to be soon cheated on. This
characterization conforms with a widespread pattern of wartime vaudevillian-like
narratives and plays, in which non-combatant men often served as foils to the soldiers’
virility and Don Juan-like seductiveness.51
Mitsou is depicted as a lower-class woman who passively accepts whatever comes
her way while remaining emotionally distant to any men around her, including to the two
soldiers whom she is asked to hide in her closet. Petite-Chose is one of Mitsou’s colleague,
a music-hall actress too. As opposed to Mitsou, she fully enjoys the possibilities for sexual
encounters with soldiers in wartime. It is thanks to her that Mitsou meets with the
Lieutenant Bleu, as Petite-Chose brings him and his comrade the Lieutenant kaki to her
dressing room to hide them from Boudou “l’avertisseur” at the very beginning of the

“[Mitsou] est un nom fait avec des initiales. Pierre est administrateur, entre autres, de deux
sociétés: une qui s’appelle Manipulation Industrielles Techniques, et l’autre Scieries Orléanaises
Unifiées. Ça a fait M.I.T.S.O.U” (24 November 1917 1042).
51 About the French soldier as a seductor in popular culture, see footnote 30.
50
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story. As both hide in her closet, the soldiers gaze at Mitsou as she, completely oblivious
to them, undresses and puts on a new outfit. This context sets the story as an éveil à la
sensualité, the becoming of Mitsou as experiencing the thrill of sexual pleasure and “true”
love with Lieutenant Bleu.
As Mitsou is seen taking the path of romantic love in wartime, Petite-Chose’s
proudly casual attitude towards sex operates as a foil to Mitsou’s indifference. Over a
lunch during which Mitsou and Petite-Chose develops a trustful friendship, the latter
articulates a forceful response to the moralizing accusations made against women
practicing sex outside marriage in wartime. The conservation between both women sets
the stakes of wartime sexuality for unmarried women. Petite-Chose playfully posits her
casual attitude to sex as her utmost war contribution. She does not have money to donate,
she is not good at knitting nor nursing, but “je suis une personne pour la chose du
machin” whose arms “je les ouvrirai, à toute heure que ça me plaira, à celui que j’aurai le
temps de rendre heureux.” Petite-Chose criticizes the cynicism of the self-righteous
people that present soldiers as “ceux pouvant mourir demain,” and yet would like “que
nous n’y touchions pas!” (24 Nov. 1917, 1044). While Petite-Chose has explored some
forms of emancipated sexuality, Mitsou is set to discover a more traditional iteration of
romantic love and sexuality as a transformative, exclusive relationship through which
women “grow wise.”52

“Comment l’esprit vient aux filles” is the title of one of Jean de la Fontaine’s risqué tale in
which “l’esprit” comes to a young peasant woman by having sex. (Contes 235-239).
52
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While the story’s first three segments, which all take place in the music-hall, are
featured in the magazine’s first pages and lavishly illustrated by then popular illustrator
René Vincent, the last two sections of 1917 Mitsou, which are mostly comprised of the 11
letters Mitsou and Lieutenant Bleu exchange, slide down to the end of the magazine and
receive smaller illustrations. This is also at this juncture that Mitsou departs most clearly
from the tropes of the typical sentimental stories which wartime La Vie Parisienne
published. First, while engaging in some correspondence with a woman he hardly knows,
whom thus could qualify as her marraine, the Lieutenant Bleu (Robert) is dismissive of
marraines de guerre, which La Vie Parisienne then abundantly used as a selling point.53 On the
other hand, Robert’s letters disclose an impoverished imaginary of young women, and
more generally of romantic relationships. Robert lets slip how unable he is to see Mitsou
otherwise than as a lightly clad actress. In the last letter he sends to her before his leave,
he fantasizes over again on her “peau si peu voilée de tulle” (8 Dec. 1917, 1101). This
image corresponds to Mitsou as an actress, not as a person who has been candidly
confiding her inner life for months and is now falling in love. Robert’s visions of
femininity read as if he had spent too much time looking at the illustrations that made La
Vie Parisienne, the most popular French magazine in the trenches, 54 and interact through
women through this medium even as he dismisses marraines.
“Je n’ai, ni ne veux, de marraine. Mes amis, mes camarades, mes hommes autour de moi se
sont livrés à une telle orgie épistolaire, à un tel gaspillage, un tel sabotage de marraines, que je
m’écarte, tout rassasié avant la lettre, de cette goinfrerie” (1 Dec. 1917 1076). On La Vie Parisienne
and marraines de guerre in the illustrated magazine, see chapter 2).
54 The front-page illustration of the La Vie Parisienne 1 Dec. 1917 issue, the one that features the
examined letters between Mitsou and Robert, represents an erotic illustration of a half-naked
young woman submissively giving in to a soldier on leave (Hérouard 1 Dec. 1917).
53
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Moreover, the epistolary narrative goes against the grain of the vision of wartime
France as a time during which all social lines are transcended. Instead of eliding the social
gap between both protagonists, the epistolary relationship generates yet another layer of
misunderstanding. The social gap between the sophisticated, well-read soldier and
Mitsou, an uneducated young woman from the demi monde, becomes painful to read once
they start writing to each other. Agnès Cardinal argues that the letters highlight the
Lieutenant Bleu’s classist attitude towards Mitsou through his dismissive attitude towards
her writing skills as well as her inability to grasp wit, sarcasm, and irony (Cardinal 162-3).
Robert’s letters are full of elegant and whimsical pirouettes which seem “designed to
conceal rather than reveal his true feelings” (162). Conversely, he is unable to read
Mitsou’s letters beyond their clumsiness. When a letter arrives, “its recipient is forced to
read it like a puzzling riddle or a strange hermetic monologue” (163).
In contrast with the image of the letter as transparent medium of the fighting
soldier’s “soul,”55 the intimate letters remain opaque for the civilian and the soldier alike
in Mitsou. The soldier’s epistolary manners cannot be idealized either. Indeed, Mitsou’s
struggle with keeping up with Robert’s sophistication are not lost on him, as he responds
to her letters by mocking her rough rhetoric in ways that the novel’s readers, but not
Mitsou, can entirely comprehend (Colette, 1 Dec. 1917; 1075-7). Colette’s narrative thus
reverses the “poétique de la distance”56 that was usually associated with epistolary writing

As constructed by many intellectuals and media in wartime. See chapter 3.
Borrowing the phrase from Marot 88. One might remember how Henriette de Vismes praised
the marraines’ ability to “read between the lines” (quoted chapter 3 of this dissertation). While
Mitsou is partly able to “read between the lines,” the Lieutenant Bleu is not.
55
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in wartime. Against the grain of wartime idealization, 1917 Mitsou frames intimate war
letters in terms of misunderstanding, discomfort, and unrelenting sense of displacement.
While much of published epistolary writing aimed to conjure up visions of bright future
and rosy past, the letters between Mitsou and Robert are suffused with self-awareness of
their circumstances’ incongruousness. Their epistolary writing conveys an experience of
time that’s devoid of nothing to long for or forward: a war temporality.
However, my reading of Mitsou’s epistolary exchange is not as unforgiving for
Mitsou as Cardinal’s. First, it is Mitsou who, after many hesitations, initiates the
exchange. By doing so, she departs from her formerly passive approach to gendered
relationship. Moreover, while this letter exchange can cogently be thought of in terms of
demonstration of masculine and upper-class domination, Mitsou is nonetheless not as
clueless as Robert seems to think. In her second letter to him, she alludes to the fact that
she is aware of Robert’s diminutive view of her by quipping that “au moins” his letters
taught her “comment les officiers français se représentent la Tenue: en chemise de tulle
avec des bas couleur fraise” (1 Dec. 1917, 1075). She thus underlines the emptiness of
Robert’s writing beneath his adorning whimsical remarks. She also sternly responds to his
ironical flatteries about her writing skills that “je n’ai pas trouvé, moi, de ‘choses
essentielles’ dans votre lettre. Peut-être n’en aviez-vous pas mis” (1076). Furthermore, the
letters Mitsou writes to Robert shows her trying to establish an authentic relationship
between both: she constantly enquires about Robert’s life in the trenches, shows actual
concern, and candidly tells him the ordinariness of her daily life. She does try to establish
bridges between them, which Robert seems enduringly incapable of. While being socially
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constrained by both her gender and class, Mitsou invests her relationship with Robert as
a strategy for upward mobility broadly understood. In that case, money is not under
consideration; love as a transformative experience is. Despite the social violence
underpinning it, Mitsou experiences the epistolary correspondence as transformative
because she is actively involved and succeeds in making it meaningful.
The 1917 segmented novel stopped short of bringing closure to the story, as it
abruptly ended with Mitsou enthusiastically getting ready to meet with the Lieutenant
Bleu now on leave. In addition to some modifications to the part initially published in La
Vie Parisienne, 1919 Mitsou includes an entirely new second part entailing the actual
encounter between Mitsou and Robert and two letters ending the novella. Among the
modifications of the part initially published, Mitsou’s letters are now dotted with spelling
errors, which shows Colette’s willingness to emphasize further the social gap between
Mitsou and the Robert. The other meaningful addition is the one paragraph added in
1919 to the last letter that Robert sends to Mitsou before his leave and their encounter as
lovers. In this paragraph, which is unusually confiding for him, the Lieutenant Bleu
conveys the sense of loss of valuable life experience many men of his generation felt. The
question of male aggressiveness first comes to the fore in this excerpt:
Mitsou, nous autres garçons qui avons vingt-quatre ans, la guerre nous a pris à la
porte du collège dont nous sortions. Elle a fait de nous des hommes, et je crois qu’il
nous manquera toujours d’avoir été des jeunes gens. Il est perdu pour nous, ce
temps précieux pendant lequel nous pouvons apprendre l’équilibre de la voix, du
geste, l’habitude de la liberté, de la famille, approcher, sans épouvante comme sans
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cannibalisme, des femmes qui ne songent pas tout le temps à notre désir ou à notre
argent… Mitsou, pardonnez-moi de vous ennuyer avec ces choses. C’est qu’à
présent mon regret a un but, et je balance entre deux appréhensions: mettrai-je à
vos pieds un lycéen vieilli ou un homme trop jeune qui sera comme un fruit
dessaisonné — mûr d’un côté, vert de l’autre?… (1919 87)
Robert posits the war disruption as the main reason for his lacking relational and
emotional skills. He describes himself as unable to approach women “sans épouvante ni
cannibalisme” (87), an insight that foreshadows the rest of the story told in the 1919
novella.
The whole story of 1917 Mitsou includes several characters and actions unrelated
to the love story in a structure typical of vaudeville; the narrative developed throughout
two months and included many ellipses as well as three distant and contrasting places.57
In contrast, the additional section of 1919 features only Mitsou and Robert and focuses
entirely on their relationship and interaction in tête à tête in a fashion closer to drama. It
unfolds within 24 hours and concentrates on the protagonists’ going back and forth
between Mitsou’s place, a restaurant, the car’s trip in between, and Mitsou’s place again.
At the very beginning of the added part, Mitsou, who is here described as “pas très jolie,”
closes an illustrated periodical, as if to leave behind La Vie Parisienne’s initial Mitsou (1919
95-96). Mitsou’s music-hall actress identity is entirely absent from the 1919 addition.

The music-hall where Mitsou and the lieutenant bleu meet in a vaudeville-like fashion, the
trenches from which the Lieutenant Bleu writes, and Mitsou’s place, in which the conversation
between Mitsou and Petite-Chose takes place.
57
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Although some of the scenes – the awkward first encounter, the uneasy dinner – can read
as humorous, the narrative’s tone is overall soberer. The ending is deprived of the carefree enthusiasm of the initial ending.
When they meet in person, the relationship between Mitsou and Robert plays out
as a continuous demonstration of an unsurmountable inability to communicate. First,
while Mitsou immediately recognizes him, he does not. The obsessive trench
daydreaming in which the soldier continuously reiterated Mitsou as a performer of
femininity and sexual availability leaves him confused once facing an actual woman.58
Robert’s inability to grasp social clues appears in full light from the very beginning, when
both meet at Mitsou’s place. When she breaks her glass of wine by putting it down out of
nervousness, Robert takes her startled gasp for an invitation to kiss her, which he does
against her expectation (97-8). Robert’s resentment about Mitsou’s social class is apparent
during this first kiss scene, as he conspicuously dislikes Mitsou’s tastes in interior
decoration (which the first part of the novella had playfully described as a monument of
kitsch). Although the kiss is executed poorly, “sans viser,” Mitsou invites him to do it
again because it helps her conceal her nervousness (98). From that point on, it becomes
clear for both that the relationship will become sexual soon. They do feel compelled to
conform to social expectation by first going to dinner.

“Il est devant elle et… il ne la reconnaît pas. Il a eu beau dessiner cent fois - sur fond de ciel
déchiré de lueurs, sur nuit sans lune, sur mur de terre glaiseux, sur songe ocellé, - une Mitsou en
robe de ville, ou en pyjama, ou en saut-de-lit, il ne l’a tout de même vue qu’une fois, peu
couverte de bas cramoisis et de tulle… Il est surpris, il est gêné, il était venu pour crier ‘Mitsou!’,
ouvrir les bras et les refermer sur quelque tulle froissé et une chair dévêtue… Mais il trouve jolie,
et touchante, cette jeune fille en noir, pâle, qui lui tend la main.” (96-7)
58
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Robert remains obsessively resentful of Mitsou’s poor manners during the
restaurant’s scene: her inability, for instance, to eat “properly” is an ongoing source of
thinly veiled embarrassment for him. Mitsou’s relatively poor manner increasingly
becomes an object of shame for Robert, who starts experiencing the scene through the
lens of trench environment. Indeed, while their first encounter was framed by Mitsou’s
environment (the music-hall) their second encounter is framed by Robert’s traumatic one.
As Mitsou just disclosed that she is in love with him, he suddenly becomes the prey of a
“demi-hallucination saugrenue:” “La phrase que vient de prononcer Mitsou, il lui semble
qu’il la lit et la relit, là-bas, dans un lieu dépouillé, sous le rayon qui glisse entre les deux
murs de terre [...]” (118). Robert felt as if he read Mitsou’s declaration in one of her
letters instead of hearing it while holding and kissing her hand: “‘Je n’ai jamais été
amoureuse, à présent je le suis’…Elle aurait mis un z à été… Que j’aime ce z…” (118).
His nostalgia of Mitsou’s mistakes materializes how he felt more comfortable with the
physical distance of the epistolary exchange put between them. The inward fantasy that
his trench-self would have cherished an incorrectness he despises in real life erases the
actual presence of Mitsou.59 Robert stays silent regarding the experience of derealization
he just went through, and orders yet another bottle of champagne. They are only
painstakingly keeping up appearances as towards the end of their meal, “leur dialogue
s’appauvrit encore, réduit à quelques exclamations, serrements de mains, sourires de
fausse complicité; mais des éclats de rire cachent l’indigence de leurs propos. Les tables

“Un appel nerveux de la petite main qu’il tient l’éveille […] Je crois bien, Dieu me pardonne,
que je viens d’oublier que Mitsou est là, devant moi…” (118)
59
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voisines envient ce couple d’amoureux qui semble s’amuser si fort. A la vérité Robert,
malgré le champagne et la chère aimable, commence à désespérer.” (119) Although
people at the restaurant seem to envy the glamour their couple evinces, both are all too
aware that it is all fake.
Class resentment is progressively replaced with gender resentment in the moments
leading up to the sexual intercourse. After the restaurant scene, Robert becomes
increasingly anguished by his lack of sex drive. When the moment of sexual intercourse
becomes unavoidable, Robert looks at the bed in despair: “Si je m’approche de ce lit, se
dit Robert, je suis perdu — car il vient de s’apercevoir qu’il tombe de sommeil” (129).
Robert revives his flinching sex drive through metaphors connoting aggressiveness.
Through Robert’s eyes, Mitsou is seen as a hunting trophy: “Elle le contemple, mais lui
l’observe” (114). He manages to revive his sexual desire only by biting Mitsou and
performing domination, giving orders to which, she answers “faiblement,” “vacillante,”
“maladroite” (137). And yet, even this reaffirmation of virility predicated upon
domination seems to be one more pretend game, one more attempt to conform to the
social expectation of masculine domination and feminine submission. The description,
from Robert’s perspective, of Mitsou’s vulnerable body conveys Robert’s aggressive
undertones, especially his insistent look at Mitsou’s neck — a vulnerable part of the body
that evokes strangulation — “un cou de victime” (110).
This aggressiveness, which Robert needs to get physically able to have sex, leads to
a sexual intercourse described in military and conquering terms. It is by motivating
himself with the battle cry “Allons!” that he starts making love to “cette victime blanche,
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couchée sous lui dans ses cheveux répandus, et qui ne s’est point débattue” (135).
Robert’s libido is tinted with hardly veiled sadism, as “le cri, l’arc désolé de la bouche de
Mitsou, l’espoir qu’elle va pleurer enfièvrent l’agresseur plus qu’il n’avait prévu” (135).
Colette had already tied sexual male aggressiveness and women’s passiveness to
erotic desire and heterosexuality in previous works.60 In Mitsou, however, this disposition
is written as an unavoidable partition that ephemerally creates an impression of passion
but does not go beyond the few instants of the actual intercourse. It is for lack of anything
better that the protagonists resort to the pattern of male domination and female
submission. Although the male soldier retains the dominating role, he is deprived of
agency, too, and passively abides by worn-out codes and expectation of virility.
In the break-up letter Robert sends the day after the night they spend together, he
cannot help urging his ex-lover to continue writing to him, as if, while he is not willing to
continue their affair, he could not help giving in to the trope of the soldier waiting for his
lover’s letters. The novela’s penultimate letter, in which Robert breaks up with Mitsou
shortly after their sexual intercourse, shows the same degree of callousness. In Robert’s
eyes, the responsibility of the break-up entirely falls upon Mitsou and her inadequate
social manners and background. He fails to acknowledge the weight of his many personal
faults: his poor understanding of basic social clues, his awkwardness, his poor
management of aggressiveness, his inability to detach himself from cliched representations
of romantic relationships, the feeling of estrangement from the civilian space that shrouds

In both La Vagabonde and L’Entrave, the love story between Renée and her lover (Maxime in the
first novel; Jean in the second one) begins with a forced kiss (1910 555; 24 May 1913 365-8).
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these all, and lastly, his inability to meaningfully communicate any of these. In contrast,
Mitsou’s last letter shows that she has perfectly retraced Robert’s thoughts and feelings,
even though he never disclosed any of them to her. She thus demonstrates that she gained
an ability to empathize which Robert seems irretrievably deprived of. Robert may be
more educated, but it is Mitsou who, ultimately, has learnt from their relationship, thus
providing the rationale behind the under-title of the novel, “How Girls grow wise.”

Mitsou (1956): Sexual Emancipation, Upward Mobility, and vanished Aggressiveness

Jacqueline Audry was one of only two female directors working in the commercial cinema
of the post-war period. The scholarship has only started to reconsider the 16 movies she
directed between 1945 and 1969,.61 Noël Burch and Geneviève Sellier argue that
Jacqueline Audry was a feminist filmmaker who directed movies that “directly challenge
sexual roles as defined by society” (Burch, Sellier 272). Of all her movies, Mitsou is one of
the least considered, perhaps because of a conventional ending which I shall return to.
And yet, the movie does entail bold innovations. In the introductory scene, two soldiers
hiding in the heroin’s closet are looking at Mitsou. However, the camera catches her
standing up and looking back at the voyeurs in the mirror (Figure 31). While titillating,
her posture indicates strength and confidence: Audry’s Mitsou “owns” her body from the
beginning. It is useful to compare this framing with the illustration of the first print-
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See Rollet 2015, who offers an analysis of girlhood in Audry’s feature movies.
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Figure 30. “Mitsou.” La Vie Parisienne, 10 Nov. 1917, p. 997.

Figure 31. Mitsou. Directed by Jacqueline Audry, performed by Danièle
Delorme, 1956, 10’51.
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version of Mitsou, which emphasized the male voyeuristic gaze upon Mitsou’s looking
down at her leaning body (Figure 30). In contrast, Audry directs what could be deemed a
genesis of a cinematographic female gaze. Through this sequence, Audry is faithful to
Colette’s literary intention, which was to center the interplay between women’s and men’s
perspective.
When Audry adapted Colette’s novella Mitsou in 1956, she had already adapted
two of her novels: Gigi, a movie that became the director’s greatest success in 1949, and
Minne, L’Ingénue Libertine in 1950. Colette, who had often been disappointed by the
cinematographic adaptations of her works, liked those by Jacqueline Audry. However,
when Audry adapted Mitsou in 1956, Colette had passed away two years before.
As opposed to the two earlier movies, the latter adaptation significantly departs from
Colette’s novella despite the original faithfulness to the author’s perspective. Among the
additions to the 1919 novella, Audry presented the eponymous heroine as a fervent
reader of Charles Mérouvel’s 1889 Chaste et Flétrie (whose initial full title was Les Crimes de
l’Amour: Chaste et Flétrie).
The movie significantly resignifies the soldierly aggressiveness entailed in 1919
Mitsou through the addition of Chaste et Flétrie, a pre-First World War popular novel
authored by Charles Mérouvel. Two references to this 1889 book occur in the 1956
movie. The first occurs in a scene that did not exist in the novella. Mitsou, her lover and
benefactor l’homme bien (who is given a last name, Duroy-Lelong, in the movie), and
tenants find shelter in the building basement during an air attack alert over Paris. Mitsou
is shown discussing the book with the concierge Madame Lalouette. Mitsou considers that
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Mérouvel’s novel is “beau” and “rudement bien écrit” (Audry 1956 23’50). DuroyLelong, who is performed by Fernand Gravey, sits next to both women. He cuts off their
discussion, makes Madame Lalouette leave, and proceeds to try to convince Mitsou to
stop her music-hall career to “perfectionner [son] education.” He specifically advises her
to take literature lessons and read more recommendable literature such as Parnassian
poets. Shortly after, we see Mitsou, this time in her music-hall dressing room, reading
Chaste et Flétrie again and putting down the book, as if Duroy-Lelong’s advice had been
heard (Figure 32). Educating Mitsou to gain better – that is upper-class – tastes is a major
addition Audry makes to the novella’s plot. This early scene is only an introduction to the
further developments of the second part of the movie, which sees Mitsou, under DuroyLelong’s guidance, setting to gain the skills expected from an upper-class woman, such as
decorating one’s home with good taste and horse-riding skills. She does so to become a
suitable long-term lover to the Lieutenant Bleu, the soldier who breaks up with her after a
short sexual encounter.
Audry’s choice of having Mitsou read Chaste et Flétrie is intended to materialize the
character’s poor tastes which she will need to give up in order to become a suitable lover
to the sophisticated Lieutenant Bleu. Audry’s choice also adds a touch of realism to the
movie. Indeed, popular novels of the kind of Chaste et Flétrie were initially published in
segments (feuilletons) in newspapers, a form that, while usually associated with the 19th
century, experienced a golden age during the First World War.62 A music-hall actress

As examined by Alfu 2016. At least 1,100 romans feuilleton came out in newspapers and
magazines during the war (Alfu 17).
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Figure 32. Mitsou. Directed by Jacqueline Audry, Performed by Danièle
Delorme. 1956, 28’17.

from a poor background such as Mitsou would thus have been very likely to read these.
However, while many authors wrote patriotic novels that took aim at the Germans in
wartime (Charles Mérouvel was one of them63), Chaste et Flétrie does not belong to this
subgenre. Instead, this melodramatic novel tells the often-pathetic story of a young and
innocent peasant named Jeanne Jousset. Jousset is raped by the marquis de Chazey and
becomes a single mother. Her rapist, who accuses Jousset of having provoked the rape
because of her beauty, blackmails her: he poisons his rival and his wife, and kidnaps
Jousset’s daughter to sway her to his will to be with her. There is a happy ending to this

Charles Mérouvel published a roman feuilleton named Haine Éternelle in Le Petit Parisien in 1915.
As the title announced, the novel was stereotypically anti-German (Mérouvel 1915).
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intricate story, as the vagaries of history save Jousset’s day when de Chazey dies during
the Franco-Prussian war in 1870.
Mérouvel’s novel is a prominent example of what Ellen Constans defines as
“roman de la victime.” Constans excavates “romans de la victime” as an important subgenre of popular literature that experienced its apex between 1875 and 1914.64 This
period saw a tremendous popularity for novels whose plot is not “centré sur le héros qui
mène l’action, mais sur la victime qui la subit” (Constans 9). This victim is most often a
woman. This type of literature focuses on diverse forms of social and intimate violence
suffered by women: forced mariage, rape, sex outside marriage and its social
consequences, especially birth of an illegitimate child, and social shaming. By showing
that all women, no matter their social class, were all “victimes potentielles” of genderbased violence, “romans de la victime” encourage the female readership’s identification
(9). This genre, however, cannot not be deemed feminist. Indeed, its typical protagonist,
the “victime-femme” is passive and disempowered. Her fate relies on chance and
Providence “auprès desquelles la victime est et n’est qu’un objet” (10). Chaste et Flétrie’s
1905 cover nonetheless suggests that the idea of a female victim seeking revenge after
abuse could be deemed empowering, or appealed at least, to the readership before the
First World War (Figure 2).65
The following account of “romans de la victime” generously draws on the article Ellen
Constans wrote about this often-overlooked sub-genre of popular literature (Constans 2003).
65 For more context to this image see chapter 1, pp. 41-3. I have not been able to locate all the
editions of Chaste et Flétrie. Based on what I have found, the 1905 edition seems to be the only one
displaying a woman threatening a man’s life. The 1948 edition features a man and a woman on a
boat rocking rough waters, while the 1978 shows a cropped version of the 1905 cover and leaves
the masculine target out.
64
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Chaste et Flétrie is a typical “roman de la victime” because it focuses on the misery
and sexual violence suffered by the female protagonist. It is also typical by positing the
male perpetrator as a victim of the victim of sexual violence’s power of seduction. The
rapist accuses Jeanne’s beauty of having awaken his sexual desire and thus provoked the
rape: “Il est obsédé́ par son image, possédé́ par sa passion; ne serait-il pas aussi une
victime?” rhetorically wonders Constans (10). As outlined in chapter 1 of this dissertation,
the idea that the raped woman is somehow responsible for the crime she suffered was not
to be found only in “romans de la victime.” This assumption was inscribed in a broader
19th-century French literary landscape in which many (male) writers, because they tended
to think of women as not having free will, struggled with positing women as not
consenting to sexual violence. The difference is that romans de la victime focuses on the
victim’s path to better days, which she reached most often thanks to fate and a male
savior.
Therefore, the meaning of Mitsou’s reading of Chaste et Flétrie is twofold. First, it
locates Mitsou low on the social scale. Mérouvel’s book materializes a social class stigma
which Mitsou bears at the beginning of the novel, and which she needs to get rid of to
climb the social ladder. The book’s stereotypically passive victime works as a countermodel to Mitsou. While Mitsou’s passiveness mirrors that of Jeanne Jousset at the onset of
the movie, the movie shows her progressively developing individual goals and taking
charge of her life up to the point of breaking up with her benefactor and uniting with her
first genuine love. It is neither fate “nor “the war” that ultimately unites Mitsou to the
lieutenant bleu, but her will power. Secondly, Mitsou’s relation to Chaste et Flétrie captures
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Audry’s refusal to cinematographically engage with the narrativization of masculine
aggressiveness. In 1956 Mitsou, the insistent (albeit problematic from a feminist
perspective, as noted before) fictionalization and narrativization of masculine
aggressiveness, is all enclosed in and epitomized by Chaste et Flétrie: when Mitsou closes the
book, which she must do to climb the social ladder, the narrative possibility of
fictionalizing and narrating masculine aggressiveness disappears as well. In the movie’s
economy, the latter thus stands as an artefact of a foregone time that shall be put down
for the female character’s development and for her to reach a higher social status.
The Lieutenant Bleu’s struggle with managing his aggressiveness towards women
was one of the shaping forces of Colette’s 1919 novella. This aggressiveness, however, is
entirely absent from the movie characterization of the male protagonist. In the movie, the
Lieutenant Bleu is incorrigibly romantic and genuinely in love with Mitsou. The only
reference to aggressiveness that the movie retains is the arresting quote from the novella
about the “trop et pas assez mûr” soldierly condition (1919 87, quoted earlier). Yet,
François Guérin, the actor performing the Lieutenant Bleu, pronounces this bitter
statement with such a confiding, tender, and gentle voice that the initial aggressiveness is
entirely sanitized. The movie also ends with a reunion of both Mitsou and himself,
whereas the book ended with an unambiguous break-up.
In 1956 Mitsou, Chaste et Flétrie marks masculine aggressiveness as an artefact of the
past that predates the First World War in terms of representation and is both old and of
bad taste. It is a material trace from the late 19th century as a time during which genderbased and sexual violence perpetrated by French men against women was a tremendously
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popular object of representation, in the newspapers as much as in literature. The popular
way of representing gender-based violence can be deemed misogynistic for positing
women as purely alienated objects, not as subjects; it was, however, pervasive. Although
the 1919 novella Mitsou was certainly not a “roman de la victime,” Colette did intend to
show women’s struggle vis-à-vis the aggressiveness of the soldiers returning from the front,
while showing women gaining autonomy. She did so by drawing on previous cultural
conventions, for instance in her way of describing Mitsou as a victim during the sexual act
(as examined above).
In contrast, by showing her filmic heroin giving up on Chaste et Flétrie, Audry also
gives up on framing women as victims altogether — even though it is a whole memory of
post-war relations that falls out of frame through this gesture. As the movie recounts a
story of social mobility and sexual emancipation, it also leaves the matter of masculine
aggressiveness out of the frame. Such an authorial choice, I would suggest, is indicative of
the time and place of the film production; a time and place that did not produce creative
means for envisioning both women’s emancipation and the raw facts of violence against
women. The erasing of masculine aggressiveness allows the narrative to center class
mobility and sexual emancipation. These two themes were resonant to the 1950s
audience and easy to associate with the 1920s.
The attention the movie gives to the character Petite-Chose — performed by
Odette Laure — is telling of this continued interest in linking women’s sexual
emancipation to the First World War. In the movie, Petite-Chose, the cabaret singer and
Mitsou’s confidante, performs a tour de chant in which she assertively and playfully sings
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how she “donne dans la chose du machin,” thus alluding to a tumultuous sexual life
(Audry 1956 25-28’). The scene occurs just before Mitsou is shown ill-at-ease as she reads
Chaste et Flétrie, which invites the audience to compare both female protagonists’ relation
to independence and sexuality. At the movie onset, Petite-Chose is a noticeably more
independent woman than Mitsou is. She does not have a benefactor helping her gain
more skills, and she makes her decisions on her own. While Mitsou essentially replaces
her commitment to her aging lover Duroy-Lelong with a commitment to the younger,
more attractive Lieutenant Bleu, Petite-Chose never falls in love with anyone. The lunch
Mitsou and she shares thoughtfully captures the intimacy of a nascent female friendship.
It also shows Petite-chose as a hedonistic as well as a caring and endearing person that is
not willing to alter her identity for men.
In contrast, as she gains good taste, Mitsou transcends her passive submission to
Duroy-Lelong, which leads to a conventional happy ending with Robert. Indeed, the
movie ends with her reuniting with the wounded Lieutenant Bleu on his hospital bed in
Orléans under the approving gaze of his parents.66 The movie ending turns out to be
rather conventional, which might explain why Mitsou did not receive the cult-following
other movies by Audry, such as Gigi, did.
In the aftermath of the Second World War and in the throes of the Algerian war,
the “Grande Guerre” was progressively being remembered by the French as the last
“decent” war. Audry’s 1956 movie is inscribed in this coalescing cultural legacy, as it

66

As noted earlier, such a conclusion profoundly departs from the novella.
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offers a narrative that buttresses the vision of the First World War as a moment of
women’s emancipation and French men’s decency. The director rewrote the story of
Mitsou as the story of freedom of female sexual desire and romance entangled with
upward mobility. Through the character of Petite-Chose, the movie provides a vibrant
instance of a lower-class woman asserting her right to sexual pleasure far from the
bourgeois codes. However, the movie did not find or did not seek the lexicon necessary to
include the question that was central to Colette’s 1919 novella: how to deal with male
aggressiveness in relationship with militarization, battlefield trauma, as well as its post-war
denial, trivialization, and occultation.
Audry’s adaptation shaped a narrative mirroring the concerns of her time while
disconnecting male aggressiveness and militarization to the representation of gender
relations. The movie belonged to a cultural moment that did not produce creative means
to engage women’s emancipation and gender-based violence within the same narrative. It
also constructed militarization as fundamentally unaltering the vaunted male sensibility,
thus leaving unscathed the schizophrenic condition through which the French continued
to consider themselves in the First World War and, arguably, the ensuing conflicts.

Chapter Conclusion

The widespread assumption that the war had changed women more than men, or at least
that the changes in women affected gender relations more than those in men, was
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dominant in post-war France.67 The hyper-scrutiny of women was widespread; this not to
say that it was logical. After all, weren’t the veterans the ones who had gone through the
most radically transformative life experience during their time in the trenches? Why, then,
did it make more sense for post-war French society to consider primarily how changes in
women, not in men, would primarily affect gender relations? Why did it make more
sense, especially given that, in those discussions, changes in gender relations were usually
perceived negatively? The hyper-scrutiny over women’s bodies and conduct that marked
the aftermath of the First World War was not a new social phenomenon, as it had long
been one of the ways in which society attempted to control women. However, it gained
new currency at a time when the society became increasingly uneasy with looking at
gender relations and intimacy through the lens of masculinity, for doing so would have
implied putting to the fore warfare experience and its lingering brutalizing effect upon
men.
Roland Dorgelès’ decade-long published writing on war and women offers a
record of how and how much the war experience shaped the veterans’ relationship to
women in intimacy. Dorgelès drew inspiration on the traumatic grudge against women
throughout his life. His published writing is remarkable through its decade-spanning

French writer Paul Colin captures how much women were scrutinized in the aftermath of the
First World War: “Ce formidable problème de la femme et de son affranchissement […]
passionne et tyrannise toute notre génération.” (Colin 1923 237). Victor Margueritte’s La Garconne
(1922) generated a heated discussion thanks to its ability to take on the following then-resonant
concern, here echoed by Diana Holmes: “Had female identity and relations between the sexes
changed fundamentally, due to women’s brief experience of non-traditional employement and
relative independence during the war?” (Holmes, Looseley 2013 101). See also my comment on
Mary Louise Roberts in chapter 1 (esp. p. 80).
67
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representation of the sensible French soldier as constantly being deceived and betrayed by
cold-hearted and indifferent women. Dorgelès’ published and unpublished (during his
lifetime) works is informed by the repetitive entangling of personal trauma, masculine
victimhood, with guilt-inducing narratives to women.
Both Le Grand Saigneur by Rachilde and Mitsou by Colette addressed the changes the
war brought to gender relations primarily through the ways in which the war affected
fighting men. By doing so, their works highlighted how the shadow of warfare violence
intersected with gender relations and, in the case of Le Grand Saigneur, enabled post-war
trivialization of violence against women and non-conforming masculinities. The focus on
veterans’ identity and their struggles with intimacy that these two authors offered did not
prove popular. Mitsou remains one of the least known works by prominent writer Colette.
Similarly, Le Grand Saigneur counts among Rachilde’s lesser known works. A return to these
narratives has allowed us, however, to recount the untold history of physical and
psychological violence against women as a shaping force of interwar narratives and
representations; a story complicated both by war trauma and by the taboo on violence
against women perpetrated by French men. In Jacqueline Audry’s 1954 movie Mitsou, the
soldierly aggressiveness that preoccupied Colette and Rachilde in the aftermath of the
First World War became dissociated from this conflict in the aftermath of the Second
World War. Through this analysis of this movie, the chapter has also opened the
reflection upon how the Second World War, as much as the Algerian War, reconfigured
the First World War legacy.
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CONCLUSION
This dissertation has put to the fore experiences and anxieties stemming from the
brutalizing effect of total war upon national models of masculinity and gender relations.
The first chapter has highlighted distinctive strategies that some women authors used to
conjure up these experiences and anxieties while writing at that a time that urged them to
silence. J. Delorme-Jules-Simon drew on the epistolary genre to recount the suppression
of her own war trauma through the writing of romantic love intertwined with men’s
desensitization to violence. By framing sexual desire as treacherous means of emotional
survival, Jeanne Landre parodied the romance genre to offer some distance to the
idealizing tropes that obscured and trivialized the impact of warfare violence upon gender
relations. At a methodological level, this first chapter has posited literature as a source
documenting how military violence can shape individual expression of sexual desire and
romantic love, and gender relations. It has focused on women’s writing to analyse the
narrativization of gender-based and intimate partner violence. While women’s writing
from the First World War, the corpus to which J Delorme-Jules-Simon and Jeanne
Landre belong to, has often been examined solely through the lens of women’s
emancipation, this chapter has demonstrated that these women writers can offer insights
into the handling of diverse forms of violence in militarised contexts. This approach
invites for further examination of women’s war writing and the romance genre in relation
to the new challenges military conflicts brought regarding the representation of genderbased violence perpetrated by national citizens.
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The second chapter has framed illustrated periodicals as a space in which French
society negotiated thresholds of tolerance to sexual violence and norms of visual and
discursive representation of gendered aggression during the First World War. Through an
examination of La Vie Parisienne, the chapter has historicized the notion of women’s sexual
consent in relation to the antagonistic and traumatic dynamics of the conflict. It has
retraced the meanings that the masculine and (thus far overlooked) female readership
could find in the popular magazine’s visions of sexual emancipation. It has also
emphasized how such promises became intertwined with the fraught assumption that
non-consenting women, by exposing Frenchmen as barbares, could only be enemies.
Illustrated periodicals were popular during the First World War and remained so in its
aftermath. The colonial illustrated press, for instance, reached a peak of popularity and
visibility in the interwar period, with the creation of many publications in metropolitan
France across the colonies. Future research could investigate these periodicals as a space
in which social and cultural attitudes towards gender-based violence crystallized and
morphed to uncover the impact of gender-based violence, colonialism, and the legacies of
the First World War on French models of masculinity in the interwar period.
The third chapter has examined the construction of intimate letter-writing in the
media and intimate war letters through the lens of the schizophrenic condition that
shaped so many narratives of emotional unity and cultural cohesion in France during the
war. It has shown that intellectuals constructed intimate war letters to provide an
instrumental emotional incentive to support the war effort despite the raw fact of human
loss and looming society’s brutalization. By idealizing the soldier’s gentleness towards
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loved ones while neatly secluding the soldiers’ experience of violence away from the
civilians, such discourses did not merely contribute to make the war experience
incommunicable: they made the return of violence home unspeakable. Through their
construction of letter-writing, vocal intellectuals and medias produced a powerful way of
enrolling gendered intimacy into the fabric of war support. This construction can be
found at various degrees in staunchly pro-war writings, as this chapter has examined in
anthologies of intimate war letters and in Maurice Barrès’ writing, but also to buttress
nascent pacifist views, as seen in Romain Rolland’s and Marcelle Capy’s. The latter was,
however, arguably one of the first writers to emphasize the contradictions inherent to that
image and originally used the emotional power of these letters to highlight the
schizophrenia of the time for what it was: an “horrifying state of affairs” (Bartov 13-4).
The soldiers who set out to separate themselves from war supporters and bourreurs
de crâne and embraced pacifist views — a major part of the veterans’ body in the interwar
period — had to draw a line between “propaganda” and the love and gentleness they
genuinely felt and expressed in wartime. As examined in the wartime writings of Norton
Cru, such a line proved difficult to draw, for those expressions and feelings of love and
gentleness had been so efficiently interwoven into the fabric of the conflict. The analysis
of Norton Cru’s letters has retraced this inner struggle as it unfolded in the written words
and gendered interactions of the most influential literary critic of French First World War
narratives. I centered not Cru’s depictions of the front, but the letter writer’s rhetoric on
gentleness and gender relations as he wrote to the female members of his family
throughout the conflict. This focus has uncovered that Cru drew on a language of
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gentleness and sensibilité that was compatible with propaganda while buttressing
progressive views about women in the darkest hours of his war campaign. On the other
hand, once the worst was behind, the soldier resorted to a towering attitude and old
misogynistic clichés he once was markedly separate from. This shift, which resulted in
him drawing starker lines between the fronts and between genders, emerged at the same
time as the core principles regarding war testimonies that made his 1929 essay Témoins a
watershed in the literary criticism and memory of the conflict.
The change in Cru’s attitudes invites to inquiry into thorny questions: should the
“gentle” Cru of the early war years be considered merely brainwashed by propaganda?
Or did he find a degree emotional resonance in the propagandistic depiction of the
soldier’s dual-faced identity at the worst of his war campaign? Cru’s account suggests that
the myth of the violent, yet non-violent French soldier helped some soldiers organize their
war experience at a time of shattered identity. Although propaganda constructed and
fueled a “political fiction” that served military and national purpose, such a fiction
nonetheless bore an emotional truth that offered meaning to at least some soldiers and
civilians at a critical juncture. Ironically, however, once Cru felt urged to separate himself
from this “fiction,” Cru and his work also separated from the more progressive ideas
about gender he had embraced through the language of love, gentleness, and reciprocity.
Cru separating himself from this fiction is echoed in his literary criticism, as his
foundational Témoins is marked by a staunch front- and gender- separation that removes
women and gender relations from the war’s “truth.” At a methodological level, my
analysis of Cru has explored soldiers’ writing as a valuable source to document how
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military violence can affect experience of and political views upon gender relations. This
analysis thus invites to further research the stakes of the writing of love, sensibilité, and
gentleness not only at an anthropological level but also at a cultural one, and especially in
relation to gender politics.
The fourth and last chapter has investigated the legacies of the emotional and
cultural configuration the chapter 3 has examined through the war and post-war writings
of the prolific war veteran Roland Dorgelès as well as Rachilde, Colette, and Jacqueline
Audry. French society was taught to concile gentleness and sensibilité with the ability to
exercise violence during the First World War. Roland Dorgelès never ceased to reconcile
masculine sensibilité with the right and ability to hurt women in his First World War
narratives, which spans more than 30 years. This combination was the cornerstone of the
novelist’s articulation of men’s victimhood and women’s guilt throughout the decades.
Second, the examination of the female fictional character Mitsou and Rachilde’s novel Le
Grand Saigneur has retraced violent fantasy against women as an overlooked shaping force
of French narratives in the interwar period. Drawing on the gothic, fantastic, and
sentimental genres, Rachilde recreated a society in which veteran’s impunity, along with
the guilt bestowed upon (sometimes internalized by) women, enabled and trivialized interpersonal forms of gender-based violence. Colette’s Mitsou, on the other hand, provides a
nuanced reflection upon how male aggressiveness can and cannot be conveyed in French
fiction in the aftermath of the First World War. Both authors intertwine this issue with the
emotional as well as generational gap the war created between young women who
embraced change, and young soldiers who, after years frozen out of the civilian space,
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would not or could not question neither the traditional gender order nor its intrinsic
potential for gendered and social violence.
Rachilde and Colette’s then marginal perspective invites us to consider critically
the post-war hyper-scrutiny over women’s conduct. The post-war French society was
reluctant to address the changes the war brought to gender relations and intimacy
through the lens of masculinity, for doing so would have implied putting to the fore
warfare experience and its lingering brutalizing effect upon men. In contrast, both Le
Grand Saigneur by Rachilde and Mitsou by Colette addressed the changes the war brought
to gender relations primarily through the ways in which the war affected fighting men. By
doing so, their texts highlighted how the shadow of warfare violence intersected with
gender relations and fueled post-war trivialization of gender-based violence. Finally,
through an analysis of Jacqueline Audry’s Mitsou, the chapter has opened a reflection
upon how the Second World War as much as the Franco-Indochinese War and the
Algerian War transformed the First World War legacy and the deeply entrenched taboo
revolving around violence against women perpetrated by French men.
As much as the First World War was a violent climax for the number of people
that came to be involved in daily suffering, maiming, wounding, killing, and dying, it was
also climactic in terms of narrative means deployed to reconcile with this violence, to
obscure or trivialize its seeping into society, daily life, and intimacy, and to deny the
problems it caused to the myth of French superiority. The cultural pattern entailed in
these narrative means contributed to obscuring the possibility of French, white,
heterosexual men as perpetrators of gender-based violence. Future research is needed to
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expand the genealogy of these narrative means across time and space. Likewise, this
dissertation invites further research to develop more ways of excavating the materiality of
gender-based violence in literature and historical sources and examine how the latter,
recurrently intertwined with the writing of romantic love and sexual consent, can inform
our emotional and epistemological relation to objects of historical analysis and to literary
canons.
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